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Introduction 

At GE Aircraft Engines (GEAE), during the preliminary 
design process for aircraft propulsion systems, the designer has 
always been concerned about the cost implications of engine 
architecture and material requirements, which are driven by 
design specified engine thermodynamic operating conditions. 
The concern was not only about initial acquisition economics, 
but about maintenance costs associated with the propulsion life 
cycle as well as the development costs associated with design 
and certification of the power plant. The difficulty has been that 
there was no rapid, accurate cost estimating process to allow 
the designers ready access to the cost implications of design 
choices. High cycle pressure ratios and bypass ratios were ther-
modynamically attractive in reducing SFC. Technology, 
whether in the form of complex aerodynamic blade shapes to 
increase efficiency or higher temperature materials to reduce 
undesirable effects of cooling flows on SFC, was considered 
without in depth quantitative cost impacts of these design 
choices. 

Unprecedented levels of airline financial losses in the early 
1990s provided a clear focus, for both current and future prod
ucts, indicating cost is a key discriminator. Airline customers 
demanded engines that are affordable both to buy and to own. 
Clearly a need had been established to quickly and accurately 
understand the cost and life implications of preliminary design 
choices. 

Examination of cost models, both inside and outside the com
pany, failed to locate a generic model which satisfied GEAE 
business needs; i.e., one that 

— costed parts based on physical attributes and compared 
them to production parts in a cost data base 

— utilized current production costs for parts and was tied to 
a system that was periodically updated 

— costed development and certification programs associated 
with engine design choices 

— reflected the impact of thermodynamic design choices on 
maintenance cost associated with long term product utili
zation 

The technical challenge had been established and GEAE 
launched an initiative in the early 1990s to produce such a code. 
This paper presents trade studies considering engine cycle trades 
with cost as a key discriminator. 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-182. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

Integrated Preliminary Design System 

To function in a manner which provides rapid response and 
system optimization, a preliminary design tool set, capable of 
being integrated, is required. The specific needs are linkable 
models that define 

— parametric engine cycle performance 
— parametric engine weight 
— engine cost 
— A/C mission analysis 

Ideally these programs would be linked and on-line user spec
ified inputs would generate real time system impacts and inter-
dependencies. At a minimum, the programs must provide input 
to each other with minimal user intervention. Emission and 
noise considerations must also be assessed in any actual product 
study. For the purpose of brevity and relative simplicity the 
emission and acoustic effects are not considered for the study 
presented here. 

The preliminary design system currently in use at GEAE has 
the above linkable tool set inputs and was utilized to present 
the results contained in this paper. 

Cost Modeling 
The following three basic approaches are used in cost model

ing : parametric, bottom-up, and comparative. 

Parametric Techniques. These techniques use statistical 
relationships derived from general historical data. Parametrics 
are a function of one or more cost or noncost related parameters 
(i.e., weight, size), simplistic, and part specific. Parametrics are 
generally valid within a narrow technology band; however, for 
use on emerging technologies, these relationships typically be
come unreliable. 

Bottom-Up Techniques. These techniques estimate costs 
operation by operation and are based on related parameters. 
Bottoms-up techniques require applicable historical data and 
are very time intensive. 

Comparative Techniques. These techniques estimate the 
cost of a new part by adjusting the cost of existing parts to 
account for the differences in size, materials, configuration, and 
features. Because comparative costs are rolled up from the part 
level, they are comparable in accuracy to bottoms up techniques, 
but are much simpler. 

The COMPEAT$™ Cost Model uses the comparative ap
proach automating current manual cost estimating methods. The 
model takes advantage of advances in software technologies 
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Generic Airline Mission Description - ro-woTypa Aircraft 

Fig. 1 Mission description 

integrating engineering information systems and historical data
bases, from which comparative data is used as a basis of cost 
estimating. The COMPEAT$™ Cost Model comparative pro
cess provides bottom up accuracy with parametric simplicity. 

Application of Surplus Value to Engine Optimization 

In the following sections, the surplus value concept and its 
application to optimization of a medium range commercial air
craft engine will be described. How the maximum surplus value 
engine differs from the minimum fuel burn engine and the 
minimum direct operating cost engine will also be discussed. 

Surplus Value Concept. The concept of surplus value was 
documented by Collopy in 1997 [1]. In simple terms, the surplus 
value of a commercial aircraft is the difference between the 
present value of the profit stream generated by the aircraft and 
the cost of manufacturing the aircraft and engines. Therefore, 
the surplus value represents the total profit potential of the 
aircraft, which is divided among the airline, airframe manufac
turer, and engine manufacturer through the action of a competi
tive market. 

Collopy further demonstrated that in a rational market where 
profit potential is the airlines' only aircraft selection criteria, 
two or more competing aircraft can share in the market on a 
sustained basis only when the sale prices of the aircraft are 
adjusted such that the net profit available to the airline (i.e., the 
difference between the present value of the revenue stream 
generated by the aircraft and the purchase price of the aircraft) 
is the same for all competing aircraft. Therefore, the airlines 
get the same surplus value from any of the competing aircraft 
in this scenario, and the airframe and engine manufacturers 
divide the difference between the total surplus value and the 
airlines' share. Hence, the manufacturers of the aircraft and 
engine combination with the highest total surplus value receive 
a larger profit than their competitors. By similar reasoning, it 
follows that when two or more engines compete on the same 
aircraft, the manufacturer whose engine provides the highest 
surplus value on the aircraft will receive a larger profit than his 
competitors. Therefore, it is in the best interests of the engine 
manufacturers, airframe manufacturers, airlines, and ultimately 
consumers, to optimize engine designs to achieve maximum 
aircraft surplus value. 

Application of the Surplus Value Concept. To demon
strate the utility of the surplus value method in engine optimiza
tion, a typical domestic 160 passenger narrow-body aircraft 
(fixed not rubber), with a design range of approximately 3000 
nm (range capability with max passenger loading) was consid
ered. The aircraft was assumed to be unconstrained by installa
tion issues that would have an adverse effect on engine to wing 
installation weight or drag. Also, the aircraft was not limited 
by fuel capacity for any of the engines studied. These were all 
done to ensure that aircraft specific items would not alter the 

general engine parameter trends that were being studied in this 
paper. Also, it is typical of a new aircraft/engine combination. 

The Engine Synthesis Program (ESP) and the COM-
PEAT$™ Cost Model were used to evaluate the performance, 
weight, and cost of a parametric set of engines designed to the 
same high pressure turbine rotor inlet temperature limit, 2800°F, 
and the same takeoff and top of climb thrust levels. All of the 
engines were two spool turbofans of the following same basic 
architecture: 

— single stage, solid metal, wide chord fan 
— three to four stage booster 
— seven to nine stage high pressure compressor 
— dual annular combustor 
— two stage high pressure turbine 
— four to seven stage low pressure turbine 
— separate flow nacelle 

The mission and economic analyses for each of these engines 
were performed using the methodology described in the follow
ing sections. 

Mission Mix Scenario. The mission mix scenario was cre
ated to model typical domestic aircraft operation. As shown in 
Fig. 1, nine missions were spread throughout the range/payload 
envelope. 

A distribution of ranges and payloads was then determined 
from typical operating conditions, which when combined with 
the missions, yielded the breakdown shown in Fig. 2. 

The first six missions are typical of "nonlimited" operations. 
This means each engine is carrying the same payload (average 
load of 65 percent pax and 35 percent cargo). The seventh 
mission is flown with maximum volumetric payload. Again, 
each engine carries the same payload, but the total payload is 
higher than that in missions 1-6 (payload is max passengers 
and max cargo using a typical cargo density). The eighth mis
sion is flown with max structural payload. In this case, since 
aircraft are certified to a MZFW (max zero fuel weight), the 
engine weight affects the ability to carry payload. Hence, the 
heavier the engine, the less cargo that can be carried (each 
engine carries max passenger load but varying cargo loads). 
The ninth and final mission in the mix consists of a typical 
MTOGW (max takeoff gross weight) limited mission. A 3000 
nm mission was chosen to allow for approximately a max pas
senger loading; however, each engine will carry a different 
payload in this case. The average range of the nine missions 
studied was «sl300 nm, which is typical of aircraft in this 
market category. 

Mission Analysis Methodology. The study aircraft was 
flown with each of the study engines for all of the nine missions 
described in the mission mix. The missions were executed using 
typical mission rules and reserves. A particular study engine 
configuration affects aircraft mission performance through en
gine SFC, nacelle drag, and engine weight. For the purposes of 

Generic Airline Mission Breakdown • 737-woTyp. Airenit 

Fig. 2 Mission breakdown 
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Fig. 3 Effect of fan pressure ratio and overall pressure ratio on cruise 
SFC 

this study, engine SFC, relative to a given reference engine 
installation, is reflected in a change to aircraft specific range 
characteristics. A change in nacelle drag, due to fan diameter 
(i.e., low FPR = high fan diameter), is also reflected by a 
change in aircraft specific range characteristics. Propulsion sys
tem weight is reflected in aircraft empty weight. Since the study 
aircraft is a domestic 160 passenger aircraft (i.e., twin-engined) 
a particular engine's weight, relative to the reference engine, 
changes the empty weight by a factor of two on engine weight 
with an additional weight term added to reflect the structure 
required to mate those engines with the airframe. Each of the 
missions in the mission mix contributes to operating cost 
through fuel burn (i.e., a function of weight, drag, and SFC). 
In addition, operating cost is dependent on the mission results 
since engine flight hours affect maintenance costs. The major 
contributor to the overall profitability of the aircraft is revenue, 
which comes from payload capability in the form of passengers 
and/or cargo. Therefore, the profitability figures of merit (that 
vary with each study engine) are fuel burn, flight time, and 
payload. 

Economic Analysis Methodology. In order to analyze the 
engines in terms of actual airline usage scenarios, an economic 
analysis has been performed based on the mission analysis re
sults. As described earlier, the surplus value concept is a method 
which quantifies and ranks the appropriate items to be com
pared. A modification of this method has been used. This has 
been done in the interest of better showing the study engine 
trends as applied to the profit potential of the overall system. 
The simplification entails utilizing a markup of engine manufac
turing cost to determine an engine price, and similarly utilizing 
the aircraft price, rather than aircraft cost. Inserting these as
sumptions into the surplus value calculation results in a typical 
NPV (net present value) analysis. No attempts have been made 

M91 Pan Ptmn Mo 

Fig. 4 Effect of fan pressure ratio and overall pressure ratio on engine 
weight 

1.5FPR/40OPR 1.95 FPR/40 OPR 

Fig. 5 Effect of engine cycle on size at constant takeoff and top of climb 
thrust 

to study the distribution of the profit between engine manufac
turer, airframe manufacturer, and airline. Rather, the study de
fines the relative profit available assuming the airframe and 
engine manufacturer have obtained a fixed profit through the 
markup of cost to price. The study engine trends developed 
with this simplified method are the same as would be seen with 
the surplus value method, only the magnitude of the results 
differ. 

The methodology used in performing the economic analysis 
is a combination of standard DOC (Direct Operating Cost) 
techniques, coupled with a revenue stream and ultimately results 
in the NPV analysis. Total DOC+I (direct operating cost + 
interest) results are made up of flight crew, cabin crew, fuel 
burn, engine maintenance, airframe maintenance, insurance, 
landing fees, airframe and engine depreciation, and airframe 
and engine interest. The "cost" items from the nine missions, 
coupled with the mission weightings, are totaled to create a 
yearly "expense". The payload data from each of the nine 
missions is then divided into passenger and cargo revenue, 
based on the relevant distributions for each mission. When com
bined with the mission weightings, a yearly "revenue" is cre
ated. Combining the revenues, expense and tax information 
yields a yearly financial picture. Evaluating these items over a 
typical service life provides a cash flow stream that, when com
pared against the initial investment, allows an NPV calculation 
to be made. The NPV has been determined using a fixed dis
count rate. The NPV becomes the economic figure of merit 
used to determine the overall economic "winner" among the 
study engines. This approach allows the study engines to be 
ranked by potential economic benefit available to a typical air
line customer. 

Engine Cycle Trade Study 
The basic cycle parameters, fan pressure ratio (FPR), and 

overall pressure ratio (OPR), are of primary importance in the 
design of a new turbofan engine. These parameters, which are 
set very early in the design process, have a major impact on 
the engine weight, cost, and fuel consumption. To demonstrate 
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the surplus value method of optimizing these parameters, we 
examined the design space defined by a fan pressure ratio range 
of 1.5 to 1.95 and an overall pressure ratio range of 28 to 40. 
The results, discussed in the following sections, utilize FPR = 
1.8 and OPR = 32 as a baseline. 

Engine Characteristics. The specific fuel consumption and 
engine weight and trends are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respec
tively. As fan pressure ratio is reduced, the bypass ratio and the 
propulsive efficiency both increase. This results in a significant 
improvement in specific fuel consumption. However, this also 
results in a weight increase because fan airflow, and hence 
diameter, must increase to maintain constant thrust. This effect 
is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the ESP-generated flowpath draw
ings are shown for the four corners of the design space. It should 
be noted that the weight increases rapidly between 1.65 and 1.5 
fan pressure ratio because only solid metal fan blades have been 
chosen for this study. If the lower fan pressure ratio range 
looked favorable for this application, a weight reduction tech
nology, such as a composite fan blade, could be used to mitigate 
the weight increase. 

Engine specific fuel consumption, weight and cost are influ
enced by both overall pressure ratio as well. As overall pressure 
ratio is increased in the range of interest, the thermal efficiency 
of the cycle increases and the specific fuel consumption de
creases. At the same time, the specific power of the core tends 
to decrease, so the core must be slightly larger to produce the 
same fan power. 

Mission Analysis Results. For the purposes of simplifica
tion, the FPR = 1.80 engines have been selected to show the 
cost and revenue trends with varying OPR. This intermediate 
FPR was selected as a balance between mission performance 
and acoustic requirements. Figure 6 depicts mission perfor
mance as a function of engine OPR. Delta design range is an 
indication of MTOGW limited payload capability (mission 9) 
while 1000 nm delta fuel burn is a reflection of operating cost 
due to mission weighted fuel burn (missions 1-7). Here it can 
be seen that, on the study aircraft with the assumed study engine 
configuration, the high OPR engines offer better design range 
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Fig. 9 Annual fuel costs 

and fuel burn until that point at which the weight attendant with 
core size and stage count offsets that improvement in SFC 
associated with better thermal efficiency. Short haul aircraft are 
more sensitive to engine weight than SFC due to lower fuel 
fractions. The aircraft operating costs are based on the integra
tion of fuel burns across the mission mix rather than 1000 nm 
fuel burn only. 

Economic Results. Figure 7 shows the breakdown of indi
vidual cost items within the Total DOC+I (total op cost) term 
for the baseline engine over a one year operation. It must be 
noted that the engine affects only 35-40 percent of the total 
aircraft operational cost. Range of variation due to cycle impacts 
must be significantly less than 35 percent. 

Figure 8 shows the relative manufacturing costs for varying 
OPR. The manufacturing cost trends are similar to the weight 
trends; larger engines tend to be both heavier and more expen
sive. However, the cost trends are not as smooth because they 
are more strongly influenced by discrete changes in materials 
and numbers of turbomachinery stages. The higher pressure 
compressor also requires more stages to produce the higher 
overall pressure ratio. These effects drive both weight and cost 
up. In addition, as overall pressure ratio rises, more costly mate
rials are required in the compressor and turbines to withstand 
the resulting temperature increases. 

Figure 9 shows the change in annual fuel costs for varying 
OPR at a constant FPR = 1.80. Essentially, this chart is a 
reflection of the block fuel burn results shown earlier, although 
the annual fuel costs are the result of the integration of fuel 
costs on all nine missions as they are weighted for one year's 
use. 

Figure 10 shows aircraft total operating cost for one year's 
operation on a relative basis. As was mentioned earlier, engine 
related items account for about 35 percent of the total operating 
cost of the aircraft, of which fuel costs are but one contributor. 
The other engine related cost items, namely engine mainte
nance, depreciation, and interest, when combined with fuel 
costs, produce the trend shown in Fig. 10. Since these three 
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items are strong functions of manufacturing cost, the higher 
OPR engines, with the attendant higher manufacturing costs, 
are more expensive to operate on a relative basis. The combina
tion of fuel costs, shown in Fig. 9, and manufacturing costs 
result in an optimal OPR = 36 engine from a total operating 
cost standpoint. 

Figure 11 shows the annual total revenue for varying OPR 
engines at constant FPR = 1.80. Recall that for missions 1-7, 
payload (and thus revenue) are the same for all study engines. 
For mission 8, high engine weight results in lower revenue. For 
mission 9, payload is a function of engine weight, drag and 
SFC integrated over the mission. As a result, in Fig. 11, OPR 
= 36 shows the maximum revenue generating capability. 

The integrated effects of total operating cost, acquisition cost, 
and revenue can be represented by a net present value (NPV) 
calculation over a fixed period of time. This calculation, for a 
period of 15 years, is shown in Fig. 12. It should be noted that 
all of the study engines are a good investment by the standards 
of the NPV calculation since absolute values are positive. Delta 
NPV is shown in order to highlight the trends. The combination 
of low operating costs, moderate acquisition cost, and high 
revenue result in the OPR = 36 engine having the highest profit 
potential for the airline. 

Summary 

A variation of the surplus value method was used to define 
the optimum engine cycle for a typical 160 passenger narrow-
body aircraft. The results indicate that more traditional optimi
zation parameters, such as fuel burn, fail to produce the best 
engine from an economic perspective, because they focus only 
on costs without regard to revenue generation potential. 

Relative to the specific optimum cycle obtained, it must be 
remembered that this study has been performed on a 160 passen
ger narrow-body aircraft, operating over a typical domestic op
eration. The conclusions on engine FPR, OPR, cost, etc., are 
not applicable to all aircraft types and operational environments. 
Due to the short stage lengths that this type of aircraft sees in 
operation, the importance of SFC and, therefore, fuel burn are 
not as strong as would be seen in longer range operations. As 
a result, the impact of items such as maintenance cost and 
engine cost become much more important on a relative basis, 
than would be seen on a long range, wide-body application. 
Each aircraft and engine application should be studied in order 
to determine the proper relationship between engine parameters. 
Acoustic and emission requirements could also significantly 
alter the design choice. 

It has also been shown that the basic thermodynamic cycle 
can have a significant impact on the economic viability of the 
engine. Although the data to prove it was not shown in this 
paper, the same is true of the basic engine architecture (i.e., the 
general engine layout, number of spools, and number and type 
of stages). Since both the cycle and the engine architecture are 
set very early in the engine design, an advanced, integrated set 
of design and analysis tools is required to perform the full 
engine economic analysis before significant engine design work 
is completed. The tools must be simple enough to allow rapid 
design iterations on the cycle and architecture, while having 
enough fidelity to obviate the need for significant cycle or archi
tecture changes later in the design process. 

References 
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Gas Turbine Cycle Design 
Methodology: A Comparison of 
Parameter Variation With 
Numerical Optimization 
In gas turbine performance simulations often the following question arises: what is 
the best thermodynamic cycle design point? This is an optimization task which can 
be attacked in two ways. One can do a series of parameter variations and pick from 
the resulting graphs the best solution or one can employ numerical optimization 
algorithms that produce a single cycle that fulfills all constraints. The conventional 
parameter study builds strongly on the engineering judgement and gives useful infor
mation over a range of parameter selections. However, when values for more than 
a few variables have to be determined while several constraints are existing, then 
numerical optimization routines can help to find the mathematical optimum faster 
and more accurately. Sometimes even an outstanding solution is found which was 
overlooked while doing a preliminary parameter study. For any simulation task a 
sophisticated graphical user interface is of great benefit. This is especially true for 
automated numerical optimizations. It is quite helpful to see on the screen of a PC 
how the variables are changing and which constraints are limiting the design. A 
quick and clear graphical representation of trade studies is also of great advantage. 
The paper describes how numerical optimization and parameter studies are imple
mented in a Windows-based PC program. As an example, the cycle selection of a 
derivative turbofan engine with a given core shows the merits of numerical optimiza
tion. The parameter variation is best suited for presenting the sensitivity of the result 
in the neighborhood of the optimum cycle design point. 

1 Introduction 

The traditional way to select the thermodynamic cycle of a 
new gas turbine employs extensive parameter variations. For 
a complex engine with many design variables this is a time-
consuming task. One looks for the optimum solution in a certain 
respect. 

Instead of screening a wide range for the design variables 
with systematic parameter variations it is also possible to do an 
automatic search for the optimum engine design with the help 
of numerical optimization routines. This can be done for exam
ple with the Windows-based gas turbine performance program 
GasTurb developed by the author. 

Certainly it is not sufficient, to get a single cycle as the best 
solution from the computer program for two main reasons. 

Firstly, the numerical optimization algorithm will find the 
optimum of the mathematical model only as opposed to the 
"true" optimum. An exotic cycle as result of an optimization 
run is mostly a hint to a deficiency of the model. In such a case 
most probably a design constraint has been overlooked when 
defining the problem. 

Secondly, it is always of interest to know about the neighbor
hood of the optimum solution. From a parameter study limited 
to the region of interest it becomes obvious which design vari
ables and constraints have the biggest impact on the result. 

One of the advantages of numerical optimization is, that the 
region where parameter studies should be performed is nar
rowed down significantly. 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-343. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

2 Parameter Studies 
The results of parameter studies are normally presented as 

graphics. In a single graph one can show for given ranges of two 
parameters the results for several dependant quantities. In a cycle 
study for a single spool turbojet engine, for example, with com
pressor pressure ratio and burner exit temperature as design pa
rameters, one can plot the specific fuel consumption over specific 
thrust. In the resulting carpet one can additionally show lines for 
other calculated parameters as for example the turbine pressure 
ratio and the turbine exit temperature, see Fig. 1. 

Let us assume, for example, that the design aim is a low cost 
turbojet with a single stage turbine and an uncooled turbine exit 
casing. The feasible region of design parameter combinations 
can be marked easily in the carpet since it is limited by the 
following constraints: 

turbine pressure ratio < 3.5 single stage turbine 

turbine exit temperature < 120OK uncooled turbine exit casing 

From Fig. 1 one can read that with these constraints the cycle 
with the highest specific thrust has a burner exit temperature of 
1600K and a compressor pressure ratio of around 16.5. 

However, most gas turbine cycles are much more complex 
than the turbojet example discussed above. A two-spool turbo-
fan has the following five cycle design variables: low spool 
pressure ratio; high spool pressure ratio; burner exit tempera
ture; bypass ratio; and fan pressure ratio. There will also be 
more constraints than with the turbojet example, as follows: 

lp turbine inlet temp. < limit 
uncooled lp turbine 

compressor exit temp. < limit 
material of compr. disk 
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Fig. 1 Result of a parameter study 

fan pressure ratio < limit 
single stage fan 

hp turbine press, ratio < limit 
single stage turbine 

In a more detailed study there will be even more design 
variables as for example the stage numbers for the high and the 
low pressure turbine. It is obvious that with a parameter study 
it will be very difficult and time consuming to find the optimum 
values for the design variables. 

3 Numerical Optimization 
By the way, how is the optimum defined in a mathematical 

sense? In a parameter study that question must not be answered 
a priori. In a numerical optimization, however, a figure of merit 
must be clearly defined before the calculation can commence. 
The figure of merit might be the specific fuel consumption of 
a turbofan at cruise which is to be minimized. For a fighter 
engine it might be that the specific thrust shall be maximized. 
One can also think of a weighted combination of these parame
ters. 

When values for more than a few variables have to be deter
mined while several constraints are existing, then numerical 
optimization routines can help to find the mathematical opti
mum (i.e., the minimum and maximum, respectively, of the 
figure of merit) faster and more accurately. As shown above 
with the turbojet example, in a parameter study with only two 
variables it is easy to find an optimum solution. If there are 
three variables the situation is not so clear. With more than 
three variables the picture may get obscure. In complex studies 
the true optimum may never be found with the conventional 
parameter study. 

There are many numerical optimization algorithms known 
from literature. They can be divided basically into the following 
two major groups: methods that use gradient information and 
others. In the program GasTurb there is one method from each 
group implemented. A short explanation how these algorithms 
work is given in the following chapters. 

3.1 Gradient Method. The following is a good example 
for the optimization task. A mountaineer shall climb the highest 
peak in a certain region. He has no map and the weather is 
foggy. His only tool is an altimeter. What is he going to do? 
He will certainly check his surroundings first and then go in 
the direction of the steepest ascent. In the end he will come to 
the top of a mountain. This is a place where each step leads 
downwards. 

Fig. 2 Optimization strategy 

The steepest ascent may, however, lead toward a border 
(which is either the lower or upper limit of a design variable) 
of the region. Then our mountaineer will walk along the border 
until he reaches the place where each step leads downwards or 
out of the allowed region. 

Is that the end of the story? Not necessarily. There might be 
several summits within the region. Our mountaineer may have 
found the highest peak by chance, but he cannot be sure of that. 
He has to check other parts of the region. In mathematical 
terms there might be "local" optimums besides the "global" 
optimum. 

Up to now we have not spoken of constraints. They are like 
fences. A part of the region is forbidden to our mountaineer. 
His task is made more difficult because on his way to the summit 
he may have to walk downwards for a while to avoid a forbidden 
region. The fences (the constraints) often exclude the summit 
(where each step leads downwards) as an acceptable solution. 
They create local optima that would not exist without fences. 
Constraints make the task of optimization difficult. 

Let us turn to the mathematical algorithm now. The moun
taineer who first makes test steps in several directions uses the 
"gradient strategy" as a search method. With the test steps he 
is looking for the partial derivatives dZ/dVt. For each optimiza
tion variable he must do one test step before he can start his 
way in the "right" direction. 

After the first step uphill the local gradients will be different. 
The test steps could now be repeated to find the new direction. 
Test steps take time, however, and it is therefore better to go 
on in the same direction as long as the altitude increases. Reach
ing a fence (violating a constraint) could be another reason for 
stopping the climb. Only then will new gradients be sought. 
The new direction will eventually take you along a fence. 

The gradient search algorithm implemented in GasTurb was 
derived from [2] . The principle is the following (see Fig. 2) . 
We begin at the point marked "Start 1", looking for the direc
tion of the steepest gradient ("Direction 1"). Following this 
direction we walk to the highest point. Then we change the 
direction by 90 deg (orthogonal). This can be done without 
evaluating the local gradient. We again go for the highest point 
here. To define the third direction we use the experience from 
the first two directions. We connect the point "Start 1" with 
the optimum point found along "Direction 2" . We follow this 
direction again as long as altitude increases. 

This procedure can be applied repeatedly until the search 
steps or the changes in the "figure of merit" become very 
small. There is also a maximum limit for the number of optimi
zation steps. In the example of the figure the optimum is found 
along search direction 6 (not marked in the figure, perpendicular 
to direction 5). 

The dashed line in the figure shows how optimization would 
go on, if only local gradient information is used. With this 
simple strategy, the search direction would change very often. 
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Up to now we have only dealt with optimization without 
constraints. In the figure there is a shaded zone which suggests 
a forbidden region. If we use the strategy just described the 
search for the optimum will end at the point " A " along ' 'Direc
tion 5" . We cannot find the global optimum if we begin at 
"Start 1". If we begin at "Start 2" , however, we will be at 
the top of the hill very quickly. 

3.2 Random Search. The second optimization strategy 
offered by GasTurb is based on [3] . In an adaptive random 
search, random numbers are used for the optimization variables 
that are concentrated around the best solution found before. The 
algorithm is 

Vt = Vf + — {2® - 1)*-
kR 

with 

Vt •• 

V? -
R, --
kR --
fcv -
® = 

new value for optimization variable 
value of V, producing the best figure of merit 
search region for variable V, 
range reduction coefficient (positive integer) 
distribution coefficient (positive odd integer) 
random number between zero and one 

To start an adaptive random search one should have a variable 
combination which fulfills all of the constraints. At the start of 
the search kR is 10 and k, is 1. In one search run, the program 
tries (40 times the number of Optimization Variables) random 
engine cycles. When all cycles have been calculated, then kR 

will be duplicated and k, will be increased by 2. The search 
region will get smaller. Another (40 times the number of Opti
mization Variables) cycles will be calculated and then kR will 
be duplicated again and k, will be further increased by 2. This 
procedure will be repeated until all cycles for kR = 80 have 
been tried. Cycles that do not fulfill the constraints will be 
ignored. 

4 Cycle Selection for a Derivative Turbofan 

A very common design task is to adapt an existing engine 
for a new application. It is quite obvious that in this case there 
are more constraints than during the design of a brand new 
engine. In this chapter at first the basic engine will be described 
and then the design variables, the constraints and the figure of 
merit for the numerical optimization of a derivative engine. 

4.1 Description of the Basic Engine. Let us assume that 
we can start from an existing unmixed flow turbofan engine for 
a business jet. This type of engine has a rather low overall 
pressure ratio and a moderate burner exit temperature compared 
to the big turbofan engines used on commercial airliners. The 
main cycle parameters are shown in the table below. 

lookaoa from b)p«K 

i HPkDugftobypns 
6 NSVcooUng 
c WT cooling 

ovwtoirdblMds 

Fig. 3 Configuration of the basic engine 

4.2 Design Variables, Constraints and Figure of Merit. 

Design Variables. Besides the pressure ratios of the new 
booster and the fan there will be the bypass ratio and the burner 
exit temperature among the design variables of the growth en
gine. A new low pressure turbine will be required while the gas 
generator remains unchanged. The configuration of the growth 
engine will be as shown in Fig. 4. 

The core compressor of the new engine must not necessarily 
be operated at the same operating point as in the basic engine. 
In fact that might even be impossible because doing that would 
require an increase in the mechanical spool speed beyond the 
limits of the original design. Thus, we get as two further design 
variables for the derivative engine the core compressor mass 
flow and its pressure ratio. 

It is standard practice not to read a compressor map with 
given mass flow and pressure ratio, but with given corrected 
speed and a value for an auxiliary coordinate (here called beta) 
(see, for example, [4]). In the list of the design variables we 
get instead of the compressor mass flow and its pressure ratio 
the two equivalent variables corrected speed and map coordinate 
beta. 

Altogether there are six design variables for the derivative 
engine. 

Constraints. There are several constraints for the new en
gine design to be observed. The common core with the basic 
engine requires that both high pressure turbines have practically 
the same flow capacity. We want the Mach number at the core 
exit also to be nearly the same and that has the consequence, 
that the flow capacity of the low pressure turbine must also be 
very similar between both engines. As a consequence there will 
be practically no difference between both engines with respect 
to the high pressure turbine pressure ratio. 

A further constraint is, that the low pressure turbine inlet 
temperature T45 must be below say 1150K which allows to 

Table 1 Main cycle parameters of the basic engine 

Flight Condition 11 km/Mach 0.8 
Max Climb 
installed 

Thrust 3.64 kN 

SFC 19.7 g/kN*s 

Bypass Ratio 4.5 

Burner Exit Temperature 1350 K 

Overall Pressure Ratio 17.82 

Core Pressure Ratio 12 

ISA Corrected Mass Flow 60 kg/s 

© 

• HPMugotobyput 
b NGVo 
c HPT cooing lotkago from bypasŝ  ' ovwtoan] Htoos 

Fig. 4 Configuration of the growth engine 
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design an uncooled low pressure turbine from inexpensive mate
rials. 

The core compressor will eventually cause several constraints 
for the design. There might be a temperature limit when the 
last stage is made from titanium, for example. Also, a mechani
cal speed limit may exist. And last but not least the minimum 
surge margin requirements must be met. 

Another constraint may come from the nacelle in which the 
engine has to be installed. This will limit the fan diameter of 
the growth engine. 

In our example the task is, to increase the Max Climb thrust 
by 25 percent. Engine designs with less thrust than required 
will not be acceptable, and, therefore, the thrust is a design 
constraint for the growth engine. In summary, the design con
straints for the derivative engine are: 

hp turbine flow capacity = reference value ±5 percent 

lp turbine flow capacity = reference value ±5 percent 

lp turbine inlet temp TAi < 1150K 

compressor exit temp T3 < 750K 

core spool speed < reference + 5 percent 

fan tip diameter < 0.75m 

Max Climb thrust > 4.5 kN 

Figure of Merit. The specific fuel consumption (SFC) for 
Max Climb rating is the figure of merit which is to be mini
mized. This will automatically result in a low fuel consumption 
for cruise. 

4.3 Mathematical Model of the Engine. A mathematical 
model of the growth engine requires a mixture of design and 
off-design calculations. The components on the low pressure 
spool will be newly designed while the core components will 
be operated at some off-design condition compared to the design 
point of the basic engine. 

We select as the cycle design point for the growth engine 
the Max Climb rating at altitude. For this flight conditions the 
optimum values for the design variables will be found. 

The mathematical model of the engine must take into account, 
that the design point efficiencies of the fan, the booster and the 
low pressure turbine will change with the aerodynamic loading. 
For axial compressors an appropriate correlation has been pub
lished by Glassman [5] and for the low pressure turbine one 
can use a simplified version of the preliminary turbine design 
routine from Warner [6] . 

The efficiency and the surge margin of the core compressor 
will be read from the map dependent from the values for the 
design variables core compressor corrected speed and map coor
dinate beta. 

Note that the temperature limits for r 3 and r45 in the list of 
constraints are not applicable to the Max Climb rating, but for 
the flight case with the highest temperatures encountered in the 
flight envelope. That means, that the numerical model of the 
engine must be capable to simulate both the Max Climb flight 
case at altitude (as a cycle design point) and the Take Off rating 
for the "hot day" (ISA + 15K) at sea level, Mach 0.2 (as an 
off-design condition). 

5 Optimizing the Growth Engine 

5.1 Ranges for the Design Variables. Another argument 
for setting the range of a design variable is that either the lower 
or the upper limit represents a true limit for the engine design. 
In our example, this is the case for the pressure ratio of the 
single stage fan which is introduced with an upper limit of 1.9. 
In the table below the ranges for all six design variables are 
given. 

Table 2 Ranges for the design variables 

min value max value 

fanP/P 1.1 1.9 

booster P/P 1.4 2.3 

bypass ratio 4 6 

burner exit temp 1300 K 1600 K 

relative core compr. corr. speed 0.9 1.02 

core compr. map coord, beta 0.3 0.8 

Before the numerical optimization algorithm can start, we 
need to define a range for the design variables. On one side this 
range should be as narrow as possible because then the search 
for the optimum will take less effort. However, when the range 
is too narrow, then the true optimum might be excluded from 
the search unintentionally. 

5.2 Starting Point. Many numerical optimization algo
rithms require that a set of design variables that fulfills all 
constraints must be known before the calculation can com
mence. The cycle of the basic engine is within the ranges of 
all design variables, however, obviously it does not fulfill the 
minimum thrust constraint. 

How can we get a valid cycle to start with? One possible 
approach would be, to do a rough parameter study which has 
only the aim to find a feasible solution, but not the best solution 
for the problem. However, this parameter study takes more 
effort than necessary. We can redefine the figure of merit for 
the moment and do a slave optimization with the aim of max
imizing the Max Climb thrust. The minimum thrust constraint 
is dropped for that preliminary exercise which makes the cycle 
of the basic engine valid as a start point. 

While the slave optimization is running, one can observe on 
the computer screen the progress. As soon as a cycle is found 
which has more Max Climb thrust than required (and fulfills 
all constraints) we can stop. Now we redefine the figure of 
merit as specific fuel consumption and introduce the minimum 
thrust constraint. The final optimization can commence now. 

5.3 Graphical User Interface. Figure 5 shows the opti
mization window of GasTurb for the example of this paper with 
six horizontal gauges for the design variables on the left and 
seven gauges for the constraints in the upper right part. The 
gauges are continuously updated while the optimization is run
ning. In the lower part of the screen the figure of merit is shown 
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Fig. 5 Graphical user interface of Gas Turb 
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Table 3 Cycle parameter summary 

Basic Engine Growth Engine 

Max Climb Hot Day 
Take Off 

Max Climb Hot Day 
Take Off 

Thrust 
[KN] 

3.61 13.10 4.50 16.94 

SFC 
IflWs)] 

19.86 14.23 18.93 13.33 

Bypass 
Ratio 

4.5 4.65 5.06 5.23 

Fan 
P13/P2 

1.775 1.62 1.73 1.60 

Ideal Jet 
Vel. Ratio 

0.761 0.886 0.726 0.839 

Booster 
P24/P2 

1.5 1.33 1.80 1.61 

HPC 
P3/P2S 

12 11.36 12.3 11.67 

T 4 N 1350 1479 1393 1530 

W41Rstd 1,35 1,35 1,31 1,31 

W4SRstd 4,98 4,96 5,01 5,00 

T3[K] 610 708 649 750 

T45|K] 973 1076 1000 1108 

both as numbers and as graphic with a dot for every valid 
solution. 

One can immediately see from the gauges when a variable 
or a constraint is driven toward a range boundary respectively 
limit. When the range boundary of a design variable happens 
to be not a true limit for the engine design then one can stop 
the calculation and redefine the range for the corresponding 
design variable. 

In practice it happens quite often, that during the first attempts 
the optimization problem is not formulated correctly. In such a 
case the numerical algorithm drives the mathematical model in 
a direction which is obviously nonsense because a constraint 
was forgotten, for example. Therefore, an easy to survey graphi
cal user interface is very helpful for avoiding a waste of comput
ing time. 

The optimization can be stopped at any time, which allows 
to check the best solution found in more detail than possible 
from the values for design variable and constraints alone. For 
both the engine design point (Max Climb at altitude) and the 
off-design condition (SL Take Off ISA + 15K Mach 0.2) there 
are all details accessible. This includes even graphs with the 
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity for booster and outer fan pressure ratio 
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Fig. 7 Sensitivity for HPC map operating point 

low pressure turbine design and the operating points in the 
component maps at off-design. 

5.4 Local and Global Optima. As explained in the chap
ter about the gradient search strategy with numerical optimiza
tion there is always the danger that the algorithm finds only a 
local optimum but not the global optimum within the parameter 
range. When there are several local optima within the feasible 
region, then it depends on the starting point of the algorithm 
which local optimum will be found. Therefore, one should re
peat the optimization run several times and pick from all local 
optima the best one. 

One can find easily a new starting point for the optimization 
by redefining the search direction. Instead of minimizing the 
specific fuel consumption one looks during a restart run for the 
cycle with the maximum SFC. The random adaptive search will 
lead for each restart run to a different starting point even when 
it commences several times from the same optimum. 

In Fig. 5 one can see from the graphics for the figure of 
merit, that twice a restart has happened. This was caused by 
the algorithm called "endless random search" which restarts 
automatically after the algorithm has homed into an optimum. 
The best solution found will be stored in memory and can be 
restored as soon as the calculation is stopped. 

Some important data for our growth engine example is sum
marized and compared to the basic cycle in Table 3 below. 

6 Discussion of the Results 
The optimum growth engine is influenced by three of the 

design constraints. It has a fan diameter of 0.75 m, i.e., it uses 

Fig. 8 Sensitivity for bypass ratio and burner exit temperature 
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the largest fan which was allowed in this exercise. The second 
constraint which had an impact on the design of the growth 
engine is the compressor exit temperature which was limited to 
750 K for the hot day take off case. The third constraint was 
the minimum high pressure turbine flow capacity W41Rstd. 

All design variables did remain within the predefined range 
during the optimization. The thrust increase for Max Climb 
rating at altitude is 25 percent and at Take Off even 29 percent. 
Note that both engines run during Take Off speed with 7 percent 
more mechanical high pressure spool speed than at Max Climb 
in this example. The specific fuel consumption at altitude is 
nearly 5 percent better for the growth engine. 

In the table there is also a row for the ideal jet velocity ratio. 
From theoretical considerations one can derive, that this ratio 
should be equal to the product of fan and low pressure turbine 
efficiency when an unmixed flow turbofan is to be optimized 
for SFC. Note that the numerical optimization algorithm has 
automatically found a cycle for which the jet velocity ratio is 
near to its theoretically best value. 

It is quite useful to do a parameter variation in the neighbor
hood of the optimum solution. This gives an insight to the 
sensitivity of the result. Figure 6 shows the influence of "outer 
fan pressure ratio" and "booster pressure ratio" on thrust and 
specific fuel consumption. Note that the parameter on the verti
cal axis was mainly selected because it spreads the carpet nicely. 
The corrected flow at the low pressure turbine exit is not a very 
important engine design parameter. 

Actually, the limiting line for the fan diameter (0.75 m) is 
identical to the line for the minimum high pressure turbine flow 
capacity. To the left of the line for booster pressure ratio « 
1.79 the lower limit for the high pressure turbine flow capacity 
is violated and to the right of this line the fan diameter is too 
big. In this graph only one point is a valid solution: the square 
which fulfills the thrust requirement. One can see, that the opti
mum solution is pretty much boxed in by the design constraints. 

In Fig. 7 two more design variables were systematically var
ied around the optimum solution. Again the square marks the 
only point which fulfills all constraints. 

Figure 8 deals with the operating point of the high pressure 
compressor. High values for the auxiliary coordinate beta go 
with a low surge margin. The square marks the point with 
lowest SFC in the region of feasible designs. 

7 Summary 
With a conventional parameter study it is very difficult to 

find the optimum solution for a problem as soon as four or 
more design variables and several constraints are involved. With 
the help of numerical optimization algorithms one can easily 
find the mathematical correct solution to the problem. Extensive 
parameter studies around the solution will help to understand 
why this combination of design variables is the best choice and 
how sensitive the figure of merit is to small deviations from the 
optimum. 

As an example, the cycle selection of a derivative turbofan 
engine with a given core shows the merits of numerical optimi
zation. The parameter variation is best suited for presenting the 
sensitivity of the result in the neighborhood of the optimum 
cycle design point. Sometimes this leads to a redefinition of the 
figure of merit or the constraints imposed on the solution. In 
rare cases even an outstanding solution is found which was 
overlooked while doing a preliminary parameter study. 
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Development of a Combustor 
Liner Composed of Ceramic 
Matrix Composite (CMC) 
The Research Institute of Advanced Materials Gas-Generator (AMG), which is a 
joint effort by the Japan Key Technology Center and 14 firms in Japan, has, since 
fiscal year 1992, been conducting technological studies on an innovative gas genera
tor that will use 20 percent less fuel, weigh 50 percent less, and emit 70 percent less 
NOx than the conventional gas generator through the use of advanced materials. 
Within this project, there is an R&D program for applying ceramic matrix composite 
(CMC) liners to the combustor, which is a major component of the gas generator. 
In the course of R&D, continuous SiC fiber-reinforced SiC composite (SiC/SiC) 
was selected as the most suitable CMC for the combustor liner because of its thermal 
stability andformability. An evaluation of the applicability of the SiCF/SiC composite 
to the combustor liner on the basis of an evaluation of its mechanical properties and 
stress analysis of a SiCF/SiC combustor liner was carried out, and trial SiCF/SiC 
combustor liners, the largest of which was 500-mm in diameter, were fabricated by 
the filament winding and PIP (polymer impregnation and pyrolysis) method. Using 
a SiCF/SiC liner built to the actual dimensions, a noncooling combustion test was 
carried out and even when the gas temperature was raised to 1873K at outlet of the 
liner, no damage was observed after the test. Through our studies we have confirmed 
the applicability of the selected SiCF/SiC composite as a combustor liner. In this 
paper, we describe the present state of the R&D of a CMC combustor liner. 

Introduction 
In the process of developing more efficient industrial gas 

turbines and turbine engines for airplanes to travel at supersonic 
speeds, much effort has been directed at raising the combustor 
outlet (turbine inlet) temperature, as is shown in the chart of 
the increase in gas turbine inlet temperature in Fig. 1 [1]. This 
has created the need to develop new materials that can withstand 
these ultra-high temperatures. In response to that need, as is 
shown in Fig. 2, such new metallic materials as DS (direction-
ally solidified) superalloys and SC (single crystal) superalloys 
have already reached the stage of practical application and the 
development of intermetallic compounds, oxide dispersed su
peralloys, and other metallic materials is under way [2]. In 
response to the drive to achieve combustion at temperatures 
that exceed the limits of durability of metallic materials, CMC 
materials that can be applied as materials with greater heat 
resistance than metallic materials are being developed. 

The Research Institute of AMG is conducting research and 
development to apply these composite materials as parts for gas 
generators that operate at ultra-high temperatures. The research 
period is nine years and one month, from March 1993 to March 
2002, as shown in Fig. 3. The total research budget amounts to 
10 billion yen (about $100 million). The fourteen participating 
domestic companies are three gas turbine manufactures, five 
materials companies, four mechanical components manufac
tures, and two control systems companies [ 3 ] . 

In the AMG program, we are engaged in the R&D of applica
tion technology and processing technology for CMC parts with 
the aim of applying CMC materials to gas generator static parts. 

In this paper, we describe the results of our evaluation of 
CMC's applicability as a combustor liner based on an analysis 
of thermal stress and evaluation of a CMC liner model, and an 
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evaluation of an actual CMC liner assembled in a combustor 
and subjected to a combustion test. 

Concept of Advanced Materials Application to the 
AMG Combustor 

In the AMG combustor, the plan is to apply CMC to the 
combustor liner and TiAl to the combustion gas swirl introduc
tion swirler. Silicon carbide fiber-reinforced silicon carbide 
(SiCF/SiC), which features superb resistance to high tempera-
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tures and oxidation, was selected as the candidate CMC material 
for the AMG combustor liner. The conceptual configuration of 
the combustor is shown in Fig. 4. 

To produce the combustor liner we selected the filament 
winding (FW) method, which makes it easy to adjust the fiber 
orientation angle and makes it easy to form a near net shape 
over a wide range, from small to large parts, by replacing the 
mold. 

Material Characteristics of CMC [ 4 ] 
As the test piece for evaluating the material characteristics 

of the CMC combustor liner, a fiber-oriented pre-preg sheet 
was laminated by deflecting at a specified angle and this fiber-
laminated material was composited by the polymer impregna
tion and pyrolysis (PIP) method to obtain a sheet of CMC, 
from which the test piece was taken. The fiber used was Si-Ti-
C-0 fiber (Tyranno Lox M-S5 from Ube Industries Ltd.). The 
fiber has a carbon surface layer that becomes the fiber/matrix 
interface layer during compositing. Polycarbosilane (PCS) was 
used as the matrix precursor polymer. A tensile strength test at 
room temperature was used as the characteristics evaluation test 
and the relationship between tensile characteristics and fiber 
orientation angle was found. The fiber orientation angle of the 
test piece was set at seven values, in the range of 0° to ±82.5°, 
which included ±22.5°, which is equivalent to the combustor 
liner forming angle. The relationship between tensile strength 

Fig. 3 AMG research and development schedule 
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Fig. 4 Conceptual configuration of the AMG combustor 

and fiber orientation angle is shown in Fig. 5. Tensile strength 
decreased as the orientation angle increased and tensile strength 
approached zero when the fiber orientation angle exceeded 75 
deg. Regarding the material strength of the combustor liner, the 
tensile strength at an angle (about 20 deg) equivalent to the 
fiber orientation angle of the combustor liner is believed to be 
about 250 MPa. When we subjected the experimental material 
to a separate frexural strength test we found virtually no differ
ence in strength between RT (room temperature) and 1473K. 
Based on this, we concluded that the results at RT discussed in 
this paper also apply at 1473K, which is in the liner's operating 
temperature range. 

Thermal Stress Analyses in CMC Combustor Liner 

The thermal stress generated when a combustor fitted with a 
CMC combustor liner is operated was estimated by numerical 
analysis using representative characteristic values of the trial-
produced composite materials, aiming at clarifying the question 
of strength in the application of the composite material in a 
combustor liner. 
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Fig. 6 Thermal stress analysis model of CMC combustor liner 

The thermal stress analysis model and analysis method were 
studied in accordance with the basic design specifications of 
the CMC combustor liner. As the combustor liner, to be the 
subject of analysis, a model was created using axis symmetric 
solid elements. For the tie-in part between the liner and the 
swirler, a spring-type fitting structure was used with the aim of 
relieving the thermal stress arising from the difference in the 
thermal expansion rates of SiCF/SiC and TiAl, and a model 
was produced using linear spring elements. The model used for 
analysis is shown in Fig. 6. 

The temperature distribution in the liner's axial direction and 
the liner's thickness direction was found by means of heat trans
fer analysis using heat boundary conditions that were estimated 
based on the results of combustion tests of a metal liner. The 
swirler temperature was assumed to be constant at 973K. 

The analysis of heat transfer thermal stress was made using 
AB AQUS analysis software, based on the material data obtained 
from the characteristics test of the trial produced materials. The 
material characteristics data used for the analysis are shown in 
Table 1. 

1 Results of Thermal Stress Analysis at Steady-State 
Conditions and Discussion [4 ] . The results of thermal stress 
analysis at steady-state conditions of the CMC liner are shown 

Table 1 Material characteristics data used for analysis 

Materials SIC^/SIC TIAI 

Properties Units Temperature 
Orientation 

Properties Units Temperature 
In Plane 

Through 
the thickness 

Temperature 

iii QPa 1273K 100 50 S73K 150 

Tensile 
Polsson's 
Ratio 

- 1273K 0.16 — 973K 0.3 

Thermal 
Expansion 
Coefficient 

xi<rVK 
1273K 4.3 6.9 

973K 11.5 
Thermal 
Expansion 
Coefficient 

xi<rVK 
1573K 4.2 . 5.0 

973K 11.5 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

W/mK 
1273K 1.59 — Thermal 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

1573K — 2.34 
— 

Specific 
Heat JflcflK 

1273K 1.47 — Specific 
Heat JflcflK 

1S73K 1.62 
— 

Application Parts Combustor Liner Swirler 

d; Fiber orientation 

^Tj»-ci-V--rg .y. Test direction 
in plane 

•Test direction 
T through the thickness 

Fig. 7 Results of steady state thermal stress analysis of CMC I 
AMG combustor 

in Fig. 7. The maximum thermal stress occurred on the liner 
side in the vicinity of the liner and swirler tie-in part. The peak 
thermal stress did not exceed the 200 MPa set as a preliminary 
criterion for the application of SiCF/SiC and was not considered 
excessive stress when compared with the tensile strength (about 
250 MPa) obtained through the characteristics evaluation of the 
trial-produced composite material. The value of the maximum 
thermal stress was 170 MPa for the outer liner and 146 MPa 
for the inner liner at the respective material temperatures of 
approximately 1350K and 1300K. The maximum main stress 
direction was in the circumferential direction and the liner's 
thermal stress was believed to be mainly hoop stress. Therefore, 
applying SiCF/SiC in the combustor liner should present no 
problem. 

In this analysis, a spring constant equivalent to that of a 
practical material was used and it would be possible to reduce 
thermal stress caused by replacing the spring with one with a 
lower spring constant. 

Through thermal stress analysis during steady combustion of 
a model in which the material was applied as the combustor 
liner, the thermal stress generated was found to be less than the 
material strength. These results suggest the suitability of using 
SiCF/SiC as the combustor liner. 

2 Results of Thermal Stress Analysis at Transient Con
ditions and Discussion. As thermal stress analysis while sim
ulating the combustor in operation, we analyzed heat transfer 
thermal stress under transient conditions when the combustion 
state shifted from idle combustion to design point combustion 
and from design point combustion to idle combustion. For the 
analysis, the heat boundary conditions were varied in stages 
by assuming that the shift in combustion state between idle 
combustion and design point combustion would be immediate. 

The results of analyzing heat transfer and thermal stress were 
collated by focusing on the center point of the region where the 

Liner and Swirler 
Tie-In Part 

Fig. 8 Focal points of temperature and stress 
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Fig. 9 Results of transient thermal stress analysis of CMC liner for AMG combustor 

combustion gas temperature is assumed to reach the highest 
point and the tie-in point between the liner and the swirler. The 
location of these focal points are shown in Fig. 8. The heat 
transfer analysis confirmed that the liner temperature reached 
the highest level at the focal point (the center of the region 
where the combustion gas temperature reaches the highest 
level). 

The analysis of thermal stress under transient conditions as 
the combustion state varied between idle combustion and design 
point combustion revealed that, due to the difference in the 
change of temperature between the liner surface and the inside 
of the liner's wall, the peak thermal stress appears several sec
onds after the combustion state shifts in the combustion side of 
both the inner and outer liner. The peak thermal stress did not 
exceed the maximum thermal stress in the steady-state analysis. 
Therefore, applying SiCF/SiC in the combustor liner should 
present no problem. Changes in thermal stress over the passage 
of time at the focal point of the inner liner is shown in Fig. 9 
as examples of the analysis of thermal stress under transient 
conditions. 

Evaluation of CMC Combustor Liner in Combustion 
Test 

1 Method for Producing the Liner. The liner was pro
duced by filament winding molding and the polymer impregna
tion and pyrolysis (PIP) method using a low-oxygen silicon 
carbide fiber (product name: Tyranno LoxE) from Ube Indus
tries Ltd. as the reinforcement fiber and polycarbosilane (prod
uct name: Nipushi) from Nippon Carbon Co. Ltd. as the matrix 
precursor polymer. The fiber orientation of the liner was about 
±20 deg as shown in Fig. 10. Neither a fiber coating nor seal 

coat for oxidation resistance was applied to the prototype liner. 
We are currently testing a fiber coating and seal coat applied 
using a process developed by Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd. 
for durability and other properties. 

2 Method for Evaluating the Combustion Test. To 
evaluate the applicability of the prototype combustor liner made 
of composite material, we produced a CMC combustor liner, 
subjected it to a combustion test, and looked for changes in 
its basic characteristics after the combustion test by observing 
external appearance and measuring the dimensions and weight 
of the prototype composite liner before and after the test. Re
strictions on liner shape and dimensions made it impossible for 
us to use NDE such as X-ray CT scanning. Neither a strength 
test nor structure examination, in which the liner needs to be 
cut to take samples, was conducted because a combustion test 
was to be performed following the damage assessment. 

The prototype liner made of composite material was assem
bled to the combustor body and a combustion test was con
ducted. A diagram and view of the assembled combustor are 
shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The combustion test consisted 

d; Fiber orientation 
±20* 

Fig. 10 Fiber orientation of CMC liner for AMG combustor Fig. 11 Schematic view of combustion test equipment 
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Fig. 14 State of combustion viewed from behind the combustor outer 
Fig. 12 External view of combustion test equipment 

of methane combustion under such combustion conditions 
that the combustor outlet gas temperature would reach the 
AMG target temperature of 1873K. The test conditions are 
shown in Fig. 13. 

Combustion was repeated at ten-minutes intervals because 
the fuel cylinder had to be replaced after each combustion. The 
cycle of combustion and pause was repeated 18 times and the 
high-temperature retention time was about three hours. The state 
of combustion viewed from behind the combustor outlet is 
shown in Fig. 14. The temperature of the liner during the com
bustion test was measured with a thermocouple fitted near the 
dilution hole on the inner surface (combustion gas side) of the 
outer liner. 

3 Results of Combustion Test and Discussion. Upon 
completion of the test, the external appearance was observed 
and the liner's dimensions and weight were measured to analyze 
changes from the pre-test condition. 

The changes in external appearance are shown in Fig. 15. 
The inspection of external appearance revealed that no abnor
malities like cracking or lamination had occurred but the surface 
on the combustion gas side had turned blue due to the formation 
of an oxide layer. 

Regarding dimensions, we measured the liner's inlet and out
let diameter, thickness, and overall length at eight points in the 
circumferential direction and compared the values before and 
after the test. The changes in dimensions are shown in Fig. 16. 
A fairly large degree of change was seen at each measuring 
point. However, we believe this was due to undulations caused 
by the reinforcement fiber flux appearing on the surface, produc
ing changes in the circumferential direction. The measuring 
points in the circumferential direction were not especially uni
form before and after the test and the effect of the undulations 

Test Conditions 

Wa: 0.5 kg/8 
Inlet Gas Temp.: 798 K 
Pressure: Atomosphere 
A/F:30 
Fuel: Methane 
Exhaust Gas Temp.: 1873K 

(Result) 
Liner Temp.: about 1473K 
(hot side surface of Outer 
Liner)  

Combustion Pattern 

Fig. 13 Combustion test conditions 

in the surface must be taken into account regarding the changes 
in dimensions. 

Due to those undulations, the measuring precision is believed 
to be ±1 mm and the measuring precision in comparing the 
dimensions before and after the test is believed to be about 
double that figure, ±2 mm. When the results of measuring the 
dimensions are compared by taking into account measuring 
precision, the amount of change before and after the test falls 
within the measurement tolerance range, so it can be said that 
there was no deformation during the combustion test. 

The changes in weight are shown in Fig. 17. Although there 
was a slight (10 g) change in weight, we believe the true weight 
changed very little during the combustion test, after taking into 
account the change in weight caused by coating of the thermo-
paint and the change in weight due to the sample being weighed 
when in a dry state. Apart from the combustion test, a hot-
rig test simulating a combustion test was conducted using a 
cylindrical model test piece to perform microstructural and pow
der X-ray analyses. In the test, no Si02 was detected. From 
this result, we concluded that there was no increase in weight 
due to SiC oxidation in the short-time combustion test. 

In the combustion test, although the combustion period was 
brief, the SiCF/SiC liner suffered no changes in characteristics 
during combustion using gas fuel. Therefore, we believe the 
applicability of SiCF/SiC in the combustor liner was confirmed. 
This was a first phase, short-time combustion test using methane 
conducted to gauge the performance of the prototype combustor. 
Preparations are being made for second-phase combustion tests 
using kerosene. 

Conclusions 
To evaluate the applicability of CMC in the combustor liner, 

we evaluated the material characteristics of SiCF/SiC as a can
didate CMC material of the combustor liner, we estimated the 
amount of stress generated in a model SiCF/SiC combustor 
liner by analyzing thermal stress during combustion and we 
subjected an actual SiCF/ SiC combustor liner to a combustion 
test. The followings is a summary of the results. 
1 In the evaluation of the material characteristics of the CMC 
combustor liner, the tensile strength of the trial-produced SiCF/ 
SiC for the combustor liner declined as the fiber orientation 
angle increased. At the fiber orientation angle for liner forma
tion, it had a tensile strength of about 250 MPa at RT. Based 
on other test results, we concluded that the results at RT also 
apply at the liner's operating temperature range. 
2 In the analysis of heat transfer thermal stress under steady-
state conditions, the thermal stress generated during steady com
bustion of the SiCF/SiC combustor liner generated a maximum 
hoop stress in the vicinity of the swirler tie-in part. The peak 
thermal stress did not exceed the material's strength and did 
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not exceed the stress set as a preliminary criterion for applica
tion. The value was 170 MPa on the outer liner and 146 MPa 
on the inner liner. 
3 In the analysis of heat transfer thermal stress under transient 
conditions, the peak thermal stress in the SiCF/SiC composite 
material generated during the transition between idle combus
tion and design point combustion did not exceed the maximum 
thermal stress in the steady-state analysis. 
4 In the combustion test lasting for about three hours with 
the combustor outlet gas temperature at 1873K, the SiCF/SiC 
composite material liner suffered no changes in characteristics. 
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Fig. 17 Results of combustion test (measurement of weight) 

Based on these results, we have confirmed the applicability 
of SiCF/SiC composite material to the combustor liner for the 
AMG project. 

In the future, we intend to develop a CMC combustor liner 
with superior strength reliability by evaluating the durability 
of SiCF/SiC, improving the process to increase strength, and 
improving the structure to reduce thermal stress, and to subject 
the prototype liner to a combustion test using liquid fuel. 
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Elevated-Temperature "Ultra" 
Fast Fracture Strength of 
Advanced Ceramics: An 
Approach to Elevated-
Temperature "Inert" Strength 
The determination of "ultra" fast fracture strengths of five silicon nitride ceramics 
at elevated temperatures has been made by using constant stress-rate ("dynamic 
fatigue") testing with a series of "ultra" fast test rates. The test materials included 
four monolithic and one SiC whisker-reinforced composite silicon nitrides. Of the 
five test materials, four silicon nitrides exhibited the elevated-temperature strengths 
that approached their respective room-temperature strengths at an ' 'ultra'' fast test 
rate of 3.3 X 104 MPa/s. This implies that slow crack growth responsible for elevated-
temperature failure can be eliminated or minimized by using the ' 'ultra'' fast test 
rate. These ongoing experimental results have shed light on laying a theoretical and 
practical foundation on the concept and definition of elevated-temperature "inert" 
strength behavior of advanced ceramics. 

Introduction 
The inert strength of a brittle material at ambient temperature 

is typically regarded as free of the effects of slow crack growth 
(or delayed failure or subcritical crack growth) due to stress 
corrosion. Hence, the inert strength of a ceramic material or 
glass is considered as the maximum attainable or ultimate 
strength for a given flaw configuration. The inert strength at 
ambient temperature can be determined either by eliminating 
active species, especially moisture, with an appropriate inert 
medium (liquid nitrogen, dry nitrogen gas, or oil), or by using 
very high test rates. The use of very high test rates can minimize 
or eliminate the time for slow crack growth by inducing failure 
at a rate faster than the rate of stress corrosion at the crack tip. 

However, at elevated temperatures, the concept or definition 
of ' 'inert'' strength is not explicit, since temperature itself acts 
as an environment, resulting in strength degradation through 
slow crack growth and/or creep. The mechanism that has been 
attributed to the slow crack growth of advanced ceramics at 
elevated temperatures is grain boundary sliding controlled by 
the viscous flow of the intergranular phase, and is known to be 
rate-dependent [1 - 1 0 ] . Therefore, the only conceivable way to 
determine the "inert" strength at a given temperature is to 
utilize very fast test rates that minimize the time for or eliminate 
slow crack growth. Few experimental studies have been made 
regarding the measurements of elevated-temperature, "inert" 
(or "ultra" fast fracture) strength of advanced ceramics. This 
is in part due to the fact that conventional testing machines are 
incapable of very high-rate testing, coupled with inadequate 
data acquisition system as well as safety concerns. Commonly, 
a maximum test rate of about 0.5 mm/min or 5 mm/min has 
been used to determine elevated-temperature strength of ce
ramic materials [1, 4, 8, 9, 11-19]. The strength determined 
at this test rate has been called "fast" fracture strength, im
plying that the obtained strength is presumably a maximum 
attainable or ultimate strength of the material at the temperature. 

The experimental study to better understand "inert" or "ul
tra" fast fracture strength behavior of advanced ceramics at 
elevated temperatures is in progress at the NASA Lewis Re
search Center using digitally controlled test frames. A total of 
twelve advanced ceramics, one alumina, ten silicon nitrides, 
and one silicon carbide, have been tested to date using constant 
stress-rate ("dynamic fatigue") testing in flexure with a series 
of very high stress rates up to 3.3 X 104 MPa/s. The test 
temperatures ranged from 700 to 1371°C in air, depending on 
material. Of the seven advanced ceramics previously tested [20, 
21], one alumina and three silicon nitrides exhibited elevated-
temperature strengths that approached their room-temperature 
inert strengths at "ultra" fast stress rates of 3.3 X 103 to 3.3 
X 104 MPa/s. By contrast, one carbide and two other silicon 
nitrides exhibited elevated-temperature strengths 20 and 10 per
cent lower than their respective room-temperature counterparts. 
This paper, as an extension of the previous studies, summarizes 
the recent experimental results on "ultra" fast fracture strength 
behavior of five silicon nitride ceramics at elevated tempera
tures. The elevated-temperature strengths of each material were 
determined in a range of stress rates from 3.3 X 10"2 to 3.3 X 
104 MPa/s in flexure. The measured strength data were ana
lyzed with the analytical relations of fracture strength and criti
cal crack size versus stress rate, in conjunction with the "criti
cal" stress rate above which a strength convergence may take 
place. 

Theoretical Background 
The relationship between fracture stress and stress rate in 

constant stress-rate testing will be presented in this section with 
a special emphasis on the very high stress-rate regime. For most 
glass and advanced ceramics, the slow crack growth (SCG) 
rate, either by stress corrosion at ambient temperature or by 
grain boundary sliding at elevated temperatures, can be ex
pressed by the following empirical power-law relation [2, 8, 
22] 
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da 
v = — = A 

dt Kir 
(1) 

where v, a, and t are crack velocity, crack size and time, respec-
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tively. A and n are the material/environment dependent SCG 
parameters, and Ki and K,c are, respectively, the applied stress 
intensity factor and the critical stress intensity factor of the 
material under Mode I loading. For constant stress-rate testing 
which employs a series of constant loading or stress rates 
(a), the corresponding fracture strength (ay) as a function of 
stress rate for the case of a weak threshold stress intensity for 
SCG can be approximated for « > 5 as follows [23]: 

where 

oy = [B(n + l)Sr2&V 

B = 

D[&] l / ( n + I ) 

AY2(n - 2) 

(2) 

(3) 

Si is the inert strength, Y is the crack geometry factor in the 
relation K, = Yaaa

1'2 with aa being the remote applied stress, 
and D = [B(n + l)Sr2Vlin+l). The SCG parameters n and D 
can be determined from the slope and intercept, respectively, 
of a best-fit linear regression analysis of log ay plotted as a 
function of log a based on Eq. (2) . Because of simplicity in 
both testing and parameter estimation, a new ASTM standard 
C1368 has been developed for the determination of SCG param
eters of advanced ceramics using constant stress-rate testing in 
flexure at ambient temperature [24]. 

Since the slow crack growth can be minimized or eliminated 
at sufficiently high stress rates, the corresponding strength at 
this region is expected to converge to a certain specific value, 
possibly close to an inert strength of the material. The functional 
form of Eq. (2) , which does not indicate such an upper limit 
in fracture strength at sufficiently high stress rates, is contradic
tory to actual material behavior as well as to the exact solutions 
derived from Eq. (1) . In a previous study [ 21 ] , the relationship 
between strength and stress rate was numerically obtained par
ticularly at very high stress-rate regime in order to determine a 
critical stress rate above which a strength convergence exists. 
The resulting numerical solution of normalized strength 
(log of) as a function of normalized stress rate (log a*) at 
different values of n is presented in Fig. 1 [21]. The normalized 
critical crack size at failure as a function of normalized stress 
rate can also be obtained based on the same numerical scheme 
that was used for the strength-stress rate analysis. The normal
ized variables used in the numerical solution were as follows: 

afi Si ' afl 

r * = — (4) 
J 

where / , a*, C*, and &* are, respectively, normalized time, 
normalized applied stress, normalized crack size and normalized 
stress rate. afi is the critical crack size in an inert environment 
or the initial crack size. Using these normalized variables, the 
power-law SCG rate (Eq. (1)) becomes 

dC* 

dJ 
[K*Y = [&*J(C*)U2]n (5) 

where K* is normalized stress intensity factor, K* = K,/KK. 
A solution of the differential equation of Eq. (5) in terms of 
normalized critical crack size versus normalized stress rate was 
obtained by numerical integration with required initial and insta
bility conditions [21]. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 2. It 
is evident from Figs. 1 and 2 that with increasing stress rate 
both strength and critical crack size at failure converge to, re
spectively, the inert strength (a* = 1) and the initial crack 
size (Cf = 1), regardless of n. The corresponding stress rate 
is defined as normalized critical stress rate (<r*r), where a* = 
1 and C* = 1, and can be approximated from Figs. 1 and 2 as 
follows: 
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dr* w 101 (6) 

From Eqs. (2) through (6) the non-normalized critical stress 
rate becomes (also from [21]) 

2QS] 

B(n - 2) 
(7) 

If Si, B, and n are known, the critical stress rate can be calcu
lated from Eq. (7). Above this critical stress rate, slow crack 
growth is minimized or eliminated by the extremely short failure 
(or test) time. Based on Figs. 1 and 2 it is apparent that constant 
stress-rate testing with a series of very high ("ultra" fast) test 
rates, including the critical stress rate, is required to reach the 
strength convergence and to measure the possible elevated-tem
perature, "inert" strength of the material. 

Experimental Procedure 
Constant stress-rate (' 'dynamic fatigue'') testing for five sili

con nitride ceramics was performed in four-point flexure at 
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Table 1 Room-temperature density, Young's modulus, fracture toughness, hardness, and strength of A2Y6, AS440, NT154, SiC whisker 
(20 vol %)-reinforced composite ("Kryptonite"), and AS800 silicon nitrides 

Material Density 
(g/cra*)* 

Young's Modulus, 
E (GPa)b 

Fracture Toughness, 
K,c (MPa./m)c 

Hardness, 
H (GPa)d 

Strength, 
crf (MPa)e 

A2Y6 Si3N4 331 300(3)* 732(035)* 13.9(03)* 701(89)* 

AS440 Si3N4 331 305(1) 730(0.30) 13.9(0.5) 773(119) 

NT154 Si3N4 3.18 310(1) 5.51(0.17) 15.5(0.1) 793(56) 

SiC^/SijNi 333 313(3) 6.63(0.18) 17.4(0.1) 667(27) 

AS800 Si3N4 3.27 308(1) 734(033) 143(0.8) 778(39) 

Notes: 
a. By the specimen mass/volume method; b. By the impulse excitation technique (ASTM C 1259) [25]; 
c. By the single edge precracked beam (SEPB) method (with typically 5 specimens) [26]; d. By the Vickers 

indentation (ASTM C 1327) [27]; e. By four-point flexure tests (10/22 mm spans). * The parenthesis 
represents ± 1.0 standard deviation. 

elevated temperatures in air. The materials consisted of hot-
pressed A2Y6 silicon nitride (GTE, vintage 1984), sintered 
AS440 silicon nitride (AlliedSignal, vintage 1990), hot-pressed 
NT154 silicon nitride (Norton, vintage 1991), 20 vol % SiC 
whisker-reinforced composite silicon nitride (designated as 
"Kryptonite"™, Japan Metals & Chemicals Co. Ltd., Japan), 
and sintered AS800 silicon nitride (AlliedSignal, vintage 
1994). The basic physical and mechanical properties such as 
density, Young's modulus, fracture toughness, hardness and 
strength of each material at room temperature were determined 
and are shown in Table 1. 

The nominal dimensions of all the flexural beam specimens 
were 3 mm by 4 mm by 23-25 mm, respectively, in height, 
width, and length. All the test specimens were annealed for 2 
h at 1200°C in air, prior to testing, to eliminate any residual 
stresses associated with machining. Each specimen was tested 
with SiC fixtures with 10 mm inner and 22 mm outer spans 
after equilibration at the test temperature for about 20 min. 
The AS440 silicon nitride was tested at 1100°C in air, and the 
remaining four silicon nitrides tested at 1200°C in air. The 
electromechanical test frame (Model 8562, Instron) was utilized 
up to stress rates of 3.3 X 103 MPa/s. However, the electrome
chanical test frame was unable to load at stress rates greater 
than 3.3 X 103 MPa/s so that the hydraulic test frame (Model 
8501, Instron), which exhibited better high rate, load-controlled 
than the electromechanical frame, was exclusively used for test
ing at the highest stress rate of 3.3 X 104 MPa/s. Typically, 
four stress rates ranging from 3.3 X 10~2 to 3.3 X 104 MPa/s 
were used for each material, with a total of five specimens at 
each stress rate. The output-wave forms for stress rates greater 
than 3.3 X 103 MPa/s Were recorded and checked with a digital 
storage oscilloscope. The room-temperature strength of each 
material was also determined at 33 MPa/s in ambient air using 
the same fixture that was used for the elevated-temperature 
testing. Typically, a total of five to ten specimens were used 
for each material at room-temperature testing. Note that room-
temperature strength of most silicon nitrides is insensitive to 
test rate in ambient air, due to their significant SCG resistance 
with SCG parameter n > 100. 

Results and Discussion 
The results of constant stress-rate testing for the five silicon 

nitrides, four monolithics, and one composite, are summarized 
in Fig. 3, where log ay (fracture strength) was plotted as a 
function of log & (stress rate) based on Eq. (2). The room-
temperature strength for each material with ±1.0 standard devi

ation was also plotted for comparison. The four materials except 
AS 800 exhibited an increase in strength with increasing stress 
rate, which represents susceptibility to slow crack growth. The 
value of n for each material was determined by a linear regres
sion analysis using the mean strength data, based on Eq. (2) 
together with the data presented in the figure. The resulting 
SCG parameter n was n = 22.7 ± 4.0, 24.6 ± 1.3, 45.8 ± 6.0, 
and 37.5 ± 4.0, respectively, for A2Y6, AS440, NT154, and 
the composite ("Kryptonite"). It is important to note that all 
four silicon nitrides exhibited strengths at an ' 'ultra'' fast stress 
rate of 3.3 X 104 MPa/s that approximated (within 5 percent) 
their room-temperature strengths. By contrast, AS800 exhibited 
a significant resistance to SCG with a very high SCG parameter 
n = 154 ± 77. Furthermore, the corresponding "ultra" fast 
strength of AS800 did not approach the room-temperature coun
terpart. 

To better represent strength degradation as well as strength 
approach behavior in more details, the elevated temperature 
strengths of each material were normalized with respect to the 
corresponding room-temperature strength, to give the "re
duced" strength, a*. The "reduced" strength was defined as 
follows [21]: 

a? 
' flHT 

JflRT 
(8) 

where af/HT and afiRT are elevated and room-temperature 
strengths, respectively. The resulting plots of "reduced" 
strength as a function of stress rate are depicted in Fig. 4. The 
maximum "reduced" strengths of A2Y6, AS440, NT154, the 
composite ("Kryptonite") and AS800 silicon nitrides at 3.3 X 
104 MPa/s were a* = 0.97, 0.98, 1.05, 0.96, and 0.86, respec
tively. The results in Fig. 4 also indicates that the strength 
increase from the conventional test rate (of the order of 3 X 
10' MPa/s or 0.5 mm/min) to the "ultra" fast stress rate of 
3.3 X 104 MPa/s was appreciable: crf increased from 0.67 to 
0.97 (45 percent increase) for A2Y6, 0.74 to 0.98 (32 percent 
increase) for AS440, 0.92 to 1.05 (14 percent increase) for 
NT154, and from 0.79 to 0.96 (22 percent increase) for the 
composite, respectively. However, no strength increase was ob
served for AS 800, due to its very high SCG parameter n - 154 
(i.e., no slow crack growth). 

The critical stress rate was determined from Eq. (7) with the 
evaluated SCG parameters n and D (hence, B) and the room-
temperature strength (5 ;) of each material. The resulting critical 
stress rate was acr = 7 X 106, 1 X 106, 1 X 105 MPa/s, 1 X 
106, and 4 X 1014 MPa/s, respectively, for A2Y6, AS440, 
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Fig. 3 Elevated-temperature, constant stress-rate flexural testing results for A2Y6 (a), AS440 (b), NT154 (c) monolithic, 20 vol % SiC whisker-
reinforced composite ("Kryptonite") (d), and AS800 monolithic (e) silicon nitrides at elevated temperatures in air. The solid lines represent the 
best-fit lines based on Eq. (2). The error bars represent ±1.0 standard deviation. The room-temperature inert strength with ±1.0 standard deviation 
("RT") was included for comparison. The arrow in the "stress rate" axis indicates the conventional test rate (of the order of 3 x 101 MPa/s or 0.5 
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NT154, "Kryptonite," and AS800. This is an order of magni- on Fig. 1 for n a 20, the calculated and estimated values are 

tude greater than that estimated from the actual data shown in in good agreement, implying a reasonable prediction by Eq. 

Fig. 3 or Fig. 4. However, if the normalized critical stress rate (7). The extreme value of &„ ( = 1014 MPa/s) exhibited by 

is taken as &%• = 10° instead of d% = 10' in Eq. (6), based AS800 was attributed to the very high SCG parameter n. 
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Fig. 4 A summary of "reduced" strength as a function of stress rate for 
five silicon nitrides (A2Y6, AS440, NT154, "Kryptonite," and AS800) from 
this study 

Figure 5 shows a summary of the ' 'reduced'' strength as a 
function of stress rate determined previously for the seven ad
vanced ceramics, one alumina, five silicon nitrides, and one 
silicon carbide [20, 21]. The 96 wt % alumina and the three 
silicon nitrides (GN10 monolithic, GN10 SiC whisker (30 vol 
%) reinforced composite, and NCX34 monolithic) exhibited 
the elevated-temperature strengths approximately close to the 
corresponding room-temperature counterparts. The "reduced" 
strengths at stress rates >10 3 MPa/s were a* = 0.95, 0.96, 
1.00, 0.99, respectively, for 96 wt% alumina, GN10, GN10 
composite and NCX34 silicon nitrides. By contrast, the maxi
mum "reduced" strengths obtained at 3.3 X 104 MPa/s for 
SN252 and NCI32 silicon nitrides and NC203 silicon carbide 
were a'f = 0.89, 0.90, and 0.80, respectively. However, the 
strength increase from the conventional test rate to the ' 'ultra'' 
fast stress rate (3.3 X 104 MPa/s) was remarkable for these 
materials, similar to the A2Y6, AS440, NT154, and the compos
ite silicon nitrides observed in this study (see Fig. 4): the per
centage of increase was 27, 41, and 18 percent, respectively, 
for SN252, NCI32, and NC203. 

All of the experimental results for the four silicon nitrides 
ceramics (except AS800) in this study as well as for seven other 
ceramics previously studied [20, 21] show that, notwithstanding 
possible changes in flaw populations at elevated temperatures, 
the strength at 3.3 X 104 MPa/s approached a specific value 
close to the room-temperature strength or reached a higher value 
than that measured at the conventional test rate of the order of 
3 X 10' MPa/s. Elevated-temperature SCG as well as creep is 
known to be a rate-dependent process occurring by viscous flow 
of the grain boundary phase [1-10] . If an extremely high-test 
rate is used, creep and/or possibly oxidation could be mini
mized due to the extremely short test time (10-20 ms), thereby 
resulting in SCG as a unique failure mechanism. The fact that 
the elevated-temperature strengths of at least eight materials 
tested at 3.3 X 104 MPa/s approached the room-temperature 
counterparts indicates not only that SCG was minimized but 
also that grain softening, which can also control strength, was 
insignificant. 

This ongoing study on elevated-temperature, "ultra" fast 
fracture strength of advanced ceramics repeatedly casts some 
insight into fracture toughness behavior of the materials at ele
vated temperatures. As stated in the previous study [21], ele
vated-temperature fracture toughness, like strength, is regarded 
to be controlled by flow characteristics of the grain boundary 
phases, so that it is rate dependent. Therefore, if rate dependency 

is eliminated using a. very high test rate and if the grains remain 
rigid, the fracture toughness may not be so dependent on tem
perature, as postulated for the "ultra" fast fracture strength 
behavior. In fact, for many silicon nitride and silicon carbide 
ceramics, their values of fracture toughness exhibit no signifi
cant variation from room temperature to 1200 or 1300°C [21]. 
The same speculation may be applicable to an elevated-tempera
ture Young's modulus of advanced ceramics. 

Based on the experimental data to date as well as the numeri
cal solution, it can be stated that the elevated-temperature "in
ert" strength of an advanced ceramic material can be "de
fined," although tentative, as a strength whereby no slow crack 
growth occurs at the temperature. In addition, the elevated-
temperature "inert" strength of a material would be close to 
its room-temperature counterpart, and may be obtained using a 
series of "ultra" fast stress rates >10 4 MPa/s. This can be 
better verified if test frames are able to run at test rates faster 
than the critical stress rates, 105-107 MPa/s, particularly for 
the materials that showed some strength degradation (10-20 
percent) at 3.3 X 104 MPa/s. The current, digitally controlled 
test frames, however, were unable to achieve stress rates faster 
than 3.3 X 104 MPa/s [21]. It is also believed that more than 
one test temperature, probably ranging from 1100 to 1400°C, 
depending on material, are required for laying a better founda
tion on the concept and/or definition of elevated-temperature 
' 'inert'' strength of a material. 

Typical examples of strength degradation with respect to test 
temperature is shown in Fig. 6, where the "reduced" strength 
of the NT 154 silicon nitrides was plotted for two different test 
rates of the orders of 10' MPa/s (conventional) and 104 MPa/ 
s ("ultra" fast). The "ultra" fast strength of NT154 was ob
tained additionally at 1371CC, with a total of five specimens. 
The figure also includes the "reduced" strength data of 96 wt% 
alumina for a wide range of stress rates, reconstructed from 
the previously published data [21]. A remarkable difference in 
strength degradation between the "ultra" fast and the conven
tional test rates is evident. The NT 154 silicon nitride exhibited 
almost no strength degradation up to 1371°C at the "ultra" fast 
stress rate of 3 X 104 MPa/s; whereas, a significant strength 
degradation occurred if the conventional test rate of 3 x 10' 
MPa/s was used. The similar behavior was true for the 96 wt 
% alumina, as seen in the figure. Therefore, entirely different 
information on strength degradation behavior could be obtained 
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Fig. 5 A summary of "reduced" strength as a function of stress rate for 
seven advanced ceramics determined from the previous studies: GN10, 
NCX34, and GN10 composite (30 vol % SiC whisker-reinforced) silicon 
nitrides [20]; alumina, NC132 and SN252 silicon nitrides and NC203 sili
con carbide [21]. 
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if one adopts different stress rates. At least two (highest and 
lowest) or three stress rates (highest, intermediate, and lowest), 
depending on the degree of SCG susceptibility of a material, are 
recommended to completely characterize elevated-temperature 
strength behavior of the material, as suggested previously [20, 
21]. 

The SCG parameter A in Eq. (1) is usually calculated from 
Eqs. (2) and (3) as follows: 

2KjcSr\n + 1) 

Dn+1Y2(n - 2) 
(9) 

This equation indicates that the SCG parameter A is a strong 
function of "inert" strength for a given material/load/environ
ment system. Because of the functional form of Eq. (9) , a 
significant difference in A can be made if one uses S, from the 
conventional "fast" fracture strength data rather than from the 
"ultra" fast (or room temperature) strength data. Figure 7 
shows the results of such a difference in crack velocity (Eq. 
(1)) between the two different "inert" strengths ("fast" frac
ture and ' 'ultra'' fast) for the A2Y6 monolithic and the compos
ite ("Kryptonite") silicon nitrides at 1200°C. As seen in the 
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figure, the lifetime parameter (A) using the strength determined 
at the ' 'ultra'' fast test rate is almost three order of magnitude 
greater than that using the conventional' 'fast'' fracture strength 
at 3 X 10' MPa/s. This demonstrates a significant influence of 
elevated-temperature "inert" strength on the determination of 
life prediction parameter. The use of the conventional "inert" 
strength could result in unrealistically conservative life/reliabil
ity estimates. 

Conclusions 

The elevated-temperature strengths of A2Y6, AS440 and 
NT 154 monolithic and 20 vol % SiC whisker-reinforced com
posite silicon nitrides approached approximately (within 5 per
cent) the room-temperature strengths at an "ultra" fast stress 
rate of 3.3 X 104 MPa/s. One exception to this was AS800 
silicon nitride that exhibited a significant resistance to slow 
crack growth. The overall behavior for the four silicon nitride 
ceramics (except AS800) is consistent with that of the three 
different silicon nitrides and one alumina obtained previously 
[20, 21]. Based on the experimental data to date as well as the 
analytical approach, it can be tentatively stated that elevated-
temperature "inert" strength can be defined as a strength with 
no slow crack growth and can be estimated with "ultra" fast 
stress rates a=3 X 104 MPa/s. In order to lay firmer foundation 
of the concept and definition of elevated-temperature "inert" 
strength, however, a series of "ultra" high test rates including 
the critical stress rate, 105 to 107 MPa/s, would be required. 
Because of slow crack growth, at least two or three stress rates 
are recommended to characterize the complete, elevated-tem
perature strength behavior of a given material. The importance 
of appropriate use of elevated-temperature "inert" strength 
should be considered in life prediction estimation/reliability of 
advanced ceramics. 
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Cycle Analyses of 5 and 20 MWe 
Biomass Gasifier-Based Electric 
Power Stations in Hawaii 
Thermodynamic cycle analyses of biomass gasifier-based electric power stations at 
two scales, nominally 5 and 20 MWe (net electric power output), were performed 
to assess process performance and viability. Various configurations (Rankine, simple, 
steam-injected gas turbine, and combined cycles) of a 5 MW stand-alone power 
station were modeled and a 20 MW biomass-based integrated gasifier combined-
cycle cogeneration facility at a sugar factory was simulated. Information gained 
from these analyses will be applied to determine whether biomass gasification-based 
electricity production is practicable in Hawaii and other sugar producing locales. 

Introduction 
Imported fossil fuels account for nearly 95 percent of the 

energy consumed in the State of Hawaii. Electricity prices in 
Hawaii are the third highest in the U.S., and utility gas and 
gasoline prices are the highest in the nation. Moreover, oil price 
shocks, such as the crisis experienced in the early 1970s, pose 
a major threat to local industry and the economy. Diversification 
of the energy mix by incorporating renewable resources can 
promote economic stability by reducing the reliance on fossil 
fuels. 

The utilization of biomass resources to produce electricity 
and transportation fuels has other far reaching benefits. Produc
ing fast-growing energy crops for dedicated biomass-to-energy 
conversion can expand markets for agribusiness, and growing 
and consuming biomass on a sustained basis does not contribute 
to the greenhouse effect because net C0 2 emissions are nil (over 
the life cycle). Biomass residues are the least costly and most 
readily accessible type of biomass available. The use of agricul
tural residues and wastes, such as sugar cane bagasse, for energy 
conversion can reduce land disposal problems and emissions 
associated with open-field burning. The processing of sugar 
cane results in a feedstock ideally suited for thermal energy 
conversion processes (since alkali content, moisture, and parti
cle size are reduced in the milling process). 

Biomass gasification, the thermochemical conversion of a 
solid fuel into a fuel gas, has the potential to offer clean, eco
nomically competitive power when coupled to advanced fuel-
based power generation systems. To investigate this potential, 
two case studies for biomass-to-electricity conversion were 
identified and thermodynamic analyses of biomass gasifier-
based electric power stations were conducted. Power systems 
at two scales, nominally 5 and 20 MWe (net electric power 
output), located at Hawaiian sugar cane factories, were modeled 
using the ASPEN PLUS™ Process Simulation software pack
age to determine performance and process information. Infor
mation from these analyses can be used to evaluate the potential 
for commercial applications of biomass gasifier-based power 
generation in local and global markets. 

Overview of Power Stations and Analysis Results 

The two scales of power stations analyzed in the present 
investigation have been targeted for near-term commercializa-
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tion. The Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company Paia 
(HC&S-Paia) sugar factory on the island of Maui and the Gay 
and Robinson Company sugar factory at Olokele (Olokele/ 
G&R) on the island of Kauai were chosen to model the 5 and 
20 MWe power plants, respectively. Technical issues, such as 
suitability and availability of feedstock and compatibility with 
host operation, were factors in power-station site selection. Eco
nomic issues unique to each site were also considered. For 
example, the HC&S-Paia factory is the site of a demonstration 
scale, 90 bone-dry tonne per day (TPD) biomass gasification 
facility (Kinoshita et al., 1996). 

Integrating a power station with the HC&S-Paia sugar factory 
may not be justified given the lack of economies of scale inher
ent to small (~5 MWe) power plants. A more likely scenario 
for a power plant of that scale is a separate facility which 
generates only electric power for export, without returning 
steam or other forms of process energy to the host facility. The 
factory might, however, be required to supply steam to the 
power station. By contrast, a 20 MWe power station fully inte
grated with the sugar factory would be advantageous owing to 
the large demand for biomass feedstock and support services 
and economies of scale inherent to larger power stations. This 
type of power station would provide steam to the factory for 
sugar cane processing and in-house mechanical power require
ments. 

Operating parameters of specific power-system components 
and processes served as the basis for plant configuration. Stan
dard unit operation models available from ASPEN PLUS™ 
were used to simulate plant components, including the gasifier, 
gas turbine, and steam turbine, and input data, such as mass 
flow, pressure, temperature, and turbine efficiencies, were speci
fied for these components. Although extensive optimization was 
beyond the scope of the present investigation, sensitivity analy
ses were performed and different configurations and state points 
were examined. 

5 MWe Power Station—HC&S-Paia Sugar Factory 

Overview. The 5 MWe stand-alone power station at HC& 
S-Paia was modeled as a biomass-based integrated gasifier com
bined-cycle (BIGCC) power plant as shown in Fig. 1. Approxi
mately 90 TPD of run-of-the-mill bagasse at 45 percent mois
ture content is supplied by the factory. Flue gas exiting a heat-
recovery steam generator (HRSG) is used in a rotary drum 
dryer to reduce bagasse moisture content to 20 percent. Flue 
gas drying of bagasse has been used by the cane sugar industry 
for nearly twenty years (Kinoshita, 1991a). Bagasse, having a 
higher heating value (HHV) of 18.9 MJ kg - 1 (dry basis), is 
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Fig. 1 Process flow diagram of 5 MWe Base Case BIGCC power station 
at HC&S-Paia 

separated from the flue gas in a cyclone before being transported 
to a lockhopper feed system. 

The gasifier is a 10:1 scale-up of the Renugas® Process De
velopment Unit (PDU) developed by the Institute of Gas Tech
nology (IGT). Gasifier operating conditions (including the 
equivalence ratio and the steam:biomass ratio) and product gas 
composition, yield, and temperature are based on IGT extrapola
tions of the PDU operating at anticipated commercial conditions 
as summarized in Table 1 (Institute of Gas Technology, 1996). 
Gasification air is supplied by a booster compressor that pressur
izes a portion of the air exiting the gas turbine compressor. 
Steam at 23 bar and 235°C is provided by the sugar factory for 
gasification. In the present analysis, the hot-gas cyclone and hot-
gas cleanup unit (HGCU) removes 95 percent and 5 percent, 
respectively, of the char produced during gasification. Experi
mental data suggest that tars and oils account for about 1 percent 
of the mass and add roughly 10 percent to the heating value of 
gasified bagasse (dry basis) generated by a pressurized, fluid-
ized bed gasifier. Tars and oils were neglected in the analyses 
to simplify modeling and to be conservative in estimating the 
heating value of the gasifier product gas. It was assumed that 
temperature and pressure drops across the hot-gas cyclone are, 
respectively, 11°C and 0.7 bar and across the HGCU are 17°C 
and 2.8 bar. 

Attemperation of the product gas exiting the hot-gas cyclone 
is accomplished by a direct water quench to cool the gas below 
538°C; this is done to facilitate condensation of alkali vapors 
onto char particles (Craig and Mann, 1996) and to satisfy tem
perature constraints of key downstream components. Char and 
alkali compounds are removed from the gas stream by the 
HGCU to ensure that levels are within gas turbine specifications. 
Combustor and gas turbine working surfaces are subject to cor
rosion induced by alkali vapors. Experimental results (Westing-
house Electric Corporation, 1995; Turn et al., 1996) indicate 
that alkali gettering systems may be needed to effect adequate 
removal. 

Complete combustion of product gas is assumed to occur 
in the gas turbine combustor. Excess air for combustion was 
determined by targeting an assumed turbine inlet temperature 
(979°C) inferred from published specifications for an Allison 
Engine Company 501-KB 7 gas turbine (Gas Turbine World 
1996 Handbook, 1996). Pressure ratio and mass flow are also 
comparable to manufacturer specifications. Gas turbine com
pressor stage intercooling was assumed; however, detailed mod
eling of turbine expander stage cooling by air extraction was 
not performed. Gasifier air compressor isentropic efficiency and 
gas turbine-generator unit efficiency were both assumed to be 
85 percent. (Turbine-generator unit efficiency accounts for irre
versibilities within the turbine as well as losses associated with 
mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion.) Gas turbine ex
haust provides the thermal energy for steam production in the 
HRSG. The amount of steam produced in the HRSG was con

strained by the minimum temperature of the dryer exhaust gas; 
i.e., available thermal energy for steam production was limited 
such that the dryer exit gas (at 93°C) remained sufficiently 
above the dew point. Steam having 56°C of superheat is ex
panded through a full-condensing steam turbine-generator hav
ing a unit efficiency of 80 percent. 

Five percent of the gross electrical output of the steam turbine 
is assumed to be consumed by pumps and related motors of the 
steam bottoming cycle. Motors, fans, pumps, and miscellaneous 
equipment installed at the plant, including feedstock preparation 
and handling equipment and inert gas supply components, were 
assumed to consume 70 percent of the nameplate power require
ments. 

Results. Process conditions and performance information 
for the Base Case 5 MWe BIGCC power station are summarized 
in Table 2. Expansion of 19 kg s_ 1 of combustion products at 
946°C through a gas turbine-generator operating at a pressure 
ratio of 13.1 produces 4.5 MW of net power. Gas turbine ex
haust at 471°C generates roughly 8,300 kg h"1 of steam in the 
HRSG. About 1.5 MW of net power is produced as the steam 
expands through the full-condensing steam turbine-generator to 
an exit pressure of 0.14 bar. The net power output (gas and 
steam-generator net power outputs, less gasifier air compressor 
and plant ancillary power requirements) of the Paia BIGCC 
power station is 5.5 MW, with a plant efficiency of 27.6 percent 
(13,065 kJ kWh - 1 ) . Plant efficiency is defined as the net elec
tric power output divided by the bagasse energy content (HHV 
basis). 

Operating and performance data for the various configura
tions investigated in the present analysis are summarized in 
Table 3. Projected output and performance of a BIGCC power 
station at HC&S-Paia are significantly higher than those of a 
conventional steam Rankine cycle and a simple-cycle, gasifica
tion-based power station. If bagasse were burned directly in a 
boiler similar to that presently installed at HC&S-Paia (65 per
cent boiler efficiency) and the steam produced by this boiler 
were expanded in a full-condensing steam turbine-generator (80 
percent unit efficiency), about 3 MW of net power would be 
generated at a plant efficiency of 15.3 percent. 

The simple-cycle configuration consists of the gasification 
system coupled to a gas turbine generator. Gas turbine exhaust, 
diluted with ambient air prior to entering the bagasse dryer to 
prevent fires, is used to reduce bagasse moisture content. Net 
power output and plant efficiency are calculated to be 3.9 MW 
and 19.8 percent, respectively. Justification of the additional 
capital expenditure for a steam bottoming cycle of the BIGCC 
ultimately will be determined by economic considerations. 

Table 1 Projected operating conditions and product gas 
composition and yield for commercial air-blown, pressur
ized, fluidized-bed gasifier 

Pressure, bar 23.4 
Temperature, °C 854 
Bagasse feed rate to gasifier @ 

20% m.c, kg rrY (wet) 
4,725 (HC&S-Paia) Bagasse feed rate to gasifier @ 

20% m.c, kg rrY (wet) 21,262 (Olokele/G&R) 
Steam, kg/kg feed (wet) 0.15 
Air, kg/kg feed (wet) 1.23 
Product gas composition, vol% 

H2 7.3 

o2 
0.05 

N2 37.2 
CO 10.6 
CH4 7.0 
C0 2 14.6 
H20 23.0 
C2H4 0.11 
C2H6 0.08 
C6H6 0.14 

Gas yield, m3 kg"1 feed (wet) 2.1 
Gas heating value, MJ m~3 5.1 
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(STIG) offers the benefit of more complete heat recovery than 
the simple cycle, at potentially lower cost than the Base Case 
BIGCC because a steam turbine bottoming cycle is not needed. 
In the STIG-based configuration investigated in the present 
analysis, steam (28 bar/404°C) generated in a HRSG is injected 
into the gas turbine combustor until the assumed minimum 
allowable heating value of the gas, 3.9 MJ irr3 , is attained 
(Larson and Williams, 1990). Excess air is added to the com
bustor to achieve an exit temperature of 1,093°C and HRSG 
steam is injected downstream of the combustor to achieve the 
design turbine inlet temperature (973°C) for an Allison 501-
KH STIG. A net power output of 5.2 MW and a plant efficiency 
of 26.4 percent were calculated for this cycle. 

Other variants of the BIGCC power plant analyzed include 
Case CC1 (feedwater heat exchanger replaces direct water in
jection to attemperate product gas), Case CC2 (slip stream of 
product gas is used to fuel bagasse dryer burner), and Case 
CC3 (propane is used to fuel bagasse dryer burner). Analysis 
results are summarized in Table 3. Attemperating product gas 
with a direct water quench is an attractive option because it 
is simple and inexpensive, however, diluting the low-energy-
content product gas with water can negatively impact gas tur
bine combustor performance. Cooling the gas by preheating 
feedwater going to the HRSG (Case CC1) in a heat exchanger 
results in a 0.1 percentage point increase in plant efficiency 
compared to the Base Case. The greater volumes of product 
gas that may be required in the gas turbine due to the low 
energy density of gasified biomass, compared to fuels such as 
natural gas, can pose a problem for commercial turbines re
quired to operate at near choking conditions. Diverting a portion 
of the product gas to a bagasse dryer burner (Case CC2) to 
reduce mass flow through the gas turbine may be a viable option 
for the BIGCC. Net plant output and plant efficiency for this 
configuration were calculated to be 5 MW and 22.6 percent, 
respectively. Fueling the bagasse dryer burner with propane 
(Case CC3) was investigated due to uncertainties associated 
with the ability of the existing rotary dryer combustor at Paia 
to burn low-Btu product gas. Utilization of a propane-fired dryer 
burner reduces plant efficiency to 24.4 percent. Hence plant 
efficiency is lowered appreciably when HRSG waste heat is not 
recovered by drying bagasse. 

Critical performance information for several key system 
components were not available, necessitating the use of as
sumed parameters. Analyses were performed to determine 
the sensitivity of plant performance on assumptions for gas 
turbine inlet temperature and HGCU inlet temperature. In 
addition, gains or penalties associated with variations of 
HRSG steam conditions were quantified. Net plant power 
and plant efficiency are plotted as functions of gas turbine 
inlet temperature in Fig. 2. Increasing gas turbine inlet tern-

Table 3 Plant performance summary—alternative configurations for HC&S-Paia 5 MWe power station 

Configuration case BIGCC Base Rankine Simple STIG BIGCC CC1 BIGCC CC2 BIGCC O 

Gas turbine inlet pressure, bar 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 
Gas turbine inlet temperature, °C 946 — 946 946 946 946 946 
Gas turbine pressure ratio 13.1 — 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 
HRSG/boiler steam pressure, bar 27.6 30.3 — 27.6 27.6 27.6 27.6 
HRSG/boiler steam temperature, °C 285 404 — 404 285 285 285 
Steam turbine exit pressure, bar 0.14 0.14 — — 0.14 0.14 0.14 
Gas turbine power, MW 4.49 — 4.49 5.78 4.19 3.72 4.49 
Steam turbine power, MW 1.53 3.03 — — 1.85 1.31 1.53 
Gross plant power, MW 6.02 3.03 4.49 5.78 6.04 5.03 6.02 
Gasifier compressor power, MW 0.11 — 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 
Plant auxiliaries, MW 0.45 0 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 
Net plant power, MW 5.46 3.03 3.93 5.22 5.48 4.47 5.46 
Bagasse energy, GJ h"1 71.32 71.32 71.32 71.32 71.32 71.32 71.32 
Aux. fuel energy, GJ h~l — — — — — — 9.18 
Plant efficiency, % 27.6 15.3 19.8 26.4 27.7 22.6 • 24.4 
Plant heat rate, kJ kWlr1 13,065 23,536 18,157 13,666 13,013 15,948 14,744 
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Table 2 Process conditions and performance data for Base 
Case HC&S-Paia and Olokele/G&R power stations 

HC&S-Paia Olokele/G&R 

Gasifier Inputs 
Bagasse to gasifier (20% m.c.), 

kg IT1 

Air flow rate, kg h ' 
Steam flow rate, kg h"1 

Fuel Gas (post attemperation) 
Fuel gas flow rate, kg h"1 

Temperature, °C 
HHV, MJ m"3 

Gas and Steam Turbine Data 
Gas turbine inlet pressure, bar 
Gas turbine pressure ratio 
Mass flow through gas turbine, 

kg s_l 

Gas turbine inlet temperature, 
°C 

Gas turbine outlet temperature, 
°C 

Gas turbine-generator unit 
efficiency, % 

HRSG-generated steam, kg h~' 
Auxiliary boiler steam, kg IT1 

Process steam to factory, kg h"1 

Steam turbine inlet pressure, bar 
Steam turbine inlet temperature, 

°C 
Steam turbine exit pressure, bar 
Steam turbine-generator unit 

efficiency, % 80 80 
Plant Performance Summary 

Bagasse energy input, GJ h"1 

(HHV basis) 71.3 321 
Auxiliary energy input, GJ IT1 

(HHV basis) — 36.1 
Net gas turbine power output, 

MW 4.485 18.858 
Net steam turbine power output, 

MW 
Booster compressor power, MW 
Plant parasitic load, MW 
Net plant power, MW 
Plant efficiency, % 
Plant heat rate, kJ kWfT1 

* energy in process steam exported to sugar factory not included. 

Various configurations of the combined-cycle power station 
were investigated to determine the effects of alternative modes 
of HRSG-generated steam utilization, product gas attempera
tion, and bagasse drying on plant performance. Performance 
data for these configurations are summarized in Table 3. Inte
grating the gasification system with a steam-injected gas turbine 

4,725 21,262 
5,812 26,152 

709 3,189 

2,014 47,227 
530 530 
4.2 5.1 

13.6 13.6 
13.1 13.1 

19 87 

946 946 

471 468 

85 85 
8,303 42,799 
— 10,286 
— 49,895 
27.6 41.4 

285 316 
0.14 2.1 

1.531 4.295 
0.106 0.475 
0.451 0.902 
5.459 21.776 

27.6 22.0* 
13,065 16,396* 
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Fig. 2 Net plant power and plant efficiency as functions of gas turbine 
inlet temperature 

perature by 111°C raises plant efficiency to 29.0 percent, 
while decreasing by 111°C lowers plant efficiency to 25.3 
percent. Plant efficiency changes by less than 1 percentage 
point when HGCU inlet temperature varies by ±83°C from 
the 530°C assumed in this study. Sufficient alkali removal, 
as opposed to optimal plant performance, will likely estab
lish HGCU inlet temperature. If HRSG steam conditions 
were changed from 28 bar/285°C to match those for the 
existing HC&S-Paia boiler (30 bar/404°C), a 0.4 percent
age point increase in plant efficiency over the Base Case 
would result. 

Larger BIGCC systems are projected to have significantly 
higher efficiencies than those calculated for the 5 MWe power 
station simulated in the present analysis. For example, a study 
by Craig and Mann (1996) predicted a net plant output of 56 
MW and a plant efficiency of 36 percent for a BIGCC utilizing 
a 680 TPD pressurized wood-fired gasifier coupled to a GE 
LM-5000PC aeroderivative gas turbine and a steam turbine bot
toming cycle operating with input steam at 53 bar/394°C. A 
1470 TPD BIGCC plant consisting of a GE MS-6101FA ad
vanced utility gas turbine and a steam turbine bottoming cycle 
(101 bar/538°C steam) would generate 132 MW of net power 
at a plant efficiency of 40 percent. 

20 MWe Cogeneration Station—Olokele/G&R Sugar 
Factory 

Overview. The process flow diagram of the BIGCC cogen
eration power station at the Olokele/G&R sugar factory is pre
sented in Fig. 3. The power station receives about 400 TPD 
bagasse from the sugar factory at a moisture content of 48 
percent. Flue gas drying in a rotary drum dryer reduces bagasse 
moisture content to 20 percent. The gasifier is a four to five
fold scale-up of the Paia 5 MWe power station gasifier; gasifier 
operating conditions, fuel gas properties, and pressure and tem
perature drops across the hot-gas cyclone and HGCU are identi
cal to the Paia case. Gasification air is supplied by a booster 
compressor that pressurizes a portion of the air exiting the gas 
turbine compressor. Approximately 3200 kg h_1 of steam from 
the HRSG is directed to the gasifier. 

The temperature of the product gas is reduced by preheating 
the feedwater going to the HRSG. Products of the complete 
combustion of gasified biomass expand through a gas turbine-
generator to produce electricity. The efficiency of the gas 
turbine-generator unit was assumed to be 85 percent. Steam 
generated in the HRSG at 41 bar and 316°C proceeds to a 
double-extraction/condensing turbine-generator unit. The first 
extraction, at 14 bar, feeds back-pressure mechanical drives that 
power factory equipment, and the second extraction recombines 
with steam exiting the mechanical drives, at 2 bar, to supply 
the sugar factory with process steam. The steam turbine-genera

tor unit efficiency and the mechanical drive isentropic efficiency 
were 80 percent and 65 percent, respectively. Electricity gener
ated by the steam turbine-generator is also available for export. 

Simulations indicated that the amount of steam produced in 
the HRSG is insufficient to meet the requirements of the sugar 
factory, therefore, an auxiliary boiler fired with No. 2 fuel (die-
sel) oil was incorporated into the model. The boiler, with an 
assumed efficiency of 85 percent, supplies steam at conditions 
identical to the HRSG to meet the 49,900 kg h"1 process steam 
demand. Use of this steam to process 117 tonne cane per hour 
(tch) translates to 42 percent steam on cane, which falls within 
the range of ~30-50 percent that applies to the Hawaiian sugar 
industry (Kinoshita, 1991b). 

The same percentage of steam turbine-generated electric 
power assumed for the HC&S-Paia power station is required to 
drive the Olokele/G&R steam cycle ancillary equipment. Plant 
parasitic load is assumed to be twice that of the Paia plant, 
which implies parasitic load scales as the square root of nominal 
power output. 

Results. Process information and performance data for the 
20 MWe Olokele/G&R cogeneration power station are summa
rized in Table 2. Gas turbine net power output is 18.9 MW. 
Thermal energy provided by 87 kg s - 1 of combustion products 
generates approximately 42,800 kg h_1 of steam at 41 bar/ 
316°C in the HRSG, 7 percent of which is sent to the gasifier. 
An auxiliary diesel-fired boiler generates 10,290 kg h "' of steam 
to meet the 49,900 kg h"1 process steam demand of the sugar 
factory. Combusting product gas to generate steam in the ex
isting bagasse boiler at Olokele/G&R is an alternative to burn
ing diesel fuel in an auxiliary boiler, however, the cost to modify 
the burners in the existing boiler-furnace may be significant. 
The steam turbine-generator produces 4.3 MW of net power. 
About 1.6 MW of motive power is generated by expanding 
27,200 kg h""1 of steam at 14 bar in a mechanical drive. Excess 
steam flows through the condensing stage of the steam turbine 
(no excess steam was assumed in the present analysis). Make
up water compensates for gasification steam and losses such as 
boiler blowdown. Plant net power output is 22 MW and plant 
efficiency (net electrical output divided by gross fuel energy 
input) is 22 percent (16,396 kJ kWh"1). It should be noted 
that plant efficiency is lower than that of the 5 MWe HC&S-
Paia power station because energy used by the Olokele/G&R 
factory is not included in the calculated plant efficiency. By 
comparison, a stand-alone power station at Olokele/G&R, 
which does not supply any process steam to the sugar factory, 
would generate approximately 25.4 MW of net power at a plant 
efficiency of 28.5 percent. 
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Fig. 3 Process flow diagram of 20 MWe BIGCC cogeneration power 
station at Olokele/G&R 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of electricity generating efficiency for conventional 
and gasification-based cogeneration systems 

As stated previously, only about 80 percent of the sugar 
factory process steam requirement is met with bagasse under the 
assumed operating conditions. This can be increased to about 85 
percent if the gas turbine inlet temperature increased by 111°C. 
The following options to achieve full power station/sugar fac
tory integration could be implemented: (1) utilize an auxiliary 
boiler to generate additional steam (scenario modeled in present 
analysis); (2) operate the power station at conditions more 
favorable for steam production; or (3) improve factory steam 
utilization. Utilizing a gas turbine with significantly higher inlet 
temperature than that assumed in the present analysis, which 
operates at a lower, or derated, pressure ratio, would increase 
steam generation in the HRSG. In addition, employing HRSG 
steam conditions that favor steam production, as opposed to 
power generation in the steam turbine generator, would further 
improve the prospects for a self-sufficient and fully integrated 
BIGCC cogeneration plant at Olokele/G&R. An auxiliary boiler 
system would not be needed at Olokele if factory operations 
improved such that processing required only 33 percent to 36 
percent steamxane ratio. Such improvements may involve re
covery of heat from juice evaporator condensates, reducing dilu
tion of mixed or clarified cane juice or syrup, optimizing sugar 
syrup brix, and reducing recirculation of process streams in the 
sugar factory. 

Exportable electricity potential of conventional and gas
ification-based cogeneration systems are shown in Fig. 4. 
Larson et al. (1990) state that sugar cogeneration plants 
worldwide typically produce about 22 kW per tonne cane 
per hour (kW ten" 1) . In the mid-1980s, sugar factories in 
Hawaii typically generated about 67 kW tch"1 and in some 
instances exceeded 112 kW tch - 1 (Kinoshita, 1991b). 
Based on calculations performed for the 20 MWe plant in 
the present analysis, efficient use of steam in the sugar fac
tory to operate at 36 percent steamxane ratio could yield 
over 185 kW tch~ l . The study by Larson et al. (1990) re
ports that a modern 27 MWe condensing/extraction steam 
turbine system operating with 60 bar/480°C steam at a 36 
percent steamxane ratio can generate approximately 120 
kW tch - 1 and a larger capacity gasifier-based STIG cogener
ation plant producing 53 MWe with a GE LM-5000 gas 
turbine operating at the same steamxane ratio can expect to 
generate approximately 240 kW tch~' (extrapolated data). 

Summary and Conclusions 
Process and performance information of biomass gasifier-

based power stations sited at two Hawaiian sugar factories were 
simulated using the ASPEN PLUS™ Process Simulation soft

ware. Conventional steam cycle, simple gas turbine cycle, 
steam-injected gas turbine cycle, and various configurations of 
combined-cycle systems were considered in modeling a 5 MWe 
power station at the HC&S-Paia sugar factory. A 20 MWe 
combined-cycle cogeneration power plant was evaluated for the 
Olokele/G&R sugar factory. 

A stand-alone BIGCC power station supplied by 90 TPD 
of bagasse from the HC&S-Paia sugar factory is expected 
to be capable of exporting 5.5 MW of net power at a plant 
thermal efficiency of 27.6 percent. Plant performance of a 
STIG-based system is slightly inferior to the BIGCC system, 
but should require less capital investment. Although a sim
ple cycle power station would require substantially less cap
ital investment, exportable power and plant efficiency from 
such a plant is significantly lower. Additionally, results indi
cate that the performance of gasification-based power plants 
is much higher than that of conventional steam Rankine 
power plants. 

An integrated 20 MWe BIGCC cogeneration power station 
at Olokele/G&R would require about 400 TPD of bagasse to 
export 22 MW of net power at a plant efficiency of 22 percent. 
An auxiliary boiler system may be needed to meet the process 
steam demand of the sugar factory. For the conditions assumed 
in the present analysis, a sugar factory operating at 117 tch 
must reduce its steamxane ratio to less than 36 percent to 
become self-sufficient and fully integrated with the BIGCC 
power station. 

Analysis results indicate that attemperating the product gas 
upstream of the HGCU by preheating feedwater directed to the 
HRSG, as opposed to injecting water directly into the product 
gas stream, results in an insignificant increase in plant effi
ciency. However, plant performance is significantly derated if 
HRSG exhaust gas is not used to dry bagasse. Combusting a 
slip stream of product gas or propane in a dryer burner lowers 
plant efficiency. Sensitivity analyses indicate that increasing gas 
turbine inlet temperature by 111°C increases plant efficiency by 
1.4 percentage points and deviation of HGCU inlet temperature 
by ±83°C affects plant performance by less than 1 percentage 
point. Additionally, higher HRSG steam pressure can increase 
plant efficiency. 

Results of the ASPEN simulations of 5 and 20 MWe power 
stations sited at selected Hawaiian sugar factories indicate that 
BIGCC technologies offer the potential for significant improve
ments in power generating performance. The following pro
cesses can be pursued to improve plant performance: (1) oper
ate at higher gas turbine inlet temperature; (2) operate at higher 
HGCU inlet temperature; (3) generate steam at higher HRSG 
pressure; and (4) recover waste heat via booster compressor 
precooling and gas turbine intercooling. Implementation of 
steam bottoming cycles, feedwater heating systems, higher pres
sure HRSGs, gas turbine heat recovery schemes, and sugar 
factory steam utilization improvements will likely be deter
mined by a combination of capital cost considerations and tech
nical factors. 
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A Numerical Analysis of the 
Emissions Characteristics of 
Biodiesel Blended Fuels 
Computer simulations were conducted to study the combined effects of methyl soy ate 
(biodiesel) blends with no. 2 diesel fuel on diesel engine (D.I.) performance. Diesel 
engine emissions and heat release rates were some of the parameters studied. 

The results from the computer simulations were compared against previously pub
lished results (Choi et al, 1997) from engine tests conducted on a single cylinder 
version of the Caterpillar 3400 series heavy duty diesel engine. The experiments and 
simulations were performed over a range of injection timings allowing particulate 
versus NOx trade-off curves to be generated. Phillips 66 certified no. 2 diesel fuel 
was used as the baseline; mixtures of 20 percent and 40 percent by volume of methyl 
soy ate with the baseline no. 2 diesel fuel were used as the biodiesel blends. 

The multidimensional KIVA-II code (ERC version 2.4) was used to better under
stand the factors controlling the formation of NOx and soot. KIVA-II modeled the 
high load, single injection combustion of the baseline #2 diesel fuel and the biodiesel 
blends. The code was changed to account for different fuel effects and the computa
tional results were then compared against the experimental data. It is concluded that 
the increased NOx observed with the use of biodiesel fuels (in spite of their lower 
heats of combustion) is due to increased local temperatures as a result of enhanced 
fuel/air mixing and increased spray penetration. The increased spray penetration 
results from the higher fuel viscosity of the biodiesel blended fuels which leads to 
reduced injection durations. 

Introduction 
In past studies, vegetable-oil-based fuels have been shown 

to be good alternatives to fossil fuels for diesel engines. This 
renewable source of fuel may also help in reducing the net 
production of C0 2 from combustion sources and our depen
dence on foreign oil. The methyl esters of vegetable oils (biodie
sel), which are produced by combining methanol with the vege
table oil, are of particular interest; these fuels tend to burn 
cleaner, perform comparably to conventional diesel fuel, and 
combust similarly to diesel fuel (Scholl and Sorenson, 1993). 

The reaction between an acid and an alcohol results in an 
ester which, in general, is insoluble in water and has a higher 
boiling point than hydrocarbons of similar molecular weight. 
The monoester of vegetable oils is produced by combining a 
vegetable oil with alcohol; in particular, the more popular 
methyl ester of soybean oil, also commonly known as biodiesel, 
is made by combining soybean oil with methanol (Scholl and 
Sorenson, 1993; Zhang and Van Gerpen, 1996). 

Computationally, modeling these types of fuels and blends 
thereof represents quite a challenge. In the current study, the 
KIVA-II engine code is used to model the experimental engine 
cases. Significant fuel parameters are addressed and modified 
to match the experimental fuels. Comparisons and studies of 
the predicted and measured pressure, heat release rate, and emis
sions are conducted, and the results are used to provide explana
tions of the measured trends. 

Experimental Test Conditions and Experimental Re
sults 

All engine experiments were performed on a fully instru
mented, single cylinder, Caterpillar 3400 series heavy duty die-
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sel engine. This engine can produce 54 kW at 2100 revolutions 
per minute. Intercooled turbocharging is simulated by control
ling the intake air temperature and pressure, and regulating 
the back pressure in the exhaust surge tank. Additionally, the 
combustion chamber was designed to be a quiescent, low-swirl/ 
low-turbulence chamber. 

Various injection schemes were studied through the use of 
an electronically controlled, common rail injection system. This 
system is capable of injection pressures up to 120 MPa and a 
maximum of four injections per combustion event (Miyaki et 
al., 1991). Additionally, the injection timing and duration can 
be varied per the user's specifications. 

Cylinder pressures were recorded (at j crank angle degree 
increments) and 20 cycle ensemble averaged on a 486DS-based 
data acquisition system. Rate of fuel injection was determined 
through the use of a Bosch rate of injection meter. Fuel rate-
of-injection profiles were recorded on BCAP version 4.0, a PC 
based program manufactured by DSP Technology Inc. 

Measured cylinder pressure and other operating parameters 
were used to compute the apparent heat release rate. The heat 
release program which is based on the first law of thermodynam
ics was developed by Borman and Krieger (1966). Tree (1992) 
then modified the original program to include the Woschni 
(1967) heat transfer correlation. 

Additional details of the engine test conditions, fuel proper
ties, fuel blends, and engine experimental results can be found 
in reference Choi et al. (1997). 

Computational Test Conditions 

The computer model used is based on the KIVA-II code 
(Amsden et al., 1989). KIVA-II is a computational fluid dynam
ics code that is capable of modeling multiphase reacting flows. 
The code has been modified to more accurately model diesel 
engine combustion; these modifications are shown in Table 1 
(references are in parentheses). More detailed descriptions of 
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Table 1 KIVA-II models expressions describe the species and reactions used in the Shell 
kinetic model: 

Physical 
Phenomena 

Model (reference) 

Turbulence Modified RNG k-e 
(Han and Reitz, 1996) 

Wall Heat 
Transfer 

Model of Han and Reitz (1996) 

Spray Breakup KH-RT Break-up Length Model 
(Ricart et al., 1997) 

Spray Drag Dynamic Drag Model 
(Liu et al., 1993) 

Spray Ignition Shell Model 
(Kong and Reitz, 1993) 

Combustion Princeton Combustion Model 
(Kongetal. 1995) 

NO, Formation Extended Zel'dovich 
Mechanism (Han et al., 1996) 

Soot Formation Hiroyasu Model (Han et al., 
1996) 

Soot Oxidation Magnussen and Hjertager-
modified 

(Hampson, 1996) 

the KIVA-II code used in this study can be found in papers by 
Kong and Reitz (1993) and Han et al. (1996). 

Normally, tetradecane is the reference fuel used for diesel 
combustion simulations. To account for the different fuel char
acteristics in the two biodiesel blends and baseline fuel used in 
the experiments, viscosity effects and fuel molecular structures 
were changed to represent the respective fuels modeled. Table 
2 shows the cases modeled. 

Computational Results 
In this study, the computational results are compared against 

the results obtained from the Caterpillar diesel engine experi
ments. The engine's combustion chamber geometry and six 
hole fuel injector assembly is symmetric about the center axis. 
Therefore, the computational domain represents one-sixth of 
the combustion chamber for computational efficiency. There 
are 20 cells in the radial direction, 30 cells in the azimuthal 
direction, and 30 cells in the axial direction, with 5 cells in the 
squish region at top dead center. A similar mesh resolution was 
found to give adequately grid-independent results by Han and 
Reitz (1995). 

Shell Ignition Model. In diesel combustion, ignition delay 
is an important variable that influences hydrocarbon and NOx 

emissions. The injected fuel undergoes several physical and 
chemical processes during the ignition delay period. These pro
cesses include atomization, evaporation, mixing, and prelimi
nary chemical reaction. Halstead et al. (1997) developed the 
multistep ' 'Shell'' ignition model which models the autoignition 
of hydrocarbon fuels at high pressures and temperatures. Kong 
and Reitz (1993) and Theobald and Cheng (1987) have imple
mented the Shell model in diesel combustion. The following 

RH+02^2R* Kq (1) 

R* ->R* + P + Heat Kp (2) 

R*->R* + B f,Kp (3) 

R*^> R* + Q fAKp (4) 

R* + Q -> R* + B f2Kp (5) 

B^2R* Kb (6) 

R * -* termination foKp (7) 

2 R * -• termination Kt (8) 

RH = hydrocarbon fuel 

R* = radical formed from fuel 

B = branching agent 

Q = labile intermediate species 

P = oxidized products 

Kp,Kq,fufi, etc. 

= expressions given by Halstead et al. (1977) 

The reaction rate of reaction (4) is crucial to the ignition 
process and found to control the chemical ignition delay (Kong 
and Reitz, 1993). f4Kp is the formation rate of Q, where/4 is 
defined as follows: 

where 

/4 = A/4 exp(-Ef4/RT)[02y
4[RHY\ 

Ef4 = 3.0e4, x4 = - 1 , and y4 = 0.35. 

(9) 

To account for residual gas effects, the pre-exponential igni
tion model constant, A/4, was adjusted to be dependent on 
computed cylinder gas temperature at intake valve closure, T,vc 

(Xinetal . , 1997). 

A/4 = (160.5 - 0A24TIVC) X 104 (10) 

As the amount of residual gas increases, the initial gas tem
perature increases and slower reaction rates are observed, which 
is expected due to the reduction in the concentration of the 
reactants. 

Several empirical correlation constants are used in the various 
submodels, but the ignition model constant, A/4, was of particu
lar interest in this study. A/4 was calibrated to match ignition 
delay data for the three different fuel blends, but held constant 
for each fuel at different fuel injection timings (SOI). Figure 
1 shows the resulting dependence of A/4 on fuel type. As shown, 
when biodiesel was added to the baseline fuel, a corresponding 
near linear increase in A/4 was required to match the ignition 
delay timings. The linear regressions for A/4 as a function of 
biodiesel concentration is shown in the legend of Fig. 1. 

Table 2 Modeled cases 

Fuel Blend Engine Operating Conditions Fuel SOI 
(CA ATDC) 

Mass Percent 
Oxygen 

Viscosity 
at 40 °C, cS 

Cetane 
Number 

Baseline #2 
Diesel Fuel 

1600 rev/min, 75% load (reference to 
#2 DF), single injection 

-7,-4,-1,2, 
5 

0% 2.64 46.3 

20% Biodiesel 
Blend 

1600 rev/min, 75% load (reference to 
#2 DF), single injection 

-7.2, -4.2, 
-1.2,1.8,4.8 

2.4% 2.82 46.3 

40% Biodiesel 
Blend 

1600 rev/min, 75% load (reference to 
#2 DF), single injection 

-7.6, -4.6, 
-1.6, 1.4,4.4 

4.8% 3.04 47.1 
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- Ignition Model Constant, Af4 
[Af4=2.4e5 + 3750(% biodiesel)] 

- Fuel Injection Duration, cadinj 
[cadinj=22.25 - 0.025(% biodiesel)] 

10 20 30 

% biodiesel in fuel blend 

Fig. 1 Af4 and fuel injection duration dependence on fuel type 

To account for fuel cetane number, the activation energy of 
reaction (4), Ef4, was multiplied by a factor 1\3I{CN + 25) 
(Ayoub, 1995). With the baseline #2 DF cetane number of 
46.3, the factor is unity. Using Ayoub's modification factor 
(Eq. 10), the AfA data (Fig. 1), the £ / 4 factor, and the baseline 
fuel as a reference point, an effective cetane number for the 
biodiesel blended fuels was calculated to be 50 and 56 for the 
20 percent and 40 percent biodiesel blends, respectively, which 
is higher than the measured cetane numbers for the biodiesel 
blends. This is consistent with Siebers' (1985) observation that 
both degummed sunflower oil and sunflower oil monoester 
would ignite like a fuel with a higher cetane number than that 
assigned to the sunflower oil fuels. 

NOx and Soot Models. Multidimensional soot and NO, 
emissions models have been implemented in the KIVA-II code 
to better model actual diesel engine combustion. Patterson et 
al. (1994) implemented an Extended Zel'dovich NO model 
and the Hiroyasu soot formation model. NO predicted by the 
Zel'dovich model was converted to NO, by multiplying a factor 
1.533 (the ratio of molecular weights of N0 2 to NO). 

Hiroyasu (1976) determines the rate of soot mass formation 
by using a single species, two equation model. The Hiroyasu 
soot mass formation model is given as follows. 

M,f = KfMfv 

EsfIRT), 

(11) 

(12) 

where 

•f ~ 

Mf» = 
A„ = 
ESf -

R = 
T = 
P = 

soot mass formation rate 
fuel vapor mass 
soot formation constant 
soot formation activation energy 
universal gas constant 
absolute temperature 
pressure 

Hampson (1996) implemented the Magnussen and Hjertager-
modified soot oxidation model. This soot oxidation model con
siders oxidation by oxygen and turbulent mixing. Magnussen 
and Hjertager (1976) suggested that soot oxidation rates may 
also be controlled by mixing as opposed to kinetics alone. In 
the Magnussen and Hjertager model, the soot mass oxidation 
rate is given as follows: 

Ms, 

a = min^ 1 

aA- \MS 

M02 \ 1 
Ms4>s + Mf<t>f ) J ' 

(13) 

(14) 

Mso = soot mass oxidation rate 
A = tunable constant 
K = turbulent kinetic energy 
e = rate of dissipation of k 

Ms = soot mass 
M02 = available oxygen 
Mf = fuel mass 
4>s = stoichiometric oxygen requirement to burn 1 g soot 
4>f = stoichiometric oxygen requirement to burn 1 g fuel 

where 

When plenty of oxygen, M02, is available, a = 1, but when 
the available oxygen is less than the oxygen required to oxidize 
all the fuel and soot in the cell, a is less than unity, as shown 
in Eq. 14 (Hampson, 1996). 

The NO, and soot trends were seen to be predicted well when 
the computed and measured cylinder pressure traces were in 
good agreement. Detailed descriptions of these emissions mod
els can be found in references by Patterson et al. (1994), Mag
nussen and Hjertager (1976), and Hampson (1996). 

Cylinder Pressure. Figure 2 shows good agreement be
tween computed and measured cylinder pressures as the fuel 
type is varied. Not only are the start of combustion timings 
accurate but the general shape of the predicted pressure curve 
and the magnitude of the peak pressure is seen to be in excellent 
agreement with the measured data. Although only a fuel injec
tion timing of SOI-7 CA ATDC is shown, very good agreement 
was also observed for the other fuel injection timing cases. The 
greatest discrepancy between the KIVA predicted and measured 
pressure occurred at an SOI timing of 5 CA ATDC with the 
baseline fuel case where KIVA predicted ignition somewhat 
later in the engine cycle as compared to the measured data (not 
shown). Discrepancies at very retarded timings have also been 
noted by Xin et al. (1997) and may be due to incomplete 
combustion in the predictions. Work is in progress on improved 
models for these cases. 

For both the biodiesel blend cases, a shorter fuel injection 
duration was required in order to match combustion data later 
in the combustion cycle. In the experiments, the fuel injection 
duration was measured using a Bosch rate-of-injection meter. 
The average fuel injection duration from the measurement was 
21 ± 1.25 CA. In the computations, this injection duration 
was adjusted, within the experimental error, to best match the 
measured pressure trace late in the engine cycle. These changes 
could be due to fuel viscosity effects since the viscosity of the 
biodiesel blends varies with the blend amount, as shown in 
Table 2. The dependence of fuel injection duration on biodiesel 
concentration is shown in Fig. 1. 

The biodiesel blended fuels have higher densities than the 
baseline no. 2 DF with densities increasing as the biodiesel 
concentration increases. The denser fuel would require a shorter 
fuel injection duration, i.e., shorter time is required to inject the 
same amount of fuel mass with a denser fuel. However, the 
differences in densities are small; the 40 percent biodiesel blend 
fuel has the highest density at 0.8632 g/cm3, which is 1.8 
percent larger than the baseline fuel density of 0.8479 g/cm3. 
This difference in density is not sufficient to explain the shorter 
fuel injection durations for the biodiesel blended fuels. Hence, 
the fuel injection durations used in the model for the different 
fuel cases suggest higher injection velocities and thus faster 
fuel penetration for the biodiesel blend cases. 

Chang et al. (1997) studied the effects of fuel viscosity on 
spray tip penetration. They observed faster penetration with 
higher viscosity fuels than the lower viscosity fuels when a 
rounded inlet nozzle was used. Although the nozzle used in the 
current experiment was not explicitly machined for roundness 
at the nozzle inlet, its measured discharge coefficient is about 
0.72, indicating that some inlet rounding is present. This fact 
may be able to explain the faster injection (shorter duration) 
in the present study with the higher viscosity, biodiesel blended 
fuels versus the baseline no. 2 diesel fuel. 
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Fig. 2 Predicted (dotted lines) and measured (solid lines) pressure 
traces for SOI ~ - 7 CA ATDC 

Heat Release Rates. Figure 3 shows the corresponding 
comparisons of the measured and KIVA predicted heat release 
rates for the three different fuel cases at an SOI timing of - 7 
CA ATDC. Again, overall good agreement is observed between 
the predicted and measured results. The predicted premixed 
burn magnitude and duration are also seen to be in excellent 
agreement. 

Emissions. Predicted and measured total in-cylinder soot 
versus NC\ trade-off curves for the three different cases of Fig. 
2 are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. 

For the baseline case, the NO^ emissions trends are predicted 
well when compared to the measured NO* results. However, 
soot is underpredicted for the later SOI timings; this discrepancy 
is likely to be related to the predicted incomplete combustion 
of the present combustion model. For the biodiesel blend cases, 
predicted NOx again matches well against measured data. 

For the 20 percent biodiesel blend case, the big reduction in 
soot magnitude seen in the experiments relative to the baseline 
is predicted. The soot was once again underpredicted for the 
later SOI timings, but the model was able to predict the correct 
emissions trends at advanced timings. However, for the most 
advanced 40 percent biodiesel blend case, there is a larger dis
crepancy between the predicted case versus the measured case. 

In the Magnussen and Hjertager soot oxidation model, the 
total amount of available oxygen from the intake air and the 
fuel (in the case of oxygenated fuels) is available for fuel and 
soot oxidation (Eq. 14). Thus, the soot oxidation model used 
in this study does account for the oxygen contribution in the 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
CA ATDC 

(o) 

Fig. 3 Predicted (dotted lines) and measured (solid lines) heat release 
rates for SOI ~ - 7 CA ATDC 

modeled oxygenated biodiesel blended fuels. However, the Hi-
royasu soot formation model is somewhat insensitive to the type 
of fuel being modeled; therefore, further investigation in the 
soot predictions is required to better understand whether or not 
the oxygenated fuel blends greatly effect the formation of soot. 

Note that only the dry soot fraction of the particulate matter 
is predicted in the computations. As a result, the predicted re
sults are compared against experimental data where only the 
solid fraction is reported, i.e., the soluble organic fraction is not 
included in the reported experimental data. 

—•—measured 
—D— predicted 

g,... 
o 
o 

a n 

15 20 25 30 35 40 

NOx, gNOx/kgfuel 

Fig. 4 Baseline case—measured and predicted soot versus NO* trade
off curves 
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Fig. 5 20 percent biodiesel blend case—measured and predicted soot 
versus NO. trade-off curves 

Soot and NO* Contours. In order to help explain the NO, 
and soot emission results, the detailed in-cylinder distributions 
were examined. Figure 7 displays predicted contours of soot 
concentration in the cylinder for a nominal SOI timing of —7 
CA ATDC for the baseline and 20 percent biodiesel blend cases. 
The greatest differences in soot contours are seen later in the 
combustion cycle, e.g., beginning at about 63 CA ATDC which 
is the case shown in Fig. 7. The contours are shown in the plane 
of one of the six spray plumes, and the injector is located at 
the top left of each frame. The spray (not shown) is directed 
downward into the piston bowl in the test engine. 

The size of the high soot concentration containing region is 
larger with the 20 percent biodiesel blend case; however, higher 
local concentrations of soot are observed with the baseline case 
which are expected since the predicted engine-out soot concen
trations were highest for the baseline case. These higher soot 
concentrations are addressed later when fuel concentrations are 
studied. 

The measured peak bulk cylinder temperatures were lower 
for the biodiesel blend cases versus the baseline case for SOI 
timings of - 4 , - 1 , 2, and 5 CA ATDC (Choi et al., 1997); at 
an SOI timing of —7, the peak bulk cylinder temperatures were 
comparable between the three fuel blends. However, the engine 
NO, emissions were higher for the biodiesel blend cases as 
compared to the baseline case for all fuel injection timings. 
Therefore, it appeared that the biodiesel blended fuel NO, re
sults contradicted the common thinking that NO, emissions cor
relate with peak combustion temperatures (Choi et al., 1997). 
To better understand the predicted and measured NO, emissions 
results, contours of NO, concentration for an SOI timing of - 4 
CA ATDC were also studied. 

The formation of NO, was found to be almost frozen at 
its peak concentration by 36 CA ATDC. However, significant 
differences in the in-cylinder NO, contours appear at 36 CA 
ATDC. As shown in Fig. 8, larger areas of high NO, concentra
tion are observed with biodiesel blend cases as compared to the 
baseline where peak NO, magnitudes are lower. The predicted 
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Fig. 6 40 percent biodiesel blend case—measured and predicted soot 
versus NO, trade-off curves 
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Fig. 7 Soot contours for SOI-7 CA ATDC at engine timing 63 CA ATDC 

NO, contours suggest that higher local temperatures are encoun
tered in the biodiesel blend cases. 

Figure 9 shows the in-cylinder histories of the amount of the 
charge that is at a temperature greater than 2600 K. As can be 
seen, the amount of high temperature gas increases with increas
ing biodiesel concentration with the largest amount of high 
temperature gas with the 40 percent biodiesel concentration. 
The results shown in Fig. 9 are consistent with the results seen 
in the NO, contour plots. 

Temporal Fuel Distribution. Large differences in fuel va
por penetration for the three different fuel blends begin to appear 
at around 12.5 CA ATDC, as shown in Fig. 10. Greater vapor 
penetration is observed with the biodiesel blends. Due to the 
shorter injection duration, the biodiesel cases inject the same 
amount of fuel more quickly than the baseline case. The higher 
concentrations of soot observed in Fig. 7 for the baseline case 
may thus be due to the slower fuel injection, i.e., fuel is being 
injected later in the cycle and is having the same effect as 
injecting fuel at a more retarded timing, thus increasing the 
engine-out soot emissions. The greater fuel penetration for the 
biodiesel blend cases may also help explain the increase in NO, 
observed in both the experimental and predicted results for the 
biodiesel blend cases. 
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Fig. 9 Temporal history of the amount of charge in-cylinder at tempera
tures greater than 2600 K, SOI-4 CA ATDC 
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Fig. 8 NO, contours of the various fuel blends for SOI-4 CA ATDC at an 
engine timing of 36 CA ATDC 

Chikahisa et al. (1995) found that longer penetration of fuel 
sprays (in terms of distance) relative to the nozzle diameter 
was a major cause of increases in NO emissions from engines 
using high pressure fuel injections. They observed that as the 
penetration length increased, the air and fuel spray mixed more 
slowly near the spray tip due to slower velocities resulting in 
more time for NO reaction and longer mixing time scales, thus 
increasing NO formation. As shown in Fig. 8, the locations of 
high NO concentrations and high temperatures are near the 
periphery of the fuel spray where the spray velocities are rela-

cl4h30 t=0.166E-01crank= 12.6 ncycz=4034 
L= 0.375E-01 H= 0.337 Fraction 

across j= 16 plane, Tn"LE= Cat. s.o.i.=-4. 

Baseline Case 

cl4h30 1= 0.166E-01 craok= 12.6 ncycz=4051 
L= 0.239E-01H= 0.215 Fraction 
across j= 16 plane, T1TLE= bio20 s.o.i.=-4 

20% Biodiesel Blend Case 

cl4h30 t=0.166E-01crank= 12.1 ncycz=4675 
L= 0.215E-01H= 0.194 Fraction 

across j= 16 plane, TITLE= bio40 s.o.i.=-4 

40% Biodiesel Blend Case 

Fig. 10 Fuel distribution for the various fuel cases (SOI-4 CA ATDC at 
an Engine Timing -12.5 CA ATDC) 
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tively slow and mixing time scales are large. Additionally, the 
higher viscosity in the biodiesel blends and greater turbulent 
momentum which is evident from the longer fuel penetration 
may have helped promote greater fuel and air mixing. Therefore, 
it appears the effects from both the increased fuel penetration 
and higher viscosity were accounted in the KIVA simulation 
and may help explain the difference in NOA results for the three 
fuels. 

Summary 

Computer simulations were conducted to better understand 
the controlling factors in NO* and soot formation when a mix
ture of 20 percent and 40 percent by volume in no. 2 diesel 
fuel was used. The modified multidimensional KIVA-II code 
modeled the high load, single injection case and its predicted 
results were compared against those measured. The modeled 
results are summarized as follows. 
• Due to increased fuel viscosity, for the biodiesel blend cases, 

a shorter fuel injection duration was required to match com
bustion data later in the combustion cycle. 

• Very good agreement was seen between the predicted and 
measured pressure traces and heat release for all fuel injec
tion timings. 

• In general, NO^ predictions matched well against measured 
data for all three fuel cases. Soot was underpredicted at 
the more retarded SOI timings; this could be related to the 
predicted incomplete combustion of the present combustion 
model at retarded timings. Additionally, ongoing research 
on the soot models is currently underway to better represent 
in-cylinder soot formation. 

• Although the measured peak bulk cylinder temperatures 
were lower for the biodiesel blend cases, the amount of 
charge at high temperatures increased as the concentration 
of biodiesel increased. The predicted results help to explain 
the anomalous increase in measured NO^ emissions for bio
diesel blend cases which have lower heats of combustion 
than the baseline fuel. 

• Overall, high engine-out concentrations of soot were ob
served with the baseline case, in agreement with the experi
ments. This is primarily due to the lack of the presence of 
oxygenate in the baseline fuel. The higher soot encountered 
with the no. 2 DF may also be due to the slower fuel injection 
where, in effect, fuel is being injected at a more retarded 
timing, thus, increasing the soot emissions. 

• Greater fuel penetration was observed with the biodiesel 
blend fuels due to the shorter fuel injection duration. It 
appeared that fuel/air mixing was enhanced with the longer 
fuel penetration by the greater fuel momentum, larger vis
cous effects, and larger mixing time scales on the periphery 
of the fuel spray, thus, increasing NO formation for the 
biodiesel blend cases. 
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Final Report on the Development 
of a Hydrogen-Fueled 
Combustion Turbine Cycle for 
Power Generation 
Through its New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization 
(NEDO) the Japanese government is sponsoring the World Energy Network (WE-
NET) Program. WE-NET is a 28-year global effort to define and implement technolo
gies needed for hydrogen-based energy systems. A critical part of this effort is the 
development of a hydrogen-fueled combustion turbine system to efficiently convert 
the chemical energy stored in hydrogen to electricity when hydrogen is combusted 
with pure oxygen. A Rankine cycle, with reheat and recuperation, was selected by 
Westinghouse as the general reference system. Variations of this cycle have been 
examined to identify a reference system having maximum development feasibility, 
while meeting the requirement of a minimum of 70.9 percent low heating value (LHV) 
efficiency. The strategy applied by Westinghouse was to assess both a near-term and 
long-term Reference Plant. The near-term plant requires moderate development based 
on extrapolation of current steam and combustion turbine technology. In contrast, 
the long-term plant requires more extensive development for an additional high 
pressure reheat turbine, and is more complex than the near-term plant with closed-
loop steam cooling and extractive feedwater heating. Trade-offs between efficiency 
benefits and development challenges of the near-term and long-term reference plant 
are identified. Results of this study can be applied to guide the future development 
activities of hydrogen-fueled combustion turbine systems. 

Introduction 
The development of a comprehensive global energy system 

based on renewable and/or nuclear energy using hydrogen as 
a storage and transportation medium is a necessary step towards 
realization of a pollution-free civilization. In 1992, the Japanese 
government, through its New Energy and Industrial Technology 
Development Organization (NEDO) created the World Energy 
Network (WE-NET) Program, a 28-year effort from 1993 to 
2020, directed at research and development of the technologies 
needed to develop a hydrogen-based energy conversion system 
(MITI, 1993). Part of this effort is directed toward research and 
development of a hydrogen-fueled combustion turbine system 
(NEDO, 1994) which can efficiently convert the chemical en
ergy stored in hydrogen to electricity via a heat engine in which 
the hydrogen is combusted with pure oxygen. 

Westinghouse has worked to develop a hydrogen-fueled com
bustion turbine system designed to meet the goals set by the 
WE-NET Program (Bannister et al., 1996). These goals include 
greater than 70.9 percent low heating value (LHV)1 thermal 
efficiency, a reliability-availability-maintainability (RAM) 
equivalent to current base-loaded natural gas-fired combined 
cycles, and elimination of C0 2 , NOx, and SOx during power 
generation. Other turbine manufacturers developing hydrogen-
fueled power generation cycles under the WE-NET program 
are Toshiba and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (NEDO, 1996). 

This paper reports on the third and final year of progress by 
the Westinghouse team on the study for an optimum hydrogen-
fueled combustion turbine system. In the previous two years, 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-21. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

1 All efficiency values in this paper will be LHV. 

alternative turbine systems were evaluated (Bannister et al., 
1997). The Rankine cycle with regeneration and reheat was 
identified as the best system. Activities completed during the 
third year include the selection of a Reference System, and the 
conceptual design of the reference plant. A Rankine cycle with 
reheat and recuperation was selected as the general reference 
system. Variations of this cycle were examined to identify a 
Reference System having maximum development feasibility 
while meeting the requirement of a minimum of 70.9 percent 
efficiency. The reference system selected has multiple reheat 
stages and a recuperator, or heat recovery steam generator 
(HRSG) that operates at atmospheric pressure, followed by a 
low pressure (LP) steam turbine. This reference system confines 
developmental components to the high pressure (HP) and inter
mediate pressure (IP) combustors and turbines, and provides a 
relatively simple power plant configuration. 

Basic technologies and concepts to support the hydrogen-
fueled combustion turbine are to be first demonstrated in a pilot 
plant in the 50-60 MW size range which will have greater than 
64.9 percent thermal efficiency. This is to be followed by the 
full-scale 500 MW demonstration plant startup in 2020. The 
demonstration plant will meet all the above mentioned require
ments for the WE-NET Program. The full-scale demonstration 
will be at a new Japanese power plant to be located seaside. 

It should be noted that WE-NET intends to construct a total 
hydrogen energy system. From production using renewable en
ergy such as hydraulic power and solar energy, to transportation 
to high demand areas via ship by converting hydrogen into 
other transportable energy mediums, including chemical medi
ums such as methanol, ammonia, etc., to utilization. Pure hydro
gen is a clean fuel; however, it is expensive to make. Within 
the WE-NET program, hydrogen production technology, using 
renewable energy research, has been conducted by others on 
water electrolysis, photoelectrochemical (conversion of water 
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Fig. 1 Near-term plant cycle 

directly into hydrogen), and the thermochemical (production 
of carbon-free hydrogen utilizing nuclear heat) conversion 
methods. Solid polymer electrolyte water electrolysis has been 
selected as the hydrogen production method for the WE-NET 
Program (NEDO, 1995), in part, because of its high energy 
conversion efficiency (90 percent is the development target). 

Conceptual Design Assumptions 

The strategy formulated for the selection of the reference 
plants concluded that the number of developmental components 
and complexity of the plant should be minimized. Both near-
term plants and long-term plants should be evaluated. The desig
nation near-term implies that the technology applied is an adap
tation of current technology requiring only moderate develop
ment effort, while long-term implies that the technology applied 
is a major advance in technology requiring extensive develop
ment effort. 

Westinghouse has assessed both a near-term reference plant 
and a long-term reference plant. The near-term plant requires 
moderate development based on extrapolation of current steam 
turbine technology for the HP turbine (650°C inlet tempera
ture), and extrapolation of current combustion turbine technol
ogy for the IP turbine (1700°C inlet temperature). In contrast, 
the long-term plant requires more extensive development for 
an additional intermediate high pressure (IHP) reheat turbine 
(1700°C inlet temperature), and is more complex than the near-
term plant, with closed-loop steam cooling (Little et al., 1993) 
of the IHP and IP turbines, and extractive feedwater heating. A 
single reheat stage is used in the near-term plant and two reheats 
in the long-term plant. The HRSG operates at atmospheric pres
sure, producing supercritical steam. 

The trade-offs between the efficiency benefits and the devel
opment challenges of the near-term and long-term reference 
Plants were identified. The near-term plant achieves 65.2 per
cent net plant efficiency, and the long-term plants achieve 71.4 
percent net plant efficiency. Even though the near-term plant 
does not achieve the goal of 70.9 percent net plant efficiency, 
its relative simplicity and low cost make it attractive as a next 
step. 

Process flow diagrams for the near-term and long-term plants 
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Representative temperatures and 
pressures are listed at various locations on the flow diagrams. 
In the near-term plant, Fig. 1, hydrogen and excess oxygen are 
combined in the HP combustor and are mixed with recycle 
steam to produce a 650°C combustion product at a nominal 
pressure of 350 bar. This is expanded through the uncooled HP 
turbine, producing an exhaust stream having nominal conditions 
of 540°C and 40 bar. This exhaust stream, containing excess 
oxygen, is combined with stoichiometric hydrogen to generate 
the IP combustion products at a temperature of 1700°C. The IP 

/MO*C\ 

Fig. 2 Long-term plant cycle 

turbine expands this combustion stream to exhaust conditions 
of about 740CC and 1.15 bar. The IP turbine exhaust stream is 
cooled in the HRSG down to about 110°C before being ex
panded through the LP turbine to about 33°C and the condenser 
pressure. A bleed stream of water is taken from the water con
densate. Feedwater pumps provide high-pressure water for the 
HRSG to produce high-pressure steam for recycle, and interme
diate-pressure water for the HRSG to produce intermediate-
pressure steam for open-loop cooling of the IP turbine. 

Figure 2 shows the long-term reference plant process dia
gram. The differences between the long-term plant and near-
term plant diagrams are primarily related to the insertion of an 
additional turbine stage, the IHP turbine, and the use of extrac
tive feedwater heating. The long-term plant HP turbine expands 
recycle steam at 650°C and 350 bar. The HP turbine exhaust 
stream has nominal conditions of 387°C and 75 bar. A portion 
of the HP exhaust stream is used for closed-loop cooling of the 
IHP turbine and the IP turbine. The remainder of the HP exhaust 
stream is combined with hydrogen fuel, excess oxygen, and the 
exiting IHP and IP turbine closed-loop cooling streams. The IHP 
combustion produces a 1700°C, 70 bar stream to be expanded in 
the IHP turbine. The IHP turbine exhaust stream is about 1100CC 
and 10 bar pressure. The IHP exhaust stream is combined with 
stoichiometric hydrogen to generate IP combustion products at 
1700°C and 9.6 bar for expansion in the IP turbine. The IP 
turbine exhaust is about 1100°C and 1.2 bar pressure. Both the 
IHP turbine and the IP turbine produce very high temperature 
exhaust streams requiring high temperature piping designs. The 
IP expansion stream is cooled in the HRSG to about 240°C 
before expansion in the LP turbine. Steam is extracted from the 
IP turbine for feedwater heating. In contrast to the near-term 
plant, the long-term plant HRSG produces recycle steam at a 
single pressure level to expand in the HP turbine. 

The HP turbine in both the near-term and long-term plants is 
close to, or within the range of current steam turbine technology 
(Bannister and Silvestri, 1989; Bannister et al., 1987). In con
trast, the long-term plant IHP turbine is a large technology 
step above both current steam turbine practice and advanced 
combustion turbine developments. The IP turbine has conditions 
close to the conditions of advanced combustion turbines being 
developed for natural gas fuels (Bannister et a l , 1994). 

The conceptual design of the reference plant was developed 
by using several design tools and sources of engineering experi
ence. A commercial process simulator (ASPEN PLUS™) was 
applied to develop the reference plant process flow diagrams 
and thermal performance estimates. Westinghouse proprietary 
design codes were used to design and size turbines, combustors, 
and the HRSG. Advanced combustion turbine engineering expe
rience resulting from current development programs in the 
United States (Diakunchak et al., 1996; Amos et al , 1997) and 
advanced steam turbine engineering experience resulting from 
past studies and testing at Westinghouse (Silvestri et al., 1992) 
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Table 1 Estimated component performance factors and reference plant 
conditions 

the power block. The following are some of the key assump
tions in Table 1: 

PLANT 
capacity, MWe: 500 
site type: greenfield, sea-side 
ambient air temperature (°C): 15 
ambient pressure, bar: 1.01325 
relative humidity (%): 60 
cooling sea water temperature (°C): 21 
hydrogen and oxygen supply temperature (°C): 15 
hydrogen and oxygen supply pressure: as required 
hydrogen purity, %: 100 
oxygen purity, %: 100 
hydrogen HHV, kJ/kg: 141742 

CONDENSER 
type: vacuum 
shell pressure (bar): 0.0508 

PUMPS 
adiabatic efficiency (%): 85 
motor efficiency (%): 98 
mechanical efficiency (%): 98 
HRSG 
tube-side pressure drop (%): 3 
shell-side pressure drop (%)'• 3 
heat loss (% of heat transferred): 0.2 
COMBUSTORS 
pressure drop (%): 3 
combustion efficiency (%): 99.9 
heat loss (% of heat input): 0.1 
TURBINES 
rotation speed (rpm): 3600 
bearing losses (% of shaft power): 0.6 
adiabatic efficiency (%; HP, IHP, IP, LP): 93,93,93,93 
exhaust losses neglect for HP turbine 
steam leaks (% of inlet flow): 2 
shaft leakages: neglect 
windage and pumping for steam leaks: neglect 
steam cooling (% of inlet flow for IHP, IP): 15,15 
coolant pressure drop (%): 10 
LP turbine maximum moisture content (%): 15 
LP turbine minimum inlet temperature (°C): 110 
OTHERS 
steam piping pressure drop (%): 3 
generator efficiency (%): 99.2 
house load (% of plant shaft power): 1.5 (near-term); 1.0 (long-term) 

were used to extrapolate current technology to the demands of 
the reference plant. 

The conceptual design procedure for the reference plant was 
iterative. The selected reference plant configuration and an ini
tial list of estimated component performance factors were ap
plied to generate the initial process flow diagram and materials 
and energy balances. This initial set of data was used to concep
tually design and size the major equipment in the Reference 
Plant power island. This was followed by generating an initial 
plant layout configuration. The initial equipment designs and 
plant layout provided the basis to make better estimates of the 
set of component performance factors which were again applied 
with the system model to generate a second, improved process 
flow diagram and materials and energy balances. This iteration 
has been repeated several times, with additional modifications 
to improve the reference plant feasibility and performance 
made, as needed. The final form of the plant was used as the 
basis to estimate the major equipment capital cost, to identify 
the component development needs, and to formulate the pilot 
plant plan. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the essential technical as
sumptions for the component performance factors, and the 
reference plant requirements and boundary conditions. The 
scope of the reference plant conceptual design is limited to 

— 100 percent pure hydrogen and oxygen were assumed to 
be provided—contaminants might be present that must be 
considered in the design. 

— The HP turbine efficiency was assumed at a representative 
value for HP steam turbines (93 percent) even with the 
relatively small size of the HP turbine blades. (The 93 
percent efficiency is a projection of future capabilities that 
may be possible with improved airfoil design.) 

— The conceptual near-term IP turbine design has an adia
batic efficiency of 86 percent. To achieve the targeted 
overall plant thermal performance an IP turbine efficiency 
of 93 percent is required. 

— The HP turbine is uncooled. The conceptual design of the 
IP turbine in the near-term plant uses open-loop steam 
cooling, estimated at 33 percent of the turbine inlet flow. 
For the near-term IP turbine, plant thermal efficiency was 
also calculated using open-loop steam cooling with 15 
percent of the turbine inlet flow. The IHP and IP turbines 
in the long-term plant uses closed-loop steam cooling, 
estimated at 15 percent of the turbine inlet flow. 

— The generator efficiency is assumed to be 99.2 percent. 
This value is about 0.2 percent greater than current genera
tor technology, representing the efficiency goal of the next 
generation of Westinghouse generators. (Superconductiv
ity technology was not considered in the next generation 
of Westinghouse generators.) 

Conceptual Design Details 
The focus of the reference plant conceptual design is the 

near-term plant, although the long-term plant performance and 
development needs were also assessed. Conceptual designs and 
specifications have been completed for the major near-term 
plant components (HP and IP combustors and turbines, LP 
turbine, HRSG, condenser, water pumps, and generator). The 
near-term plant HP and IP combustor and turbine conceptual 
designs are based on modifications to existing steam turbine 
and combustion turbine design configurations. 

The long-term IHP turbine will be a major extrapolation of 
steam turbine and combustion turbine technology with extensive 
closed-loop cooling of flow path elements required. The other 
nondevelopmental components of the long-term plant will have 
conceptual designs and specifications very similar to those in 
the near-term plant, except that the IHP and IP stages connecting 
piping will potentially be very hot in the long-term plant and 
will require special consideration. 

The near-term HP turbine combustors have been designed to 
premix excess oxygen with recycle steam, generating a low-
value oxidizing gas for combustion of hydrogen. The combus
tors proposed apply principles similar to combustors developed 
for low-heating value fuels (Garland and Pillsbury, 1992). The 
combustor should have no ignition difficulties at the oxygen-
steam-hydrogen ratios used. The cooling of the combustor is 
by steam impingement and film cooling techniques. In the con
ceptual designs, the combustor design velocity, residence time 
and intensity have been selected from prior experience. 

The HP combustors would be placed external, but closely 
coupled to the HP turbine expanders. The excess oxygen and 
recycle steam are premixed in an inlet chamber. The low-value 
oxidant flows (composed of 10 percent oxygen and 90 percent 
steam) through an axially located tube, and an annular tube 
carries hydrogen. Both oxygen/steam and hydrogen flow 
through swirlers, producing an intensely back-mixing zone for 
the primary combustion. The mixed temperature of the primary 
zone combustion products is about 1600°C. Cooling steam also 
passes through the combustor liner, keeping the liner at an 
acceptable temperature. Additional dilution steam passes 
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Table 3 Near-term IP turbine conceptual characteristics 

Cooling Needs Open-loop steam 
Inlet temperature (°C) 1700 
Exhaust temperature (°C) 740 
Inlet pressure (bar) 38.8 
Expansion ratio 33.7 

Table 3 Near-term IP turbine conceptual characteristics 

Cooling Needs Open-loop steam 
Inlet temperature (°C) 1700 
Exhaust temperature (°C) 740 
Inlet pressure (bar) 38.8 
Expansion ratio 33.7 
Gas flow (kg/s) 154 
Number of stages 6 

Fig. 3 Near-term HP turbine cross-section 

through swirlers surrounding the primary zone outlet, and into 
a highly mixed quench zone where the temperature is dropped 
to the desired outlet temperature of 650°C. 

The IP combustors are located internal to the turbine casing. 
They apply the same combustion concept as used for the HP 
combustors. Excess oxygen remains in the HP turbine exhaust 
stream and reacts stoichiometrically with the hydrogen fuel in 
the primary zone. Cooling steam that has flowed through the 
IP turbine to cool the turbine components helps to cool the 
liners. In the high intensity, secondary mixing zone, the combus
tion products are cooled by dilution to 1700°C by the combustor 
liner cooling steam. The combustor liners and transitions would 
be made from high-alloy steels with TBCs, or would be of 
ceramic construction. 

The HP combustion product stream enters the HP turbine at 
650°C and 350 bar. This stream of thermal energy is converted 
to torque through the combination of rotating and stationary 
blades. The steam expands through the HP blade path, exiting 
at the HP exhaust. Torque created by the steam is transferred 
along the rotor to the generator end. The HP turbine cross-
sectional drawing is shown in Fig. 3, listing some major HP 
turbine dimensions. It shows the closely integrated, external HP 
combustors as well as the HP turbine flow path and exit nozzles. 
Table 2 lists some design characteristics for the HP turbine. 

The HP casing consists of an outer cylinder and an inner 
cylinder. The outer cylinder is suspended on two support paws 
at each end. The support paws rest on pedestals that transfer 
the turbine weight to the building foundation. Large studs 
through the support paws keep the turbine from lifting off the 
pedestals, but allow longitudinal and transverse movement for 
thermal expansion. 

The inner cylinder is located and supported by the outer 
cylinder. The inner cylinder provides passageways for steam to 
enter the HP blade path. It supports part of the HP stationary 
blades, while isolating the outer cylinder from the high inlet 
pressure and temperature. 

Table 2 Near-term HP turbine design characteristics 

Cooling Needs None 
Inlet temperature (°C) 650 
Exhaust temperature (°C) 288 
Inlet pressure (bar) 350 
Expansion ratio 8.75 
Gas flow (kg/s) 150 
Number of stages 15 
Number of cooled stages 0 
Blade heights (first-stage/last stage) (cm) 2.3/6.4 
Turbine casing diameter (m) 1.7 
Length of flow passage (cm) 270 
Total turbine length (m) 4.9 
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Number of cooled rows 11 
Blade heights (first-stage/last stage) (cm) 7.4/36,4 
Turbine casing diameter (inlet/exhaust) (m) 2.3/3.7 
Length of flow passage (cm) 200 
Total turbine length (m) | 5.6 

The rotor is a no-bore design. It is fully integral with the 
dummy and gland rings, which separate pressure zones along 
the rotor. Blade attachments are machined into the rotor. Design 
evaluations included low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue stress, 
and tangential stress. Low-cycle fatigue stress is created from 
start-up, load changes and shutdowns. High-cycle fatigue is due 
to gravity bending, partial admission steam loads, and bearing 
misalignments. The tangential stress is created from centrifugal 
forces from the bending and the main body of the rotor. Creep 
due to large duration in high temperature aggravates tangential 
stress. 

The main design features of the IP turbine are simple open-
loop steam cooling, optimized stage loading, low stresses, inter
nal blade ring cylinders for reduced maintenance and control of 
clearances, and use of existing combustion turbine technology 
(Southall and McQuiggan, 1995). 

Westinghouse applied a highly interactive computer based 
turbine design system to do the conceptual design of the IP 
turbine (Little and Cobley, 1996). This design system enabled 
the engineer to optimize the aerodynamic and heat transfer de
sign of turbine blading. Further iteration with other linked sub
systems (through central blade files for data storage) allows 
rapid aeromechanical optimization of the component. 

To optimize the airfoil loading, in a detailed design, accurate 
modeling of the boundary layer is required in the quasi-three-
dimensional and fully three-dimensional design analysis. 
Boundary layer codes have been developed using appropriate 
cascades and engine representative rig tests. Laminar and turbu
lent boundary layer growth can be predicted, along with im
proved modeling of effects of free-stream turbulence, prediction 
of onset and length of transition, separation, etc., enabling the 
engineer to refine the airfoil lift distribution developed in the 
blade-to-blade program. 

Within the detailed design iteration, fully three-dimensional 
viscous blade-to-blade calculations are performed to assess the 
development of the secondary flow and the airfoil surface static 
pressures, exit swirl angle, and loss. While three-dimensional 
calculations remain a developing technology, the database of 
experimental information has facilitated the code development. 

Table 3 lists the IP turbine conceptual design characteristics, 
and Table 4 lists the IP turbine blade and vane parameters. 
Figure 4 shows the IP turbine cross section. 

The selected reference cooling schemes encompass the full 
range of cooling requirements for the IP turbine components. 
All the cooling schemes employ open-loop steam cooling. As is 
typical of high temperature combustion turbines, the component 
cooling requirements can be dictated by surface oxidation con
cerns, metal creep, or low-cycle fatigue. In this study, only 
oxidation and creep were considered, because low-cycle fatigue 
requirements generally result from the in-depth design phase. 
The maximum surface temperature assumed for oxidation lim
ited components was 955°C. 

It was assumed that a layer of thermal barrier coating (TBC) 
applied by the electron beam physical vapor deposition process 
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Table 4 Near-term IP turbine blade and vane parameters* 

ROW1 ROW 2 ROW 3 ROW 4 ROW 5 ROW 6 
Vane Blade Vane Blade Vane Blade Vane Blade Vane Blade Vane Blade 

Number 
of airfoils 

40 69 40 45 40 49 36 45 32 45 50 49 

True 
chord at 

mid-span 

10.7 6.0 9.8 10.4 11.4 10.5 15.6 14.5 18.6 19.7 18.4 20.1 

Blade 
height 

6.5 7.4 8.8 10.3 11.5 13.4 15.3 20.4 26.4 32.0 35.0 36.4 

*AII dimensions are in cm. 
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Table 6 Reference plant thermal performance 

Fig. 4 Near-term IP turbine cross section 

Table 5 HRSG conceptual characteristics 

Flue Side 
Inlet gas steam with trace 

oxygen and 
noncondensibles 

Inlet gas flow (kg/sec) 177 
Inlet gas temperature (°C) 740 
Inlet gas pressure (bar) 1.15 
Outlet temperature (°C) 110 
Pressure drop (bar) 0.09 

Tube Side 
Inlet fluid 0.15 uS cation 

conductivity water 
Inlet temperature (°C) 33 
IP inlet pressure (bar) 40 
Inlet flow (kg/sec) 121 
HP inlet pressure (bar) 385 
HP outlet flow (kg/sec) 98 
IP outlet temperature (CC) 269 
HP outlet temperature (°C) 397 

HRSG Dimensions 
HRSG length (m) 24 
HRSG width (m) 12 
HRSG height (m) 14 

would be applied to all cooled components. Although the bene
fits of TBC are substantial, it is possible that subsequent in-
depth design and economic considerations would result in a 
change in the type of TBC coating or the omission of TBC 
from some components. 

Table 5 lists the operation HRSG design parameters and some 
of its design characteristics. The design philosophy for the steam 
generator selection incorporates design simplification to mini
mize design and operating costs over the life cycle of the plant. 
The major design parameters required for the steam generator 
use are delineated. Water treatment programs are driven by 
corrosion, scale, and foaming characteristics of the water in the 
cycle. Boiler blowdown and the requisite makeup is required 
in many cases to keep contaminants below threshold values. 
Design features that can eliminate or minimize the impact of 
these items on performance will contribute to a reduction in the 
cost of electricity. These design features were incorporated into 

Long-Term Plant Near-Term Plant 
HP Turbine, MWe 42.3 81.6 
IHP Turbine, MWe 189.9 — 
IP Turbine, MWe 215.4 362.5 
LP Turbine, MWe 67.9 74.1 
Gross Power, MWe 515.5 518.2 
Gross Efficiency, % 73.5 67.6 
Generator Losses, MWe 4.1 4.1 
Pumping Power, MWe 6.2 6.5 
BOP Losses, MWe 5.2 7.8 
Net Power, MWe 500.0 500.0 
Net Efficiency, % 71.4 65.2 

the steam generator. The once-through steam generator config
uration was selected as the optimum system to fulfill these 
design requirements. 

The HRSG incorporates the simplest design possible to re
cover exhaust heat in the cycle. No drums, level controls, down-
comers, or steam separation equipment is required. Thin wall, 
high-nickel, stainless-steel tubes with stainless-steel fins metal-
lurgically bonded to the tubes are arranged in modules prefabri
cated in the shop. The HRSG weighs much less than a typical 
drum heat recovery steam generator. The modular arrangement 
allows for a great degree of configuration flexibility, whether 
horizontal or vertical exhaust gas flow. The lightweight and low 
volume nature of the design reduces erection time and simplifies 
commissioning. 

The LP turbine represents entirely commercial technology. 
Two parallel, split-flow units of this type are used. The rotating 
blade lengths in each unit are (1) first row (28.2 cm), (2) 
second row (46.2 cm), and (3) last row (90.2 cm). 

Several other major components in the near-term plant are 
representative of commercial technology, but are specially 
adapted to the requirements of the plant: 

— Generator: Hydrogen-cooled generator (60 Hz, 3600 
rpm, 560 MVA, 0.9 power factor, 13.8 kV). 

— Condenser: Special features added for sea-water leak 
minimization and water contaminant removal. 

— Water Pumps. 

In the future, the hydrogen coolant in the generator might be 
integrated into the power cycle to return the generator heat 
losses to the IP turbine as preheated hydrogen fuel. 

Plant Efficiency 
Plant heat and materials balances and cycle calculations were 

generated for the reference plant at its rated load of 500 MWe 
using the component performance assumptions described. Vari
ous other parameters were also considered. No hydrogen or 
oxygen preheat is used in the plants, and extractive feedwater 
heating is used in the long-term plant, but not in the near-term 
plant, providing a simple, compact plant configuration. 

Table 6 lists the reference plant performance and power gen
eration breakdown for the long-term and the near-term plants. 
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The table lists the gross power output of each turbine, the power 
losses, the net power generated and the plant net efficiency. 

Estimates of the generation efficiency of the near-term plant 
at part-load conditions are as follows: 

— 75 percent load, 62.1 
— 50 percent load, 59.6 
— 25 percent load, 58.5 

Several options are available for load reduction in the near-
term plant, (e.g., reducing flow, modifying inlet temperatures, 
bypass of a turbine, etc.), but a complete evaluation of these 
options was not performed. 

Environmental Performance 
The reference plant environmental performance is expected 

to be superior to that of other power generation concepts using 
other fuels, by having very low NOx, sulfur oxide, particulate, 
toxic species, and green-house gas emissions. The generation 
of solid waste and liquid/sludge wastes would also be negligi
ble. The only significant emissions could result from fuel or 
oxygen contaminants, or from noise. 

Impurities may be introduced with the oxygen supply, with 
the fuel hydrogen supply, through the condenser from the sea 
water coolant, or internally by corrosion of materials in the flow 
path. The oxygen generated by air separation will generally 
contain as much as 0.1 percent argon (by volume), and traces 
of nitrogen, depending on the design and operation of the air 
separation system. The air supply that is drawn from for air 
separation may also contain various contaminants, and any com
ponent in the air supply that is heavy relative to oxygen will 
tend to remain with the oxygen. 

Hydrogen can be produced by many methods, (as previously 
mentioned, solid polymer electrolyte water electrolysis has been 
selected as the NEDO hydrogen production method). Contami
nant levels in the hydrogen will depend on the nature of the 
specific producer's electrolysis system, as well as the nature 
of the hydrogen transport equipment. Typically, contaminants 
expected in the electrolysis hydrogen might have levels as high 
as 0.1 percent oxygen, 0.14 percent nitrogen, 50 ppm methane, 
and traces of mercury. Thus, there is the potential for very 
small emissions of NOx, C0 2 , particulate, S02 and some trace 
elements from the plant. 

Plant safety can be achieved with current technology in the 
reference plant. Based on industrial and defense experience with 
hydrogen, it is expected that the handling and safety require
ments will be comparable in scope and cost to those of similarly 
flammable (e.g., methane and gasoline). The plant safety sys
tems required for the hydrogen/oxygen environment in the ref
erence plant will differ from those in a conventional combustion 
turbine combined-cycle power plant, but the safety technology 
is available, economical and reliable. 

Contaminant Control 
Impurities that may enter the reference plant at various loca

tions are also of concern from their impact on the plant reliabil
ity, availability, and maintenance. Salts would be the most se
vere contaminants with respect to corrosion potential. (Salts 
would be likely to be introduced into the recycle water system 
through the sea water-cooled condenser). Once salts enter the 
system, corrosion products could exist in the turbine exhausts 
in particulate, liquid, or gaseous forms. The turbine exhausts in 
particulate, liquid, or gaseous forms. The turbine exhaust might 
also contain either excess hydrogen or excess oxygen, and traces 
of unburned hydrocarbons, NOx, C0 2 , and CO resulting from 
hydrogen fuel and oxygen contaminants. 

The control of contaminants can best be undertaken at the 
condenser. Here, noncondensible gases and vapors can be sepa
rated and compressed for either recycled or disposed. An ion 

exchange, deep bed polisher can be used to efficiently remove 
ions from the recycle water. This is commercial technology. 
The power consumption for the polisher is associated only with 
the additional feed water pressure drop. (Estimated from com
mercial practice to be about 3 bars, the pressure drop will have 
a negligible impact on the net plant efficiency.) Power consump
tion for the regeneration of the ion exchange media (probably 
done off-site) would be treated as an operating cost for the 
system. 

The practice of the water/steam chemistry technology would 
be focused primarily on the maintenance of the integrity and 
performance of cycle components. The optimum power plant 
water chemistry treatment program would minimize the losses 
associated with corrosion damage at the lowest possible cost. 
Corrosion of wetted piping, valve, turbine and appurtenances 
would always be present. 

The supercritical operating regime of the water/steam re
quires the use of ultrapure water. The suggested optimum water/ 
steam chemistry program for the hydrogen turbine cycle would 
be developed around two primary areas. The first, dealing with 
materials, requires the use of austenitic alloy steels in piping, 
fittings and wetted components. The second, relies upon a water 
treatment program commonly referred to as oxygenated feedwa-
ter chemistry. This coordinated preventative approach would 
simplify the water treatment program. 

Since the condenser water is a major source of ingress con
tamination, the use of double walled titanium tube sheets is 
suggested to minimize the probability of leaks. If double-walled 
tube sheets are not acceptable due to performance degradation, 
then segregated hotwells with specific conductivity cells in each 
region are specified to provide early warning of contamination. 

Oxygenated feedwater chemistry is the preferred water chem
istry program because of the use of oxygen in the cycle. Only 
very low levels of contaminants are allowed. (Only 0.1 pSie-
mens cation conductivity in the condensate is allowed.) The 
program requires minimal chemical feed, only oxygen and oxy
gen scavenger are required. A slight excess of oxygen in the 
combustion process is recommended from the water/steam 
chemistry perspective. This would assist in the maintenance of 
the 50 ppb oxygen levels required in the feedwater, and reduce 
the potential hydrogen embrittlement problems that may arise. 

A condensate polisher would be added to maintain water 
purity. It would provide a second line of defense in the event 
of a condenser leak. The full-flow condensate polisher would 
protect the boiler against contamination. Resin traps in the pol
isher are recommended to prevent resin contamination. A fool
proof regeneration scheme is required. A three bed polisher 
with separate cation/anion beds reduces the possibility of acid/ 
caustic contamination. 

Discussion 
The near-term plant HP turbine development centers on the 

combustor (combustion phenomena and design features) and 
materials selection. The near-term HP turbine design needs to 
be an adaptation of conventional HP steam turbine designs, and 
component cooling needs will be very limited. The IP turbine 
development needs would center on the combustor and materi
als development. In the IP turbine the component cooling needs 
are extensive (airfoils, cylinder, blade rings, rotor bearings) 
and the cooling design follows from closed-loop steam cooling 
features currently under development for advanced combustion 
turbines operating under similar temperature and pressure con
ditions. 

HP and IP combustion development should focus on the na
ture of the hydrogen combustion products and the control of its 
chemistry, as well as the combustor operability: flame stability, 
ignition, flame detection, and combustion induced oscillations. 
Combustor liner and transition cooling would also be part of 
the combustor development testing using available techniques. 
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-IP Turbine 
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- Component sections 
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11 kg/s gas flow 
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- Proof-of-principles 
• Performance 
• Durability 
• Openiing behavior 
- Controlabiliry 
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-Subscale 
-HP turbine 25 MWe 
-IP turbine 50 MWe 

Fig. 5 Development plant 

Materials testing should focus on the durability of candidate 
materials during exposure to the hydrogen combustion products 
at simulated commercial operating duty conditions (hydrogen 
embrittlement, oxidation, stress corrosion cracking, corrosion 
deposits, creep rupture). The development of appropriate corro
sion coatings and TBCs, and their associated bond coating, 
should be a major part of the materials program. The initial 
testing would consider advanced combustion turbine Ni-based 
superalloys (single crystal and directionally solidified), and ad
vanced combustion turbine TBCs (e.g., yttria-stabilized zirco-
nia, alumina, TiN). The materials testing associated with the 
IP turbine should also consider the limited use of ceramic com
ponents (ring segments, combustor liners and transitions, vane 
and blade leading edges), and would consider the stability of 
candidate ceramic materials and alternative ceramic forms in 
simulated combustion-steam environments (e.g., zirconia in 
composite forms, tile forms, and fibrous insulating forms). 

Verification tests would be performed at sub-scales sufficient 
to generate data that can be interpreted for operating conditions. 
Tests would address the HP and IP combustors, and the IP 
turbine cooling features (combustor and transition, cylinder, 
blades and vanes, rotor, bearing, and seals) with the components 

1. HP Turbine 
2. IP Turbine 
3. HRSG 
4. LP Turbine 
5. Condenser 
0. Vacuum Degas/Ion 
7. Condensate Pumps 
S.FeodwaterPump 

9. Generator 
10. Exciter 
11. Bus Duel 
12. Transformer 
13. Mechanical Package 
14. Electrical Package 
15. LP Steam Line 

Fig. 6 Near-term reference plant layout 

made from optimum materials and TBCs. Rotating tests of the 
turbines, with integrated hydrogen combustion, would ulti
mately be required to demonstrate the operability and perfor
mance of the nonintegrated components and to develop confi
dence for the technology in industry. 

Engineering studies of many plant components and features 
should continue in parallel with development testing in Phase 
II. The engineering studies should address areas such as 

— throat and pipe airborne noise and vibration, 
— high temperature, anti-seize coatings, 
— face seals and radial seals, 
— high temperature thrust bearings, 
— coating process development, 
— valves, 
— concentric shafts to insulate bearings, and 
— plant control (start-up, load follow, trip, and combustion 

stoichiometry). 

In addition, parallel engineering studies should update the 
reference plant design as new development test data becomes 
available, and the optimum integration of the reference plant 
components should continue to be refined. 

Figure 5 depicts the major development phases, and develop
ment programs on a time-line for the NEDO program. Each 
development project block in Phase II lists the objectives and 
features of the testing, as well as listing facility specifications 
and estimated costs. 

Conclusions 

The development of a hydrogen fired power plant with an 
efficiency of 70.9 percent can be accomplished. Conceptual 
reference plant layouts of the near-term plant have been pre
pared based on the conceptual equipment sizing described. Fig
ure 6 shows the near-term plant power island layout. The major 
power island components have been roughly sized and are de
picted in the drawing. The HP turbine, IP turbine, LP turbine 
and generator are arranged on a single shaft. The HRSG is 
depicted as a conventional HRSG design, although other tube-
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in-shell designs might be more appropriate for this application. 
The location of the vacuum degas and ion exchange polisher is 
also shown. The overall 500 MWe plant is compact and simple 
in configuration, and only the HP and IP turbine/combustor 
components require development. 

The component development phase of this 28-year program 
is scheduled to start in 1999. Suggested objectives for Phase II 
(1999-2005) include the following: 

— focus efforts on the near-term plant conditions 
— perform initially sub-scale testing that simulates key com

ponents of the HP and IP combustors and turbines 
— operate the tests to generate critical design data that pro

vide proof of principles for the components 
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Effect of Air Extraction for 
Cooling and/or Gasification on 
Combustor Flow Uniformity 
Reducing emissions is an important issue facing gas turbine manufacturers. Almost 
all of the previous and current research and development for reducing emissions has 
focused, however, onflow, heat transfer, and combustion behavior in the combustors 
or on the uniformity of fuel injection without placing strong emphasis on the flow 
uniformity entering the combustors. In response to the incomplete understanding of 
the combustor's inlet air flow field, experiments were conducted in a 48 percent 
scale, 360 deg model of the diffuser-combustor section of an industrial gas turbine. 
In addition, the effect of air extraction for cooling or gasification on the flow distribu
tions at the combustors' inlets was also investigated. The following three different 
air extraction rates were studied: 0 percent (baseline), 5 percent (airfoil cooling), 
and 20 percent (for coal gasification). The flow uniformity was investigated for the 
following two aspects: (a) global uniformity, which compared the mass flow rates 
of combustors at different locations relative to the extraction port, and (b) local 
uniformity, which examined the circumferential flow distribution into each combustor. 
The results indicate that even for the baseline case with no air extraction there was 
an inherent local flow nonuniformity of 10 ~ 20 percent at the inlet of each combustor 
due to the complex flow field in the dump diffuser and the blockage effect of the 
cross-flame tube. More flow was seen in the portion further away from the gas turbine 
center axis. The effect of 5 percent air extraction was small. Twenty percent air 
extraction introduced approximately 35 percent global flow asymmetry diametrically 
across the dump diffuser. The effect of air extraction on the combustor's local flow 
uniformity varied with the distances between the extraction port and each individual 
combustor. Longer top hats were installed with the initial intention of increasing flow 
mixing prior to entering the combustor. However, the results indicated that longer 
top hats do not improve the flow uniformity; sometimes, adverse effects can be seen. 
Although a specific geometry was selected for this study, the results provide sufficient 
generality to benefit other industrial gas turbines. 

Introduction 
Reducing emissions is an important issue facing gas turbine 

manufacturers. However, almost all of the previous and current 
research and development for reducing emissions has focused 
on the flow, heat transfer, and combustion behavior in the com
bustors or on the uniformity of fuel injection without placing 
strong emphasis on the flow uniformity entering the combustors. 
Combustion research has been frequently conducted using uni
form flow as the inlet condition in laboratories. Therefore, the 
factor of nonuniform combustor inlet flow distribution has not 
been intensively investigated. The extent of flow uniformity at 
the inlet to the combustors has been identified as an important 
factor which significantly affects the emission (Lyons, 1981). 
The cause of the nonuniform combustor inlet flow of many gas 
turbines can be traced to the complex flow field inside the dump 
diffuser. 

The heavy-frame industrial gas turbines designed by several 
major manufacturers typically use a two-part diffuser-combus-
tion section to decelerate air exiting the compressor. First, air 
from the compressor flows through an annular pre-diffuser and 
recovers some of its kinetic energy before being discharged into 
a comparatively large chamber called the dump diffuser or the 
dump chamber. The diffuser-combustor section has two major 

' J. Kapat is currently at the University of Central Florida. 
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 

International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 - 5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-102. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

functions (i) to decelerate the high velocity air coming from 
the compressor in order to provide an adequate air velocity for 
the combustion process (Wilson, 1984) and (ii) to distribute 
air uniformly to the combustors to reduce the nonhomogeneity 
of the combustion process, and, therefore, reduce the level of 
the exhaust emissions. For aircraft engines and small industrial 
gas turbines, the diffuser-combustor section adopts an in-line 
design where air from the dump chamber flows around the dome 
of an annular combustor (e.g., Fishenden and Stevens, 1977; 
Stevens et al , 1978; Carrotte et al., 1993). As a result of the 
in-line geometry, air is distributed relatively uniformly to the 
combustor. However, overall machine length impacts the tur
bine package size and rotor dynamics, and, thus, is an important 
design issue in heavy-frame industrial gas turbines. To minimize 
machine length, reverse-flow diffusers with can-annular com
bustors are generally used. In reverse-flow diffusers, air from 
the annular pre-diffuser turns approximately 150 deg before 
entering the combustors and must maneuver around the combus
tor and the transitional piece. As a result, the flow characteristics 
of these diffusers are entirely different from those of in-line 
diffusers. 

Relatively few experimental studies have been performed on 
dump diffusers with flow reversal. In an earlier study, the au
thors experimentally investigated, in the same facility as used 
in this study, detailed three-dimensional flow characteristics and 
aerodynamic performance in the diffuser-combustor section 
(Kapat et al , 1996). They discovered that most flow tended to 
move toward the outer part (away from the gas turbine center 
axis) of the dump diffuser. As a consequence, more flow entered 
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Combustor 

Flow Conditioning Flow T«tt Plenum 
Section Developing Section Box 

Section 

(All dimensions ere in inches) 

Fig. 1 Layout of test facility 

the combustor from the outer portion (away from the gas turbine 
center axis) of each combustor. A concurrent CFD study con
ducted by Zhou et al. (1996) provided a more detailed flow 
pattern, which helped to improve the understanding of the ex
tremely complex three-dimensional flow interactions between 
the dump diffuser and the combustor inlet flow characteristics. 
The experimental results, although not as detailed as the CFD 
results, were necessary for verifying and interpreting the CFD 
results. The nonuniform flow distribution, discovered by both 
experimental and computational studies, prevailed in all the 

Top Hat 
Combustor 

Cross-flame tube 

Long Top 
Hat 

Strut Transition 
Piece 

Cooling Pipe 

Compressor-Combustor, 
Shell 

Compressor-Turbine Shell 

Extraction Port 

Fig. 2 Sub-scale test model 

Cross-flame tube 

Location Rotor Cooling Pipes 

Fig. 3 Circumferential layout of air extraction locations X1, X2, and X2. 
Each circle represents the inlet cross section of a combustor and is 
shown in detail in Fig. 6 

combustors. In this study, this is identified as the "local nonuni
formity" since it considers nonuniformity in the local flow 
field entering each individual combustor rather than the bulk 
distribution of mass flow to all of the combustors. 

As air extractions are needed for cooling and/or for integrated 
gasification of combined cycle (IGCC), the flow characteristics 
become more complex and nonaxisymmetric. Kapat et al. 
(1994) have reported the effect of air extraction on diffuser 
performance for another manufacturer's industrial gas turbines. 
They reported that use of a single port for extracting air ad
versely affects the cooling of the transition pieces of the gas 
turbine. It was discovered that some cooling air is sucked out
ward from the transition piece cooling holes by the extraction 
force instead of impinging on the transition pieces as originally 

Exhaust To 
Atmosphere 

(All dimensions are in inches) 

Fig. 4 Bypass duct for controlling the air extraction rate 
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Fig. 5 Instrumentation of hot-wire sensor in the fuel nozzle-swirler as
sembly 

designed. Later, Kapat et al. (1997) conducted experiments in 
the same facility used in this study and discovered that there was 
approximately a 35 percent mass flow nonuniformity occurring 
between the combustor located near the extraction port and 
away from it. This nonuniformity of overall air flow between 
combustors produced by single-port air extraction is identified 
as "global nonuniformity" in this paper. 

Evidence both from the inherent local nonuniformity due to 
the design of the existing diffuser-combustor configuration and 
global nonuniformity generated by air extraction motivated the 
present study to investigate the local flow distribution at the 
combustors' inlets. 

The following three different conditions were studied: 0 per
cent (baseline), 5 percent (for airfoil cooling), and 20 percent 
(for coal gasification). The air extractions were made at the 
dump diffuser outer wall (sometimes referred to as the combus
tor shell). The flow uniformity was investigated for the follow
ing two aspects: (a) global uniformity that compared the mass 
flow rates of combustors at different locations relative to the 
extraction port, and (b) local uniformity that examined the cir
cumferential flow distribution of each combustor including the 
local flow distribution surrounding each of the swirlers at the 
combustor inlet. 

Although a specific geometry was selected for the present 
study, the results should provide sufficient generality for im
proving understanding of the complex flow behaviors in the 
reverse-flow-type diffuser-combustor sections of industrial gas 
turbines with/without air extraction. 

Experimental Program 

Test Facility. The desired air flow through the test model 
was provided by an open-circuit, suction-type wind tunnel. The 
overall layout is shown in Fig. 1. Air from the test section went 
into a plenum box that was maintained at - 4 0 " H20 gage 

pressure by a suction fan rated at 15.6 m3/s (33,000 cfm) at 
9.65 kPa (1.4 psi) and driven by a 220 hp motor. The plenum 
box isolated the test section from vibrations or oscillations of 
the fan and provided the necessary work space for installing a 
probe traversing system and changing the instrumentation. A 
detailed description of the experimental facility is provided in 
Kapat etal. (1996a). 

Test Section. Figure 2 shows a sectional view of the test 
section. A 48 percent sub-scale, 360 deg model of the diffuser-
combustor section of a developmental heavy-frame gas turbine 
was constructed. The selection of a 360 deg model was neces
sary to investigate the effect of asymmetric air extraction (for 
cooling or IGCC) on the flow patterns in this study. 

Before entering the model, the flow traveled through a 
straight annular section used to condition the flow. At the end 
of the developing section, the flow entered the annular pre-
diffuser where it decelerated before being discharged into the 
dump diffuser. 

After entering the dump diffuser, the air turned approximately 
150 deg, maneuvered around the transition pieces and combus
tors, and entered the annular passage between the combustor 
and the top hat (Fig. 2). The annular passage in the top hat 
helped to distribute the flow before it turned approximately 
180 deg and entered the combustor. After passing through the 
combustor and the transition piece, the flow was exhausted into 
a plenum. 

The dump diffuser in this test model contained all the compo
nents in the actual engine including the cooling pipes and sup
port struts. The annular passages in the top hats around the 
combustors contained the combustor cross-flame tubes with 
their complex angles to the flow maintained. In the actual en
gine, cross-flame tubes are used to sequentially ignite the com
bustors by circumferentially conducting flame through the 
tubes. The transition pieces were vacuum-formed to match the 
outer contours of the actual engine transition pieces. Cooling 
holes were drilled in the transition pieces such that the fraction 
of cooling air flow entering the transition piece lining was iden
tical to that expected in the actual engine. Geometric similarity 
between the prototype and the model was maintained every
where. One of the combustors was a true scaled model fabri
cated with all the swirlers and fuel injectors in place. The other 
fifteen mock combustors were fabricated with a circular orifice 
being placed at the combustor inlet. The diameter of the orifice 
for each combustor was calibrated to render the same drag 

Fig. 6 End view of combustor inlet showing hot-wire measurement loca
tions at inlet of each of the eight swirlers 
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Fig. 7 Local and overall combustor inlet flow distribution of case S012 (short hat, no extraction, test 1 at combustor 2) 

coefficient as the "true scaled" model at various flow speeds. 
Detailed information on the test section and calibration of the 
combustor pressure loss coefficient is described in Kapat et al. 
(1996). 

(a)S011 (b) S531 

Fig. 8 Overall combustor inlet flow distribution for cases S011 and S531 

Top Hat Length. To investigate if more room in the top 
hat area can promote better flow mixing, longer top hats with 
twice the mixing space of the existing design were installed for 
a portion of the experiment. The mixing space is the space 
between the end of the top hat and the inlet of the combustor. 

Air Extraction. The extraction ports were located on the 
outer casing around the dump diffuser as indicated in Figs. 1 and 
2. Three different extraction ports (XI, X2, and X3) situated 90 
deg apart circumferentially were built into the test section (see 
Fig. 3). Only one of these ports was used at a time for extrac
tion. By extracting air at different circumferential locations 
while taking measurements at the same locations, circumferen
tial variation of the effects of extraction was studied with mini
mal instrumented sites. 

The extraction duct was equipped with a pitot-static probe 
that was used to monitor the air flow rate through the extraction 
duct. The desired flow rate through the extraction duct was 
achieved using both the extraction and the bypass ducts (Fig. 
4). Small adjustments in the flow rate were performed by ad
justing the extraction valve. However, for large variations the 
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Fig. 9 Local and overall combustor inlet flow for case S512 (short hat, 5 percent extraction, test 1 at 
combustor 2) 

bypass valve was used to maintain the total flow rate through 
the extraction compressor within the operating range. The ex
traction compressor is comprised of six stages and was rated at 
2.36 m3/s (5,000 cfm) at 0.34 bars (5 psia). 

For different combination openings of the extraction and/or 
bypass valves, the pitot-static probe was traversed inside the 
duct, and velocity profiles were obtained. By integrating the 
profiles, the corresponding flow rates were calculated. 

During the main experiments with 5 percent or 20 percent 
extraction, one of the three extraction ports XI, X2, and X3 was 
connected to the extraction duct. First, the main flow through the 
test section was adjusted with the extraction valve closed. Then, 
the extraction flow rate was obtained by adjusting the extraction 
and/or bypass valves. Since the adjustment of the extraction 
flow rate affected the main flow rate, the main flow needed 
adjustment again, and the process was repeated until both main 
and extraction flow rates were at the desired values. The process 
was repeated for each of the other two extraction ports. 

Experimental Cases. Each experimental case was assigned 
a four digit number. The meaning of each digit is as follows: 

First digit. " S " or " L " represents short or long top hats. 

Second digit. "0 , 5, or 2 " represents zero, 5 percent, or 20 
percent air extraction respectively. 

Third digit, (i) for the baseline case, it represents the num
ber of test runs, e.g., 1 is the first run and 2 is the repeated 
run; (ii) for the extraction cases, it represents the location of 
extraction ports XI, X2, or X3. 

Fourth digit. The fourth digit represents the instrumented 
combustor 1 or 2 which is located away or near the rotor cooling 
pipe, respectively (see combustor 1 or 2 in Fig. 3). For example, 
SO 12 represents short top hat baseline case (0 percent air extrac
tion) at first test run for combustor number 2 that is located 
adjacent to the rotor cooling pipe. S022 is the repetitive run of 
S012. L232 represents long top hat case with 20 percent air 
extraction applied at extraction port X3 for combustor 2. There 
were a total of 24 test cases conducted. 

Instrumentation and Measurements. A custom-made 
tungsten hot wire, 2.5 fj,m in diameter, was used to measure the 
flow distribution at the combustor inlet. The measurements were 
performed in the only combustor that was a true scaled model 
of the prototype containing eight swirlers housed within eight 
circular ducts through which combustion air has to flow before 
mixing with the fuel. In the true scaled combustor model, fuel 
nozzle models were fabricated with plexiglas cylindrical rods, 
which were situated at the middle of the cylindrical duct. Only 
one of the eight fuel nozzles was instrumented with a hot wire 
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Fig. 10 Local and overall combustor inlet flow for case S212 (short hat, 20 percent extraction, test 1 at combustor 2) 

sensor which was placed approximately 4 mm from the fuel 
nozzle surface and 5 mm upstream of the corresponding swirler 
as shown in Fig. 5. The fuel nozzle can be rotated around its 
own axis so the hot wires can measure at any circumferential 
angle. For each swirler location eight angular locations at a 45 
deg interval (numbered 1 to 8 in Fig. 6), were measured. The 

(b) S231 (c) S232 

Fig. 11 Overall combustor inlet flow distribution for cases (a) S211, (b) 
S231,and(c)S232 

hot-wire measurements were performed one at a time at each 
of the eight swirler ducts. Similar measurements were then made 
on the rest of the seven swirlers by rotating the fixture that held 
the eight fuel nozzles to the appropriate locations. Each test 
case was completed when 64 measurements were made. For 

(a)L011 (b)L012 

Fig. 12 Overall combustor inlet flow distribution for cases (a) L011 and 
(b) L012 
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(a) L512 (b) L532 

Fig. 13 Overall combustor inlet flow distribution for cases (a) L512 and 
(b) L532 

over similar ranges of air velocities. The temperature difference 
between the calibration and operating conditions was corrected 
during data reduction process. 

The overall mass flow rate entering each swirler in Fig. 6 
was calculated by integrating eight circumferential measure
ments and the overall mass flow rate of each combustor was 
calculated by adding the mass flow rate of each swirler. Figure 
6 is drawn as the flow enters the paper. The top of Fig. 6 is 
away from the turbine axis. 

Experimental Uncertainty. For each of the baseline cases, 
at least two replications were performed. The third replications 
were further performed for cases SOI 1, S021, and L011. Uncer
tainty due to replications for different locations varied from 1.5 
percent to 8 percent with the average at 3.5 percent. 

the first case (SOU), the measurements were repeated at two 
different sampling rates: 2000 Hz for three seconds and 200 hz 
for 30 seconds. The difference of the mean velocities between 
the two sets was less than 2 percent. For this reason, in the rest 
of the cases, measurements were taken at 200 Hz for 30 seconds. 

A constant temperature hot-wire anemometer, IFA-100, made 
by TSI, Inc. was used. The hot-wire sensor was calibrated 
against a pitot-static tube in a separate calibration wind tunnel 

Results and Discussion 

Short Top Hat, No Air Extraction (Baseline Cases). 
The flow distribution results of SO 12 are shown in polar coordi
nates in Fig. 7 with an arrangement matching that of Fig. 6. 
The scale of each concentric circle is in velocity (ft/s) on 
the left-hand side of each polar diagram. Each polar diagram 
represents the local flow distribution around a swirler. Integra-
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Fig. 15 Overall combustor inlet flow distribution for cases (a) L231 and 
(6) L232 

tion of the mass flow rate of each swirler gave the total mass 
flow rate of that swirler and was represented as a single dot in 
the central polar diagram in terms of fraction of total mass flow 
rate of the combustor. The central polar diagram represents the 
overall mass flow distribution in the combustor. Since the den
sity and representative area of each point are the same, the 
velocity is shown in the figures instead of mass flow rate. 

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that swirlers A and H had better 
uniformity than other swirlers. Swirler E had the worst nonuni
form distribution. Most swirlers had more flow in the inner 
portion; this was specifically true for swirlers C, D, and E. The 
overall distribution, shown in the central diagram, indicated that 
there were approximately 20 percent more flow in the region 
covered by swirlers G, H, A, and B (upper-left half circle from 
225 deg to 45 deg) than the lower-right half circle covered by 
swirlers C, D, E, and F. This case (S012) was measured at 
combustor 2, which is closer to the rotor cooling pipe. The 
effect of rotor cooling pipe to flow distribution can be obtained 
by comparing the results with those of case SOU. The results 
of SOU had a similar trend in local (not shown) and overall 
distributions (Fig. 8(a)) as S012 (see Fig. 7) but approximately 
one half less nonuniform in overall distributions than SOI 2. 

Short Top Hat, 5 Percent Air Extraction. The effect of 
5 percent air extraction for case S512 was shown in Fig. 9. 
Comparison between Figs. 7 and 9 did not reveal much differ
ence, except that swirlers A and B had approximately 3 percent 
less flow than the baseline case. This indicates that the effect 
of 5 percent air extraction on the combustor flow distribution 
is negligible. The similarity of the local distribution of corre
sponding swirlers between Fig. 7 and 9 also validated a good 
repeatability of the test results within a span of three months. 
Although the effect of 5 percent air extraction is not significant, 
other 5 percent air extraction cases, for example, case S531, 
with air being extracted at port X3 that was located diametrically 
from the combustor did show some variations on local flow 
distributions of swirlers D and E (not shown). This indicated 
that the air extraction could marginally affect the inner part of 
the combustor (i.e., swirlers D and E) diametrically across the 
dump diffuser. However, the overall combustor flow distribu
tion of case S531 (Fig. 8(6)) is similar to case S512 (central 
diagram in Fig. 9) . 

Short Top Hat, 20 Percent Air Extraction. The effect of 
20 percent air extraction was significant, which can be seen by 
comparing case S212 in Fig. 10 with the baseline case S012 in 
Fig. 7. Case S212 had air extraction employed at port XI located 
close to combustor 2 near one of the rotor cooling pipes. The 
most obvious difference is that flow is significantly retarded in 
the outer portion (the quadrant 45 deg - 0 deg - 315 deg) of 
every swirler. For example, the velocities at 0 deg and 45 deg 
reduced from 135 ft/s at swirler D in Fig. 7 to approximately 
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100 ft/s in Fig. 10; similarly, at the same quadrant of swirler 
F, velocities were reduced from 145 ft/s in Fig. 9 to 95 ft/s in 
Fig. 10. Although the 20 percent air extraction significantly 
distorted the local distribution of each swirler, the nonunifor-
mity of overall mass flow rate distribution (central diagram in 
Fig. 10) was about the same as that in the baseline case shown 
in Fig. 7. 

The effect of the rotor cooling pipe can be seen by comparing 
the results of combustor 1 of case S211 (Fig. 11(a)) with those 
of case S212 (Fig. 10). The comparison indicated that the rotor 
cooling pipe had affected the local flow distribution of each 
swirler (not shown) but had negligible effect on the overall 
combustor flow distribution (Fig. 11 (a ) ) . Both cases (S211 and 
S212) had approximately 15 percent more flow in the upper-left 
half circle (including swirlers G, H, A, and B) than the lower 
half of the circle (including swirlers C - F ) . 

The effect of the distance from the air extraction port can be 
seen by comparing cases S232 (Fig. 11(c)) and S212 (Fig. 
10). When the air extraction was changed to port X3, the distor
tion of local flow distribution that appeared in case S212 (Fig. 
10) could still be seen in the outer portion (the quadrant 45 
deg - 0 deg - 315 deg) of every swirler in case S232 (not 
shown). The uniformity of the overall combustor mass distribu
tion of case S232 (Fig. 11(c)) was, however, approximately 
within 8 percent between the upper-left and lower-right half 
circles; this was better than the 15 percent nonuniformity for 
case S212 (central diagram in Fig. 10). The improved flow 
uniformity in case S232 could be explained as follows: when 
the air was extracted diametrically across the dump diffuser, 
the flow moving toward outer part of the dump diffuser (away 
from the turbine axis) experienced an opposite force from the 
low pressure site near port X3; therefore, the flow on the upper 
half of the combustor reduced and overall flow distribution 
improved. The mass flow for the lower half of the combustor 
was also affected by the extraction; however, since the rotor 
cooling pipe had already exerted resistance to the flow moving 
toward the lower portion of the combustor, the effect from the 
suction became less. 

The effect of rotor cooling pipe with air extraction diametri
cally across the dump diffuser can be seen from the comparison 
between case S231 and S232 (Fig. 11(b) and 11(c)). With air 
being extracted at port X3, the flow distribution of combustor 
1 of case S231, which was away from the rotor cooling pipe, 
showed better local flow uniformity at each swirler (not shown) 
than for case S232 (not shown). This was expected and was 
consistent with the results of baseline cases, which showed 
that combustor 1 had more uniform local flow distribution than 
combustor 2. The overall distribution of case S231 became a 
little worse, however, with 10 percent more flow in the upper-
left portion of the combustor 1 (Fig. 11(b)) compared to 8 
percent of the combustor 2 in case S232 (Fig. 11(c)). A plausi
ble explanation for this unexpected result could be that combus
tor 1 was away from the rotor cooling pipe, and the flow near 
the lower half of the combustor 1 was closer to port X3, so the 
suction force at X3 reduced flow more in the lower half of the 
circle. Nevertheless, a 2 percent difference was not that much, 
so this explanation should not be treated, however, as an abso
lute fact. 

Long Top Hat, No Air Extraction. To improve the flow 
uniformity, longer top hats were installed based on the hypothe
sis that increasing the size of the end zone of the top hat may 
provide a longer time for better mixing. The results of overall 
combustor flow distribution for cases L012 and L011, using the 
long top hats without air extraction, are shown in Fig. 12. When 
they are compared with the corresponding short top hat cases 
of S012 (Fig. 7) and SOU (Fig. 8), there seems to be no 
significant changes even though the short top hats were replaced 
with the longer ones. Both L012 and L011 (Fig. 12) cases have 
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approximately 15 percent more flow in upper-left half circle 
(from 225 deg to 45 deg) than in the lower-right half circle. 

Long Top Hat, 5 Percent Air Extraction. Long top hats 
somehow affect the local flow distributions for each swirler (not 
shown here) with 5 percent air extraction. As a consequence, the 
overall flow distributions for cases L512 and L532 (Fig. 13) 
also changed. In the short top hat cases of S531 (Fig. 8) and 
S512 (Fig. 9) , 15 percent more flow enters the combustor in 
the upper-left half circle from 225 deg to 45 deg than in the 
lower half circle. The longer top hats shift the higher flow region 
to the upper half circle (from 270 deg to 90 deg). The flow 
uniformity is improved a bit, from 15 percent nonuniformity in 
case S512 (Fig. 9), to 10 percent in case L512 (Fig. 13), but 
maintains the same 15 percent nonuniformity between cases 
S531 (Fig. 8) and L532 (Fig. 13). 

Long Top Hat, 20 Percent Air Extraction. The effect of 
long top hat on the local flow distribution at each swirler can 
be seen by comparing case S212 (Fig. 10) and case L212 (Fig. 
14). No specific pattern is observed and no clear improvement 
of uniformity around each swirler is observed. By comparing 
the central diagrams in Fig. 10 and Fig. 14, the overall combus
tor flow distribution becomes less uniform in the long top hat 
case L212 than in the short top hat case S212. The S212 case 
has 15 percent more flow in the upper half circle (270 deg - 0 
deg - 90 deg), whereas the L212 case has 25 percent more flow 
in the upper-right half circle (315 deg - 0 deg - 135 deg). 

When air extraction was employed at port X3, the long top 
hats did not improve the flow uniformity, which can be seen 
by comparing case S232 and S231 (Fig. 11) with cases L232 
and L231 (Fig. 15). Both S231 and L231 have about 9 percent 
nonuniformity. However, the long top hat makes flow less uni
form in case L232 that has 16 percent more flow in the upper 
half circle (270 deg - 0 deg - 90 deg) than case S232 that has 
8 percent more flow in the upper-left half circle (225 deg - 0 
deg - 45 deg). 

From all the long top hat cases presented above, increased 
top hat size does not improve the flow uniformity, and may even 
make flow become less uniform. Therefore, the employment of 
long top hats is not recommended. 

Suggestions for Improvement 

Since large top-hats did not improve airflow uniformity as 
was initially hypothesized, other possible means under consider
ation are listed as follows: 

(a) Uniform Resistance Method-—provide circumfrentially 
varying resistance in the top hat to counteract the effect 
of uniform flow resistance in the dump diffuser. The fol
lowing three possible ways are suggested: (i) vary the 
width of the flow passage circumfrentially, (ii) add screen 
or honeycomb, (iii) add a long flow shield extending from 
the top hat radially into the dump diffuser. 

(b) Mixing Method—install turbulators near the combustor 
inlet to promote mixing. 

Conclusions 

An experimental study was performed in a 48 percent scale, 
360 deg model of the diffuser-combustor section of a develop
mental industrial gas turbine to investigate (a) the combustor 

inlet flow distribution in the reversed-flow type dump diffuser 
and (b) the effects of various air extractions for cooling (5 
percent) and gasification (20 percent) on uniformity of the flow 
entering the combustors. The results indicated that even at the 
baseline case with no air extraction there was an inherent local 
flow nonuniformity of 10 ~ 20 percent at the inlet of each 
combustor due to the complex flow field in the dump diffuser 
and the blockage effect of the cross-flame tube. The combustors 
near the rotor cooling pipes have less uniformity than those 
away from the cooling pipes. More flow was seen in the portion 
further away from the gas turbine center axis. The effect of 5 
percent air extraction was small. Twenty percent air extraction 
introduced approximately 35 percent global flow asymmetry 
diametrically across the dump diffuser. The effect of air extrac
tions on the local flow uniformity of the combustors varied with 
the distances between the extraction port and each individual 
combustor. The most obvious difference is that flow is signifi
cantly retarded in the outer portion (the quadrant 45 deg - 0 
deg - 315 deg) of every swirler. Although the 20 percent air 
extraction significantly distorts the local distribution of each 
swirler, the nonuniformity of overall mass flow rate distribution 
is about the same as that in the baseline case. This nonuniformity 
could be alleviated by extracting the air necessary for gasifica
tion at more than one locations. 

Longer top hats were installed with the initial intention to 
increase flow mixing. The results indicated that the longer top 
hats do not improve the flow uniformity. It was concluded that 
the degree of flow uniformity at the combustor's inlet was criti
cal to the combustion uniformity and consequently emissions. 
It should be examined and improved for each gas turbine model. 
Although a specific geometry was selected in this study, the 
results provide sufficient generality to benefit other industrial 
gas turbines. 
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Co-Pyrolysis of Coal/Biomass 
and Coal/Sewage Sludge 
Mixtures 
Biomass and sewage sludge are attracting increasing interest in power plant technol
ogy as a source of carbon-dioxide-neutral fuels. A new way to reduce the consumption 
of fossil fuels could be the co-combustion or co-gasification of coal and biomass or 
coal and sewage sludge. In both cases, pyrolysis is the first step in the technical 
process. In order to obtain detailed information about the pyrolysis of coal/biomass 
and coal/sewage sludge mixtures as well as unblended fuels, the "Institut fiir Verfah
renstechnik und Dampfkesselwesen (IVD) " at the University of Stuttgart has carried 
out investigations using an electrically heated entrained flow reactor. The test runs 
provided information about fuel conversion efficiency, pyrolysis gas and tar yield, 
and composition of pyrolysis gas and tar. Besides gas and tar analysis investigations 
regarding the path of trace elements, like heavy metals, alkali, chlorine and nitrogen 
components, during the pyrolysis process varying different parameters have been 
carried out. The fuel nitrogen distribution between pyrolysis gas, tar, and char has 
been analyzed, as well as the ash composition, and, thus, the release of mineral 
components during pyrolysis. 

Introduction 
Various forms of biofuels, including biomass and sewage 

sludge, represent an interesting feedstock for combustion and 
gasification processes in power plant technology as a source of 
C02-neutral fuels. An estimation of available biomass for ther
mal use is given in [1]. Biomass has a potential of about 660 
PJ (1 Petajoule = 10'5 Joule). This is equivalent to about 5 
percent of the annual primary energy consumption in Germany. 

A refined purification of municipal (and industrial) waste 
water results in an increasing yield of sewage sludge. In 1991 
about 2.5 Mt (dry matter) sewage sludge was produced in Ger
many [2] and about 19 Mt in the European Community [3] . 
Disposal of sewage sludge in Germany (1991) was carried out 
by [4] the following: 

• dumping (56%) 
• agricultural using (29%) 
• incineration (15%) 

Due to tightening restrictions regarding the disposal of sew
age sludge, an increasing share of thermal use of sewage sludge 
is to be expected. 

The application of gasification or pyrolysis processes in 
power plant technology using biofuel as feedstock could start 
with the co-feeding of a certain amount of biomass or sewage 
sludge together with the main fuel coal. To obtain information 
on the influence of biofuel on the pyrolysis process, pyrolysis 
of several fuel mixtures has been investigated. 

One aim of the research was to determine the impact of 
biomass and sewage sludge as co-feedstocks in coal pyrolysis 
processes. IVD studied the pyrolysis of biomass together with 
a high volatile coal as main fuel. The experiments were carried 
out in a small-scale electrically heated entrained flow reactor. 

The main parameters to be investigated were the wall temper
ature of the pyrolysis reactor (up to 1200°C) and the coal/ 
biofuel ratio. It was expected that the high reactivity of the 
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biomass would result in a higher yield of pyrolysis gas. An 
effect on the production of tar components was also expected. 
The test runs have provided information about fuel conversion 
efficiency, pyrolysis gas and tar yield, composition of pyrolysis 
gas and tar, and fuel nitrogen distribution between pyrolysis 
gas, tar, and char. 

The same experiments have been carried out with a mixture 
of sewage sludge and high volatile coal. 

Another part of the research was also to determine suitable 
pyrolysis char compositions for further use in different pro
cesses with simultaneous generation of a pyrolysis gas with a 
high NOx reducing potential. Detailed results of the investiga
tions using pyrolysis gas from coal [5] , sewage sludge [6] , or 
biomass [7] for NO„ reduction are published elsewhere. To get 
information about the path of different feedstock components 
during pyrolysis the quality and quantity of pyrolysis char de
pending on temperature has been analyzed [ 8 ] . 

Test Facility Description 
The BTS (Brennstofftrennstufung/fuel splitting and reburn-

ing) test facility is a joint development by the Institut fiir 
Verfahrenstechnik und Dampfkesselwesen (IVD) and the 
Saarbergwerke AG, Saarbriicken, a German coal mining com
pany and utility. The plant has been built to investigate possibil
ity of simultaneously minimizing NOx formation and reducing 
NOx levels formed during the combustion of pulverized hard 
coal. The process separates coal into volatiles and residual char. 
These are burned in a fuel staged combustion with char as 
primary fuel and volatiles as reburn fuel. Results of these inves
tigations are published for example in [9] . Pyrolysis gas from 
solid fuels can either be produced in an entrained flow pyrolysis 
reactor (50 kWlh) or in a fluidized bed reactor (50 kWth). For 
investigations on NOx reduction and reburn efficiency the gener
ated pyrolysis gas is injected into the reduction zone of a pulver
ized fuel combustion reactor (50 kWth) after the solid pyrolysis 
residuals are separated from the pyrolysis gas in a hot gas 
filtration unit. 

The presented pyrolysis results have been gained from experi
ments at a bench scale entrained flow reactor (total height 2400 
mm). The pyrolysis test facility consists of a fuel feeding unit, 
the pyrolysis reactor and a hot gas filtration. A flow schematic 
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Fig. 1 Flow schematic of the entrained flow pyrolysis reactor at IVD 

is shown in Fig. 1. The fuel, dosed by a gravimetric feeding 
unit with a capacity of 1 to 5 kg/h of fuel, enters the reactor 
through a water cooled burner where it is united with the carrier 
gas (nitrogen), which is preheated to reactor temperature 
(400°C to 1200°C). The reaction pipe (CrNi-steel) has a length 
of 2000 mm, an inner diameter of 94 mm and is electrically 
heated (30 kWd) to a maximum reactor temperature of about 
1200°C. The hot gas filtration unit consists of an ash hopper, a 
cyclone, and a ceramic candle filter. All pipes are heated up to 
400°C to avoid tar condensing. 

An important criterion in running a pyrolysis reactor is the 
residence time of the fuel in the reaction zone. Sinking velocities 
of different particles compared with the gas velocity of the 
laminar flow in the reaction tubes are determined according to 
[10], The results show that coal and sewage sludge particles 
(d5o » 40 /zm) follow the gas stream in good compliance, so 
the residence time can be determined by calculating the gas 
velocity at different operation conditions. Biomass particles 
have a shorter residence time because of their greater size; their 
sinking velocity is higher than that of coal particles. Table 1 
shows the residence time of pulverized coal and the gas velocity 
depending on the reactor temperature. The inert gas volume 
was the same in all test runs, the total gas volume at operating 
conditions contained generated pyrolysis gas as well as the inert 
carrier gas. 

A further criterion are the heating rates of fuel particles in 
the reactor. Figure 2 contains calculated particle temperatures 
for coal (particle diameter 100 ^m) for different reaction tem
peratures (according to [11]). The model describes a single 
particle in a laminar flow, with no relative velocity against the 
carrier medium. 

Figure 2 shows that the particles reach their final temperature 
after about 40 ms to 50 ms. 

Sampling System Description. The pyrolysis gases CO, 
C0 2 , H2, CmHn, and 0 2 were constantly connected on-line to 
the sampling system for all test runs. The sampling point was 
located at the end of the reaction tube. In addition to the analysis 
by the on-line sampling system, the gases were analyzed by a 
Unicam gas chromatographic analyzer for H2 (TCD), C1( C2, 
C3, and CJ+ hydrocarbons (FID). 

Table 1 Residence time of pulverized coal particles and gas velocity in 
the pyrolysis reactor at different reaction temperatures 
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Fig. 2 Calculated particle temperatures [11] 

To determine the different tar components in the pyrolysis 
gas, a tar sampling system has been installed. The sampling 
systems was situated after a short, heated and insulated stainless 
steel line, which was located at the gas sampling point. A flat 
filter (ceramic fiber paper) is used to condense heavy tars and 
tar aerosols. The filter is followed by an activated carbon car
tridge. After the sampling, filter and activated carbon were 
weighed and dissolved in dichlormethane for gas chromato
graphic analysis (GC-MS). 

The tar species are devided into two groups. The term heavy 
tars describes the sum of all species with a boiling point above 
about 200°C. These are all aromatic hydrocarbons with more 
than two benzene rings (naphthalene and above). The light tars 
are mainly benzene, toluene, and xylene. The boiling point of 
the compounds is below 200°C and the number of benzene rings 
does not exceed two. 

The analyzed char samples are collected from the hot gas 
cleaning unit. The coarse particles come from the ash hopper, 
the fine char particles from the hot gas cyclone. For proximate 
and ultimate analyses the two samples have been mixed. 

A detailed description of the test facility and the sampling 
system can be found in [8, 9, 12, 13]. 

Fundamentals 
Pyrolysis (or devolatilization) is a thermal decomposition of 

organic matter in an inert atmosphere. The process has been 
well known in coal refinement (e.g., carbonization) for a long 
time. Pyrolysis is also the first step in combustion. The pyrolysis 
product composition depends on the following: 

• process parameters (e.g., reaction pressure, temperature, 
heating rates) 

• fuel parameters (e.g. moisture, particle size, fuel composi
tion) 

Main reactions. Homogeneous and heterogeneous reac
tions in the pyrolysis process cause a changing product composi
tion, depending on the reaction temperature. The main reactions 
are 

• methane gasification: CH4 + H20 <=» CO + 3H2 

• water gas reaction: C + H20 & CO + H2 

• boudouard reaction: C + C0 2 «=> 2CO 
• methane decomposition: CH4 «=> C + 2H2 

The equations have their equilibrium on the right side with 
increasing temperatures. As shown, with higher temperatures 
more hydrogen and carbon monoxide are produced (Fig. 3) . 

Main Reaction Processes. In pyrolysis, the following main 
reaction processes are distinguishable [14]: 

• Primary processes. Products are formed in the fuel (solid 
phase) at low temperatures (water, carbon oxides, aliphates, 
oxygen containing carbon hydrogens). 
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Table 2 Analyses of feedstocks 
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Fig. 3 Equilibrium of different gasification reactions depending on the 
reaction temperature 

• Secondary processes. Products are formed in the gaseous 
phase out of primary products (especially by cracking). 

• Tertiary processes. New products are created at high tem
peratures by cracking secondary products or by repolymeriza-
tion to heavy aromatics (recombination). 

Coal Pyrolysis. Coal pyrolysis has been already investi
gated intensively for a long period. Therefore, in this paper only 
a small part of essential results (regarding the co-pyrolysis with 
other fuels) are presented. 

An essential reason for the different product yield in coal 
pyrolysis compared to biomass pyrolysis is the different molec
ular design of the fuels. Coal is formed by three-dimensional 
cross-linked macromolecules, in which smaller molecules are 
integrated. 

Different energies of chemical bondings are responsible for 
the different product formation in pyrolysis, depending on the 
reaction temperature. Initially, aliphatic bonds are broken at 
lower temperatures; with increasing temperature, thermal de
composition of aromatic bonds starts. 

Biomass Pyrolysis. The pyrolysis of biomass has several 
steps depending on the reaction temperature [15]. 

Between 100°C and approx. 400°C, the depolymerization of 
macromolecules starts, free and cellular water in the fuel is 
released. With higher temperatures hydrolysis reactions take 
place, molecules are cracked, and the quantity of pyrolysis prod
ucts increases rapidly, the fuel weight loss can reach 70 percent. 

At temperatures over 400°C, cracking of the pyrolysis prod
ucts in the gaseous phase form new products. At the same time, 
other products are recreated in the solid phase or near the solid 
phase by recombination [14, 16]. 

The structure of biomass and the ultimate analysis explain 
the different behaviour in devolatilization, compared to coal. 
Biomass contains more linear and weaker connected macromol-

Feedstock Gottelborn Swiss Combi straw 
hard coal sewage sludge biomass 

Proximate analyses [%dIy] 
fixed C 57.0 2.6 16.4 
volatile matter 33.9 51.0 77.7 
ash 9.1 46.4 5.9 

Ultimate analyses [%a,f] 
C 81.4 52.1 50.5 
H 5.6 7.7 4.8 
N 1.5 6.7 0.8 
S 1.0 2.1 0.1 
CI * 0.05 0.8 
O (diff.) 10.6 31.4 43.0 

Moisture ** [g/kg] 
Particle size 
djo [urn] 

5.3 

58.8 

2.3 

28.6 
1.5 

Ash [%) 
Si03 

A1203 

Fe:Oj 
CaO 
MgO 
K,0 
SOj 

42.3 
24.3 
11.3 
6.5 
4.1 
3.3 
6.6 

22.4 
9.0 
24.6 
12.5 
2.8 
0.8 
2.6 

52.6 
1.2 
1.2 
6.5 
3.0 
23.7 
1.1 

Heavy metals (mg/kga Ĵ 
Ba 

Pb 

Cd 

Cr 

Cu 

Ni 

Hg 
Zn 

1350 

530 

0.5 

308 

360 

290 

<5 

940 

195 

<20 

2.9 

330 

485 

76 

<5 

995 

90 
45 
3.0 
58 
85 
45 
<5 
125 

" not determined 1 as received, feedstock has been dried for experiments 

ecules than the highly cross-linked coal with its aromatic com
ponents. Photosynthesis is the basic step in the formation of 
biomass. An endothermic reaction creates glucose from carbon 
dioxide and water. In a second step, the main components cellu
lose, hemi-cellulose and lignin are created. 

Sewage Sludge Pyrolysis. It is not easy to give a clear 
description of the composition of sewage sludge. Sewage sludge 
is formed by organic and inorganic matter. The organic matter 
contains proteins, carbohydrates and lipids. The distribution of 
organic matter is approximately [17]; 20-30 percent proteins, 
10-30 percent lipids, and 10-15 percent carbohydrates. 

Unlike coal, sewage sludge is composed by long-chained 
aliphatic hydrocarbons, which are not cross-linked in a three-
dimensional model. Single molecules can reach large dimen
sions with a high molecular mass. The structure 
C372H7io0236N6iS3Cl2P6 of the organic matter in sewage sludge 
is suggested in [18]. 

0 700 800 9O0 1000 1100 1200 
reaction temperature [° C] 

Fig. 4 Total gas generation in hard coal pyrolysis 

Feedstocks 
Different fuels have been used in the pyrolysis test runs. 

Feedstock analyses are shown in Table 2. 

Results of Pyrolysis Experiments With Unmixed Fuels 

Coal Pyrolysis. 

Gaseous Components. All pyrolysis experiments have been 
carried out with one hard coal (type: Gottelborn, high volatile 
matter, Saarland, Germany). 

Figure 4 gives information about the total gas yield in coal 
pyrolysis. In the temperature range investigated, the gas yield 
increases with increasing reaction temperature. At high temper-
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Fig. 5 Devolatilization of hard coal, gaseous components 
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Fig. 8 Release of different elements in coal pyrolysis 
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Fig. 6 Tar generation (heavy and light fraction) in coal pyrolysis 

800 1000 

reaction temperature [BC] 

Fig. 9 Devolatilization of dried straw 

vol. matter I I devolat. 

800 1000 
reaction temperature [eC] 

Fig. 7 Proximate analysis of coal (raw material and residual char), val
ues related to ash content of raw fuel 

atures the mass curve flattens while there is an increasing vol
ume curve. This is caused by an increasing share of light pyroly
sis products at high temperatures. The gas production seems to 
reach a maximum in pyrolysis, if there is no gasification me
dium in the reaction zone. 

The gaseous species are shown in Fig. 5. Hydrocarbons have 
a production maximum between 800°C and 1000°C. Hydrogen 
shows a strong increase at temperatures higher than 800°C. At 
1200°C the hydrogen yield is about 0.43 m^orm/kgdaf> the share 
in the pyrolysis gas is nearly 70 percent. Carbon monoxide 
production also increases, together with the reaction tempera
ture. The formation is caused by oxygen in the fuel (10.5%/ 
kgdaf) and oxygen (0.05%/kgdaf) from air contained in the bulk 
material. 

Tar Components. Figure 6 shows the production of heavy 
and light tar species, depending on the reaction temperature. 
Heavy tar components decrease strongly with increasing tem
peratures. The generation of light tars shows a flatter curve, 
which also decreases strongly at high pyrolysis temperatures. 

Residual Char. Figure 7 shows the share of char compo
nents related to the share of ash in the raw material. In coal 
pyrolysis there is only a small decomposition of fixed C, but 

600 BOO 1000 

reaction temperature ['CI 

Fig. 10 Total gas generation 

almost a total devolatilization of volatile matter at 1200°C reac
tion temperature. 

Figure 8 contains the ultimate analyses of raw fuel and resid
ual char related to the share in raw fuel. These values give 
information about the release of different elements in coal pyro
lysis. All elements show an increasing release with increasing 
temperatures. The release of hydrogen and oxygen is more 
strongly influenced by the reaction temperature than that of 
nitrogen and sulfur. At 1200°C reaction temperature about 90 
percent of hydrogen, 55 percent of sulfur, 41 percent of carbon 
and 38 percent of nitrogen are released. 

Biomass Pyrolysis. 

Gaseous Components. Figure 9 shows the yield of the main 
components of straw. Carbon monoxide and hydrogen are gen
erated in a higher share with increasing reaction temperatures. 
Carbon monoxide production starts already at 400°C; hydrogen 
is significantly generated at temperatures higher than 800°C. 
Hydrocarbons are also produced at low temperatures and reach a 
maximum somewhat over 800°C. Carbon dioxide is not strongly 
influenced by the reaction temperature. 

The overall production of gaseous pyrolysis products is de
scribed in Fig. 10. As shown, at temperatures over 800°C the 
gas mass increases only a little; gas production is complete at 
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Table 3 Particle size and ash content of the different char samples 

Fig. 11 Tar production during straw pyrolysis 
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Fig. 12 Proximate analysis of straw (raw material and residual char), 
values related to ash content of raw fuel 
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Fig. 13 Behaviour of mineral ash components in char during straw py
rolysis 

about 1000°C reaction temperature. The gas volume increases 
strongly at high temperatures because of the change in the gas 
composition. Cracking reactions form lighter pyrolysis compo
nents. The yield of hydrogen in the pyrolysis gas increases 
rapidly at high reaction temperatures. 

Tar Components. Figure 11 gives information about the tar 
production of straw. At low temperatures, more heavy compo
nents are produced. Light tars are formed by cracking out of 
heavy components with higher temperatures and reach a maxi
mum between 800°C and 900°C. With further increasing tem
peratures, both tars, heavy and light, decrease rapidly. 

Residual Char. Figure 12 shows the devolatilization and 
residual char of straw. Investigations were carried out in a ther-
mobalance according to DIN 51718-DIN 51720. The results of 
the thermogravimetric measurements are related to the ash con
tent of the raw fuel. Straw shows a high devolatilization at low 
temperatures. 

The behavior of the main mineral ash components during the 
pyrolysis of straw, shown in Fig. 13, reveals in a decreasing 
share in the ash with increasing pyrolysis temperature. The char 
samples are devided into a coarse and a fine sample. The main 

char sample particle 
size 

share of 
sample 

[%] 

ash content 
[% dry] 

[urn] 

share of 
sample 

[%] raw 600°C 800°C 1000°C 1150°C 

coarse straw 
fine straw 

>150 
<150 

77-88 

12-23 

5.5 27.1 

41.5 
29.1 
40.4 

30.2 
40.7 

29.4 

33.6 

coarse sew. si. 
fine sew. si. 

>40 
<40 

85 
15 

46.6 73.6 
70.5 

81.6 
82.3 

90.1 
90.3 

98.8 
99.4 

difference between those particles is the residence time in pyrol
ysis gas atmosphere and in the trace heated hot gas filtration 
unit. In contrast to the results of the sewage sludge pyrolysis 
the composition of the char from straw pyrolysis depends on 
the size of the char particles and thus on the residence time in 
pyrolysis gas atmosphere and in hot environment. 

Table 3 shows the particle sizes and the ash contents of the 
analyzed samples. The higher share of ash in fine particles might 
come from ongoing devolatilization in the hot gas filtration unit. 
The share of calcium decreases in both straw char samples with 
decrease of the temperature. The higher calcium content in fine 
particles may come from reactions with some pyrolysis gas 
components, like recombination of carbonates. A major potas
sium release during straw pyrolysis takes place above 800°C. 
Particles with a longer residence time in pyrolysis gas atmo
sphere have less potassium and sodium in the ash due to further 
release and reactions with pyrolysis gas components, especially 
chlorine. 

Figure 14 shows the release of chlorine, nitrogen, and sulfur 
during the straw pyrolysis. There is no distinct influence of the 
reaction temperature above 600°C for all three components. 25 
percent of nitrogen and 55 percent of chlorine stay in solid 
pyrolysis residues. 

Sewage Pyrolysis. 

Gaseous Components. Total gas generation in sewage 
sludge pyrolysis is comparable to that of biomass pyrolysis. At 
high temperatures there is nearly total release of organic matter; 
therefore, mass release flattens at a high temperature while the 
volume release increases. 

Figure 15 presents the gaseous compounds in sewage sludge 
pyrolysis. Hydrocarbons show a maximum between 800CC and 
900°C. This is comparable to other fuels. As in biomass pyroly
sis, the release of hydrogen starts at about 600°C and strongly 
increases at temperatures higher than 800°C because of cracking 
reactions. Carbon monoxide shows a strong increase with in
creasing reaction temperatures, too. Carbon dioxide seems to 
have a small production maximum between 800°C and 900°C. 

Tar Components. As expected, tar production and distribu
tion is influenced by the reaction temperatures. The tendency 
for tar formation is similar to those in biomass pyrolysis. Figure 
16 shows the tar production in sewage sludge pyrolysis at differ
ent reaction temperatures as determined by weighting. Total tar 

r—chlorine 
'--nitrogen 
^"sulphur 

• • • . . . » 
" • » - • — • — • 

raw 
material 

800 1000 
reaction temperature [*C) 

Fig. 14 Behaviour of CI, N, and S in char during straw pyrolysis 
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Fig. 15 Gaseous components in sewage sludge pyrolysis 
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Fig. 18 Behaviour of mineral ash components in char during sewage 
sludge pyrolysis 
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Fig. 16 Tar production in sewage sludge pyrolysis 
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Fig. 17 Proximate analysis of sewage sludge (raw material and residual 
char), values related to ash content of raw fuel 

release is about 280 g/kgfuei,daf at 600°C and about 10 g/kg at 
1200°C. Light tar species show a production maximum between 
800°C and 900°C. This is comparable to biomass and coal pyrol
ysis. Heavy tar components decrease with increasing reaction 
temperatures. 

Residual Char. Sewage sludge shows a high devolatiliza-
tion at low temperatures. At 400°C reaction temperature, about 
80 percent of organic matter (volatiles and fixed C) is trans
formed into gas or tar products. 

At 1200°C reaction temperature, there is nearly total release 
of organic compounds in sewage sludge pyrolysis. Figure 17 
shows results of the proximate analysis related to the ash content 
of raw fuel. 

In sewage sludge pyrolysis, there is no release of the main 
mineral ash components in the investigated range of temperature 
(Fig. 18). The differences between coarse and fine particles are 
listed in Table 3. 

There is no distinct decrease of lead and manganese in the 
coarse nor in the fine particles during the pyrolysis of sewage 
sludge, shown in Fig. 19. The release of lead starts depending 
on the lead containing compounds in the ash above 1200°C in 
reducing atmosphere. Zinc decreases steadily with increasing 

800 1000 
reaction temperature [*C] 

Fig. 19 Behaviour of heavy metals in char during sewage sludge py
rolysis 

temperature. A slightly higher concentration in fine particles 
comes from condensation of heavy metals on the particles in 
the hot gas filtration unit, which is trace heated only to 400°C. 

Results of Co-Pyrolysis Experiments 
Co-pyrolysis test runs have been carried out with coal to

gether with straw and sewage sludge, which are of interest for 
use in co-gasification. Studies have been focused on particular 
reactions which are caused by co-pyrolysis effects and not only 
by blending effects of the fuel mixtures. To obtain information 
on product generation, temperature was varied from 800°C to 
1100CC (100 K steps) in experiments with sewage sludge, and 
from 800°C to 1000°C in test runs with straw. 

Rules of Mixture. 

c = (alOO*fll -f- M00*M)/100 

r = (m - c)/c, 

where c = calculated result; a 100 = measurement in unmixed 
pyrolysis of fuel a; a 1 = share (percent) of fuel a in the mixture 
in co-pyrolysis; b = fuel b\ r = related result; m = measure
ment. 

Co-Pyrolysis of Coal and Straw. 

Gaseous and Solid Pyrolysis Products. Figure 20 shows 
gaseous and solid pyrolysis products in the co-pyrolysis of straw 
and coal at 800°C. 

Analysis results are related to calculations according to rule 
of mixture (left axis = r\ 100 percent coal and 100 percent 
straw are equal 1). The expected values for mixed fuels should 
be 1, if there are no special effects caused by co-pyrolysis. 

Figure 20 shows that all measured values (devolatilization 
= fuel input-char production) are in a range of about ±10 
percent. This range describes the average deviation of mass 
balances in pyrolysis experiments. The result of residual char 
production and pyrolysis gas generation in co-pyrolysis test runs 
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Fig. 20 Gaseous components and devolatilization in co-pyrolysis of coal 
and straw at 800°C reaction temperature 

Fig. 23 Heavy tars in co-pyrolysis of coal and straw 
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Fig. 25 Gaseous components and devolatilization in co-pyrolysis of coal 
and sewage sludge at 1100°C reaction temperature 

with coal and straw shows that there are only effects caused by 
rules of mixtures. 

In Fig. 21, results are presented for test runs at 1000°C. 
These figures show that devolatilization (and therefore char 
production) is not influenced by synergetic effects caused by 
co-pyrolysis. All analysis results are in a range of approx. ±10 
percent around the value, which is given by the rules of mixture. 

Tar Products. If no influence on pyrolysis gas generation 
and residual char production exists, no effect on tar production 
due to the mass balance should be expected. Figure 22 and Fig. 
23 show the measured tar production in the co-pyrolysis of coal 
and straw. Quantitative tar measurements are not easy to make 
and imply a certain measurement deviation. All measured values 
are roughly on a line. If those values are connected with a linear 
regression, there are points over and under the regression line. 
Therefore, it is expected that the investigations on tar production 
in co-pyrolysis of coal and straw in the range of the tested 
parameters are not influenced by special effects caused by the 
fuel blending. 

Co-Pyrolysis of Coal and Sewage Sludge. 

Gaseous and Solid Pyrolysis Products. Unlike co-pyrolysis 
of coal and straw, test runs with fuel mixtures (coal and sewage 

sludge) show that a combined pyrolysis has an influence on 
product yield and product distribution. Figure 24 and Fig. 25 
contain measurements of pyrolysis gas (mass and volume) and 
devolatilization (=fuel input-residual char). Again, all values 
are related to calculations according to the rules of mixture. 

In all measurements, the devolatilization is smaller than 1, 
inducing a higher residual char than the calculation predicts. 
This effect weakens with increasing temperatures. In all cases, 
gas values (mass and volume) are also less than 1; this is caused 
by the influence of the fuel mixtures on pyrolysis. Related re
sults of the mass of gas are usually smaller than results of gas 
volume. 

It seems that, together with an increasing reaction tempera
ture, the difference between gas mass and gas volume is increas
ing. This must be caused by a change in pyrolysis gas product 
distribution. 

Tar Products. Tar measurements in co-pyrolysis test runs 
of coal/sewage sludge mixtures are shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 
27. It should be considered that quantitative tar measurements 
are not of the accuracy of gas or char measurements. 

All tar values determined in co-pyrolysis of coal and sewage 
sludge are similar, thus precluding any definitive conclusions 
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Fig. 27 Light tars in co-pyrolysis of coal and sewage sludge 
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Fig. 28 Mass balance in co-pyrolysis of coal and straw 

as to the effect of feedstock mixture. Figure 26 contains mea
surements of heavy tars. It seems that all setpoints are more or 
less on a line between the unmixed fuels. No strong influence 
of co-pyrolysis on heavy tar production appears to exist. 

Figure 27 shows light tar measurements. The values measured 
at the setpoints do not greatly differ from a connecting line 
between the unmixed fuels. But if tar measurements of all test 
series are connected with a polynomial regression, it appears 
that light tar generation in mixed fuel test runs may be lower 
than expected. Thus, light tar generation could be influenced by 
co-pyrolysis of coal and sewage sludge. This could be possible 
because there exists an influence on gas generation in these test 
runs (shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25) and behaviour of light 
tars could be similar to that of the gaseous fraction. 

Total Balance in Co-Pyrolysis. Figure 28 and Fig. 29 
show summarized measurements of co-pyrolysis experiments 
(coal/straw and coal/sewage sludge) at 800°C. All measured 
values have a symbol. Reaction water determination was per
formed by means of oxygen balances only with unmixed fuels. 
The figures show that a satisfactory mass balance exists for all 
set points. Deviation in the mass balance in both figures is less 
than 10 percent. Figure 29 (co-pyrolysis of coal and sewage 
sludge) demonstrates the increasing yield of char in those test 
runs, that are influenced by the fuel mixtures, in contrast to Fig. 

— w — reaction water 

0 r . — , _ _ — — _ i 
0 25 SO 75 100 

percent coal 

Fig. 29 Mass balance in co-pyrolysis of coal and sewage sludge 

28 describing the co-pyrolysis of coal and straw. (Dotted lines 
are expected values.) 

The following model could help to explain the measured 
effects. Both straw and sewage sludge are high volatile fuels. 
The high devolatilization rate even at low reaction temperatures 
is caused partly by the internal structure of biomass and sewage 
sludge (no highly cross-linked molecules). Therefore devolatil
ization of both fuels should not necessarily be influenced, if 
there is any other fuel in the reaction zone for co-pyrolysis. The 
start of straw pyrolysis is delayed compared to that of sewage 
sludge; this is due to the different particle size. 

On the other hand, coal contains a lower amount of volatile 
matter and has a highly crosslinked structure. This is one reason 
for the general requirement of higher temperatures in coal pyrol
ysis. 

It seems possible that coal pyrolysis is influenced by the 
reaction atmosphere, generated in co-pyrolysis. In the co-pyrol
ysis of coal and sewage sludge, the sludge degases much faster 
than coal because of the structure of sewage sludge and its 
small particle (sewage sludge d$a = 40 /xm, hard coal d50 = 60 
^m). The coal pyrolysis taking place afterwards in the reaction 
tube occurs in a different atmosphere, compared to the baseline 
tests. 

In the co-pyrolysis of coal and straw, straw particles show 
delayed degasing compared to the coal particles. It was also 
noted that, during co-combustion tests, straw particles ignited 
after coal particles in the combustion chamber [1]. Therefore, 
the devolatilization of coal in pyrolysis test runs with biomass 
feedstock happened in an inert atmosphere and was not dis
turbed by gaseous products from the straw. The straw devolatil
ization that follows in the inert atmospheric thus formed does 
not seem to be strongly influenced by this. 

To obtain more detailed information about the model de
scribed, it could be useful to carry out investigations in a reactor 
with staged fuel feeding. First experiments could be done by 
investigating co-pyrolysis with a view to the residence time of 
the mixed feedstocks, using a probe for profile measurements. 

Conclusions 
Increasing reaction temperatures result in a higher devolatil

ization for all fuels. Biomass shows a devolatilization of approx. 
80 percentdry at 1200°C. Hard coal shows a weight loss of ap
proximately 45-50 percent (dry) at the same temperature. Sew
age sludge devolatilization is also approximately 50 percent 
(dry) at 1200°C; this is nearly a total release of organic matter 
because of the high ash content (approximately 50 percent 
(dry)) in sewage sludge. 

Gaseous hydrocarbons have a production maximum at about 
800°C reaction temperature for all feedstocks. Carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen are increasingly formed at high pyrolysis temper
atures due to gasification reactions. Mineral elements are re
leased during straw pyrolysis, but within the hot gas filtration 
unit further recombination reactions and condensation of ele
ments on particles take place. There is no release of mineral 
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elements during sewage sludge pyrolysis and only a slight re
lease of heavy metals at high pyrolysis temperatures. 

The effect of co-pyrolysis depends on the feedstocks used in 
association with the particle size. Pyrolysis of coal and straw 
show no particular influence, as a result of fuel blending. This 
may be due to the delayed devolatilization of straw compared 
with coal. Co-pyrolysis of coal and sewage sludge has an influ
ence on char, gas and tar production. The yield of char increases 
with mixed feedstocks. This effect weakens with increasing 
temperatures. Gaseous products are lower than predicted by the 
rules of mixture. Light tars also seem to be less. This behavior 
may be caused by rapid sewage sludge devolatilization in the 
entrained flow reactor, followed by the coal devolatilization, 
which is influenced by the reaction atmosphere thus created. 

To obtain detailed information on effects of co-pyrolysis or 
co-gasification it seems necessary to focus research on devolatil
ization velocity of the baseline fuels and on the influence of 
reaction atmosphere on the unblended feedstocks. 
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A Small Scale Biomass Fueled 
Gas Turbine Engine 
A new generation of small scale (less than 20 MWe) biomass fueled, power plants 
are being developed based on a gas turbine (Brayton cycle) prime mover. These 
power plants are expected to increase the efficiency and lower the cost of generating 
power from fuels such as wood. The new power plants are also expected to economi
cally utilize annual plant growth materials (such as rice hulls, cotton gin trash, nut 
shells, and various straws, grasses, and animal manures) that are not normally 
considered as fuel for power plants. This paper summarizes the new power generation 
concept with emphasis on the engineering challenges presented by the gas turbine 
component. 

Biomass Power Plant Rationale 
Many entities worldwide greatly desire improved and more 

economic methods for using and/or disposing of biomass in 
the course of generating electricity. At present, the amount of 
useable power being produced from biomass is very small rela
tive to the biomass resources available for this use. If there is 
such a desire to employ biomass power and there are vast bio
mass resources for fueling biomass power plants, why do we 
not see rapid development of this industry? First, any proposed 
biomass power plant has to compete with other power supply 
options. In the majority of cases the only other option is power 
supplied by a fossil fueled power plant. Power supplied by a 
fossil fueled power plant can be very economical. It is economi
cal because it is reliable, uses the latest in power plant technol
ogy (e.g., an efficient gas turbine engine combined with the 
steam cycle), can be installed relatively quickly, can be built 
on both a small and large scale, and is well known by the finance 
community. Fossil fuels are currently abundant and available at 
a reasonable price in many parts of the world. Second, biomass 
power plants rely on less efficient boiler/steam turbine technol
ogy, have a higher installed price per kWe, and draw on fuel 
supplies that are bulkier, less homogeneous, and more difficult 
to fire and handle than fossil fuels (especially relative to oil 
and natural gas which are not solids). 

The major reasons for consideration of the biomass power 
option are as follows: (1) disposal of biomass waste combined 
with the production of electricity and heat, (2) power production 
from abundant indigenous biomass resources, (3) power for re
mote locations rich in biomass resources, and (4) it is a renewable 
energy option. This option has been chosen for many applications. 
In the U.S. there is an estimated 6000 MWe of wood-based gener
ating capacity that is dispatchable (NEOS, 1992). The amount 
of power that could be generated from biomass resources is much 
greater, especially considering the worldwide market. But to effec
tively capture this underutilized renewable resource requires a 
new generation of biomass power plants. 

This paper briefly describes development of a new generation 
biomass power plant with emphasis on the modifications re
quired of the gas turbine generator component to accept hot 
low energy gas. 

Technical Path for Producing Electricity From Bio
mass 

There are numerous decisions to be made when choosing a 
path for producing electricity from biomass. The path Cratech 
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has chosen is shown in the simplified block diagram of Fig. 1. 
The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows a pressurized air-blown fluid 
bed reactor with fuel injection from a biomass pressurization 
and metering unit. The air is supplied to the reactor from a 
booster compressor which in turn is fed from the turbine com
pressor final stage. The product gas is passed through a hot gas 
clean-up system followed by injection into the turbine combus-
tor. Electricity is produced from the generator which is powered 
by the output shaft of the gas turbine. Also, shown is a heat 
recovery steam generator (HRSG) that can be added if desired. 
The gasification system of Fig. 1 has been tested with the results 
reported in (Craig 1996). Cratech is projecting to have an op
erating power plant as shown in Fig. 1 (excluding the HRSG) 
by the fourth quarter of 1998. Many hours of further testing 
will be required before the unit can be offered for sale. This 
path is a promising option for cost effective production of elec
tricity from the largest variety of biomass materials. This system 
takes advantage of the higher practical thermodynamic effi
ciency of the Brayton cycle over the Rankin cycle. 

Gumz (1950) is the earliest reference found describing the 
concept of combining a pressurized gasifier with a gas turbine 
engine, although Gumz himself references an earlier work pro
posing this concept. He also states that the combination could 
certainly benefit from future development of pressurized hot 
gas cleaning to avoid excessive turbine blade wear. Gumz was 
speaking of coal-fueled plants but the concept is similar when 
using biomass as fuel. Currently, similar concepts are being 
developed for using biomass as fuel in Hawaii (Wiant et al., 
1997), Sweden (Skog, 1993), Finland (McKeough and Kur-
kela, 1993), Minnesota (DeLong et al., 1995), Europe (Ma-
niatis and Ferrero, 1995), and other locations. 

The Cratech system can operate at a maximum design pres
sure of 13.8 atm (1353 kPa), at a feed rate of 2 tonnes (2.2 
tons) per hour of wood, and at a gasification temperature just 
below 730°C (1346°F). The gas is maintained at, or just below, 
this temperature to retain valuable sensible energy and prevent 
condensation of the tars. In this state, the solid particles are 
removed from the gas by a hot, dry gas cleaning system. The 
gas is then directed into the combustion chamber of a gas turbine 
engine. This path has the following notable benefits: it avoids 
ash softening temperatures before the ash is removed, thus 
avoiding ash slagging problems; it retains the sensible energy 
in the gas, which helps maintain overall system efficiency; wet 
scrubbers are not used, therefore, no wastewater will have to 
be treated; the tars will remain in a vapor state, avoiding tar 
sticking and corrosion problems; the chemical energy contained 
in the tar will be recovered as the hot vaporized tar is burned; 
and no catalyst or higher temperatures are needed for tar de
struction before combustion. 
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Fig. 1 Cratech's chosen path for producing electricity from biomass 

Pressurized operation allows for higher heat rates per square 
area of the reactor, reduces the size of the hot gas clean-up 
system, and eliminates the need for compression of the gas prior 
to injection into the gas turbine. Direct, or air, gasification was 
chosen over indirect gasification to reduce the overall complex
ity of the system. Steam is not required for fluidization, and 
minimizing steam use cuts down on latent heat losses. 

There are barriers to overcome with this path. Most prominent 
are feeding biomass into a pressure vessel, developing hot gas 
cleanup, low carbon conversion efficiency at low gasification 
temperatures, alkali vapors in the fuel gas, and fueling a gas 
turbine engine with a hot low energy gas. These barriers are 
worth overcoming to obtain the significant advantages cited 
above. This paper does not discuss Cratech's methods or efforts 
for overcoming all the barriers as it is focused on the gas turbine 
component of the power plant. 

Table 1 LCV gas composition 

Component % mole fraction 

H2 10.4 

CH4 3.0 

C2H4 1.0 

C2H6 0.3 

CO 17.0 

co2 15.3 

N2 41.0 

H20 12.0 

Gas Turbine Engine Modifications 
Low calorific value (LCV) gas will fuel the gas turbine. 

Table 1 contains the LCV gas composition and Table 2 contains 
the LCV gas characteristics as produced from cotton gin trash 
fuel. Figure 2 is a block schematic of the gas turbine and its 
fuel control scheme. Table 3 contains the corresponding mass 
flow rate at each station identified in Fig. 2. 

The Cratech gasification system is capable of fueling a tur
bine of 1500 kWe output with a maximum pressure ratio of 
about 11.0; however, the initial gas turbine combustion test will 
be performed with a Solar Spartan turbine rated at 225 kWe 
with a pressure ratio of 4.0. This small gas turbine generator 
package will provide for economical fuel system and combustor 
modification, and subsequent testing. 

An Engineering Challenge. One major challenge to over
come in making this type of power plant possible is designing 
a gas turbine fuel and combustion system that will accept and 
burn hot LCV gas. An EGT Typhoon gas turbine has been 
designed to operate on gas of 5 MJ/scm (134 Btu/scf) at a 

Table 2 LCV gas characteristics 

Molecular weight: 26.2 

Gas temperature: 700°C (1292°F) 

Chemical energy of gas: 5.18 MJ/scm (139 Btu/scf) 

Sensible energy of gas: 1.05 MJ/scm (28 Btu/scf) 

Solid particle concentration < 6 ppmw with max particle 
size of 3 um 

Tar content was not measured. 
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Table 3 Approximate relative mass flow rates at station points identified in Fig. 2 

Station Description as a ratio of nil 

1 m,= compressor inlet mass flow m,/m,= 1 

2 m2= compressor discharge mentis 1 

2g m2g= air supply to gasifier m2g/m,= 0.10 

2p m2p= fuel premix air m y m ^ min of 0.00, max of 0.14 

3 m3= air supply to combustor m3/m,= min of 0.76, max of 0.90 

4 m4= produced fuel gas flow rn4/m,= 0.14 

5 m5= hot gas flow to turbine m.5/m,= 1.04 

6 nv= turbine outlet flow nVnii= 1.04 

fuel injection temperature of 400°C (752°F) (Mina et al., 1994). 
Westinghouse is planning to fuel a 25 IB 12 gas turbine with 5 
MJ/scm (134 Btu/scf) LCV gas at an injection temperature 
of 550°C (1022°F) (Stambler, 1997). Cratech plans to fuel a 
modified Solar Spartan gas turbine with 5 MJ/scm (134 Btu/ 
scf) LCV gas at a fuel injection temperature of 700°C (1292°F). 
This challenge consists of designing a suitable fuel delivery 
system and an LCV gas combustor. 

LCV Gas Delivery and Injection System. The EGT and 
Westinghouse turbines receive biomass-derived LCV gas from 
gasification systems very similar to that shown in Fig. 1. How
ever, the systems are apparently targeted for power plants in 
the 20 MWe and greater power range. Cratech is developing 
biomass power plants for the 20 MWe and less power range 
market. The larger systems may benefit from the increased com
plexity of employing a heat recovery steam generator to lower 
the LCV gas temperature and thus receive the benefits of lower 
temperature LCV gas fuel injection. The steam produced from 
hot gas cooling can be used effectively in a combined cycle 
application. But if this power concept is to be applied in smaller 
sizes (as low as 1 MWe) and in simple cycle operation, it would 
be desirable from a thermal efficiency standpoint to inject the 

LCV gas directly into the gas turbine combustor without LCV 
gas cooling. 

Designing a fuel gas delivery and injection system that can 
handle the high temperature LCV gas is a major engineering 
challenge. Careful attention must be paid to selection of valves 
and materials that can handle the high temperatures and pres
sures. Valves VI and V2 of Figure 2 have been selected and 
are included in the test program. Valve VI is an on/off or 
blocking valve. This valve closes in the event of overspeed of 
the turbine shaft, over temperature of the turbine inlet gas, or 
emergency shutdown. Valve V2 is the fuel gas control valve 
and operates in relation to the turbine shaft speed. This valve 
will be required to operate at high temperatures while control
ling the fuel flow required to maintain a constant shaft speed 
over the entire power range of the generator. Cratech will collect 
data on technical performance and cost effectiveness of the 
valves. 

LCV Gas Combustion. Fueling gas turbine engines with 
LCV gas is not unprecedented. One of the most common appli
cations in the past was use of off gases from a blast furnace to 
fuel gas turbines. Palmer (1976) discusses this application and 
the modifications required to successfully burn this gas in tur-

LCVGas 
See Table 1 
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Fig. 2 Gas turbine fuel control scheme 
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Fig. 3 Depiction of LCV gas fuel injector and combustor arrangement 

bine engines. Beginning in the late 1970s, there has been a great 
deal of work on burning LCV coal gas in gas turbine engines. 
From this experience, gas turbine manufactures have confidence 
that biomass derived LCV gas can be successfully burned in 
gas turbine engines. EGT (Mina et al., 1994) and Westinghouse 
(Stambler, 1997) are examples of this confidence. 

Most large industrial gas turbines have large combustion 
chambers with the volume necessary to support combustion of 
LCV gas once the fuel delivery and injection system has been 
modified. The Spartan is a much smaller turbine than any that 
has been fueled with biomass derived LCV gas to date; how
ever, it will be possible to fuel this small turbine with an exten
sively modified combustion chamber. Figure 3 is a simplified 
depiction of the nozzle and combustor arrangement designed 
by Cratech for this turbine. Several parameters were considered 
when designing the turbine combustor for burning LCV gas. 
One of the most important parameters is the pressure drop across 
the combustor. The objective is to maintain and promote stable 
combustion with a combustor pressure drop of approximately 
4 percent. With this arrangement, Cratech will learn how best 
to fuel small combustors with hot biomass derived LCV gas. 

Diesel fuel will be used for startup in the conventional man
ner. The initial test runs will be conducted under no load condi
tions. LCV fuel gas will gradually be fed to the combustor, and 
the flow of diesel fuel will be gradually cut back. It is expected 
that the diesel fuel can be completely shut off and the turbine 
will operate totally on LCV gas. When stable combustion is 
occurring with 100 percent LCV gas under no load conditions, 
the process will be repeated under gradually increasing load 
conditions until the goal of 100 percent load with 100 percent 
LCV gas is reached. With a fuel delivery and combustion sys
tem properly operating, the next step would be a 100 h test run 
to check for any seriously detrimental effects from solid parti

cles or possible alkali attack on the gas turbine blades. The 
gasification system has been designed so that alkalis remain in 
solid form and exit with the filter ash. The hot gas filtration 
system is expected to remove more than enough particulate 
matter to protect the turbine blades. Once the power plant dem
onstrates satisfactory operation for short periods of time, Cra
tech plans to relocate the plant to a commercial site for long 
term endurance and reliability testing. 

The successful completion of such an ambitious gas turbine 
development program will bring the new generation of small 
scale biomass power plants much closer to technical, economic, 
and commercial reality. 
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An Investigation of the 
Formation and Venting of 
Flammable Mixtures Formed 
Within Liquid Fuel Vessels 
The paper describes results of a parametric study obtained while using an analytical 
model described earlier (Bunama and Karim, 1997b) investigating the combined 
effects of mass, energy, and momentum transfer with variable transport and thermody
namic properties on the formation of fuel vapor-air mixtures above a stagnant liquid 
fuel surface within the confines, of a vertical cylindrical vessel. This was done mainly 
to examine the establishment of the formation of flammable mixtures and their changes 
in size and location with time within liquid fuel tanks that are partially empty. The 
effects of changes in the ambient and wall temperatures, presence of liquid on the 
walls and vessel geometry were considered. Moreover, the results of a corresponding 
experimental investigation are presented. Much of the data relates to the high volatil
ity fuel n-pentane that represents the lighter fuel fractions in commercial fuels which 
through their early evaporation contribute much to the fire hazards in fuel tanks. 

Introduction 
The subject of ensuring the safety of fuel storage and handling 

facilities in gas turbine installations remains of paramount im
portance. Transient changes in key influencing parameters, such 
as temperature and fuel vapor concentration distributions that 
commonly occur as a matter of course in liquid fuel containers 
may increase the fire hazard. Moreover, the question of limiting 
the release of fuel vapor components into the immediate sur
roundings of fuel containers is equally of increasing significance 
and concern. Numerous interacting parameters that result from 
the transient changes in the local conditions or specific features 
of design, control the phenomena involved in a complex and 
often unknown manner. There is a need to understand better 
the nature of these processes and identify the potential and 
extent of fire hazards so as to develop effective guidelines for 
their control. Full scale testing of fuel tanks to assess their fire 
hazard or evaporative emissions, apart from being too expensive 
and time consuming is specific to a set of configurations. It 
would not account adequately for the contribution of numerous 
influencing factors to the associated transient phenomena in
volved. Obviously, comprehensive models that can describe 
reliably the events that take place within liquid fuel tanks can 
serve as a useful tool for dealing with the corresponding issues 
of fire hazards and safety. 

Fire hazards within liquid fuel tanks that are partially empty 
relate closely to the transient processes of vaporization and 
convective mixing of the vapor produced off the liquid fuel 
surfaces with the overlaying atmosphere of air. Of particular 
concern is the possible formation of a flammable atmosphere 
within such containers for part of the time and the subsequent 
slow release of fuel vapor into the outside atmosphere when 
the tank is left either fully or partially open to the outside. There 
is a need to establish whether a flammable region will be formed 
within a tank and how it may develop in size and location 
with time. Moreover, how much time is subsequently needed 
to render the whole contents of the vessel too rich in fuel vapor 
to fail supporting a flame. 
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Analytical studies of the transport processes involving the 
simultaneous presence of differences in temperature and varia
tions in concentration in confined spaces in which a lighter gas 
is overlaying a heavy vapor tends to be few since they are 
computationally demanding (Cussler, 1992). Markham and Ro-
senberger (1980) used a two-dimensional model and considered 
the concentration and velocity profiles of liquid vapor of a 
molecular weight greater than air (Benzene). Their study was 
limited to a steady state, constant property and isothermal mass 
transfer. 

Bunama and Karim (1997a) modeled the formation and mix
ing of liquid fuel vapor with the overlaying air within a vertical 
circular cylindrical tanks. The diffusive flow of air towards the 
interface from a higher concentration at the ambient produces 
a balancing outward convective flow of air and vapor away 
from the interface. This results in an enhanced diffusion and 
accelerated spread of the vapor. 

The negative solutal buoyancy and cooling at the interface 
both tend to act as suppressants to the flow field, but convective 
transfer tends to have a noticeable role, especially at the early 
stages of the diffusion process when the space above the liquid 
surface is not yet saturated with the vapor. Moreover, a local 
positive thermal buoyancy occurring near the vessel walls such 
as due to a higher wall temperature relative to a cooler interface, 
enhances the mass transfer processes. In order to understand 
and describe such complex transient formation of fuel vapour-
air mixtures typically within the confines of a cylindrical vessel, 
a comprehensive analytical model that includes the effects of 
convection, temperature gradients and variations in transport 
properties was described by Bunama and Karim (1997b). 

The present contribution describes results of a parametric 
study obtained while using this analytical model, with the objec
tive of investigating the combined effects of convection, energy 
transport, and variable properties on the formation of fuel vapor-
air mixtures above a liquid fuel surface within the confines of 
a vertical cylindrical container. The effects of changes in ambi
ent and wall temperatures, presence of liquid traces on the walls 
and vessel geometry on the transient formation of these mixtures 
can be made. In parallel with the analytical model the results 
of a corresponding experimental investigation is made. The rela
tively high volatility «-Pentane was chosen to represent the 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the cylindrical vessel arrangement 
considered in the experiments and modeling 

lighter fuel fractions in commercial fuels that through their early 
evaporation contribute to much of the initial fire hazards within 
fuel tanks. 

It was shown then that the employment of relatively simple 
transient mass transfer modeling approaches that are based on 
one-dimensional fixed property simulation produced results that 
were significantly different from those obtained when more 
comprehensive modeling approaches are employed. These in
volved three-dimensional axisymmetric simulation that ac
counts for changes in the local temperature and properties aris
ing from the effects of continued fuel vaporization, heat transfer, 
and the resulting fuel vapor diffusion into the overlaying air. 
These later approaches were shown to produce results that tend 
to be in much better agreement with the limited experimental 
results available. 

Another important related feature that has serious safety im
plication to fuel containers is the fact that when an ignition 
source is introduced into the space within a fuel tank and a fire 
flash develops, then the consumption by fire of much of the 
fuel vapor present would not ensure necessarily safety from 
subsequent flashes (Karim and Zhang, 1992). As long as some 
liquid fuel remains present somewhere within the tank that is 
in communication with the outside atmosphere, then given time, 
a flammable region will develop once more—albeit in the pres
ence of some vitiated air. This can lead in the presence of an 
ignition source to yet another fire spread that consumes part of 
the fuel vapor developed. This repeated fire flashing resulting 
from the continued formation of flammable regions and their 
consumption by fire is much too complex to be simulated reli
ably analytically, and a resort to experimentation at present is 
needed for its examination. 

Analytical Formulation 

The system examined, as shown schematically in Fig. 1., is 
an open-topped vertical cylindrical vessel of radius (R). The 
lower part of the vessel contains a stagnant liquid fuel to a 
shallow depth at atmospheric pressure. The upper part of length 
(L) is assumed initially to contain air or air plus traces of the 
vapor at an initial uniform known concentration. The vessel 
side walls can be either dry or wetted uniformly to various 
extents with a liquid film. The transfer processes are initiated 
by assuming that surface of the stagnant liquid becomes exposed 

promptly to the air above it. With time, the evaporation pro
cesses proceed with the resulting vapor diffusing upwards to
wards the open top. Some air enters from the surrounding atmo
sphere and diffuses downwards towards the lower air concentra
tion at the gas/liquid interface. Hence, a varying concentration 
gradient becomes established with time along the vessel axis. 
A steady-state condition may be eventually reached. The two 
parts are considered initially to be each at a uniform temperature 
that can be either equal or different from the surrounding ambi
ent temperature. Also, the side walls of the vessel can be at a 
temperature either similar to that of the ambient or higher. 

As some of the liquid evaporates, the supply of the latent 
heat of vaporization from the surface of the liquid cools down 
the interface that results in the establishment of temperature 
gradients within both the liquid and the overlying space in the 
vessel. These gradients of concentration and temperature control 
directly the transfer process and significantly affect the transport 
and thermodynamic properties of the mixture. Accordingly, the 
spatial and time variations of temperature and concentration 
profiles could be determined. 

The governing equations for this axisymmetric two-dimen
sional system are the coupled unsteady momentum, species, 
and energy conservation equations for the gaseous phase. The 
thermodynamic and transport properties were taken to be vari
able and their equations were solved simultaneously along with 
the conservation equations. The energy equation for the liquid 
phase is also included to determine the temperature distribution 
in the liquid. The tank was assumed to be axisymmetrically 
cylindrical and vertical. A full statement of these governing 
equation together with the corresponding boundary conditions 
have been described elsewhere (Bunama and Karim, 1997b). 
The numerical procedure followed for their solution was also 
described. Throughout changes in the properties of the local 
mixture due to changes in temperature and concentration were 
accounted for. 

Analytical Results and Discussion 
Figure 2, for w-Pentane vaporization and spread into air, 

typically shows how the calculated lean limit boundary of the 
developed flammable zone progresses along the vertical cylin
drical vessel, with unwetted side walls with time. This fuel lean 
boundary is always well ahead of the rich limit boundary that 
is on the side of the fuel surface. It can be seen that after a 
certain time from the commencement of the exposure of the 
liquid fuel surface to the air, the lean limit progression reaches 
the outlet of the tank. After the elapse of some further time, 
the rich flammability limit boundary arrives at the outlet. This 

n-Pentane C5H12 

T « b - 22 °C 
L = 0.2m 
D = 100 mm 

100 200 300 400 
Diffusion Time, (s) 

500 

Fig. 2 Predicted lean and rich flammability limits boundary displace
ment with time and the resulting flammable zone 
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Fig. 3 Typical streamline distributions at different time intervals for two 
cases of side vessel walls wetting conditions, with n-pentane diffusing 
into air 

will render the whole contents of the vessel too rich to support 
a flame initiated from an ignition source somewhere within the 
tank. Moreover, a flame anywhere just outside will be unable 
to lead to a flame flashing within the tank. The corresponding 
variation in the size of the flammable zone with time is also 
shown. It indicates a gradual growth in size throughout the time 
period when the lean limit concentration progresses upwards 
towards the open end of the tank. Beyond this period, the size 
of the flammable zone decreases somewhat more rapidly as the 
rich limit progresses upwards towards the open end. Beyond 
this time the flammable zone disappears altogether from the 
tank and remains usually so afterwards. 

Accordingly, on this basis it can be seen that during the 
development of the flammable zone within the tank, there is a 
time when only an ignition source within the tank can lead to 
a flame flash. But, once the lean flammability limit concentration 
boundary reaches the outlet of the tank, then an ignition source 
just outside the tank outlet can also produce a flame flash within 
the tank contents. 

The exposure of a liquid fuel surface within a vertical cylin
drical container will involve in time the spread of fuel vapor 
upwards into the air due to the combined effects of diffusion 
and convection. Flammable mixtures will be formed and spread, 

while varying in size and location, at rates depending on the 
physical properties of the liquid, the initial concentration of 
fuel vapor in the air, geometrical configurations, and initial 
temperatures of the liquid, walls, and air. These flammable mix
tures can be generated very rapidly, initially at locations imme
diately above the initial liquid fuel-air interface. Later on, as 
much fuel vapor diffusion takes place, the flammable region 
not only grows in size considerably, but also tends to move 
upwards bounded by a too fuel rich zone on the side of the 
liquid fuel surface and a too fuel lean region on the upper air 
side. Obviously, the phenomena involved will be modified at 
any location, not only by the changes in density and concentra
tion, but also by the fact that the local temperature is likely to 
be changing as a result of the thermal requirements associated 
with evaporation and heat transfer. This will tend to cool the 
temperature of the liquid surface and the vapour-air layers above 
the liquid surface as well as setting a temperature gradient 
within the liquid. Accordingly, as indicated earlier, our model
ing of these processes in full while accounting for these changes 
provide a much better agreement between calculated and mea
sured fuel concentrations corresponding to the lean limit pro
gression in the vessel with time. The corresponding predicted 
concentrations and their changes with time on the basis of con
stant temperature and property values displayed a significant 
deviation from those of the experiment (Bunama et al., 1995). 

Figure 3 (a, b) shows a typical development of the calculated 
streamline distribution with time both for a dry cylinder side 
wall and when wetted uniformly with a fuel to the extent of 50 
percent of the cylinder height. It can be seen that a very diverse 
flow regime is developed with time controlled through the inter
action of the solutal and thermal buoyancy forces. This multidi
mensional behavior of the flow field would result in a complex 
flammable region which justifies the need for the detailed model 
used to predict the flammable region development in space and 
time. The time required for the flammable region to sweep out 
of the vessel is very markedly reduced with the increased level 
of fuel wetting of the side walls. It would also represent an 
increased level of hazard and especially in case of an ignition 
source or a flame existing just outside that can lead to a flash 
fire within the vessel. 

Changes in the initial temperature of the system fuel, air, and 
walls produce significant changes in the size of the flammable 
region and the times required for the lean and rich limits bound
aries to reach the container outer rim. As can be seen in Fig. 
4, reducing the temperature not only increases the size of the 
flammable zone but also prolongs the time needed to render the 
contents of the whole vessel nonflammable. Moreover, for cases 
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Fig. 4 Effects of the initial temperature of fuel, air, and vessel walls on 
the maximum flammable zone size and on the arrival times of the lean 
and rich flammability boundaries at the vessel outer rim 
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Fig. 5 Effects of the presence of initial fuel traces in the overlaying air 
on the maximum flammable zone size and on the arrival times of the 
lean and rich flammability boundaries at the vessel outer rim 

when the overlaying air initially contained some fuel vapour 
homogeneously mixed with it at concentrations represented as 
a percentage of the corresponding lean limit, it can be typically 
seen in Fig. 5 that although the time requirements to have the 
lean limit boundary arrive relatively quickly at the outlet of the 
vessel, the size of the flammable zone is extended very markedly 
while the total time required to render the contents of the vessel 
nonflammable is hardly affected. Thus, it can be seen from 
these calculated results that having full wetted walls, reduced 
ambient temperature, or the presence of pre-evaporated fuel 
with the air represent increased fire flash hazards in liquid fuel 
containers that are partially empty while they are exposed to 
the outside atmosphere. 

The vaporization, convective diffusion, and flame spread phe
nomena were experimentally examined within smooth circular 
long vertical glass cylinders of varying lengths of up to 3.00 m 
and with different diameters varying from 25 mm to 100 mm. 
The typical tube arrangement is similar to that shown schemati
cally in Fig. 1. These cylinders, which were either fully open 
to the atmosphere or partially closed with a circular central, 
aperture, initially contained only air. Some liquid fuel was 
promptly introduced at the base of the cylinder without contami
nating the air with fuel vapor. The procedure employed to 
achieve this was through having to remove the base of the vessel 
while introducing the fuel in a shallow tray of a similar diameter 
so as to suddenly produce at the required time a vessel with a 
pool of liquid fuel at its base. This procedure was shown to be 
effective and produced repeatable results. The temperature of 
the liquid fuel could be made different from that of the overlay
ing atmosphere by external jacketing with ice or hot water. Of 
particular concern was the establishing at any specific location 
within the vessel the minimum time required to form a flamma
ble region. This was determined through the mounting of hori
zontal ignition electrodes along a diameter within the tank at 
the location of interest and finding out through intermittent 
deliberate sparking whether a propagating flame can be initiated 
then or not. This approach could establish the minimum time 
requirements to produce a flammable mixture at any location. 
A similar procedure can be followed to determine whether after 
a certain time period the concentration of the diffusing fuel 
vapor in the space within the tank becomes sufficiently high at 
that location that no flame can propagate. 

Much of the work carried out involved the use of the rela
tively volatile fuel «-pentane. The passage of an electric spark 
for this local flammability testing was ensured not to affect 
the diffusional processes. The period between the passage of 
consecutive sparks was typically varied between two to twenty 
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Fig. 6 Variations with time of the measured temperature of the liquid-
gas interface 

seconds depending on the lapse of time from the commencement 
of the diffusion. Also, the characteristics and energy of these 
intermittent sparks used to monitor the first development of a 
propagating flame was strictly controlled since using highly 
energetic sparks could ignite mixtures and produce a localized 
flame flashes within mixtures that may not be wholly flammable. 
Prolonged application of the spark during the early stages of 
the diffusion was unnecessary and also avoided. 

Experimental Results and Discussions 
Figure 6 shows experimentally how the temperature around 

the base of the fuel tank changes with time when initially the 
whole liquid and apparatus were at the same temperature as 
that of the air. It can be seen for a typical case that a significant 
drop in temperature of the liquid fuel surface of around 10°C, 
is produced due to the effects of liquid fuel vaporization. More
over, the walls of the base of the tank undergo similarly cooling 
as a result of heat transfer. 

The progress of the lean limit concentration along the tube 
with time when, established experimentally on the basis of the 
time to the first successful flame flash at a specified location 
from a periodic electric spark as described earlier, is shown in 
Fig. 7 for two initial ambient temperatures of 22°C and 2.5°C. 
The slower progress of the lean flammability limit front at the 
lower temperature is evident. However, following a first flame 
flash while leaving the fuel vessel and the whole system undis-
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Fig. 7 Variation of the minimum time needed to achieve the required 
lean limit concentration at different heights above the liquid fuel-gas 
interface for two different temperatures 
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Fig. 8 The effect of changing ambient temperature and veseel length 
on the time interval between two consecutive flame flashes at different 
sparker heights above the liquid fuel-gas interface 

turbed, the time needed to produce a second flame flash, as can 
be seen in Fig. 8 tends to increase approximately linearly with 
locations above the fuel surface. Moreover, this time period for 
any location along the vessel appears to be approximately of 
the same order as the time needed to form a flammable mixture 
the first time. Evidently the effects of vitiation with combustion 
products were counter-balanced by the heating due to energy 
release effects aiding both the fuel vaporization and the diffu-
sional processes of fuel vapor and fresh air. It can also be seen 
that doubling the height of the vessel while keeping the diameter 
the same, reduced this time period between two consecutive 
flame flashes substantially. This is probably due to the reduced 
contribution of the dilution of the atmosphere within the larger 
capacity vessel and the greater availability of unconsumed air 
that can descend faster to replace the products of combustion 
and produce a flammable zone once more. Similarly, a colder 
ambient and fuel liquid temperature of 2.5°C generated more 
quickly a flammable mixture at any location. The faster convec-
tional processes as a result of the much increased buoyancy 
forces speed up the scavenging of the products of combustion 
and their displacement by a heavier fresh air. The unconsumed 
fuel vapor adjacent to the surface of the liquid within the too 
rich region will provide some of the fuel vapour needed more 
readily as it becomes a little warmer and more agitated by the 
flashing flame propagation and subsequent diffusional pro
cesses. Moreover, the size of the flammable zone and conse-
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Fig. 10 Predicted lean flammability limits boundary displacement with 
time for n-Pentane, Methanol, and Benzene 

quently mixture requirements, are reduced significantly with the 
lowering of the temperature. 

Figure 9 shows experimentally that changes in the diameter 
of the vessel with dry clean walls has only minor effects on the 
time needed to generate the first flame flashing. A small ten
dency to increase this time can be noted with larger diameter 
vessels, probably as a result of the reduced relative contribution 
of drag at the walls to the convective and diffusional processes. 
It was also evident that partially restricting the emergence of 
fuel vapour through having a partially open tank, speeds up the 
diffusional processes and permits a substantial reduction in the 
time between consecutive flame flashing, in comparison to the 
case of a fully open vessel. This is also reflected when a reduc
tion in the diameter of the vessel is employed. 

Much of the results shown were obtained at this stage for the 
relatively volatile fuel w-Pentane. However, it would be ex
pected that changes in the type of the fuel though will show 
qualitatively similar trends, quantitatively a big difference can 
be observed. For example, Fig. 10 shows the variation of the 
predicted lean flammability limits relative displacement within 
the vessel with time for the three fuels benzene, n-pentane and 
methanol. It can be seen that as a result of the combined effects 
of the transfer processes involved the progress of the lean limit 
boundary for methanol is significantly slower than those for n-
pentane and benzene. Fig. 11 shows the calculated variations 
of the rate of liquid fuel evaporation and subsequent rate of its 
emergence from the vessel with dimensionless time for the three 
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fuels when reckoned relative to the minimum amount of fuel 
needed to render the whole vessel volume at the lean limit. 
Similar trends are evident. However, as shown in Fig. 12 experi
mental results obtained for various binary mixtures of the vola
tile «-pentane, and the very much less volatile hexadecane, the 
minimum time requirements to produce a flammable mixture 
at a location around half way through the vessel increases very 
markedly as the volatility of the fuel mixture is reduced. This 
indicates that in fuel mixtures, such as commercial fuels that 
contain only small fractions of highly volatile components, the 
contents of the vessel will remain for a very substantially longer 
time than for n-pentane liable to fire spread and thus represents 
a greater fire hazard. 

Conclusions 

• The formation of flammable regions, their growth and de
cline within the confines of a vertical cylindrical tank con
taining initially air with unvaporized liquid fuel (n-Pentane) 
at the base can be established from the transient development 
of the local lean and rich fiammability limits concentrations. 

• Three time phases can be identified consecutively in this 
development. The first is associated with the flammable re
gion located entirely within the vessel. The second begins 
after the lean limit boundary has reached the top while the 

rich limit boundary is still within. The third phase begins 
after both the lean and rich limit boundaries have arrived at 
the tank top rendering the whole contents too rich to support 
a flame. 

• following some of the observations made experimentally: 
(1) the progress of the lean limit front upwards is slowed 
with lowering the system temperature; (2) in the presence 
of an ignition source, a flame flash may develop. This is 
followed after the lapse of some time by yet another flame; 
(3) the time interval between any reoccurring flame flashing 
increases approximately linearly with the height of the igni
tion source from the liquid fuel surface; (4) the evaporation 
of the liquid fuel at the liquid-gas interface resulted in a 
local temperature drop that significantly affected the mass 
transport processes involved; (5) changes in the diameter 
of the vessel, for the same height, has only a minor effect 
on the time needed to generate first flame flashing; (6) the 
diffusional processes in a partially open tank tend to be 
somewhat faster than those in fully open tanks; and (7) 
reducing the concentration of volatile components in liquid 
fuel mixtures will render the contents of a fuel tank more 
likely to undergo a flame flash for longer times than those 
rich in volatile components. 
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The Effect of Time of Exposure 
to Elevated Temperatures on the 
Flammability Limits of Some 
Common Gaseous Fuels in Air 
The flammability limits of methane, ethylene, propane, and hydrogen were experimen
tally determined at elevated initial mixture temperatures up to 350°C at atmospheric 
pressure for upward flame propagation in a steel test tube apparatus. The existence 
of preignition reactions at these levels of temperatures that may influence the value 
of the flammability limits was also investigated. The fuel-air mixtures were exposed 
to elevated temperatures over different periods of time before spark ignition (up to 
2 h). It was shown that the flammability limits for methane widened approximately 
linearly with an increase in the initial mixture temperature over the entire range of 
temperatures tested and were not affected by the length of the exposure time to these 
temperatures before spark ignition. However, different behaviour was observed for 
the flammability limits of the other tested fuels—ethylene, propane, and hydrogen. 
At higher temperatures the flammability limits narrowed and were very significantly 
affected by the exposure time. The longer was the exposure time of fuel-air mixtures 
to the elevated temperatures, the narrower were their flammability limits. 

Introduction 

Alternative gaseous fuels are increasingly employed in indus
trial gas turbines installations in a variety of applications such 
as the production of power and for gas compression. This is 
prompted by their increased availability at attractive prices as 
well as by their potential for reduced emissions in comparison 
to liquid fuels. It is essential to ensure in such applications the 
safety against the risk of fire and explosion. The knowledge of 
the flammability limits is important in assessing these hazards. 
Although much research has been conducted in the field of 
flammability limits there are still many questions that cannot 
be answered adequately. For example, there are many industrial 
processes conducted at elevated temperatures and a knowledge 
of the corresponding flammability limits is needed for safety 
considerations. Reference to the literature indicates that at pres
ent only very limited such data are available (Coward and Jones, 
1952; Zabetakis, 1965; Bunev, 1972; Hustad and Sonju, 1988). 
The apparatus used to determine the flammability limits as well 
as some operational conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, di
rection of flame propagation, and ignition source) are usually 
described, while the time of exposure of fuel-air mixtures to 
elevated temperatures before spark ignition is usually not speci
fied. However, there is the possibility that at elevated tempera
tures fuel-air mixtures will undergo substantial preignition reac
tions, especially when the test fuel-air mixture is allowed to 
stand at this temperature for a while before ignition. It was 
reported by Bunev (1972) that the time of exposure of hydro
gen-air and methanol-air mixtures to elevated temperatures be
fore ignition influenced significantly the rich flammability limit 
determined in a relatively small spherical stainless steel reactor 
with central ignition. The limit decreased when the exposure 
time increased, this was attributed to existence of unspecified 
preignition reactions. Moreover, for some fuel and temperature 
combinations there is the possibility of surface reactions taking 
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place that effectively change the composition of the mixture 
(with time) before ignition is applied (Ale and Wierzba, 1997). 

The purpose of the present work was to determine the flam
mability limits of some common gaseous fuels at elevated tem
peratures for upward flame propagation associated with the wid
est flammable range. Additionally, the extent to which time of 
exposure of fuel-air mixtures to the elevated temperatures be
fore spark ignition influenced the limits was established. The 
existence of any preignition reaction activity under these condi
tions was also investigated. 

Apparatus and Experimental Procedure 

The apparatus (Fig. 1) was in general similar to that devel
oped and used by the U.S. Bureau of Mines in their flammability 
limits work. The limits were established in a stainless steel 
smooth circular tube of 50.8 mm diameter and just over one 
metre in length. The tube was heated externally uniformly elec
trically. A set of unsheathed thermocouples (K-type) was used 
to monitor the wall and gas temperatures along the whole length 
of the flame tube. The test tube temperature was maintained at 
the required level for the desired residence time using a tempera
ture controller. The pressure inside the test tube was monitored 
using a strain gage type pressure transducer located at the top 
of the tube. Ignition of the test mixture was initiated by an 
electric spark discharge between two horizontal conical tungsten 
electrodes. The electric power for ignition was supplied by a 10 
kV, 23 mA centre-tapped transformer with its primary hooked to 
a 110 V, 60 Hz supply. The ignition system was optimized with 
respect to the electrode gap (6.4 mm), and the spark duration 
to give the widest flammability limits. 

The homogeneous mixture of desired composition was pre
pared on the basis of partial pressures in the stainless steel 
mixing chamber at room temperature. It was introduced into 
the previously evacuated test tube when its temperature along 
the entire tube length was stabilized within ±3°C of the nominal 
test temperature. The gas mixture was permitted to flow from 
the mixing chamber to the test tube through inlet valves located 
at the top and bottom ends of the tube until the pressure within 
the tube was slightly above atmospheric. The valves between 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the apparatus 

the mixing chamber and the tube were then closed. The time 
for the gas mixture to reach thermal equilibrium with the tube 
wall usually did not exceed 30 s. The fuel-air mixture was then 
kept inside the test tube for the desired residence time. To allow 
the flame propagation at constant pressure, the valve at the 
bottom of the test tube was slowly opened to exhaust just prior 
to passing the spark. Ignition was initiated by activating the 
interval timer, while the top and bottom thermocouples readings 
were monitored. A sudden increase in the bottom thermocouple 
reading indicated the initiation of a flame kernel around the 
igniter, while a sudden rise in the top thermocouple reading 
marked arrival of the flame at the top of the tube. In the case 
of the flame arrival at the top of the tube, a new mixture with 
less fuel for lean mixtures or with more fuel for rich mixtures 
was prepared and tested again as described. In case when the 
flame did not arrive a new mixture with more fuel for lean 
mixtures or with less fuel for rich mixtures was prepared and 
tested. The entire procedure was repeated for various fuel-air 
mixture compositions until a mixture was found when the flame 
would not propagate the whole length of the tube, but propaga
tion had been achieved in the mixture with a slightly modified 
composition. 

A mixture was considered to be nonflammable if a flame 
kernel formed in the immediate vicinity of the spark at the 
bottom of the tube did not propagate the whole length of the 
tube in any of the repeated tests while using the same mixture 
composition. A number of experiments were also repeated to 
verify the repeatability of the results. 

Using this procedure the fiammability limits of hydrogen, 
ethylene, methane, and propane in air were determined for vari
ous initial temperatures of up to 350°C and various residence 
times of up to 2h. 

Results 
The fiammability limits reported in this work relate to upward 

flame propagation at atmospheric pressure. The limits are 
quoted as the volumetric concentration of the fuel in the fuel 
air mixture. 

The effect of the initial temperature on the fiammability limits 
of methane, hydrogen, ethylene, and propane in air is shown in 

Fig. 2 for the residence time (i.e., time interval between the 
time of acquiring the desired initial temperature by the fuel-air 
mixture and initiation of spark ignition) of 10 min. It can be 
seen that the effect of the temperature depends on the type of 
the fuel. 

Methane. The fiammability limits of methane-air mixtures 
widen virtually linearly with an increase in the initial mixture 
temperature over the whole range of 21°C-350°C. No data 
are available in the literature for comparison for upward flame 
propagation. However, the observed trends for both lean and 
rich limits were similar with what has been reported by others 
in the literature (Coward and Jones, 1952; Zabetakis, 1965), 
for downward flame propagation. 

Hydrogen. The flammable range of hydrogen-air mixtures 
also widens essentially linearly with increasing initial tempera
ture but only at the initial temperatures lower than 200°C. The 
limits were somewhat narrowed when the initial temperature 
was higher than 200°C showing lower rich limits and approxi
mately constant lean limits. This behavior of the lean limit 
was unexpected and inconsistent with trends reported for lean 
fiammability limit of hydrogen-air mixtures at similar elevated 
temperatures by Hustad and Sonju (1988). No data are available 
for comparison of the rich limits of such mixtures for upward 
flame propagation. 

Ethylene and Propane. For these fuels in air the flammable 
range widens with an increase in the initial temperature from 
21°C to 300°C with a much stronger dependence for the rich 
limit. The only data available in the literature for comparison 
appears to be for downward flame propagation. However, our 
observed trends for upward flame propagation were similar with 
what has been reported in the literature for downward flame 
propagation (Coward and Jones, 1952; Zabetakis, 1965). When 
the initial temperature was higher than 300°C, the rich fiamma
bility limit for both of these fuels was sharply reduced. These 
limits were established in the absence of cool flames. 

Effect of Residence Time. The effect of the residence time 
on the fiammability limits depends on the type of fuel and the 
level of the mixture initial temperature. 
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The rich flammability limits of methane-air mixtures re
mained unchanged when the residence time was increased up 
to 2 h at all the different temperatures tested (Fig. 3) . Differ
ent behavior was observed for the other fuels employed. The 
rich limits of ethylene and hydrogen were unaffected by the 
length of the residence time when the initial temperature was 
lower than about 200°C for hydrogen and 250°C for ethylene. 
When the temperature exceeded these values the rich flam
mability limits of both of these fuels were dependent of the 
duration of the residence time and the levels of the mixture 
temperature. The higher was the temperature and the longer 
was the time, the greater was the reduction in the limit (Figs. 
4 and 5) . Similar effect was also observed with propane-air 
rich mixtures as shown in Fig. 6 for the initial temperature 
of 350°C. 

The lean limits of hydrogen, ethylene, and propane were 
also significantly affected by the duration of the residence 
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time as shown in Fig. 7 at the higher initial temperatures of 
300°C and 350°C. The longer was the time, the higher was 
the lean limit. 

Continuous measurements of the temperature of fuel-air 
mixtures within the test tube during the residence time 
showed that the temperature remained virtually constant dur
ing all experiments with all the fuels tested. However, the 

pressure within the test tube did not always remain constant 
during the residence time. The pressure remained constant for 
methane-air mixtures, decreased for hydrogen-air mixtures, 
increased for propane-air mixtures, and very slightly for eth-
ylene-air mixtures. Examples of pressure variations within 
the different fuel-air mixtures at the initial temperature of 
350°C are shown in Fig. 8. 
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Table 1 

Test 
No. 

Residence 
time, 
min % 

X 
Hydrogen 
depletion 

Pressure, P4 

measured, 
kPa 

Pressure, Pj 
calculated, 

kPa 

Remained 
oxygen, 

calculated, % 

Remained 
oxygen, 

measured, % 
1 5 81 1.3 1.60 104.2 104.3 3.34 3.4 
2 10 77 3.0 3.90 103.4 103.4 3.53 3.6 
3 30 70 5.9 8.43 101.3 101.9 3.35 3.8 
4 60 61 9.7 15.90 98.9 99.9 3.44 3.8 
5 90 56 11.8 21.07 96.7 98.8 3.34 3.8 
6 120 52 13.5 25.96 94.6 97.9 3.33 3.6 

Discussion 
The independence of the flammability limits of methane-air 

mixtures of the residence time in the range of temperatures 
tested (up to 350°C) is indicative of the absence of significant 
preignition reaction activity whether due to gas-phase reactions 
or surface reactions. It was also confirmed by measuring the 
oxygen concentration within the mixture, which remained con
stant over the entire residence time. 

On the other hand, the observed behavior of the flammability 
limits of the other fuels tested—hydrogen, ethylene, and pro
pane—especially, at higher initial temperatures and longer resi
dence times is not consistent with expectation in that it shows 
a reduction in the flammable range. This fact as well as the 
pressure variations within the fuel-air mixtures during the resi
dence time is indicative of some chemical activity in the mixture 
taking place before spark ignition. The strong dependence of 
the rich limits of these fuels on the length of the residence time 
as well as the pressure variation within the tested mixtures 
supports this suggestion. The rich limits are associated with 
oxygen deficiency. A significant drop in the measured value of 
this observed limit would suggest the need for less fuel to 
consume the oxygen available or a more acute oxygen defi
ciency existing for the fuel available at the time of passing the 
spark for ignition. Some of the oxygen in the original mixture 
must have been consumed through oxidation of some fuel dur
ing the waiting period at higher temperature. Similarly, the lean 
limits are associated with fuel deficiency and an increase in the 
value of the limit could be indicative that some fuel could 
have also been oxidized before spark ignition. Measurements 
of oxygen concentration in the rich fuel-air mixtures at the 
end of the residence time confirm that some oxygen has been 
consumed. As an example, measured oxygen concentrations at 
the end of the residence time for different hydrogen-air mixtures 
(corresponding to different residence times) at the initial tem
perature of 300°C are shown in Table 1 together with the corre
sponding calculated oxygen concentrations (Eq. (2)) . 

Calculations involving detailed chemical kinetic simulation 
conducted for the oxidation of hydrogen (21 reactions, 8 spe
cies), ethylene (137 reactions, 32 species), and propane (137 
reactions and 32 species) at initial temperature of 350CC showed 
an insignificant progress in the gas phase reactions of oxidation 
of these fuels at residence times up to 4.5 h (Fig. 9) . However, 
a significant change in the value of their rich limit was observed 
experimentally at this temperature even for the short residence 
time of 10 min. Therefore, the observed changes in the flamma
bility limits are most probably a result of the oxidation of these 
fuels over a period of time due to catalytic action on the stainless 
steel tube surface and not through gas phase oxidation. It is 
well-known that some metals (e.g., steel and iron are active 
catalysts for the oxidation of hydrogen and ethylene in air at 
elevated temperatures (Pangborn and Scott, 1979; Baker, 1974; 
Krishnankutty et al., 1996)). 

Hydrogen Conversion. For hydrogen oxidation with the 
simplest product, water, the extent of hydrogen conversion dur
ing the residence time due to catalytic activity at the steel wall 

can be approximately estimated from the following considera
tions. It has been shown that the flammability limits are associ
ated with a certain critical level of reaction temperature that is 
assumed to be proportional to the calculated adiabatic flame 
temperature, which has the same value under the same operating 
conditions (Zabetakis, 1965; Wierzba et al. 1996; Ale and Wier-
zba, 1997). If all the other operating conditions remain the 
same, this temperature should remain constant for limiting mix
tures irrespective of the residence time length, i.e., any catalytic 
activity at the wall before ignition. Such temperature can be 
estimated on the basis of the known flammability, LR, measured 
with very short residence time, i.e., before the onset of any 
catalytic activity. For the rich limiting hydrogen-air mixtures 
the following overall reaction applies: 

LRH2 + (1 - LR)(0.2W2 + 0J9N2) 

[LR- 0.42(1 -LR)]H2 + 

[0.42 (1 - LR)]H20 + 0.79 (1 - LR)N2 
(1) 

At the surface of the stainless steel test tube some of the hydro
gen is converted to water catalytically, and at the end of the 
residence time the overall reaction for the limiting mixture be
comes the following: 

(LKja, -X)H2 + XH20 + 0.79 (1 - LR,KS)N2 + 

X 
0.21 (1 - LR,ms) o2 

0.79 (1 - LR,as)N2 + [0.42 (1 - LR,ei)]H20 + 

[L«, r e s- 0.42(1 -LR,res)]H2 

(2) 

where LRres is the experimentally obtained rich limit at the 
corresponding residence time, and X is the amount of the hydro
gen converted to water (volume percent in total mixture) during 
the residence time. 

For an ideal gas constant volume and temperature condi
tions, changes in pressure are proportional to changes in the 
number of moles of the mixture or the pressure at the end of 
the residence time, P2, is expected to be lower than the initial 
pressure at the commencement of the residence time, Plt 

according to 

P2 = PA 1 (3) 

Oxygen concentration in the mixture at the end of the 
residence time can also be calculated from Eq. (2 ) , and com
pared with those determined experimentally. As it can be 
seen from Table 1, the calculated values of the final pressure 
and oxygen concentration are in fair agreement with the ex
perimental values. This supports the validity of the proposed 
approach. 
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Similar approach can be used for ethylene and propane 
conversion on the steel surface if more information about 
products of their oxidation during the residence time is avail
able. 

Conclusions 
• The residence time and the type of the test tube surface 

should be taken into consideration when determining the 
flammability limits at elevated temperatures. 

• The flammability limits of methane in air widen with in
creasing the initial mixture temperature over the entire range 
of temperatures tested, i.e., from 21°C to 350°C. They are 
not affected by duration of the residence time and there is 
no chemical reaction activity during this time. 

• The flammability limits of hydrogen, ethylene, and propane 
widen with increasing temperature up to a certain tempera
ture level. With further increase in temperature the limits 
are narrowed with a significant drop in the rich limit value. 
At this temperature level the flammability limits depend on 
the duration of the residence time (before spark ignition). 
The higher initial temperature of the fuel-air mixture and 
the longer residence time, the smaller is the value of the 
rich limit. 

• The narrowing of the limits is suggested to be mainly due 
to catalytic reactions on the stainless steel surface of the test 
tube. 

• A simple method was proposed that allows estimate of 
the hydrogen conversion to water due to surface reactions 
within the steel test tube during the residence time fairly 
accurately. 
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The Development of a Computer 
Code for the Estimation of 
Combustor Exhaust Temperature 
Using Simple Gas Analysis 
Measurements 
Advances in gas turbine technology have led to levels of turbine inlet temperature 
that preclude the use of thermocouple and simple gas analysis techniques for gas 
temperature determination. Simple gas analysis schemes rely on the measurement of a 
very limited range of species in the gas sample: typically, C02, CO, and hydrocarbons 
(UHC). A method of estimating the other important species is required. Simple gas 
analysis schemes that rely only on elemental mass balance equations to determine the 
concentration of species are inadequate where high temperature results in significant 
dissociation. A method has been developed to enable temperature determination at 
levels that render simple schemes inaccurate. The procedure is based on the measure
ment of C02, CO, UHC, and oxides of nitrogen in the exhaust gas. Other species 
concentrations are calculated using an assumption of partial thermodynamic equilib
rium. This allows the calculation of many important combustion parameters. The 
method has been implemented as a computer code, with an object orientated design 
approach using the C+ + language. The paper details the theory behind the approach 
and its implementation. The expected errors for practical applications are discussed 
and quantified. The method is illustrated by an exhaust temperature pattern factor 
investigation of an annular combustor. Temperatures determined by thermocouples 
are compared with those calculated from gas samples. 

Introduction 

The temperature distribution at the exhaust of a gas turbine 
combustor is not uniform, as there is insufficient time available 
for perfect mixing to take place. The distribution of temperature 
is a key parameter in the design of the cooling of the down
stream stator and rotor elements, and, hence, knowledge of 
the temperature distribution is important in characterising the 
performance of a combustion chamber. Thermocouples have 
been used extensively to determine temperature profiles but 
are limited in their maximum temperature capability. Platinum/ 
Rhodium thermocouples cannot be used above a temperature 
of approximately 2000 K and even at this temperature the life 
is short. The current trend towards combustors of higher mean 
exhaust temperature has resulted in the need for an alternative 
method. 

A method has been developed to allow the gas temperature 
to be calculated from the measurement of exhaust gas species. 
The method, known as temperature by gas analysis (TBGA) 
allows measurements to be taken beyond the limitation imposed 
by thermocouples. The technique does introduce its own set of 
difficulties; the main problem is that, using currently available 
technology, it is impractical to measure all of the species in the 
exhaust in a time scale allowed by practical combustion tests. 
Instead, only a limited set of species can be measured; the rest 
must be calculated using a combination of assumptions and 
conservation requirements. 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-180. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

The method presented here has been developed specifically 
to bring together rigorous thermodynamics, numerical solution 
techniques and a modern object oriented programming tech
nique. The emphasis has been on devising a method that is 
applicable to practical combustion testing; the intended applica
tion is the determination of combustion chamber exhaust tem
perature distribution. 

Measurements 
In general, combustion involves the reaction between a fuel 

and an oxidant to give combustion products. To allow calcula
tions to be performed, measurements are required to determine 
the thermodynamic state and concentration of the reactants and 
products of the combustion process. 

The product composition is determined by sampling a number 
of chemical species within the product gas. The methods devel
oped in this paper are based on the measurement of the exhaust 
species C0 2 , CO, UHC, and oxides of nitrogen. The accuracy 
of the method can be improved by measuring additional species. 
The emphasis here, however, is to present a practical method 
that can be used in routine combustion tests with commonly 
available equipment. 

The fuel composition, temperature, calorific value, and in 
some cases specific heat capacity must be known. The composi
tion and temperature of the oxidant must be measured. In the 
case of the most commonly used oxidant, air, the composition 
can be determined by measuring only the water content since 
the composition of dry air is known. 

Development of the Algorithm 

The reaction between a hydrocarbon fuel and an oxidant can 
be represented in general by Eq. (1). 
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Fuel + Oxidant -> Products (1) 

Within a gas turbine combustor, combustion can be consid
ered to be a steady flow process to which the steady flow 
energy equation can be applied (Rogers and Mayhew, 1980). 
Within the combustor, changes in kinetic energy and gravita
tional potential energy are dominated by the heat release due 
to chemical reaction. In addition, no work is done on the 
surroundings and the heat loss to the surroundings is small. 
Without significant error, only the enthalpy terms need be 
considered: there is merely a redistribution of energy from 
chemical to sensible. 

Using the energy equation, provided that the enthalpy 
of the reactants and products can be evaluated, then the 
temperature of the products can be calculated. The problem, 
then, is that of determining the reactant and product compo
sitions. 

In general, the products consist of a very large number of 
species only a few of which are present in concentrations 
that make a significant contribution to the total enthalpy. 
The species list has been arrived at by considering a much 
larger set of species and then eliminating those that are found 
to have no significant bearing on the solution. This process 
has led to the same set of species as that used by other 
workers in the field of flame temperature (Ferguson, 1985a; 
Strehlow, 1984a). 

With the restricted species list, the general combustion equa
tion can be written as 

CJifiyScSJue + / { ( C H ^ N ^ A r J -

n,C02 + n2CO + n3H20 + nji2 + n502 + n6N2 

+ «70 + n8H + «9OH + n,0N + rcuNO + nnN02 

+ »i3Ar + n,4S02 + w17(C,HwO„NpS^,Ar0) (2) 

For each element, a species conservation equation can be writ
ten, as follows: 

a + RK - «i - n2 — rjrin = 0 (3) 

P + R\ - 2«3 - 2n4 - rig - rig - ujrin = 0 (4) 

y + RT — 2ni — n2 — «3 — 2n5 — n7 — n9 

—riu ~ 2n12 - 2«14 - imxl = 0 (5) 

8 + Ra — 2n6 - «10 - nu - n12 - pnn = 0 (6) 

e + R/x — nl4 — ij/rin = 0 (7) 

9 + Rv - nn - (j>nxi = 0 (8) 

In addition, an equation can be written for the total number of 
product moles; as follows: 

X n,• - N = 0 (9) 

The exhaust concentrations of C0 2 ) CO, UHC, NO, and N0 2 

will be measured on either a wet or a dry basis. Here it is taken 
that C0 2 and CO will be measured fully dry and the remaining 
species measured fully wet. Thus, the following constraints can 
be put on the solution: 

„ 1 = N y i ( l - g ) (10) 

n2 = Ny2( 1 - I ( I D 

nn = Ny17 (12) 

n n = N y „ (13) 

«i2 = Ny12 (14) 

The treatment of enthalpy, and in particular of heat release, 
can be simplified by considering the absolute enthalpy (Streh
low, 1984b) of all species. The absolute enthalpy of a species 
is defined as its enthalpy of formation at a standard reference 
state plus the sensible enthalpy above that reference state. 

/iabsCD = (A/v°)298.15 + (h(T) - h29SA5) (15) 

By defining the enthalpy of all reactant and product spe
cies in this way, the overall enthalpy conservation require
ment can be expressed simply as the reactant enthalpy being 
equal to the product enthalpy. The advantage of this ap
proach is that the heat release due to combustion is automati
cally taken into account. The fuel enthalpy of formation can 
readily be calculated if the calorific value and composition 
are both known. For the generic fuel used, the enthalpy of 
formation can be determined from the calorific value and 
composition according to Eq. (16). 

(A/*;)Fuel = (CV)Fuel + a{Ah°f)C02is) 

+ £(Ah°f)H2<Hg) + s(Ah°f)S02(g) (16) 

The enthalpy conservation requirement can be stated simply 
according to Eq. (17). 

£ (n,h,) - K RK = 0 (17) 

The given equations are insufficient to define a unique solu
tion; to proceed, simplifying assumptions must be made. For 
temperatures below about 2000 K (depending on the pressure 
and accuracy requirements) it is often permissible to assume 
that species 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10 have zero concentration. In this 
case, the measurements are sufficient to define a unique solu
tion. At higher temperatures such an assumption leads to an 
over-prediction of temperature. A better assumption is that of 
partial chemical equilibrium at the flame temperature subject to 
the constraints imposed by the measured species. 

The general requirement for a system at constant pressure 
and temperature to be in chemical equilibrium is that the Gibbs 
function for the system is a minimum (Zeleznik and Gordon, 
1968). It is possible to construct equations based on this tech
nique. The system Gibbs function can be minimized, subject to 
species conservation using the method of Lagrange (Grossman, 
1988). 

Such a method had been developed by the author for applica
tion to gas analysis. This approach shares some similarity to 

Nomenclature 

h = enthalpy 
AFR = gravimetric air to fuel ratio. 
UHC = unburnt hydrocarbon. 

/iabs = absolute enthalpy 
Ah = enthalpy change. 

K = equilibrium constant. 
CV = lower calorific value. 

\i = chemical potential. 
Pa = standard state pressure. 
P = reaction pressure. 
R = molar air to fuel ratio. 
N = total number of product moles. 
n = moles of product. 

y = measured species 
mole fraction. 

T = temperature. 
Ru = molar gas constant. 

CJi^OySeS.Ate = fuel. 
CKHnOTNaStfAr„ = oxidant. 
C^H^O^NpS^Ar ,̂ = hydrocarbon. 
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Table 1 Definition of equilibrium constants 

Reaction Equilibrium Constant Derived Expression 
V4H2<-»H KI=PHPH2 - n8=K1iu*N*p-» 
V402<->0 K2=PoPo2-V2 n7=K2n<"N*p-» 
V402+V2H2*-»OH K3=POHPO2 TPHJ' n9=K3ll; n4 

'/2N2«-»N K)=PNPN2 n i f t a W * 
H2+V402«->H20 K6=PH2OPH2 PO2 n j r ^ n s W * 
H 2 0 + V J 0 2 ^ 2 0 H K20=PoH PH20 PO2 M y m ^ w 
H20<-»2H+V402 K2I=PH Po2/T>H20 n8=(K2,n3n5^(N/P)'-5)V4 

that developed by other workers (Gordon and McBride, 1976; 
Zeleznik and Gordon, 1968) for calculating the equilibrium 
product composition for a given reactant composition. The ma
jor difference in this case is that the reactant composition is a 
function of the AFR which is itself an unknown. A solution 
can be obtained by adding the AFR as a dependant variable 
and reformulating the remaining equations accordingly. 

The foregoing analysis includes the implicit assumption 
that the exhaust gas is spatially uniform in its composition 
and temperature. This, of course, is not the case and for 
practical applications there will always be concentration and 
temperature variation. For the method to be valid, it must 
be assumed that the transport of heat and species always 
occur at the same rate and by the same mechanism. If this 
assumption was violated then the temperature of a given 
gas sample would depend on heat transfer with neighbouring 
gas samples. It has been pointed out (Scott, 1991) that pref
erential diffusion of species of low molecular mass; princi
pally, H2 and H from high temperature regions to low tem
perature regions could be a serious source of error. The 
current justification for neglecting these effects is based 
on comparisons of gas temperatures from TBGA and from 
thermocouples an example of which is given later. 

Gibbs Minimization Formulation. The Gibbs function 
can be minimized subject to the constraining equations by the 
method of Lagrange. A function F is defined according to Eq. 
(18). 

F= Liuii, + \ , [3] + \2[4] + \3[5] + M 6 ] + \5[17] (18) 

The quantities denoted \ are Lagrangian multipliers and the 
terms appearing in square brackets are the species and enthalpy 
conservation equations that must be satisfied. The quantity \X) 
is the chemical potential of the ith species in the product list. 
The product mixture is assumed to behave as an ideal gas, 
hence, the chemical potential can be written as 

IM=tf + RuTln(j£) (19) 

The solution is obtained by taking partial derivatives of equa
tion Eq. (18) with respect to the amounts of unknown product 
species (the n, for unmeasured species), the molar AFR, R, the 
total moles of product N, the reaction temperature T, and the 
Lagrangian multipliers. For a minimum to exist, all of these 
partial derivatives must be simultaneously zero. The resulting 
system of nonlinear equations can be solved using a multidimen
sional Newton method, details are given later. 

Equilibrium Constant Formulation. An alternative for
mulation has been used in addition to the Gibbs minimization 
approach. This possesses certain advantages in terms of the ease 
with which the resulting equations can be solved. 

This method expresses relations between species in terms of 
equilibrium constants. This can be shown to be equivalent to 
the method of minimizing the Gibbs function (Zeleznik and 
Gordon, 1968). 

Table 1 gives the equilibrium constants that are of use in 
formulating the solution. Not all of the relations given in the 

third column of table 1 are required; the set that is actually 
chosen depends on consideration of the stability of the solution 
technique. 

The equations can be solved as a system of simultaneous 
nonlinear equations using the method of Newton (Press et al., 
1992a). To do this, a set of independent variables must be 
chosen. A suitable set has been found to be the following: 

1 The molar AFR 
2 The temperature 
3 The moles of H2 in the product («4) 
4 The moles of 0 2 in the product («5) 
5 The moles of N2 in the product (n6) 
6 The total number of moles of product (N) 

Using this set of variables, the equilibrium constants can be 
used to express the elemental conservation equations in terms 
of either measured quantities or the set of independent variables. 
To find the solution, six equations are required. These are the 
first four elemental conservation equations, Eq. (3) to Eq. (6) , 
the fifth is Eq. (9) , and the final equation is the enthalpy resid
ual, Eq. (17). 

Solution to both the Gibbs and equilibrium constant formula
tions is brought about using a multidimensional Newton 
method. A great deal of experimenting with different techniques 
and variations has been performed in order to select a method 
that is both fast and robust. The method of Broyden (Burden 
and Faires, 1889) was found to be fast but not robust with 
divergence frequently occurring if the starting approximation 
was not good. The disadvantage of the Newton method is that 
the Jacobian matrix is required for each iteration. Whilst this is 
not a major problem, the analytical expressions for the compo
nents of the Jacobian are tedious to derive. The current algo
rithms instead use a finite difference approximation to calculate 
the Jacobian. Whilst this increases the operations count, it still 
preserves the stability of the Newton method. Some form of 
guidance strategy has been found to be necessary to ensure 
convergence in some difficult cases. The Newton method can 
be embedded in a "globally convergent" strategy (Press et al., 
1992b). Basically, if a Newton step would increase the residual, 
a scaled step is taken such that the function residuals are mini
mized along the Newton direction. This method can still fail if 
the solution temporarily wanders outside the domain of physical 
possibility for the independent variables; for example, a nega
tive product concentration. A customized guidance strategy has 
been formulated that uses knowledge about the permitted and 
forbidden regions of the solution. The Newton direction is al
ways followed, but, if it would take the solution into a forbidden 
region, the magnitude of the step is reduced by a small multipli
cative factor. This strategy has been found to give an extremely 
robust algorithm. 

It is necessary to obtain an approximate solution to start 
the main solution algorithms. This is easily accomplished by 
simplifying the species list in the combustion equation so that 
all products of dissociation are ignored. The resulting equations 
are close to being linear and can be solved from almost any 
physically possible starting point. The approximate solution 
thus obtained has been found to be suitable for starting the main 
algorithm. In the case of the Gibbs formulation, it has been 
found to be acceptable to start the solution procedure with all 
Lagrangian multipliers set to zero. 

In both the Gibbs minimization and equilibrium techniques, 
the AFR and temperature are solved for simultaneously with 
the product composition. This ensures that the AFR is fully 
consistent with the solution unlike cases where the AFR is 
calculated from a simpler formula and imposed as a constraint 
on the partial equilibrium solution. Other workers have found 
it necessary to treat temperature as a special unknown; in 
the case of Hurley (1988) an outer temperature iteration is 
performed in which a composition solution is found at an 
imposed temperature. Solution is brought about in the outer 
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Table 2 Operating conditions for error analysis 

Fuel Aviation Kerosene 
Gross calorific value MJkg' 46.2 
Net calorific value MJkg-1 43.2 
Fuel carbon kfikg1 0.8611 
Fuel hydrogen kBkK1 0.1389 
Oxidant Dry Air 
Stoichiometric AFR 14.68 
Fuel temperature K 288 
Oxidant temperature K 800 
Combustion pressure kPa 700 

iteration by the enthalpy conservation requirement. Whilst 
such an approach does work for the gas analysis calculation, 
the author has found that there is no need to treat the tempera
ture as a special variable. Thus, temperature is an independent 
variable and solved for simultaneously with the AFR and 
species concentration. This has been found to have the addi
tional advantage of reducing instability in the numerical solu
tion technique and significantly reducing the overall opera
tions count for the solution. 

Implementa t ion Details . The core algorithms have been 
implemented as machine independent C + + objects. Great em
phasis has been placed on making the implementation modular 
so that algorithms can readily be modified, and new algorithms 
added without requiring changes to the whole of the code. As 
the code stands only a single line needs to be changed in order 
to select the solution technique. Thus, it is trivial to switch 
between the Gibbs minimization algorithms, the equilibrium 
constant algorithms and the undissociated algorithms. Other 
areas of the code, in particular, the sources of thermodynamic 
data can readily be substituted with no impact on other areas 
of the code. 

This has been achieved using an object oriented programming 
approach. The chosen language, C + + was preferred over the 
more traditional scientific language, FORTRAN. In addition to 
the advantages of an object-oriented design, this allows the code 
to interface easily with modern operating environments such as 
Microsoft Windows and Unix. This aspect is vital, as, only by 
integration into control and data acquisition systems does 
TBGA realise its full potential. 

Analysis of Errors and Uncertainty 
The analysis of uncertainty is one of the most important, but 

at the same time, one of the more difficult tasks. This is particu
larly true at the higher temperatures where no comparison data 
from thermocouples are available. This section is not intended 
to give a definitive quantification of errors; instead indications 
are given of the magnitude of error that can be expected under 
typical scenarios. The discussion is relevant to a system using 
nondispersive infrared gas analyzers for C0 2 and CO with a 
flame ionization detector for UHC. 

The errors in the predicted adiabatic flame temperature and 
AFR have been considered. The following are sources of error 
investigated: 

1 Gas analyser readings 
2 Oxidant inlet temperature 
3 Fuel inlet temperature 
4 Fuel calorific value 
5 Fuel composition 
6 Reaction pressure 
7 The assumption of partial equilibrium 

The errors are considered at the operating condition given in 
Table 2. 

Errors in Measured Gas Concentration. The errors due 
to differences between the observed and actual species concen
tration are considered here. These differences arise due to a 
number of factors, principally, the errors due to the gas analyser 
and changes in gas composition introduced by the act of sam
pling the gas. 

Errors due to sampling are not covered here; it is assumed 
that sufficient precautions will have been taken to ensure that 
the gas arriving at the analyzers has the same composition as 
that being sampled. However, it should be noted that the design 
of sampling probe and its operation are important parameters 
that affect the quality of the gas sample. 

The measurement technique itself introduces a number of 
errors. C0 2 and CO are monitored using a nondispersive infra 
red (NDIR) technique, whilst UHC is measured using flame 
ionisation techniques (FID). There are errors inherent in the 
analysers themselves due to factors such as signal drift with 
ambient temperature, errors in the concentrations of calibration 
gases and errors due to interference from the presence of other 
species. 

The interference from other species can be accounted for and 
this source of error is not considered further. The accuracy of 
the analysers is maintained by frequent calibration; it is limited 
by the uncertainty in the concentration of the calibration gases. 
The gases used to calibrate the analysers used in this study have 
a concentration uncertainty equal to ±1 percent of the stated 
value. In the subsequent analysis errors are considered to be a 
fixed percentage of the analyzer reading. Practical errors are in 
the region of ±1 percent to ±2 percent of reading. 

The magnitude of the error has been quantified using simu
lated data. These have been generated by calculating the equilib
rium composition and temperature at different AFRs, introduc
ing perturbations to the composition, and processing it using 
the TBGA technique. The CO error presents some difficulty in 
that, due to the equilibrium technique, very little CO is predicted 
for AFRs a great deal leaner than stoichiometric. In practical 
systems, CO is present in super-equilibrium concentrations due 
to quenching for lean conditions. In such a case, the error due 
to CO is underestimated. Situations differ greatly from combus-
tor to combustor in this respect, but provided that the CO level 
is small, the error in AFR and temperature will be small. Under 
the conditions given in Table 2, at an AFR of 150:1, the effect 
of introducing 500 ppm of CO is to change the calculated flame 
temperature by 4 K and the predicted AFR by 5. Hence, the 
temperature and AFR error in the lean region due to CO uncer
tainty is insignificant. 

Figure 1 shows the effect of C0 2 uncertainty on predicted 
AFR. Apart from the behaviour about the stoichiometric point, 
the absolute uncertainty in AFR increases continuously with 
AFR. The relative uncertainty is approximately asymptotic to 
the assumed analyzer error as the error increases. Taking ±2 
percent as a practical level of analyzer uncertainty, the error in 
AFR does not exceed ±3 AFR up to the maximum AFR of 150 
plotted. In addition, the relative uncertainty in AFR only ex-

0 50 100 150 

Air To Fuel Ratio 

Fig. 1 The effect of C02 analyser error on AFR 
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Fig. 2 The effect of C02 analyser error on temperature 
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Fig. 3 The effect of air inlet temperature on flame temperature 

ceeds ±2 percent in the near stoichiometric region, peaking at 
about ±2.5 percent. 

The effect on temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The near stoi
chiometric region aside, this error decreases continually with 
increasing in AFR, for the ±2 percent analyser error, the maxi
mum temperature error is about ±20 K just lean of stoichiomet
ric. 

The measured oxide of nitrogen concentration has only a tiny 
effect on flame temperature and AFR; at an AFR of 150:1, the 
introduction on 1000 ppm of NO only depresses the calculate 
flame temperature by 2.7 K. Thus, NO* is not considered further 
as a source of error in temperature. 

Hydrocarbon. The measurement of UHC is a problem be
cause, instead of a single species, many are involved. These 
include unburnt fuel, partially oxidized fuel, pyrolyzed fuel, and 
new species formed in the flame. The commonly used technique 
of flame ionization detection (FID) for UHCs is not capable of 
resolving these individual species. The reading given is approxi
mately proportional to the concentration of carbon chemically 
bound to hydrogen in the gas, however, the response of the 
analyzer is dependant on hydrocarbon molecular structure (Fer
guson, 1985b). For practical calculation, it is necessary to ap
proximate the properties of the UHC with those of known spe
cies. It is typical to assume that any hydrocarbon in the exhaust 
has the same composition as the fuel. 

For the determination of combustor exhaust temperature 
under load conditions, where the UHC concentration is typi
cally small, the temperature and AFR error are themselves 
small irrespective of the UHC composition assumed. For the 
conditions given in Table 2, the introduction of 100 ppm of 
UHC gives a relative AFR error of less than 0.7 percent and 
a temperature error of less than 0.6 K for the AFR range 8:1 
to 150:1. 

The situation can be different when combustion is very inef
ficient. In such a case the UHC reading can be very large and 
the error of assuming a simple UHC composition can give very 
significant temperature and AFR errors. The use of a technique 
that resolves individual hydrocarbon concentrations is required 
in this case. Gas chromatography is one such technique but is 
generally unsuitable for rapid determinations. Very large hydro
carbon concentrations are usually due to operating significantly 
rich of stoichiometric. Under such conditions the applicability 
of TBGA has to be questioned. 

Oxidant Inlet Temperature. The effect of error in mea
sured oxidant inlet temperature is shown in Fig. 3. 

At high AFR, the absolute error in temperature is asymptotic 
to the absolute error in the inlet temperature. As the conditions 
become progressively richer, the error becomes less significant 
as the inlet air represents a reduced contribution to the reactant 
total enthalpy. Around stoichiometric there is a local dip in the 
magnitude of the error due to dissociation, here an increase in 
inlet temperature causes an increased amount of dissociation: 
the change in enthalpy is partially absorbed into a shift of com
position rather than temperature. 

The error in inlet temperature will be due to the inherent 
error of the transducer used, usually a thermocouple, together 
with errors due to heat loss from the thermocouple. For a typical 
thermocouple at an inlet temperature of 800 K, the error due 
to the thermocouple alone is likely to be ±3 K or ±0.4 percent 
of reading. The temperature error will be higher if due account 
is not taken of additional factors such as heat loss from the 
thermocouple. 

Fuel Inlet Temperature. Liquid fuel temperatures are typi
cally around 288 K, that is, the ambient temperature. Excellent 
thermal coupling can be achieved between the fuel and a mea
suring device such as a thermocouple. The inherent inaccuracy 
in the thermocouple, typically ±1.5 K, therefore governs the 
fuel temperature error. Figure 4 shows that the error in flame 
temperature decreases continuously with increasing AFR as the 
fuel makes progressively less contribution to the reactant en
thalpy. For a practical uncertainty of ±1.5 K, the resulting 
temperature error is less than ±0.3 K in the range of AFR 8:1 
to 150:1. In cases where the fuel temperature variation is known 
to be small, it could, therefore, be acceptable not to measure 
fuel temperature. 

The contribution of fuel temperature to the overall error is 
small because of the small contribution to the total mass of the 
reactants made by a conventional liquid fuel or natural gas. This 
is no longer true when burning gases of low calorific value 
where the overall AFR may be as low as 2:1. In such cases, 
the contribution of the fuel sensible enthalpy to the reactant 
enthalpy can be significant and inlet temperature errors are cor
respondingly more significant. 

The effect of fuel and oxidant inlet temperature on calculated 
AFR is insignificant. 

Fuel Calorific Value. Fuel calorific value determined calo-
rimetrically by the method of IP12 has an associated error of 
around ±1 percent of the stated calorific value. For the test 
fuel, of nominal gross calorific value 46.2 MJkg - 1 , the method 
of IP12 states an error of ±0.85 percent. The effect on calculated 
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Fig. 4 The effect of fuel inlet temperature on flame temperature 
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Fig. 5 The effect of fuel calorific value on flame temperature 
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Fig. 8 The effect of fuel composition on AFR 
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Fig. 6 The effect of combustion pressure on AFR 
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Fig. 9 The effect of fuel composition on flame temperature 
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Fig. 7 The effect of combustion pressure on flame temperature 

AFR is small. At the ± 1 percent level it does not exceed ±0.2 
percent of nominal for AFRs between 8 and 150. 

The effect on temperature is shown in Fig. 5. The absolute 
error diminishes with increased AFR as the contribution to re-
actant enthalpy made by the fuel reduces. It remains significant 
at all conditions; for a uncertainty of ± 1 percent it has a value 
of ±17 K at stoichiometric, increasing to ±30 K at the richest 
AFR investigated of 8:1. 

Reaction Pressure. Reaction pressure affects flame tem
perature whenever dissociation is significant, in these cases, an 
increase in pressure moves the equilibrium composition towards 
the more exothermic products, thereby increasing the flame tem
perature. The calculated AFR is changed via the effect on the 
change in mole number from reactants to products. 

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the effect. In practice, it is possible 
to use a pressure measuring technique that will give an error 
of less than ± 1 percent of reading thereby reducing the resulting 
errors to almost insignificant levels. 

Fuel Composition. Uncertainty in fuel composition can 
have a significant effect on both calculated temperature and 
calculated AFR. The error has been estimated by considering a 

fuel containing hydrogen and carbon only. The values given in 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are for errors in the percentage of the gravimet
ric carbon content, in each case the hydrogen is taken to be the 
remainder of the fuel. The nominal fuel composition is that 
given for aviation kerosene in Table 2. Ultimate analysis by the 
method of ASTM D5291-96 would give an uncertainty of ± 1.2 
in the gravimetric carbon percentage. 

The absolute uncertainty in AFR increases continuously with 
AFR on the lean side of stoichiometric, reaching a maximum 
of ±2 AFR at 150:1 for the ±1.25 uncertainty level. With 
temperature the opposite trend can be seen in Fig. 9. Rich 
of stoichiometric the error falls to a minimum before rapidly 
increasing to very significant levels at still richer conditions. 
Below about 13:1 the temperature error is significant. On the 
lean side the error decreases continuously with increased AFR, 
but remains significant up to the maximum AFR investigated. 
At stoichiometric a temperature error of ±32 K can be expected 
for the ±1.25 uncertainty in fuel carbon percentage. 

Oxidant Composition. Water content is the principle un
certainty in air, the most common oxidant. The error is given 
here for the case where the water content is determined from 
the dew point, and the air composition calculated from this and 
the known composition of dry air. There are two sources of 
error, the dew-point temperature and the dew-point pressure. In 
the case where the dew-point pressure is measured using a 
barometer, the error in the reading is very small and not signifi
cant. Figure 10 shows the errors in calculated temperature for 
different levels of dew-point error. In all cases, the absolute 
error in calculated temperature is less than the absolute error in 
dew-point temperature. The effect on calculated AFR is negligi
ble for all AFRs for practical levels of dew-point temperature 
error. 

Partial Equilibrium Assumption. Of all the errors, this is 
the most difficult to quantify; it is not possible to use simple 
arguments to get accurate error estimates. 

Hydrogen is one species that can be dealt with as it can be 
measured by gas sampling. Data from a combustion test in 
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Fig. 12 Derivatives of flame temperature with respect to species con
centration 

which hydrogen was measured have been used to show the 
effect of estimating hydrogen concentration. The gas samples 
used for the analysis were taken, in some cases, from the com
bustor primary zone as well as from the exhaust region. The 
combustor operating conditions were those given in Table 2. 
Two sets of analysis were performed on the data, one using the 
measured hydrogen concentration and the other ignoring it. Both 
the equilibrium constant and Gibbs minimization algorithms 
were used for this purpose and were found to give the same 
results. The results are shown in Fig. 11 plotted against the 
AFR calculated by including the hydrogen measurement. The 
temperature error is the difference between the temperature cal
culated using the hydrogen measurement and that calculated 
using partial equilibrium hydrogen. The partial equilibrium tem
perature is the greater in all the cases; the difference is signifi
cant for all AFRs richer than about 20:1. 

The errors caused by a difference between the true radical 
concentrations and those at equilibrium cannot be generalized. 
However, the order of magnitude of the error and how it varies 
with operating conditions is illustrated in Fig. 12. For each 
species in turn, a scalar was defined that multiplied the nominal 

Test Type Method Number 

of 

samples 

Inlet 

Temp. 

Inlet 

Pressure 

Mean 

Exhaust 

Temp. 

K kPa K 
1 A T/C 450 693 697 1656 

2 A TBGA 450 680 695 1653 

3 B T/C 800 425 294 837 
4 B T/C 800 425 294 838 

equilibrium concentration of the species. The partial derivative 
of the flame temperature with respect to this scalar was evalu
ated for the case of the scalar being unity. The resulting quantity 
shows the magnitude of the effect of perturbing the species 
concentration about its nominal value. This, in turn gives an 
indication of the relative sensitivity of the flame temperature to 
uncertainty in the radical concentration. Defining the threshold 
of significance as 1 K, none of the species has a significant 
effect below about 1850 K. Above this temperature, the effect 
of uncertainty in radical concentration becomes increasingly 
significant. 

Figure 13 gives temperatures calculated using equilibrium 
assumptions compared with those calculated by assuming that 
radicals and molecular hydrogen are absent from the products. 
This clearly shows the divergence of temperature predictions 
that can occur by neglecting the radicals. It also illustrates that 
there is an AFR above which it is permissible to neglect the 
presence of radicals thereby simplifying the calculation. 

Comparison of Thermocouple and Gas Analysis Re
sults 

Thermocouple measurements are not available for very high 
gas temperatures, so direct comparison is restricted to lower 
levels. The results from two different reverse flow annular com-
bustors are presented as a means of comparison. The operating 
conditions are summarised in Table 3. In each case the exhaust 
temperature distribution was determined by use of a movable 
sampling rake with sample points at five different radial posi
tions. For combustors A and B, respectively, 90 and 160 differ
ent circumferential positions were used. In the case of combus
tor A, the temperature distribution was determined at nominally 
the same operating condition using both heat shielded type-R 
thermocouples and by TBGA using a gas sampling probe. Tests 
1 and 2 were performed using the same combustor and fuel 
injectors. Between the tests the combustor and injectors were 
removed from the test rig for inspection and cleaning. There 
are no repeat thermocouple measurements for combustor A so 
it is not possible to compare the variability of TBGA and ther
mocouples with the inherent variability of a single method. 
Tests 3 and 4 of combustor B were both done by type-R thermo-
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Table 4 A comparison of thermocouple and TBGA temperatures 

Comparison Mean 
difference 

RMS 
difference 

RMS / mean 
Temp, rise 

K K % 
1 and 2 3.0 54.0 5.6 
3 and 4 -1.5 !4.0 3.4 

couples. In this case, the two tests were done simultaneously 
using a double-headed thermocouple instrument; in this case, 
therefore, there is not the additional variability introduced by 
removing the combustor and then reassembling it. 

The data cannot be used for rigorous comparison, but can be 
used to give a general comparison of the two methods. Table 
4 gives a summary of the differences. The RMS temperature 
difference is a misleading parameter since the uncertainty is not 
in the absolute temperature but in the temperature rise above 
the mean inlet temperature. Therefore, the RMS differences are 
also given as percentages of the mean temperature rise. This is 
the temperature increase above the inlet temperature rise. This 
is the temperature increase above the inlet temperature that 
would occur if the combustion products were perfectly mixed. 
The circumferential temperature variations at a fixed radial loca
tion are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows the tempera
tures determined by thermocouple and by TBGA for combustor 
A, tests 1 and 2, whilst Fig. 15 shows repeat thermocouple 
temperatures for combustor B, tests 3 and 4. 

For the TBGA versus thermocouple comparison, the RMS 
difference is 5.6 percent of the mean temperature rise whilst 
for the repeat thermocouple case the corresponding value is 3.4 
percent. Whilst it may seem that the TBGA versus thermocouple 
comparison is worse, the additional variability due to combustor 
rebuild must be considered. The graphical comparison in Fig. 
19 does not reveal any systematic trends in the difference that 
could be symptomatic of a flaw in the TBGA method. Thus, 
the TBGA method does not consistently over or under predict 
the temperatures of the hot and cold extremes, instead, the 
variation is spread evenly throughout the temperature range. 
This is indicative of the differences being due to random effects 

rather than an underlying difference. The similar mean exhaust 
temperatures of 1656 K and 1653 K predicted by the two meth
ods support this. Clearly more data is required, particularly at 
high temperatures, to perform a thorough comparison. 

Concluding Remarks 
A method of calculating gas temperatures from the measure

ment of a limited number of gaseous species in a combustor 
exhaust has been developed. The method combines rigorous 
thermodynamics and a robust numerical solution technique with 
an object oriented design in the C + + language. The uncertain
ties in the method have been illustrated using simulated and 
measured data from gas turbine combustion tests. 

The main conclusions regarding errors are as follows: 

1 The C0 2 analyser error gives significant temperature and 
AFR errors at all AFRs. For an error of ±2 percent of C0 2 

analyser reading, the maximum temperature error is ±20 K. 
2 The fuel CV uncertainty gives significant temperature errors 

for all but the leanest of conditions. At stoichiometric a 
±1 percent uncertainty in CV gives rise to a temperature 
uncertainty of ±17 K, this falls to about ±3 K at 150:1. 

3 The fuel composition uncertainty gives significant errors 
for all but the leanest of conditions. At stoichiometric 
an uncertainty of ± 1 in the gravimetric fuel carbon per
centage gives rise to a temperature uncertainty of ±27 
K, falling to ±8 K at 150:1. Rich of stoichiometric, the 
error climbs to very high levels, exceeding ±50 K at 
about 11:1. 

4 Richer than about 25:1, depending on the pressure, failure 
to account for radicals and hydrogen in the products intro
duces a significant error. 

5 Richer than stoichiometric, estimation of hydrogen from 
partial equilibrium, and CO analyser error become signifi
cant. 

6 Hydrocarbon can be a significant source of error under very 
rich conditions. 

7 Fuel and oxidant inlet temperature, NOx analyser and 
oxidant dew point are not significant sources of error. 
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Fig. 14 The circumferential exhaust temperature profile of an annular combustor determined by thermocouples and TBGA 
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Fig. 15 The circumferential exhaust temperature profile of an annular combustor determined twice by thermocouples 
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The principle application of the technique is routine exhaust 
temperature pattern factor determination; as such, the technique 
presented in this paper extends the range of validity of simple 
gas analysis codes to the stoichiometric AFR. The technique 
can still give reasonably accurate results at richer AFRs pro
vided that hydrogen is measured in the exhaust. 
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CFD Modeling of a Gas Turbine 
Combustor From Compressor 
Exit to Turbine Inlet 
Gas turbine combustor CFD modeling has become an important combustor design 
tool in the past few years, but CFD models are generally limited to the flow field 
inside the combustor liner or the diffuser/combustor annulus region. Although 
strongly coupled in reality, the two regions have rarely been coupled in CFD model
ing. A CFD calculation for a full model combustor from compressor diffuser exit to 
turbine inlet is described. The coupled model accomplishes the following two main 
objectives: (1) implicit description of flow splits and flow conditions for openings 
into the combustor liner, and (2) prediction of liner wall temperatures. Conjugate 
heat transfer with nonluminous gas radiation (appropriate for lean, low emission 
combustors) is utilized to predict wall temperatures compared to the conventional 
approach of predicting only near wall gas temperatures. Remaining difficult issues 
such as generating the grid, modeling swirler vane passages, and modeling effusion 
cooling are also discussed. 

Introduction 
CFD modeling of combustors and fuel nozzles has progressed 

to the extent that CFD simulations are frequently included in 
the design process. Thus far, CFD models have generally been 
limited to isolated parts of the combustion system. Most models 
include only the reacting flow inside the combustor liner with 
assumed profiles and flow splits at the various liner inlets. Care
fully executed models of this type can provide valuable insight 
into mixing performance, pattern factor, emissions and combus
tion efficiency. Some insight into liner wall temperatures can 
also be indirectly derived from the near wall gas temperatures. 
Perhaps the most important benefit of CFD modeling is the 
innovative ideas that CFD solutions sometime inspire. 

There are numerous examples of combustor CFD solutions 
in the literature of which Lawson (1993), Fuller and Smith 
(1993), and Lai (1997) are a representative sample. Lawson 
was able to successfully match exit radial profile experimental 
data and then use the anchored CFD model to predict the radial 
profile that resulted from different cooling and dilution air pat
terns. Lawson used a one-dimensional code to predict flow splits 
and a two-dimensional CFD model to predict the flow profile 
at the exit plane of the swirl cup. This profile was then applied 
as a boundary condition in the three-dimensional model. Fuller 
and Smith were able to predict exit temperature profiles of 
an annular through-flow combustor that were in fairly good 
agreement with measurements. They also used a two-dimen
sional model to provide boundary conditions at the exit plane 
of the swirl nozzle. They did introduce the use of multi-block 
grids which are essential for modeling complex geometries. Lai 
was able to predict hot spots based on near wall gas tempera
tures that corresponded to locations in the combustor that had 
experienced deterioration. Lai included the swirler passages in 
his model which is an important step in reducing the uncertainty 
of prescribed boundary conditions. Although Lai modeled the 
swirler passages and the rest of the combustor with a single 
block grid, it is generally much easier and more efficient to use 
multi-block grids. 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-184. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

CFD models of the diffuser and annulus region have also 
been performed such as those of Srinivasan et al. (1990), Karki 
et al. (1992), and Little and Manners (1993). All three of these 
efforts at modeling the flow field outside of the combustor liner 
were reasonably successful in predicting velocity profiles with 
relatively coarse two-dimensional and three-dimensional mod
els. However, Mongia (1994) points out that prediction of pres
sure losses is more difficult and the results are typically rela
tively poor. 

A logical next step is to model the entire flow field from the 
compressor diffuser to the turbine inlet with the flow inside and 
outside the combustor liner fully coupled. There are at least 
two important reasons to attempt such an ambitious task: (1) 
flow splits and boundary conditions for the combustor liner 
inlets are modeled explicitly and no longer need to be approxi
mated; and (2) liner wall temperatures can be predicted when 
the flow fields on both sides of the liner walls are modeled in 
a coupled fashion. 

One-dimensional annulus codes have traditionally been uti
lized to provide a reasonable prediction of flow splits, but they 
cannot capture important two and three-dimensional flow fea
tures that can significantly affect total pressure losses. Nonuni
form profiles of flow conditions, including velocities, jet angles 
and turbulence properties, at inlet boundaries can also have a 
significant influence on the flowfield in a combustor. Turbulence 
properties at inlets are particularly difficult to estimate. McGuirk 
and Spencer (1995) discuss the sensitivity of discharge coeffi
cient and jet trajectory of dilution holes to small changes in the 
dilution hole geometry. They emphasize the need to provide 
realistic profiles at dilution hole inlets. 

Another important issue is accurate definition of the flow 
through the dome/fuel injector air swirlers. Fuller and Smith 
(1993) demonstrated the sensitivity of the overall solution to 
the details of the swirler air flow. The aerodynamics of recent 
lean dome combustor designs are dominated by the large per
centage of air that is admitted through the dome swirlers. 
Crocker et al. (1996) discusses the importance of detailed pre
scription of fuel nozzle/dome swirler boundary conditions and 
describes an approach for accurate prediction of flow splits and 
effective area. Fuller and Smith modeled the air swirler and 
combustor flow fields in a decoupled manner which may be 
appropriate in some cases. In general, though, it is necessary 
to couple the combustor solution and at least part of the swirler 
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Fig. 1 Pipe and annulus test case geometry 

passages because of strongly recirculating flow in the region of 
the swirler. Another important consideration is the effect of 
nonuniform feed pressure at the inlet of the dome swirlers. The 
advent of multi-block and many-to-one grid topology, discussed 
later in the paper, make it feasible to include a detailed model 
of the swirler passages in the overall combustor model. 

The prediction of liner wall temperatures is becoming in
creasingly important as more aggressive cycles increase liner 
heat loads and low emissions designs reduce the available cool
ing air. Although conjugate heat transfer approaches that couple 
heat transfer in solid material with the fluid flow solution have 
been available for some time, the authors are not aware of any 
attempt (in the open literature) to directly model gas turbine 
combustor liner wall temperatures using CFD. 

This paper describes CFD analyses of a model combustor 
from the deswirl vane exit of a centrifugal compressor to the 
turbine nozzle inlet. The combustor configuration is representa
tive of a lean, low emission design. The model includes an 
airblast fuel nozzle, dome, and liner walls with dilution holes 
and cooling louvers. Since the combustor is a representative 
model and there are no experimental data, the emphasis is 
placed on the modeling methodology. The results of the analy
ses illustrate the influence of flow nonuniformities on the static 
pressure distribution around the liner and the resulting effect 
on flow splits and liner wall temperatures. The influence of 
nonluminous radiation and thermal barrier coating on wall tem
peratures is also examined. 

Comparison of CFD and Empirical Heat Transfer 
Models 

The simple geometry of a pipe flowing with hot combustion 
products surrounded by a concentric annulus flowing with cool
ing air is employed to examine the relative influence of radiation 
and convection in comparison with an empirical formulation 
for predicting wall temperature. The geometry is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The empirical formula was originally derived by Lefeb-
vre and Herbert (1960) and later restated by Lefebvre (1983). 
The equations, repeated below, utilize basic heat transfer princi
ples and empirical data to account for radiation and convection 
on both sides of the liner. 

A detailed description of the elements of Eqs. 1-5 is not 
repeated here since they are fully described in the widely avail
able text by Lefebvre (1983). Each case discussed here had 73 

of 900K, a fuel/air ratio of 0.0588, and a hot product (gas) 
temperature Tg of 2300K. The luminosity factor was L = 1.0 
and the beam length was 0.08 m. The emissivity of both sides 
of the liner and the case were assumed to be 0.7 and 0.4, 
respectively. The liner inner diameter was 0.132 m, the wall 
thickness was 1.2 mm and the case diameter was 0.192 m. The 
pressure and the inside and outside velocities were varied. 

The commercially available CFD code CFD-ACE was used 
for all of the analyses. The CFD model used a modified k-e. 
turbulence model based on the renormalization group (RNG) 
theory (Yakhot et al„ 1992) and standard wall functions (Laun
der and Spalding, 1974) to predict the convective heat transfer. 
It is well known that wall functions are limited in their ability 
to predict convective heat transfer, especially for flow fields 
that are not parallel to the wall. Nevertheless, alternative low 
Reynolds number models require very fine grids near the walls 
and are currently not very practical for a full combustor model. 
The grid density near the wall was set for each case such that 
y+ was approximately 25. Note that the near wall grid density 
varied considerably as a function of pressure and inlet velocity. 

The turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers were set to 0.25 
for the CFD models. This relatively low value has consistently 
demonstrated better agreement with combustor fuel-air mixing 
results. However, the low value also results in increased heat 
transfer compared to the typical value of 0.9 (about 50 percent 
higher than with Prandtl number of 0.25 for a typical case with 
radiation). Since the convective heat transfer rate is increased 
on both sides of the liner, the effect on the wall temperature is 
relatively small. The temperature gradient through the wall, 
however, is overpredicted. An improved approach would be to 
use conventional turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers in the 
wall functions. The convection terms (Eqs. 3 and 5) of the 
empirical model were calibrated so that the convective heat 
transfer for the empirical model and the CFD model was equal. 
The calibration was performed for primary and annulus veloci
ties both set to 20 m/s. The constants Kci and KCi were set to 
0.046 and 0.040, respectively. Both constants from Lefebvre 
(1983) are 0.020 based on fully developed pipe flow. Since the 
test case under consideration predicts heat transfer near the pipe 
entrance with an LID less than 0.5, far from fully developed 
flow, the correction factors of 2.3 and 2.0 are reasonable. 

Radiation heat transfer is calculated by solving the radiative 
transfer equation using a discrete-ordinate method. The discrete-
ordinate method provides a reasonable balance between ob
taining realistic results for complex geometries and computa
tional cost. The approach, along with validation cases, is de
scribed by Giridharan et al. (1995). Only C0 2 and H20 were 
assumed to contribute significantly to the nonluminous gas radi
ation. The local gas emittance was calculated as a function of 
species concentration, pressure and tQmperature based on the 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of empirical and CFD wall temperature predictions 
for primary/annulus velocities of 10/40, 20/20, and 40/10 m/s 

data of Hottel (1954). Luminous radiation was not considered 
for this effort since these cases only involved lean combustion. 

Results of the empirical and CFD models are compared in 
Fig. 2 as a function of pressure and primary/annulus velocities. 
The agreement is remarkably good considering the uncertainties 
in both models. The most notable difference is that the CFD 
predicted wall temperature begins to drop below the empirical 
prediction as the pressure increases. This is caused by the lower 
rate of increase of the gas radiation to the wall for the CFD 
model. This is certainly an area of uncertainty since the data 
from Hottel (which both the empirical and CFD radiation mod
els are based on) must be extrapolated beyond 5 atmospheres. 

Combustor CFD Model Description 
A single nozzle 24 deg periodic sector of the model combus

tor was analyzed. The combustor configuration included a cen
trifugal compressor diffuser section downstream of the deswirl 
vanes, a fuel nozzle and stem, typical cooling flow, and a single 
row of dilution holes on both the inner and outer liner. The fuel 
nozzle was an airblast design with about 65 percent of the 
combustor air admitted through the two axial air swirlers. An 
axial cross section of the 370,000 cell grid with 11 domains 
(blocks) is shown in Fig. 3. 

Generation of a grid for such a complex geometry in a timely 
manner and with sufficient grid resolution is a challenging task. 
Mongia (1994), in his review of combustion modeling, esti
mated that as many as 12 million cells may be required to 
provide a near grid independent solution for a comprehensive 
one nozzle sector combustor model. Such a model would in
clude detailed modeling of swirier vane passages. Second order 
numerical schemes can reduce that requirement to less than 5 
million cells. (Second order upwind differencing was used for 
the current analyses.) Mongia's estimate is reasonable given the 
assumption of one-to-one grid cell interfaces between blocks. 
Many-to-one grid cell interfaces can dramatically reduce the 
total number of required cells. Many to one is illustrated by a 
close-up of the fuel nozzle grid interfaced with the primary 
zone grid shown in Figure 4. Detailed structures, such as swirler 
passages and even swirler vanes, can be modeled with a fine 
grid without transferring the high density grid into the rest of 
the combustor. (The grid quality could be improved by continu
ing the fine grid a short distance into the primary zone.) The 
swirler passages shown in Fig. 4 were modeled with 35,000 
cells which does not include swirler vanes. Swirler vanes could 
be included with approximately 100,000 additional cells. The 
difficulties associated with constructing such a grid are consid
erable, but not insurmountable, and will be addressed in the last 
section of the paper. 

The total airflow through the combustor was prescribed by 
the single boundary condition at the compressor diffuser. All 
of the remaining flow splits, except for the flow through the 
dome, were a product of the CFD model. In this analysis, the 
flow outside the dome feeding the fuel nozzle and the flow 
through the fuel nozzle were decoupled since detailed modeling 
of the swirler vanes was beyond the scope of this effort. Effusion 
cooling through the dome face was also modeled in a decoupled 
manner. (Conjugate heat transfer modeling of effusion cooling 
is briefly discussed in the last section of the paper.) The flow 
rates feeding the air swirlers and effusion cooled dome walls 
were modeled as exit boundaries and were matched to the inlet 
flow rates on the downstream side of the dome. The swirler inlet 
boundaries were modeled according to Crocker et al. (1996). Of 
course, the effect of variations in static pressure across the dome 
could not be captured. The liner walls with film cooling and 
dilution holes were modeled in a fully coupled manner. The 
holes feeding the film cooling slots were modeled by concen
trated resistances since it was not practical to model the individ
ual holes. A close-up of part of the outer liner grid is shown in 
Fig. 5. The walls containing the dilution holes were three cells 
thick and the upstream walls were two cells thick. The liner 

Fig. 3 Centerline axial plane of fine grid (370,000 cells) 
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Fig. 4 Centerline axial plane of fuel nozzle portion of grid showing many-
to-one interface 

wall thermal conductivity was assumed to be 23 W/(m-K), 
typical of metallic liners. The case wall was assumed isothermal 
at the combustor inlet temperature. Other walls such as the 
atomizer stem and the dome cowl were assumed to be adiabatic. 

The dilution holes were modeled as round holes (not castel
lated approximations) with 6 by 6 grid cells. This is a typical 
grid density for dilution holes in most current combustor mod
els, however, it may not be enough to achieve grid indepen
dence. McGuirk and Spencer (1993) compared models of a 
dilution hole with the castellated approximation and with fitted 
round holes, both with about a 12 x 12 and 20 X 20 mesh in 
the hole. There were significant differences between the castel
lated and fitted solutions. The solutions for the coarse and fine 
grids with fitted round holes, based on the velocity profile across 
the hole, were quite similar. This indicates that a 12 X 12 
mesh, and possibly less, is adequate for resolving dilution holes. 
Though not utilized for this analysis, many-to-one grid topology 
can again be used to keep the total number of grid cells to a 
manageable level. 

Kinetics were modeled using a one-step finite rate reaction 
with equilibrium reaction products. This efficient model ac
counts for the significant effects of finite reaction time and 
provides a much better prediction of flame temperature com
pared to simple one-step models with only H2P and C0 2 as 
products. The one-step kinetics is also amenable to the pre
scribed pdf model which was used to account for turbulent/ 
chemistry interaction. The two-variable pdf was applied to the 
fuel mixture fraction and to the progress variable. The fuel 
mixture fraction pdf is of primary importance for diffusion 
flames and the progress pdf is most important for premixed 
flames. Lean direct injection, as employed in this case, is often 
a hybrid condition for which both are significant. The liquid 
fuel spray motion and evaporation was modeled as Lagrangian 
droplet packets that influence the Eulerian gas phase equations 
through mass, energy, and momentum source terms. 

Results 
Selected results of the CFD calculations are discussed below 

primarily for the purpose of illustrating the qualitative nature 
of the predictions of a full combustor model. The flow pattern 
in the primary zone is dominated by a strong centerline recircu
lation zone. Temperature contours in an axial plane along the 
nozzle centerline are shown in Fig. 6. Flame temperatures are 
relatively low as a consequence of the lean primary zone equiva
lence ratio. Relative static pressure contours (exit pressure is 
3.0 MPa) for the same axial plane are shown in Fig. 7. Signifi
cant pressure variations of 1 to 2 percent of static pressure are 
evident around the liner. The most notable variation, typical of 
a centrifugal compressor configuration, is the approximately 1 
percent higher pressure in the outer annulus. There are also 
significant circumferential variations of pressure, particularly 
around the fuel injector/dome region (not shown in any 
graphic). Hot side liner wall temperatures and velocity vectors 
are shown in Fig. 8. An increase in wall temperature with dis
tance away from the cooling slots is predicted along with sig
nificant circumferential variation. 

Gas temperatures as a function of radius at a location 2.54 
cm downstream from the dome and in line with the nozzle 
centerline are shown in Fig. 9. Temperatures for a coarse grid 
and fine grid case with and without nonluminous gas radiation 
are compared. The coarse grid had just 80,000 cells compared 
with 370,000 cells for the fine grid. The coarse grid case had 
a slightly flatter profile as might be expected because of greater 
numerical diffusion. The effect of radiation on the gas tempera
tures was very small; a reduction of at most 5K near the combus
tor centerline was predicted. The effect of soot radiation, not 
modeled here, could potentially be more significant in many 
cases. In this case, however, soot should not play an important 
role because of the lean primary zone conditions. 

Outer liner wall temperatures for the coarse and fine grid 
cases with and without radiation at a location 2.54 cm down
stream of the dome are shown in Fig. 10. The metal wall temper
ature for a coarse grid case with a 1.25 mm thick thermal barrier 
coating (TBC) (k = 0.66 W/m-K) is also shown. The effect 
of the TBC was to reduce the hot side metal wall temperatures 
and to smooth out the variations considerably. The hot side of 
the TBC was considerably higher than the comparable metal 
wall case, so the heat transfer through the wall was reduced. 
Wall temperatures were consistently about 40 K higher for the 
radiation cases. There is considerable difference between the 
fine and coarse grid results. To further compare the fine and 
coarse grid cases, temperature contours for a transverse plane 
2.54 cm downstream of the dome are compared in Fig. 11. The 
overall pattern is similar, but the variations near the wall are 
significant as reflected by the different wall temperature pat
terns. 

Conclusions and Future Direction 

CFD calculations of a model combustor from compressor 
diffuser exit to turbine inlet were successfully performed. The 
comprehensive model made it possible to predict flow splits for 

Fig. 5 Close-up of part of the outer liner grid with wall cells shaded 
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Fig. 10 Hot side wall temperatures on the outer liner 2.54 cm down
stream of the dome (see arrow in Fig. 8 to identify location) 

the various openings into the combustor liner and remove the 
guesswork required for prescribing accurate boundary condi
tions for those openings. The coupled modeling of the flow 
inside and outside the liner, combined with conjugate heat trans
fer analysis and participating gas radiation, provided a direct 
prediction of liner wall temperatures. Nonluminous gas radia
tion added approximately 40 K to the hot side metal wall tem
perature. TBC reduced peak metal wall temperatures by more 
than 200 K. 

Several issues that were not addressed in this effort need to 
be resolved for a complete, comprehensive combustor model. 
Numerous physical models such as turbulence, kinetics, atom-
ization, and soot need improvement and/or development. These 
issues are not considered here. The issues of interest here are 
those unresolved or incomplete capabilities required to fully 
couple the flow from the compressor diffuser exit to the turbine 
inlet. They include grid generation and modeling of effusion 
cooling. 

The challenge in generating the grid is twofold: (1) it must 
be possible to generate a quality grid in a reasonable amount 
of time; and (2) the grid must have adequate resolution to 
capture the relevant physics but be small enough that 24 hour 

a) coarse grid 

T(K) 

b) fine grid 

Fig. 11 Temperature contours for a transverse plane 2.54 cm down
stream of the dome—comparison of coarse and fine grid cases 

or less execution time can be maintained. Most CFD codes, 
including CFD-ACE, that have adequate physical models for 
solving reacting flow with spray, utilize a structured grid topol
ogy. It is possible to model virtually any geometry using a multi-
block, many-to-one structured approach; however, the process 
is quite painful for complex geometries such as swirler vane 
passages. Unstructured grids are generally easier to generate for 
complex geometries and the potential for automation is greater. 
Automation of grid generation (e.g., swirler vanes, dilution 
holes, and cooling slots) is an important requirement for making 
comprehensive combustor modeling a practical design tool. Un
structured grids also usually require fewer grid cells since the 
grid packing can be isolated in the appropriate areas. (Many-
to-one accomplishes the same thing to a lesser extent in struc
tured grids.) The need for mixed element "brick" cells near 
walls is one of the primary difficulties. Physical models in 
unstructured grid solvers are generally less mature than for 
structured grid solvers, but should catch up in the relatively 
near future. One interesting approach is to use an unstructured 
solver for the nonreacting and generally more geometrically 
complex regions feeding the liner, and a more mature structured 
solver for the reacting region inside the liner in a fully coupled 
manner. An additional advantage to this approach is that the 
computational expense associated with reaction and radiation 
can be limited to the appropriate regions of the flow. 

Effective modeling of effusion cooling, now used for liner 
wall cooling in many combustors, is essential for coupling the 
flow between the annulus and the combustor regions. The large 
number of very small holes associated with effusion cooling 
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make it impractical in the foreseeable future to directly model 
effusion cooled walls. One solution is to develop a submodel 
that calculates mass flow through the wall and heat transfer 
from the wall and provides the appropriate mass, momentum, 
and energy source terms for the gas phase cells adjacent to the 
wall and the appropriate energy source terms for the wall. 

In the near to mid term future, it should be possible to perform 
fully coupled combustion system CFD calculations. Adequate 
grid resolution can be achieved with roughly 1 million cells 
using advanced grid generation techniques and second order 
discretization schemes. Execution time for the 370,000 cell case 
described in this paper was about 48 hours (with radiation and 
with little optimization) on a 500 MHz DEC Alpha 500. If one 
assumes 4 times more execution time for a 1 million cell case, 
a factor of 8 improvement is needed to achieve one day turn
around time. If history is a guide, such improvement may be 
realized for a single workstation within 5 years. Overnight exe
cution can be achieved now with 10 to 15 workstations op
erating in parallel. 
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Distributed Flight Control and 
Propulsion Control 
Implementation Issues and 
Lessons Learned 
This paper addresses the motivations for using a distributed control system architec
ture, technical challenges, typical functions which are off-loaded to remote terminals, 
sensor/effector interface issues, data bus selection, technology insertion issues, les
sons learned, and objectives for future distributed control implementations. Typical 
design requirements, constraints, environmental conditions, and operational chal
lenges will be described. Examples of various distributed control system implementa
tions will be discussed, including both propulsion control and flight control examples. 

Introduction 

As aerospace control systems become progressively more 
sophisticated and capable, and budgets become tighter, design
ers are scrambling to find ways to control acquisition costs. 
Meanwhile in day-to-day operations, control system users and 
owners are under rising pressure to cut maintenance costs and 
to reduce flight delays caused by troubleshooting these complex 
systems. Currently, control systems are the dominant cause of 
unscheduled turbine engine maintenance [1]. Although the use 
of distributed architecture in flight control and propulsion con
trol systems has excellent potential to offer relief in these areas, 
harsh environments have limited its implementation mainly to 
unmanned aircraft and one-of-a-kind flight control demonstra
tions. This is because much of the computational burden in a 
distributed control system is off-loaded to smart sensors and 
effectors; requiring small electronic packages to share the (often 
hostile) environments with the devices they control. 

Now, however, high-temperature electronics technologies, 
particularly silicon-on-insulator (SOI), have advanced to the 
brink of enabling wide use of distributed architectures. The key 
criteria being monitored by control system designers include 
affordability, availability of viable components, resources to 
miniaturize complex electronic systems, and industry infrastruc
ture. High-temperature components are beginning to become 
affordable: a competitive supplier base is taking shape, market 
demand continues to increase in down-hole oil drilling applica
tions, and markets are emerging for industrial/manufacturing, 
automotive, and aerospace applications. In order for compo
nents to be viable they must have adequate performance and 
reliability. The infrastructure is necessary for systematic rapid 
development of new electronic controllers. It requires proce
dures and computer-based tools to exploit reuse and quick adap
tation of previous designs. 

Now that high-temperature electronics are poised to make 
distributed flight and propulsion control systems practical, the 
implementation considerations change, relative to centralized 
systems. Experience indicates that such architectures have some 
subtleties and pitfalls. Failure to address these issues can 
quickly dilute the benefits of a distributed architecture. The 
intent of this paper is to discuss the current industry status, the 
primary issues involved, and the lessons accumulated by the 
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author, his co-workers, and others involved in implementing 
distributed control systems for aerospace applications. 

Advantages of a Distributed Architecture 
The advantages of using a distributed control system architec

ture over a centralized one are made readily apparent by means 
of the following comparison. 

Figure 1 shows an example of a conventional centralized 
architecture. The system consists of a variety of sensors and 
effectors interfaced to a centrally located computer. The sen
sors and effectors are supplied by a multiplicity of vendors. 
Since the interconnecting wiring is dedicated to each sensor 
or effector, the wire count is high. (The counts shown here 
are typical.) And due to the lengths of the runs, the wiring 
and its associated insulation, shielding, and tie-downs can con
tribute substantially to overall system weight. In fact, on the 
average, the overall propulsion control system weight accounts 
for approximately 15-20% of the engine weight [1]. Example 
sensors for propulsion control include devices to measure pres
sure, temperature, shaft speed, fluid flow, blade tip clearance, 
and flame-out. 

Example effectors for propulsion control include devices to 
control stator vane angle, nozzle geometry, fuel flow, bypass 
air flow, and blade tip clearance. Many of the effectors them
selves are servomechanisms, incorporating yet even more sen
sors which are not shown in Fig. 1. The simple fact that the 
effector needs feedback for its operation has some interesting 
consequences, since the feedback loop is implemented in the 
central computer: first, wires must run from the effector's inter
nal sensors all the way to the central computer, and additional 
wires must run back to the effector in order to operate the 
various torque motors, electrohydraulic servovalves (EHSV), 
solenoid valves, etc. Second, at least two companies are in
volved in implementing the loop closure; the effector supplier, 
and the computer supplier. This means that even minor changes, 
such as a simple gain change, must be coordinated by both 
companies, each with its own separate configuration control 
procedures. Physical distance between these companies often 
creates a predisposition for overly simple effector designs in 
order to minimize risk and to facilitate efficient communication. 
This subtle group dynamic hampers incorporation of improved 
technologies into effector designs. In addition, when the time 
arrives to integrate the system and troubleshoot the effector, 
both companies have to be involved. 

The typical central computer is relatively large (e.g., 75 X 
60 X 12 cm), redundant, and quite complex. It performs control 
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Fig. 1 Example of conventional centralized architecture 

functions at all levels. The high-level control functions for pro
pulsion typically include fan speed, core speed, engine pressure 
ratio (EPR), and temperatures at key locations. The general 
purpose of these functions is to regulate the engine thrust, opti
mize performance, and protect the engine from excessive tem
peratures, pressures, or speeds. 

The central computer must also perform many low-level 
functions (LLF). Much of this computational burden consists 
of feedback algorithms for effectors, excitation/demodulation 
for sensors internal to effectors, excitation/demodulation for 
the other sensors, redundancy management for effectors and 
sensors, and built-in test (BIT). It is very important to note 
that the implementation of these low-level functions in central 
computer requires a multitude of dissimilar interface circuits 
and software elements because of dissimilarities among the sen
sors and among the effectors. Moreover, the redundancy man
agement of the sensors and effectors is also device specific. The 
designers of both the computer hardware and software have 
only a few opportunities for multiple applications of their de
signs within a given computer. Their only cost savings comes 
from reusing and/or adapting designs from past computer devel
opment efforts, which are infrequent. 

During the development of a control system, changes are 
inevitable. Let us return to the example of a gain change, and 
the impact it has on the central computer software. This simple 
change in one low-level software function requires some sort 
of proof that all other software functions, both low level and 
high level, have sustained no adverse effects. Because validation 
of this kind can be very expensive, the usual approach is to 
accumulate many changes between validations; an approach 
which complicates troubleshooting. Now consider a different 
example in which a sensor or effector has to be added to the 
control system. In a centralized architecture, such a change 
affects nearly every aspect of the central computer design. 

These issues are confronted by control system designers on 
a daily basis. Although centralized architecture is viable for 
moderately complex control systems, the trend toward ever 
greater complexity seems irreversible. Development is becom
ing very difficult to manage. As the number and sophistication 
of functions increases, the costs of implementing all the func
tions in a single computer will soon outpace the mitigating 
factors, such as decreasing electronic component costs, increas
ing computing speeds, improving computer-aided design tools, 
and widening availability of standards. 

In addition, the market for sensors and effectors continues to 
pull for greater performance. One trend trades increased com
plexity for various benefits such as lower weight, smaller enve
lope, lower input power, etc. For example, electronic filtering 

can be used to enhance stiffness in flight control servoactuators, 
enabling reduced structural weight. 

In summary, centralized architectures have served the aero
space community well in the past, but the trend toward higher 
complexity has reached a point where distributed architecture 
is becoming preferable. 

Figure 2 shows an example of a distributed architecture. Here, 
there is still a central computer, but it performs only high-
level functions. This makes the computer considerably simpler, 
cheaper to develop, more compact, and requires far less connec
tor real estate. All low-level functions are moved out to the 
sensors and effectors. Physically, small electronic packages (re
ferred to as remote terminals or local controllers), which per
form the low-level functions, are mounted on or near the devices 
they serve, making them "smart" subsystems. In variations of 
this architecture, a local controller serves a group of sensors 
and/or effectors simultaneously. This is referred to as a partly 
distributed architecture. 

The central computer communicates with the smart sensors 
and effectors using a fault-tolerant data bus. Electrical power 
is distributed using a simple, redundant power bus. The differ
ence in wiring topology combined with a greatly reduced wire 
count saves a great deal of harness weight. Also, wiring is 
less susceptible to damage which can cause hard-over effector 
failures. A reduction in connector count increases reliability. 

An advantage of mounting a local controller directly on a 
sensor or effector is that it results in a logistically convenient 
package that can isolate its own faults and can be treated as a 
self-contained line replaceable unit (LRU). This offers a dis
tinct improvement in maintainability over present day propul
sion control systems: currently, faults are automatically detected 
and action is automatically taken to place the engine in a safe 
operating state. However, actual isolation of most faults requires 
time-consuming work by technicians. Quite often the entire 
control system has to be removed, and even then, a certain 
percentage of the faults cannot be duplicated. 

In addition, other advantages can be exploited if the supplier 
of the smart sensor or effector is permitted to develop the local 
controller for his device: many suppliers have spent years devel
oping their own local controllers. Substantial investments have 
been made in order to achieve a viable combination of reliabil
ity, size, weight, cost, etc. The advantage comes when the sup
plier is able to develop a new smart device by reusing or adapt
ing a previous design. This is a cost savings opportunity that 
integrators of centralized control systems rarely get because 
their development cycle is so long. Whereas, the device supplier 
must evolve his product more quickly in order to stay competi-
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tive. Since his design cycle is much shorter, the supplier is 
further down the learning curve and his costs are lower. 

Yet another advantage of distributed architecture is that since 
its central computer performs only high-level functions, and 
since other control systems use similar high-level functions, the 
central computer is much more easily adapted to new systems. 
Distributed architecture has hierarchical structure in which the 
central computer has a general managerial function and the 
smart sensors and effectors have implementation-specific subor
dinate functions. The reuse and adaptation of existing central 
computers for new applications is anticipated to be one of the 
most powerful cost benefits of the concept. But in order to 
maximize this benefit, computer designers need to think very 
generally and exploit broad similarities in high-level functions 
shared by various control systems. Both existing and future 
systems should be considered. 

In a distributed control system, changes tend to be minimally 
invasive and therefore, less expensive than changes in a central
ized system. Consider the gain change example from before. 
Assuming the effector supplier also supplies its local controller, 
the change can be made and tested in minimal time by one 
company usually in one location, using only one set of configu
ration control procedures. For most simple changes, it is not 
necessary to formally validate that the other functions in the 
system are not adversely affected. This is because the system 
has been functionally decoupled. 

Now consider the second example in which a sensor or ef
fector has to be added to the control system. The smart device 
can be connected into the data and power buses with relative 
ease. There is little impact on the central computer hardware 
except that slightly more power is needed. The high-level soft
ware in the central computer must be modified, as before. 

Advanced control algorithms and other new technologies can 
be introduced into sensors and effectors with less program risk 
when a distributed architecture is used. Here again, the single-
company approach is more efficient. Many suppliers have their 
own inhouse model shops, electronic laboratories, circuit and 
software prototyping facilities, and qualification test labora
tories. New ideas and components can be tried quickly. In many 
cases, the designer himself can run the tests and immediately 
modify the design as needed. Turnaround on tests can be very 
fast. Communication is greatly simplified. In addition, the di
rectness of the competition stimulates new sensor/effector-re
lated technologies and ideas to be developed by the suppliers 
on a frequent and continual basis. 

Obsolescence of electronic hardware is an on-going problem 
in most avionics systems. But distributed architecture facilitates 
electronic hardware upgrades by allowing selected portions of 
the system to be upgraded at a time. This can save costs by 
upgrading only the portions which will benefit the most. Alter
natively, upgrades can be retrofitted onto devices as a part of 
their routine maintenance. 

Typical Partitioning of Functions 

Low-level functions that are typically implemented in a smart 
effector include the following: 

— feedback loop closure 
— redundancy management 
— operating mode control 
— built-in-test (BIT) 
— data bus interface 

The function of the effector feedback loop is typically to 
control position, but other quantities can be controlled as well 
such as force (or torque), flow, etc. Input commands are re
ceived from the central computer via data bus at a fixed repeti
tion rate. Considerable wire weight can be saved by performing 
the loop closure locally instead of at the central computer. 

Fault-tolerant sensors and effectors need redundancy man
agement algorithms for fault detection, isolation, and reconfig
uration. These algorithms are highly device specific and usually 
account for 80-95 percent of the real time software (in terms 
of lines of code). This is an area where the sensor/effector 
supplier can really help to control costs by applying specialized 
experience, previously developed algorithms, and software. 

The operating mode of the smart device is requested by the 
central computer but managed by the device. During control 
system start-up, the sequencing of power-up and operating mode 
changes of the individual smart devices is orchestrated by the 
central computer. Each device reports its operating mode back 
to the central computer periodically. In the event of a sensor/ 
effector fault, action is taken locally by changing operating 
modes and reporting the event to the central computer. 

A local controller provides a very convenient means to imple
ment other functions as well. The input command signal can 
be scaled, shifted, transformed in order to linearize nonlinear 
effector motion, etc. The local controller can also log operating 
time and maintenance actions. For power-by-wire (PBW) ef
fectors, motor drive functions are often included in the local 
controller. 

Low-level functions which are typically implemented in a 
smart sensor include the following: 

— excitation 
— demodulation/decoding 
— redundancy management 
— data bus interface 

By performing excitation and demodulation/decoding locally 
instead of in the central computer, more wire weight is elimi
nated. Signal conditioning such as filtering, time averaging, 
scaling, shifting, linearization, temperature correction, etc., can 
be performed by the local controller. As with effectors, sensor 
redundancy management functions are highly device specific. 
Performing this function locally removes computational burden 
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from the central computer. The smart sensor transmits the (pos
sibly processed) signal of interest as well as health status to the 
central computer via the data bus at a fixed repetition rate. 

Technical Challenges 
In addition to the usual challenges of developing a control 

system, aerospace applications pose even more challenges: Con
tinuous ambient temperatures for local controllers in engine 
applications are typically 200CC. This can drop to — 40°C be
tween periods of operation. For engine applications, the vibra
tion levels are also severe. Mounting a controller onto a sensor 
or effector adds mass, making vibration requirements even more 
challenging. Faults must be isolatable to a specific LRU or data 
bus. Cost of the local controller must only be a fraction of that 
of the device it controls in order for the concept to be viable. 

Similarly, the size of the controller must be small compared 
with that of the device it controls in order to fit into traditionally 
tight envelopes. Using current SOI technology, a single effector 
controller channel typically requires a volume of 600 cm3 

(roughly the size of a typical paperback novel). But for fault 
tolerance, at least two channels are usually used. The size which 
appears to be a commonly desired target for future controllers 
is 120 cm3 for one channel (roughly the size of a cigarette 
pack). Thus, a size reduction by a factor of five is ultimately 
desired. 

Interface Issues and Data Bus Selection 
For aerospace control applications, analog sensors must 

maintain reasonable accuracy over a very wide range of temper
atures. Currently available SOI components provide acceptable 
performance. For analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, a com
promise must be struck between conversion time and resolution. 
Fortunately for most flight control and propulsion control ef
fectors, a resolution of 10 or 11 bits can be achieved with a 
tolerable conversion time. SOI multiplexers that permit time 
sharing of A/D converters will soon be available. 

Practical SOI current drivers have limited but useable current-
sourcing capability. Practical drivers for use in proportional 
control are limited to about ±40 mA, and drivers for discrete 
loads, such as solenoids, are limited to about 225 mA. 

The use of a low voltage, single-sided power supply is a very 
effective approach to reduce power supply size, but it has an 
obvious impact on sensor interfaces. The use of LVDT excita
tion circuits which supply pulses rather than a sine wave is one 
way to accommodate this approach. 

The standard data bus protocols which are the current favor
ites for propulsion control include MIL-STD-1553, SP50 Field-
bus, and ARINC 429. Optical data buses are not yet viable 
because high-temperature diode laser technology has yet to ma
ture. 

Experience with 1553 transceivers indicates that devices 
available in SOI draw considerable power. However, power 
requirements can be greatly reduced by only requiring the trans
ceiver to drive fewer remote terminals over shorter bus lengths. 
These limitations are judged to be inconsequential for most 
propulsion control applications. 

Technology Insertion Issues 
A few issues still impede the market insertion of distributed 

control technology for aerospace applications: since high tem
perature electronic components are not yet produced in large 
quantities, they are still expensive and difficult to obtain in 
prototyping quantities. However, relief is within sight as market 
demand for components continues to grow and as the array of 
available standard devices begins to fill out. Nearly all of the 
standard digital logic devices are already on the market in SOI 
form, along with a complete eight-bit microcontroller, the 
80C51. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA) is funding a multi-year technology reinvestment pro
gram (TRP) to help bring SOI components to marketable form 
and to demonstrate complete high-temperature controllers for 
aerospace and industrial applications. The program is named 
High Temperature Distributed Control Systems (HiTeC). As a 
result of this program, a full complement of SOI parts needed 
for real-time control is anticipated to be fully developed by mid 
1998 and commercialized shortly thereafter: 

Part: Description: 

HT8051 
B320HT 
SRAM 
ROM 
A/D Converter 
Clock Chip 
Databus Protocol 
Digital Sensor Interface 
Glue Logic Chip 
LVDT Exciter 
LVDT Demod 
MUX 
Op Amp 
Power Supply Chip 
Solenoid Driver 
Torque Motor Driver 
Transceiver 
Voltage Reference 

8-bit microcontroller 
32-bit floating point fiP 
dual Port, 32k X 8 bit 
64 k byte 
12 bit, 10 fj,s 
10 MHz 
1553 
multiple input 
watchdog, latch, RAM, ROM 
28V Excitation Generator 
dual channel ratiometric 
16 to 1 
quad op amp 
28V switch mode power supply 
28V, PWM 
15V, 50 mA 
1553, 1 Mbit/sec 
1.5% over temperature 

A second market insertion issue is that high-temperature pas
sive electronic components are considerably larger than their 
conventional counterparts. This has been somewhat of an im
pediment to miniaturization of local controllers because the 
passive components have tended to dominate the available 
space. Particular circuits in which passives become size drivers 
have included power supplies and EMI filters. Experience shows 
that it helps to use a shared, centralized power supply and to 
implement the minimum practical power conditioning in each 
local controller. Attention to innovative power bus design has 
already identified some very useful methods to mitigate this 
issue. 

Definitive trade studies have been difficult to perform: in cost 
trade studies, for example, the cost breakdown of implementing 
low level versus high-level functions in a centralized architec
ture is uncertain. In reliability trade studies, reallocation of a 
reliability budget to a distributed system is challenging because 
it has different redundancy management and failure modes. 

Perhaps the most critical and uncertain issue is that the com
panies which have traditionally developed centralized systems 
now want to have active roles in developing local controllers, 
potentially detracting from cost savings. It is hoped that this 
trend is only an interim risk-reduction measure while distributed 
systems become more prevalent. A key lesson learned after 
several implementations of distributed control is that the maxi
mum cost benefit of this architecture comes when the systems 
integrator specifies functions and performance of the smart de
vice, without specifying its implementation. Allowing the sup
plier of the smart device to implement the local controller in
vokes the most powerful cost-reduction methods: 

— reuse/adaptation of existing designs 
— use of established families of design features 
— modularization 
— use of a geographically-collocated design team 
— rapid, iterative design/prototyping/testing 

Example Implementations 

A three-stage missile uses distributed control for all its flight 
control servoactuators (see Fig. 3) for both aerodynamic control 
surfaces and for thrust vector control (TVC). The missile has 
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FADEC 
(Modified) 

Fig. 3 Three-stage missile flight control system architecture 

one controller located in each of its three stages. Each controller 
operates multiple electromechanical actuators (EMA). The first 
stage controller operates three independent aerodynamic control 
surface EMAs. The second stage controller operates two inde
pendent TVC EMAs. The third stage controller operates two 
more independent TVC EMAs. Position commands are pro
vided to the local controllers via an IEEE422 data bus. The 
system is nonredundant. 

The Joint Strike Fighter/Integrated Subsystem Technology 
(J/IST) program's AFTI-F16 demonstrator aircraft uses an un
usual, retrofitted, distributed control architecture for its five pri
mary flight control servoactuators (see Fig. 4) . The program is 
particularly noteworthy because it involves a manned aircraft 
which is aerodynamically unstable in pitch. Stability is provided 
by a quad-redundant Digital Flight Control Computer (DFLCC) 
working in conjunction with inertial sensors, air data sensors, 
and the control surface servoactuators. Clearly, all of these items 
are safety critical. The original servoactuators are replaced by 
electrohydrostatic actuators (EHA) that comprise an electric 
motor driving a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump, which in 
turn drives a hydraulic actuator. Here, the DFLCC (playing 
the role of central computer) communicates with the triple-
redundant control electronics unit (CE) via existing analog wir
ing. The CE performs position loop closure, redundancy man
agement, operating mode control, and BIT for all five EHAs. 
Each individual EHA has its own dual redundant power drive 
electronics unit (PDE) which performs velocity loop closure 
and motor drive functions. The CE communicates velocity com
mands to the five PDEs via MIL-STD-1553 data buses. In this 
example, there is a hierarchical relationship between the flight 
control computer, the CE, and the five PDEs. Low-level DFLCC 

MIL-STD-1553 Data Bus 

Pressure 
Xducer 

Temperature 
Xducer 

Shaft 
Speed 
Xducer 

IGV 
Actuator 

Fig. 4 J/IST flight control system architecture 

Fig. 5 HiTeC high temperature propulsion control demonstration 

functions unique to the EHAs have been strategically redistrib
uted among the CE and the PDEs. Those functions that can 
practically share one computer are implemented in the CE. The 
rest are implemented in the individual PDEs. 

One objective of the previously mentioned HiTeC program 
is to demonstrate a high temperature, actuator-mounted control
ler for a turbine engine inlet guide vane servoactuator. The dual-
redundant controller will perform loop closure and redundancy 
management for the actuator. In addition, the controller will 
provide interfaces and redundancy management for nearby sen
sors unrelated to the servoactuator: pressure, temperature, shaft 
speed, and a discrete switch (see Fig. 5) . Communication be
tween the controller and the existing full authority digital engine 
controller (FADEC) will occur using a MIL-STD-1553 data 
bus. Modifications of the FADEC software permit relocation of 
these low-level functions to the smart servoactuator. 

Additional Lessons Learned 
In addition to the lessons already discussed, several more can 

be enumerated. 
Place systems integration at the forefront of the design effort. 

Be clear and thorough in all interface definitions and require
ment specifications. Preliminary versions of these should be 
written as early in the development program as possible. 

Development of real time, fault-tolerant distributed controls 
requires specialized engineering talent. It is crucial to obtain 
and retain the necessary talent. Also, the project management 
must have a thorough understanding of electronic, mechanical, 
and functional details. 

Distributed systems have subtleties. Ingenuity is needed in 
order to realize the full cost savings. An active effort is needed 
to control complexity; both by systems integrators and by the 
suppliers of the smart devices. Some functions in which com
plexity is usually hard to control are as follows: control algo
rithms, redundancy management, turn-on sequencing, operating 
mode control, and power interruption handling. Even moderate 
complexity in these functions can pose problems in verifying 
the safety of the control system. 

Turn-on sequencing, BIT, and operating mode control of each 
smart device must harmonize with the rest of the distributed 
system. This requires early coordination between the systems 
integrator and suppliers of the smart devices. 

In the event of failures or other unusual conditions, the dis
tributed system must react predictably. Also, transients due to 
start-up, power interruptions, and failures must all be addressed 
in the context of the distributed system. For example, a start-up 
transient for a flight control surface effector should, by design, 
preclude any large sudden motions which might pose a hazard to 
ground personnel. As a second example involving flight control 
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effectors, preflight BIT must not be automatically initiated on 
power-up. If it were, a brief in-flight power interruption could 
cause loss of control of the aircraft while the effector is put 
through its paces. 

For high temperature applications, power supply design can 
have a major impact on physical size of a local controller. It is 
not unusual for 60 percent of an effector controller's volume 
to be taken up by the power supply. 

Design the local controller to accommodate internal and ex
ternal changes. The need for changes during control system 
development is a given. Include spare memory, computation 
time, and data bus loading. Anticipate the effects of data latency. 
In effector controllers, include provisions for additional gains 
and compensation filters. Then, consider going one step further: 
the judicious addition of a few extra features can tremendously 
facilitate reuse/adaptation of the design in new applications. Of 
course, this entails some added weight, size, etc., but this ap
proach can reap a big cost savings if the design can reapplied 
within the same control system, and/or in other control systems. 

Integration testing for distributed systems requires consider
able forethought. However, this architecture facilitates testing 
that progresses from the component level, to the subsystem 
level, to the system level. In addition, much of the testing can 
be done in parallel by using emulators. 

EMI must be addressed in all of its forms. Consider both 
modes of transfer (radiation, conduction) and in both directions 
(emitted, incident). 

Retrofitting a controller onto an existing effector can be chal
lenging. The added mass changes the effector's structural dy
namic mode shapes and natural frequencies, usually increasing 
stresses due to vibration. The original servoactuator design 
might barely meet its vibration requirements without the added 
mass. Unfortunately, design features which can mitigate this 
problem (i.e., vibration isolation) also tend to impede the trans
fer of heat from the controller into the servoactuator. 

Suggested Objectives for Future Implementations 

Perhaps the two things which can benefit a control system 
development the most are to keep the design as simple as possi

ble, and to pursue the benefits of a distributed architecture to 
the fullest. This architecture provides an unusually effective 
framework in which to break the development effort down into 
tractable tasks. By carefully exploiting this important attribute, 
coupling between the tasks can be minimized. Doing this in 
turn minimizes the number of participants needed, makes com
munication more efficient, simplifies testing and troubleshoot
ing, cuts costs, and reduces program risk. 

It would also be useful to promote an infrastructure specifi
cally intended to facilitate efficient reuse/adaptation of existing 
designs. Each system should be designed with future systems 
in mind. Infrastructure is an area rich with potential for reducing 
development costs. 

The market insertion issues also deserve consideration in 
future implementations. Currently, SOI component prices are 
the result of a catch-22: prices are high not only because the 
technology is still relatively young, but also because markets 
are small. But demand is low because prices are high. The only 
logical approach to a solution is find ways to stimulate more 
purchases and in larger quantities. This means, at least for the 
time being, that local controllers for distributed control should 
be as generic and reusable as possible to promote component 
commonality. The size issue for passive electronic components 
is probably best addressed through more innovative power dis
tribution and conditioning. 
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Distributed Control System for 
Turbine Engines 
A distributed control system (DCS) for a turbine engine has been demonstrated and 
tested, consisting of prototype electronic interface units (EIUs) connected to data 
and power busses. In the DCS, a central control computer communicated with smart 
sensors and smart actuators via a 2.5 megabit/sec digital data bus, using the Fieldbus 
protocol. Power was distributed to the smart devices as 100 kHz 100V peak AC, 
allowing light, simple power converters at each smart device. All smart sensors, 
smart actuators, and cables were dual redundant. The smart actuators received 
position demand from the central control computer, exchanged data between channels 
to provide local redundancy management, closed the position loop locally, and re
ported actuator position to the central controller. Smart sensors converted sensed 
signals to digital values in engineering units, and performed local built-in tests. 
Testing of the DCS was done in a closed-loop simulation with an engine model. 
Frequency response of the DCS was almost identical with the conventional system. 

Introduction 
A distributed control system (DCS) for turbine engines is a 

control system in which smart devices communicate via a digital 
data bus with the full-authority digital engine control (FA
DEC), as illustrated in Fig. 1. A smart device could be a smart 
sensor or a smart actuator, or could combine both sensing and 
actuation functions. Smart sensors convert analog sensor values 
to digital form, and provide outputs to the FADEC in engi
neering units, such as degrees F, Hertz, or PSIA. Smart actuators 
receive a position command from the FADEC, and perform 
closed-loop position control of the actuator. Smart sensors and 
actuators report their status to the FADEC, and can carry out 
functions such as compensation, built-in test, fault detection, 
and diagnosis. A smart device (sensor or actuator) consists of 
a baseline device plus an EIU. The EIU has a data bus and 
power bus interface to the FADEC. The smart device would be 
a line replaceable unit (LRU) on an engine, and EIUs would 
be serviced or repaired at a service center or by the manufacturer 
of the smart device. An engine area network (EAN) is a com
munications and power network that connects the FADEC and 
the smart devices. An EAN would probably have one or two 
separate cable assemblies per channel. Each EAN cable contains 
a shielded twisted pair of wires for transmission of digital data 
among FADEC and smart devices, and a shielded twisted pair 
of wires to carry power from the FADEC to the smart devices. 

Design studies have indicated that the benefits of a DCS 
should include reduced weight for the control system, particu
larly in the cables; reduced development cycle time and design 
cost, due to common modules and standard interfaces; accom
modating growth in sensors and actuators, making the FADEC 
design adaptable to new engine types, adaptability to changes 
in components, allowing the opportunity to introduce new tech
nologies; improved reliability and reduced costs due to longer 
production runs based on standard components and designs; 
reduced maintenance costs, due to built-in test and diagnostics 
at each smart device; and enabling of off-engine FADEC for 
further weight saving, improved reliability and control system 
integration. 

The distributed control system program defined a DCS archi
tecture that should provide the benefits listed above. The pro-

FADEChae conventional I/O removed, 
EAN Interface and Distributed Power Supply added Engine Area Network (EAN) 

Cable contains 2 data wires + 2 power wires 

Smart actuators close position hops locally 

Smart devices (sensors or actuators) consist of baseline device 
plus Electronic Interface Unit (EIU). 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-16. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

Fig. 1 Overview of a distributed control system on a turbine engine 

gram quantified the costs and benefits of the DCS, designed 
and fabricated elements of a DCS using low temperature parts, 
and tested and demonstrated a DCS in closed-loop operation 
with an engine simulation in a laboratory environment. Numer
ous design decisions relative to a DCS were examined, such as 
what functions should be carried out by smart devices, whether 
dual-redundant smart devices should have a local data link be
tween the channels, and what the topology of the EAN should 
be. This paper will focus on only the following two issues: the 
characteristics of the power distribution bus and the protocol of 
the digital data bus. Alternatives will be examined, the rationale 
described for the, choices made in this program, the results 
presented, and recommendations made for future distributed 
control systems for turbine engines. 

DCS Design Issues 

EAN Power Distribution. Three alternatives for power 
distribution from the FADEC or central power converter to the 
smart devices are (1) an AC bus with local AC/DC conversion, 
(2) a DC bus with local DC/DC conversion, and (3) a central 
DC/DC power converter generating all voltages, which are dis
tributed to all smart devices. The third alternative can be elimi
nated immediately because this system would have heavier ca
bles than the other alternatives, would limit EIU designs to use 
only the voltages produced centrally (or else add local DC/DC 
converters and thus have the worst aspects of both options 2 
and 3), and would make it difficult to ensure good power quality 
without local regulation. 

A DC bus would probably be either 28 VDC or 270 VDC, 
and an AC bus could be 115 VAC at 400 Hz. All three of these 
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Fig. 2 Central power converter. Shaded portions are additions to ex
isting FADEC power supply. 

switches to produce the trapezoidal AC output. The bus power 
supplies were designed to be fully tolerant of any fault condition 
likely to be imposed on them, such as shorting of the outputs. 
The outputs were capacitor coupled, and the DC level of the 
outputs was monitored so that the outputs could be disabled if 
a fault occurred that resulted in a significant shift in DC level 
of the output. 

EAN Data Bus Requirements. A protocol is a well-de
fined set of rules and conventions used by the nodes on a net
work to communicate with each other. A large number of differ
ent communication protocols are in use. These requirements for 
communication via the EAN data bus were defined as follows; 

voltages are described by MIL-STD-704D and are used for 
power distribution in military aircraft. 270 VDC appears to 
be the power distribution choice for next-generation military 
aircraft. However, none of these voltages is very well regulated, 
or particularly well suited to the needs of a DCS. Instead, AC 
power distribution using high frequency (100 kHz) and fairly 
high voltage (100 Volt peak) was selected for this program 
because it has the following advantages: 

— Smaller parts count than DC. Each EIU needs only a multi
ple-winding transformer with a secondary, rectifier diode, 
or bridge, and a series regulator for each required output 
voltage. 

— Better stability than DC, because local supplies with series 
regulators provide a positive impedance to an AC bus while 
local DC/DC converters provide a negative impedance to a 
DC bus. 

— Better reliability and lower weight than DC, because of the 
smaller parts count. 

— Better high temperature capability than DC, because only 
simple semiconductors are needed at each EIU. 

— High frequency results in smaller transformers, limited by 
losses in the bus cables and transformer inductance leakage, 
and by the potential for EMI emission. 

— High voltage minimizes current losses in the cables, but is 
limited by concerns for insulation stress, corona, and person
nel safety. 

One negative feature of AC power distribution is that the 
overall power conversion efficiency is somewhat lower than 
in a DC distribution system, because the efficiency of series 
regulators in the AC/DC local converters is lower than the 
efficiency possible in DC/DC converters. The overall efficiency 
of the AC power system is expected to be about 68 percent, 
while DC/DC converters can achieve up to 86 percent effi
ciency (based on a survey of off the shelf, military-qualified 
DC/DC converters). 

A trapezoidal (near-square) waveform was selected (versus 
a sine wave) because it reduces the peak current flow and low 
order harmonics (and thus EMI), and is easier to generate than 
a sine wave. This AC power would be generated within the 
FADEC or a central power conversion module, and distributed 
via shielded power distribution wires. A block diagram for the 
central power converter, which provides well-regulated power 
to the EAN bus, is given in Fig. 2. 

DCS Bus Power Supplies. For evaluation of the prototype 
DCS, two 100 kHz 100 VAC power supplies were designed 
and built. Each power supply generated power for one channel 
of the prototype DCS. Each power supply utilized 60 Hz, 115 
VAC power as its input, and generated 100 (±5) kHz, 100 
(±5) Volts peak with a trapezoidal waveform. Each supply had 
a steady-state current output capability of over 2.0 A RMS, 
with a transient capability of 5.0 A RMS. Each of the supplies 
was constructed using two commercial off-the-shelf 115 VAC 
to 100 VDC power supplies as a front end. The outputs of the 
two DC supplies was switched using current-sensing MOSFET 

1 Reliability of message content. This requires at least an 
error-detection code, and preferably an error detection 
and correction (EDC) code within each message. 

2 Assurance of delivery of data. For the FADEC to know 
that messages were delivered properly to the appropriate 
EIU, the EIU should always acknowledge the message 
and indicate whether the message was delivered without 
any apparent errors. 

3 Adequate address range. The FADEC must be able to 
communicate with an adequate number of smart de
vices; 256 smart devices should be sufficient for the 
foreseeable future. 

4 Minimum 16-bit data field. Data from sensors or to actu
ators on engines typically have 12 or 16 bits of resolu
tion, so a 16-bit data field should accommodate system 
needs. 

5 Status and data messages (or status field with data). The 
smart devices should regularly inform the FADEC of 
their health status; preferably, at least one status bit 
should be included with each message; detailed status 
could be transmitted in separate status messages. 

6 Low overhead. Overhead includes bits in a message used 
for addressing, synchronization and error checking, as 
well as retransmissions due to collisions or other rea
sons. Messages in an EAN are expected to be short 
(one or two 16-bit words of data per message). Some 
protocols, designed to handle transmission of large mes
sages, impose an excessive overhead on short messages, 
adding to data latency. 

7 Minimum complexity. Because each EIU requires an 
interface circuit for the EAN, the complexity of the 
protocol should be kept as low as possible to reduce 
circuit complexity, cost, and component failure rate. 

8 Command-response protocol. A protocol in which the 
smart devices only communicate in response to a com
mand from the FADEC is preferred, because it is deter
ministic and less likely to allow failures in which one 
EIU disrupts the bus via uncontrolled transmissions. 

9 Data rate. The minimum required data rate will depend 
on the amount of overhead in the protocol (and thus 
the effective data rate relative to the raw data rate), the 
maximum number of nodes (devices) permitted on the 
network, and the iteration time of the FADEC. 

10 Synchronization. If transmission of data is synchronous 
with its production and use, then only the transport 
delay needs to be added to the delay from time of pro
duction to time of use. However, if transmission is asyn
chronous with either production or use of data, then 
additional delays are added based on the iteration times 
of production, transmission, and reception of the data. 

In addition to these protocol requirements, the electronic de
vices used to implement the EIUs on engine sensors and actua
tors must be able to withstand the harsh conditions on engine 
cases. Most challenging of these conditions are the high temper
atures found on engine cases. While temperatures vary among 
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Fig. 3 Delays presented by [A) conventional and (B) distributed control systems. Areas in dashed boxes represent independent processing 
units. 

engines and among locations on an engine, EIUs will have to 
operate at temperatures of at least 200°C to be usable over most 
regions of turbine engines. 

Control System Delays. The net effect of data rate, over
head and synchronization can be summarized by the transaction 
time of the data bus, denned as the time for an interaction 
between the FADEC and a smart device, in which the FADEC 
sends a command or request to a smart device, and the smart 
device responds with an acknowledgment of the command or 
data fulfilling the request. The transaction time represents a 
communication delay between the FADEC and the smart de
vice, and added time delays can have a negative impact on 
control system performance, particularly in reducing system 
stability. 

Delays within a conventional control system and a DCS are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Three delays are indicated in this figure: 
Tj is the sensor acquisition delay, which includes all input signal 
processing, such as sensor conversion, validation and selection 
time; rd is the delay from production of a position demand until 
its use for inner loop position control; and r„ is the iteration 
rate of an actuator inner loop control. It is assumed here that 
the fundamental iteration rate of the FADEC, typically 10 to 
20 msec, is the same for the two systems. 

Data bus communication delays in a DCS add to r , , where 
sensed engine values are passed to the outer loop control, and 
rrf, where position demand values are passed from outer to inner 
loop control. However, in a DCS, sensor values can be acquired 
and processed in parallel by smart sensors and a reduced amount 
of input signal processing occurs sequentially in the FADEC, 
and inner loop closure computations and actuator output pro
cessing can be performed in parallel by the smart actuators. In 
a conventional control system, computations required for sensor 

input processing, actuator output processing, and inner loop 
closure must be done sequentially within the FADEC. Thus, r s 

will include delays due to the sequential processing of multiple 
sensor signals, and rd will include delays due to the sequential 
processing of multiple actuator signals. The actuator control 
loop is expected to run several times faster in smart actuators 
in a DCS than in a conventional control system, so r„ would 
be smaller in a DCS (5 msec in this program) than in a conven
tional control system (typically, 15 msec). The actual impact 
of a DCS on control system delays will depend heavily on 
implementation details, but the net effect should be small. In 
an example control system analyzed, a DCS would have no 
adverse impact on control system stability relative to a conven
tional control system for a transaction time of up to 188 //sec. 

Data Network Implementation. Existing computer com
munication protocols were surveyed. Some characteristics of a 
number of alternative data bus protocols are summarized in 
Table 1. Included in this table is a custom protocol optimized 
for engine control applications. This was a minimum overhead, 
command-response protocol with an EDC code for single-bit 
error correction. The protocol was designed to operate at 10 
Mbps, and was implemented in a breadboard-quality prototype 
at 2.5 Mbps (due to a limitation in then-available Manchester 
encoder circuits). 

Any of these protocols, except ARINC 429, would satisfy 
the typical 188 jusec requirement cited above. ARINC 629 can 
be eliminated from consideration because it is not a command-
response protocol. MIL-STD-1773 can be eliminated because 
it uses an optical interconnect, and prospects for electro-optical 
interfaces operating at 200°C are poor for the foreseeable future. 
The protocols in Table 1 that are the most promising are the 
MIL-STD-1553 protocol, the GE custom protocol, and the 
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Table 1 Alternative candidate protocols for the EAN 

Protocol 
Speed 
(Mbps) 

Number of 
ICs 

Temp. 
Range 

Time/ 
Transac

tion 
(|isec)a 

Number of 
transmit
ters per 

bus 

ARINC429 0.1 2 125"C 674" 1 

MIL-STD-
1553 

1.0 1 Hybrid + 
1 

125°C 72c 31 

GE Custom 2.5 3 large +16 
small 

125'C 28 256 

ARINC629 2.0 1 Hybrid + 
3 

125°C 83d 120 

MIL-STD-
1773 

1.0 Not 
available 

125"C 72c 31 

Fieldbus 2.5 7 85'C 95e 65536 

a. Transaction = 16-bit command to EIU from FADEC, plus 
16-bit status / value response from EIU. 

b. Plus delays introduced by hardware at each end. 
c. Response time =12 usee (allowed range is 4 to 12 usee). 
d. Increases with number of EIUs; value given is based on 36 

EIUs. 
e. Delays due to lack of synchronization not included; smart 

device status is a separate transaction. 

Fieldbus protocol. MIL-STD-1553 has the lowest data rate of 
the three, and has the lowest number of smart devices possible 
per data bus. But MIL-STD-1553 is widely used in military 
avionics systems, has low overhead in transmission compared 
to the Fieldbus, and may have adequate addressing for a turbine 
engine control system. The GE custom protocol is optimized 
for engine control, but exists only in a breadboard form, and 
has little prospect of being developed into a standard chip set. 
The Fieldbus protocol is an international standard (actually, 
competing standards), and may have support from manufactur
ers of smart sensors and actuators. There is some interest from 
semiconductor manufacturers in development of high tempera
ture (200°C or more) versions of MIL-STD-1553 or Fieldbus 
chip sets. 

The Fieldbus protocol was selected for use in this program 
and the FullFIP2 microcircuit (Cegelec, 1994) was used to 
implement the protocol. Table 1 reflects some knowledge gained 
since the selection of Fieldbus was made, and Fieldbus appeared 
more advantageous based on information available when the 
selection was made. Assessment of the success of this choice, 
and observations on the problems associated with the Fieldbus, 
are presented below. 

The physical layer of the WorldFIP standard is described by 
ISA-S50.02 (ISA, 1992). Data are transmitted at 2.5 Mbps over 
shielded, twisted wire pairs. Peak-to-peak voltage of the signal 
is 5.5 to 9.0 Volts at a transmitter, and must be at least 0.7 Volt 
at a receiver. A transmission frame consists of a frame start 
sequence, data and check fields, and a frame end sequence. The 
frame start sequence consists of an 8-bit preamble, used for 
receiver synchronization, and a frame start delimiter that occu
pies 6-bit periods, signalling that a frame is starting. The frame 
end sequence consists of a frame end delimiter that occupies 
7-bit periods, and signals the end of a frame. 

The data-link layer of the WorldFIP protocol is described by 
C46-603 (UTE, 1990). At this layer of the communication 
protocol, the data and check fields of each frame are defined to 
consist of a Control byte, a data field of up to 128 bytes, and 
a 2-byte frame check sequence. The control byte identifies the 
type of frame. The frame check sequence consists of a cyclic 
redundancy check code, and is used to provide a data integrity 
check on the frame contents. The data-link layer provides two 

types of transmission service: cyclic exchanges of identified 
variables, and message transfer upon explicit request. Only cy
clic exchanges of identified variables were used in the prototype 
DCS. With variables that are exchanged cyclically, the names 
and periods of all variables that are to be exchanged are defined 
at the time the system is configured. Each WorldFIP system 
has a fixed number of variables that are to be exchanged, and 
each variable has a unique 2-byte identifier. Each variable can 
consist of a single value, such as an integer or floating-point 
value, or can be a composite structure containing a number of 
values, with a size up to 128 bytes. 

A WorldFIP network is composed of two functional types of 
nodes attached to the transmission medium: a bus arbitrator 
(BA), and producer/consumer functions. Any node on the bus 
can carry out producer/consumer functions, but only one node 
can carry out the BA function. Although the standard allows 
the BA function to move from one node to another, in an EAN 
the BA function should always be carried out by the FADEC. 
The BA controls access to the transmission medium, and is 
responsible for initiating each periodic variable exchange by 
broadcasting the identifier of the variable onto the bus in an 
identifier frame. The identifier frame contains a total of 61 bits, 
and so requires 24.4 /^sec at 2.5 Mbps. One and only one node 
on the bus is a producer of each variable, and that node responds 
to the broadcast identifier of the variable by broadcasting the 
value of the variable in a data reply frame. Any node on the 
bus that uses ("consumes") that variable then receives the 
value, having been alerted that the value was imminent by the 
preceding identifier frame containing the variable's identifier. 
The BA maintains a list of variables that are to be exchanged 
cyclically, and scans that list over a fixed period. This ensures 
that all the variables are exchanged in a deterministic manner, 
and that real-time deadlines are always met. 

The FADEC carries out both BA and producer/consumer 
functions; however, BA operation is asynchronous with the pro
ducer/consumer operations. Since the transmission of the posi
tion demand on the data bus is asynchronous with production 
of the value by the FADEC, and asynchronous with the reading 
of the demand value by the smart actuator, then the average 
delay associated with this transmission, illustrated as Td in Fig. 
3, would be the transport time plus hardware delays, plus one 
half the periodic transmission interval, plus one half the smart 
actuator minor frame interval. With a 20 msec transmission 
interval and a 5 msec smart actuator iteration interval, the aver
age Td would be about 12.5 msec. The worst case delay would 
be almost twice the average value. 

Smart sensors and actuators only carry out producer/ con
sumer functions. A smart device examines each identifier frame 
on the bus. If an identifier frame contains the identifier of a 
variable that the smart device produces, then the device broad
casts that variable on the bus. On a 2.5 Mbps WorldFIP network, 
the device should (according to the WorldFIP standard) respond 
with the data reply frame containing the value within 4 to 28 
/xsec; this is the turnaround time of the producer node. The 
turnaround time for the FullFIP2 device operating at 2.5 Mbps 
is 33 /usee (Cegelec, 1994), which exceeds the maximum al
lowed by the standard. If a smart device sees an identifier frame 
containing the identifier of a variable that it consumes, then it 
receives the following data reply frame, which contains the 
needed value. This interaction of a smart device with the bus 
is carried out by the Fieldbus communications processor and 
does not require intervention of the main processor in a smart 
device. 

The response frame by the producer device includes a total 
of 61 bits of overhead in addition to the actual data sent by the 
producer. Efficiency of this protocol increases with the amount 
of data included in each data reply frame, and decreases with 
the turnaround time of the producer nodes. With 4-byte vari
ables and a 33 /xsec turnaround time by producer nodes, the 
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efficiency of data transfer is 10.7 percent, and 171 cyclic ex
changes can take place in a 20 msec period. 

The operation of the bus is determined by a configuration 
file that is processed by a configuration compiler program. This 
file specifies information about the Fieldbus such as data rate, 
and information about each of the nodes on the bus. Node 
information includes type of Fieldbus interface, turnaround 
time, whether it is the bus arbitrator, and what variables the 
node produces and consumes. Variable information includes an 
identifier, periodicity of the variable (in msec), and the data 
type of the variable. Optional characteristics that can be speci
fied for variables exchanged on the bus are promptness and 
refreshment; these indicators of data freshness are supplied by 
the application layer of the Fieldbus protocol. Refreshment indi
cates whether the application process on the node which pro
duces the variable actually has done so with the periodicity 
indicated in the configuration file. If for some reason the vari
able is not generated as frequently as required, the refreshment 
status will be false. Promptness indicates whether the messages 
containing a specified variable are received by a consumer with 
the periodicity indicated in the configuration file. If the bus 
arbitrator is not requesting the variable often enough, or the 
producer is not transmitting the message containing the variable 
with the indicated frequency, then the promptness status will 
be false. If either refreshment or promptness is false, then valid 
data have not been received at the desired frequency. In this 
program, promptness and refreshment were used for the critical 
variables. 

The configuration compiler determines a schedule by which 
variables are to be transmitted on the data bus, and determines 
how much of the potential data rate of the data bus is used by 
the periodic variables. The schedule is compiled for use by the 
bus arbitrator, to control its sequence of operations. For the 
configuration file used in the prototype DCS, and representing 
a fully distributed control system, an average of 4.79 msec of 
a 20.0 msec frame was used in the transmission of data, or 23.6 
percent of the frame. The maximum bus utilization was 24.5 
percent of a frame. This indicates that, even with the substantial 
overhead of the Fieldbus protocol and the 33 /usee turnaround 
time of a FullFIP2 device, less than one quarter of the available 
bus data rate was used for data transmission. 

Results 

Power Bus Measurements. The power supply developed 
for this program was designed to provide nominal input voltage 
characteristics to the EIUs. Because these power settings were 
fixed, testing of the power bus was limited to characterization 
of its voltage signal. Measurements were taken to record power 
system characteristics during DCS operation. 

Power bus voltage waveform characteristics were measured 
and compared to the specifications for the power supply. All 
specifications were met, with rise and fall times being 1 /usee, 
compared to the specified 3 /usee minimum rise time. No DC 
component, frequency modulation or amplitude modulation 
were observed in the power supply outputs. 

Additionally, power bus performance was examined for inter
actions induced by the communication bus. No interaction was 
visible as distortion or modulation of the power bus waveform. 

Communication Bus Measurements. Communication bus 
performance was examined for interactions induced by the 100 
kHz power bus. In the absence of a power signal (i.e., with the 
power supply turned off), the data signal was a 3 V peak 
amplitude signal, with the data appearing as pulse-width modu
lations alternating with intervals of no signal. Minimum appar
ent pulse width was 200 nsec, corresponding to one half the 
period of a 2.5 Mbps Manchester-encoded signal. Durations of 
the pulse modulations, and the intervals between the modula
tions, varied with the usage of the data bus. 

A noise signal at a frequency of 100 kHz was observed on 
the data bus when the power signal was applied to the power 
bus. The noise signal was a 100 kHz pulse train, where each 
pulse had an approximately triangular shape, with a peak volt
age of about 1 V, and a pulse width of about 1 /usee. These 
noise pulses were best observed in the intervals between data 
transmissions on the data bus. When the noise pulses coincided 
with data transmissions, the distortion of the data waveform 
was evident. The pulse width corresponds to the observed rise 
time of the power signal. These pulses were clearly induced 
noise from the high frequency components of the power signal, 
despite the fact that both power bus and data bus were shielded 
cables. The only place where the two signals were unshielded 
were the backshells and contacts of the cable connectors, and 
inside the EIUs. 

Smart Actuator Frequency Response. The frequency re
sponse of two smart actuator EIUs was evaluated by sinusoidal 
perturbation of the actuator position demand. This was done at 
a steady-state engine operating point with FADEC control laws 
disabled to prevent these control laws from counteracting the 
perturbations of position demand. The tests were performed on 
two EIUs with different position control algorithms: a propor
tional controller and a proportional plus integral (PI) controller. 
Frequency responses of the actuators were analyzed to produce 
Bode plots of gain and phase shift of the actuators versus fre
quency of the input perturbation. The bandwidth of the propor
tional control actuator decreased from 23 rad/sec for a reference 
model to 18 rad/sec for the DCS actuator. For the PI control 
actuator, which was underdamped, bandwidth increased from 
25 to 30 rad/sec. For both actuators, the phase shift of the DCS 
actuator was larger than the reference model. At 10 rad/sec, 
the phase shift of the proportional control EIU increased from 
- 5 to - 7 degrees, while for the PI control, phase shift increased 
from -37 to - 5 8 degrees. These changes in frequency response 
are ascribed to the communication delay, Td, which is primarily 
due to the lack of synchronization between production of the 
position demand and actual transmission under BA control. 

System Frequency Response. The frequency response of 
the DCS system was evaluated by applying sinusoidal variations 
in power-lever angle command, and examining thrust of the 
engine simulation as a function of frequency of the input pertur
bation. Bandwidth of the DCS was about 9.6 rad/sec, versus 
9.7 rad/sec for the conventional control system, and phase shift 
was unchanged between the conventional control system and 
the DCS. Thus, even with measurable changes in smart actuator 
frequency response, the response of the overall DCS did not 
change significantly. 

Conclusions 

Power Supply Issues. Using the 100 kHz power supplies, 
100 kHz noise was visible on the data bus, although interference 
was not apparently a problem. The primary approach to alleviat
ing this noise should be to improve the shielding of the EAN 
power bus from the EAN digital communication data bus. Ef
forts in this area should center around reducing the susceptibility 
of the communication bus to radiated noise generated by the 
power input, such as improved shielding in connector back-
shells, in the connector pins, and inside the EIUs. Lowering the 
frequency of the AC power source and changing the waveform 
of the AC power from a near-square wave to a sine wave 
would reduce the radiated emissions. However, use of a lower 
frequency would require larger transformers for comparable 
power supply efficiency, and both changes would require larger 
filter capacitors for comparable output voltage ripple. Thus, a 
change in frequency or waveform should be made only if power 
bus interference with the data bus cannot be resolved with 
shielding. 
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Power supplies in the EIUs for this program used half-wave 
rectification of the secondary outputs of the power transformer. 
The result was that all of the devices drew power from the same 
half cycle of power on the data bus, resulting in asymmetric 
loading of the two half cycles. Future designs should use full-
wave rectification to balance power usage between the half 
cycles of the AC power. 

Data Bus Issues. The most serious issue with the data pro
tocol chosen, the WorldFIP Fieldbus, was the basic architecture 
of the bus in which a bus arbitrator schedules data transmissions 
on the bus, and runs asynchronously with sampling of the sen
sors and use or production of the data by the engine control. 
This results in a substantially larger transport delay than would 
be required with a synchronous data transmission. A protocol 
such as MIL-STD-1553, in which transmission occurs under 
processor control, would eliminate this issue. 

Another issue with the Fieldbus is the overhead associated 
with the protocol. In the Fieldbus protocol, a command-response 
exchange between the FADEC and a smart device has a mini
mum of 122 bits of overhead. In contrast, the MIL-STD-1553 
protocol has about 35 bits of overhead. As a result of the in
creased overhead, the Fieldbus at 2.5 Mbps actually takes longer 
for a transaction than the MIL-STD-1553 at 1.0 Mbps (see 
Table 1). When the selection of Fieldbus was made in this 
program, it was believed that 5.0 Mbps Fieldbus would be 
available, but the higher speed parts have not materialized. 

The software drivers provided with the WorldFIP products 
were not optimized for performance, therefore requiring exces
sive overhead when used in a real-time embedded control appli
cation. Optimization of the embedded software drivers would 
be required if this protocol continued in use for DCS. 

The complexity of the Fieldbus protocol requires a large and 
complex communications co-processor (the FullFIP2 microcir-
cuit) with its own private memory. This also resulted in an 
unacceptably long initialization process (about 500 msec) in 
which the code was loaded onto the FullFIP2 processor. The 
method for shortening the initialization time would be to add a 
private read-only memory for the FullFIP2, which would in
crease the size, cost and weight of an EIU. 

Finally, there were some unexplained behaviors related to 
the Fieldbus. There was a high level of errors reported from 
the bus interface (typically, several errors per second). Gener
ally these were handled automatically by the application soft
ware, but in some cases they did interfere with system operation. 
At one point, when investigating the source of these errors, an 
oscilloscope connected to the data bus appeared to show in
stances when two transmissions occurred on the data bus at the 
same time (these apparent dual transmissions were coincident 
with reported errors). No assistance could be obtained from the 
vendors of the Fieldbus interface to determine the cause of this 
problem, and no solution was found. While this may have been 
a result of some unknown inadequacy of the system cabling 
or configuration, it was a serious concern that could not be 
resolved. 

A future program should investigate standard protocols for 
potential adoption and use in aerospace distributed control ap

plications. A standard protocol would allow a common data 
link layer within the engine communication network. MIL-
STD-1553 is strong candidate for use as a standard data bus, 
despite its relatively low data rate. This data bus has the advan
tages of low protocol overhead, simple implementation (two 
ICs), and widespread use within the aerospace industry. With a 
standard data packet definition, sensors and control components 
from various manufacturers would operate on the network with
out requiring a change in communication software design. 

Future Efforts. It must remain the goal of future programs 
to develop Distributed Control Systems to the state where they 
will be ready for use on production engines. The following are 
a number of issues that remain to be addressed: 
— Development of reliable and affordable high temperature 

electronics and packaging. 
— Development of compact and rugged, flight-weight, engine-

mountable packaging for EIUs. 
— Development and selection of industry-standard communi

cation data bus and power bus standards that can be imple
mented with available high temperature electronics, and 
have the data rate and attributes needed for future distributed 
engine controls. 

— Demonstration that the projected cost and weight savings 
can be achieved via a distributed control system. 

— Demonstration that the projected life-cycle cost savings and 
maintainability improvements can be achieved via a distrib
uted control system. 

While the challenges remain substantial, we believe that the 
rewards of distributed control systems for turbine engines make 
the effort to meet these challenges worthwhile. 
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Conceptual Design of the 
Cooling System for 1700°C-
Class, Hydrogen-Fueled 
Combustion Gas Turbines 
The effects of three types of cooling systems on the calculated operating performances 
of a hydro gen-fueled thermal power plant with a l,700°C-class gas turbine were 
studied with the goal of attaining a thermal efficiency of greater than 60 percent. 
The combination of a closed-circuit water cooling system for the nozzle blades and 
a steam cooling system for the rotor blades was found to be the most efficient, since 
it eliminated the penalties of a conventional open-circuit cooling system which ejects 
coolant into the main hot gas stream. Based on the results, the water cooled, first-
stage nozzle blade and the steam cooled first-stage rotor blade were designed. The 
former features array of circular cooling holes close to the surface and uses a 
copper alloy taking advantage of recent coating technologies such as thermal barrier 
coatings (TBCs) and metal coatings to decrease the temperature and protect the 
blade core material. The later has cooling by serpentine cooling passages with V-
shaped staggered turbulence promoter ribs which intensify the internal cooling. 

Introduction 

Energy consumption continues to rise with industrial growth, 
though it has been a long time since the conservation of natural 
energy resources was first advocated. Environmental pollution, 
caused by industrial development, has become serious world
wide. To mitigate these energy and environmental problems, 
the Japanese government has instituted the International Clean 
Energy Network Using Hydrogen Conversion (WE-NET) Pro
gram, a 28 year effort from 1993 to 2020. The studies have 
been administrated through the New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO) as a part of 
the WE-NET program with funding from the Agency of Indus
trial Science and Technology (AIST) in Ministry of Interna
tional Trade and Industry (MITI) of Japan. This research and 
development work in above-mentioned program has been di
rectly entrusted by the Japan Power Engineering and Inspection 
Corporation (JAPEIC). 

The final objective is to achieve an ecologically clean and 
an efficient hydrogen fueled, energy-conversion system. The 
combustion of pure hydrogen with pure oxygen produces only 
steam; it does not emit C0 2 , NOx, or SOx. The goal is achieving 
a thermal plant with an efficiency of greater than 60 percent 
high heating value (HHV) or 71 percent low heating value 
(LHV) at a turbine inlet temperature of 1,700°C, to compensate 
energy losses that occur during production, transportation, and 
storage of valuable hydrogen. Hitachi is taking part in research 
and development program to develop an effective cooling sys
tem for hydrogen fueled, combustion gas turbines. The perfor
mance of such a high temperature turbine depends greatly on 
the coolant consumption; therefore, the keys to an effective 
cooling scheme for turbine blades includes a cooling system, 
the selection of coolant, and a cooling circuit. 

It has been indicated that closed-circuit cooling systems for 
a current Brayton cycle gas turbine are effective to achieve 
higher thermal efficiencies by suppressing compressor work 
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used to supply coolant to blades, dilution of the hot gas tempera
ture with the coolant, aerodynamic mixing loss, and rotor blade 
pumping loss and by effective recovery of heat exchanged cool
ant (Kawaike et al, 1984; Alderson et al., 1987; Ikeguchi et 
al., 1994). Thus, the authors intended to apply the same method
ology, the closed-circuit cooling systems, to a hydrogen-fueled 
thermal power plant. 

In addition, water cooling was considered for the stationary 
nozzle blades, which is superior to steam cooling as a cooling 
medium. As for the moving rotor blades, closed-circuit internal 
steam cooling was chosen to avoid the expectable problems 
such as water leakage and difficulty in recovering water through 
the turbine rotor. The idea of water cooling was tried and tested 
for both nozzle and rotor blades featuring a composite material 
construction under high temperature turbine technology 
(HTTT) program (Geiling et al., 1983), though water cooled 
gas turbines have not been in practical use until now. 

This paper will firstly discuss the studied effect of the cooling 
system on a plant performance based on the H 2 /0 2 fired high 
temperature steam cycle (HTSC) (Jericha et al., 1991). Follow
ing the result that the closed-circuit cooling system was essential 
to achieve a targeted thermal efficiency of 60 percent HHV, the 
conceptually designed cooling circuit and the cooled first-stage 
nozzle and rotor blades will be presented. Attention is paid not 
only to enhance cooling but also to reduce large thermal gradi
ents across the blade materials by taking advantage of recent 
coating technologies. 

Effect of Cooling System 

The HTSC, shown in Fig. 1, has two closed cycles: the top
ping and bottoming cycles. The former consists of a compressor, 
combustor, intermediate pressure (IP) turbine, steam cooler 1, 
and steam cooler 2. The later consists of low pressure (LP) 
turbine, condenser, preheater, high pressure (HP) turbine, com
bustor, and IP turbine. The combination of the compressor, 
combustor and twin-shaft IP turbine corresponds to a topping 
cycle gas turbine. The twin-shaft IP turbine has intermediate 
high pressure (IHP) and intermediate low pressure (ILP) tur
bines. 
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Topping cycle gas turbine 

Steam 

Fig. 1 Components of HTSC plant 

The main component parameters used to analyze the cycle 
performance are shown in Table 1. The key points to achieve 
a high efficiency are to increase the outlet temperature of the 
IP turbine to generate more steam in the bottoming cycle and 
to increase the inlet temperature of the LP turbine to obtain 
more power. To meet them and cope with the high temperature 
of the IP turbine inlet, three types of cooling systems were 
selected and their effects were investigated. The three are as 
follows: (1) closed-circuit water cooling system for nozzle 

Table 1 Main component parameters 

IP Turbine (Topping Cycle Gas Turbine) 
Compressor 

Inlet pressure (MPa) 
Inlet temperature (°C) 
Outlet pressure (MPa) 
Rotational speed (rpm) 

0.14 
114 

4.90 
6,500 

Combustor 
Fuel 
Outlet temperature CC) 

H2 + 0 2 

1,700 
Turbine 

Stage 
Rotational speed (rpm) 
Inlet gas flow (kg/s) 
Outlet pressure (MPa) 

2(IHP)+6(ILP) 
6,500(IHP), 3,000(!LP) 

222.3 
0.16 

Bottoming Cycle 
HP Turbine 

Inlet pressure 
Outlet pressure 

(MPa) 
(MPa) 

19.00 
5.00 

LP Turbine 
Inlet pressure 
Outlet pressure 

(MPa) 
(MPa) 

0.15 
0.05 

blades and steam cooling system for rotor blades (CCWCN-
SCR); (2) closed-circuit steam cooling system for nozzle and 
rotor blades (CCSCN-R); and (3) open-circuit steam cooling 
system for nozzle and rotor blades (OCSCN-R). 

In this analysis inlet gas flow of the IP turbine was fixed 
constant to achieve a plant power output of about 500 MW, 
and inlet and outlet pressures of HP and LP turbines were also 
kept constant. In each cooling system, coolants are supplied 
from and recovered at the points of the cycle as shown in Fig. 
1 and Table 2. 

1 CCWCN-SCR System. Nozzle blades are cooled with 
100°C water supplied from the feedwater heater (E l ) . After 
cooling, the heat exchanged water is returned to the evaporator/ 
superheater (Rl) and part of it is supplied to the attemperator 
to cool steam for cooling the rotor blades. Rotor blades are 
cooled with steam that is extracted from the middle stage of 
the HP turbine (E2) and cooled in the attemperator to 300°C. 
After cooling, the heat exchanged steam is returned to the com
bustor inlet (R2). The thermal energy gained by closed-circuit 
cooling is recovered at the evaporator and combustor. Interstage 
sealing steam for the IHP turbine is extracted from the compres
sor outlet (E5), while more interstage sealing steam for the ILP 
turbine is extracted from the middle stage of the compressor 
(E4). Interstage sealing steam for both the IHP and ILP turbines 
is finally ejected into the main stream gas. 

2 CCSCN-R System. Nozzle and rotor blades are cooled 
with steam that is extracted from the middle stage of the HP 
turbine (E2) and cooled by the attemperator to 300°C. After 
cooling, the heat exchanged steam is returned to the combustor 
inlet (R2). The thermal energy gained by closed-circuit cooling 
is recovered at the combustor. Interstage sealing steam for the 
IP turbine is extracted as well as that of system (1) and finally 
ejected into the main stream gas. 

3 CCSCN-R System. Nozzle and rotor blades are cooled 
with steam that is extracted from the middle stage of the HP 
turbine (E2) and cooled by the attemperator to 300°C. After 
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Table 2 Supply and recovery points of coolants 

Cooling System Blade Supply Recovery System 

(1) Closed-circuit water 
for nozzle blades and 
steam cooling system 

Nozzle 
Feedwater 
/heater 

El 
Evaporator 
/superheater 

Rl 

IP Turbine 

E . — - , cgCc , Attemperator 
- - ! - - • • 

(1) Closed-circuit water 
for nozzle blades and 
steam cooling system 

Rotor HP Turbine 
Middle Stage 

E2 
Combustor 
Inlet 

R2 

IP Turbine 

(CCWCN-SCR) 
Rotor HP Turbine 

Middle Stage 
E2 

Combustor 
Inlet 

R2 E2^_ngrtf 
Attemperator ^-^ 
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cooling, the heat exchanged steam is returned to the combustor 
inlet (R2). The thermal energy gained by closed-circuit cooling 
is recovered at the combustor. Interstage sealing steam for the 
IP turbine is extracted as well as that of system (1) and finally 
ejected into the main stream gas. 

3 OCSCN-R System. Cooling and interstage sealing 
steam of 385°C is extracted from the HP turbine outlet (E3) 
for all blades of the IHP turbine, and the fore two stage nozzle 
and all rotor blades of the ILP turbine. More cooling and sealing 
steam of 362°C is extracted from the middle stage of the com
pressor for the rest of the nozzle blades of the ILP turbine. The 
spent steam is finally discharged into the main stream gas. 

Evaluation. The analyzed cycle performance results based 
on cooling systems (1), (2) , and (3) are shown in Table 3 in 
comparison with the performance of a no cooling system as an 
ideal case. System (1) was found to be the most efficient. The 
relative decreases in the plant efficiencies between the no cool
ing system and systems (1) and (2) were 2.0 percent and 4.2 
percent. However the efficiency of system (3) decreased by 
10.4 percent despite its total cooling steam flow ratio being 
almost the same as that of system (1) and two-thirds of that of 
system (2). This was because system (3) had an open-circuit 

Table 3 Performance results 

Cooling System No 
Cooling 
(base) 

(1) 
CCWCN 

-SCR 

(2) 
CCSC 

N-R 

(3) 

ocsc 
N-R 

Plant efficiency (HHV%) 
Plant output (MW) 

61.3 
497 

60.1 
513 

58.7 
508 

54.9 
458 

IP turbine output (MW) 
HP turbine output (MW) 
LP turbine output (MW) 
Compressor work (MW) 
Mechanical loss (MW) 

488 
43.2 
78.3 
99.0 
13.6 

485 
44.0 
77.2 
78.9 
14.3 

488 
35.0 
82.1 
83.0 
13.7 

509 
35.6 
73.2 
147 
12.7 

Open-circuit cooling (%) 
steam flow ratio 
Closed-circuit cooling (%) 
steam flow ratio 
Total cooling steam flow (%) 
ratio 

-

5.5 

19.7 

26.2 

5.7 

40.8 

46.5 

27.9 

27.9 

IP turbine outlet temperature (°C) 866 798 806 673 

cooling steam flow ratio of 27.9 percent, which was about five 
times as much as the values of systems (1) and (2), and this 
decreased the outlet temperature of the IP turbine to 673°C 
about 130°C lower than in systems (1) and (2), caused by 
dilution of main stream gas with the coolant. The decrease in 
the IP turbine outlet temperature reduced the amount of steam 
generated in the bottoming cycle, in other words the amount of 
steam returned to the LP turbine inlet decreased and the amount 
of steam returned to the compressor inlet increased instead, so 
that the compressor work increased and the efficiency de
creased. However, the decrease in the IP turbine outlet tempera
tures of systems (1) and (2) were held within 70°C, so the high 
efficiencies were obtained. This means that open-circuit cooling 
system is not effective for the HTSC. 

Comparison of systems (2) to (1) showed that system (2) 
required the amount of closed-circuit cooling steam which was 
twice as much as that of system (1) from the middle stage of 
the HP turbine and double the amount of spent steam was 
returned to the combustor inlet. That decreased the HP turbine 
output by 9.0 MW and increased the compressor work by 4.1 
MW. However, in system (1) the cooling water was returned to 
the evaporator/superheater (Rl) and supplied to the HP turbine 
inlet, so it could achieve performances closer to those of the 
ideal no cooling system. Therefore, system (1) had an efficiency 
of 60.1 percent, which were closer to 61.3 percent of the no 
cooling system, meeting the target. 

Cooling Circuit of Gas Turbine 

The gas path and cooling circuits of the compressor, combus
tor, and IP turbine based on cooling system (1) were conceptu
ally designed as shown in Fig. 2. The HP turbine, compressor 
and IHP turbine are operated at the rotational speed of 6500 
rpm and the ILP and LP turbines are operated at 3000 rpm. The 
compressor has 20 stages with a 4.90 to 0.14 pressure ratio and 
the axial length is approximately 1800 mm. The axial length of 
the IP turbine is approximately 3300 mm which includes the 
shaft bearing space from which cooling steam is supplied be
tween the second and third stages. 

Water for cooling the nozzle blades is externally supplied 
from the bottoming cycle through the outer casing and the heat 
exchanged water is returned to the bottoming cycle. Steam for 
cooling rotor blades of the IHP turbine is externally supplied 
from the bottoming cycle into the rotor shaft end through the 
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Fig. 2 Schematic view of gas path and cooling circuits of gas turbine 

outer casing and it flows through the inner paths of the rotor 
disks to each rotor blade. After cooling the blades the heat 
exchanged steam returns to another inner paths of the rotor 
disks until it finally reaches the combustor inlet. More steam 
for cooling rotor blades of the ILP turbine is externally supplied 
into the rotor shaft end as well. After cooling the blades the 
heat exchanged steam is collected to the other rotor shaft end 
and returned to the casing outside. The steam is finally com
bined with discharged steam from the bottoming cycle in the 
combustor inlet. 

Design of Cooled Blades 

The cooling configuration of the water cooled first-stage noz
zle and the steam cooled first-stage rotor blade needed to apply 
closed-circuit cooling system (1) were designed. 

Nozzle Blade. The cooling design concepts for the first-
stage nozzle blade (Fig. 3) were (1) having a blunt leading 
edge to reduce the thermal load at the leading edge region; (2) 
applying a copper alloy, whose thermal conductivity is about 
15 times greater than that of conventional nickel base alloys, 
to reduce the metal temperature and thermal stress; (3) allocat
ing many circular cooling holes as close to the blade surface 
as possible to keep the temperature below the allowable temper
ature of copper alloy of about 400°C; (4) having water cooling 
of outer and inner endwalls by drilled cooling passages; and 
(5) having a thermal barrier coating (TBC) to reduce the ther
mal load and protect the metal surface. 

Before designing the cooled blade, the following three copper 
alloys were selected for the blade core material with respect to 
high allowable temperature and toughness: (1) copper alloy 
containing Cr and Zr (CZ-Cu); (2) copper alloy containing Ni, 
Si, and Zr (NSZ-Cu); and (3) oxide dispersion strengthened 
copper (ODS-Cu). 

(4)Drilled 
cooling passage 

Water 
out 

Z^ k Water 
^LM. i n 

(3)Circular cooling hole 

(l)Blunt 
leading ed; 

(2)Copper alloy 
for core material 

(5VTBC 

The examined mechanical properties of CZ-Cu, NSZ-Cu, and 
ODS-Cu at 300°C are shown in Table 4. The thermal conductiv
ity of NSZ-Cu was about 30 percent lower than that of CZ-Cu 
and ODS-Cu, while ODS-Cu was inferior to CZ-Cu and NSZ-
Cu in 0.2 percent yield and tensile strength. Therefore, CZ-Cu 
was chosen for the water cooled first-stage nozzle blade. 

The tensile and 0.2 percent yield strength of CZ-Cu are com
pared with those of a typical cobalt base alloy, which has been 
used for nozzle blades, in Fig. 4. It was found that CZ-Cu had 
the appropriate strength as well as the cobalt base alloy as long 
as it was used under 400°C. As regards low cycle fatigue, de
tailed research is necessary, because any cracks are not allowed 
for water cooled nozzle blades. 

Thermal stresses of three combinations of copper alloy and 
coatings were compared by analyzing the two-dimensional heat 
conduction model (Fig. 5). The three were (a) the copper alloy 
with no coating, (b) the copper alloy coated with Inconel' 600 
alloy (IN-600), and (c) the copper alloy coated with a TBC. 

As regards case (b), IN-600 was applied mainly because of 
corrosion resistance and partly because of thermal barrier effect. 
As regards case (c) , a TBC was used to decrease the tempera
ture of the copper alloy because of its lower thermal conductiv
ity compared with metal. The total thicknesses of the TBC 
including its bond layer of 0.1 mm and IN-600 were 0.3 mm. 

Design conditions were determined taking the thermally hard
est section of the blade into account. Two kinds of coolant heat 
transfer rates were assumed to keep the copper alloy below the 
allowable temperature of 400°C as shown in Fig. 5. As to cases 
(a) and (b), the heat transfer rate of 72 kW/m2K was required 
by using the coolant velocity of 10 m/s above the usual maxi
mum usage of 6 m/s, while as to case (c) , the heat transfer 
rate of 48 kW/m2K provided by the velocity of 6 m/s was 
sufficient. The allowable limit of thermal stress was assumed 
at 360 MPa, which was the tensile strength at 400°C. The model 
had a symmetrical shape, so only one side was solved. Thermal 
deformation along the F-direction with boundaries A and B 
staying parallel to each other was assumed to be free. The 
temperature and thermal stress distributions along the X-direc-
tion are shown in Fig. 6. The maximum temperature of the 
copper alloy of cases (a) , (b) , and (c) were 393, 353, and 

1 Trademark of Inco Alloys International, Inc. 

Table 4 Mechanical properties of copper alloys at 300 C 

Fig. 3 The first-stage nozzle blade design concepts 

CZ-Cu NSZ-Cu ODS-Cu 
Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 331 246 332 
0.2% yield strength (MPa) 375 379 255 

Tensile strength (MPa) 395 422 267 

1 OOOh creep rupture strength (MPa) 333 127 69 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of tensile and 0.2 percent yield strength 

244°C, respectively. The maximum thermal stresses of the cop
per alloy of cases ( a ) , ( b ) , and (c ) were 340,250, and 124 MPa, 
respectively. Case ( a ) has no margin. Coatings are thought to 
be necessary not only to decrease the temperature and to reduce 
the thermal stress but also to protect surface of the copper alloy 
from corrosion. Comparison of cases (b ) to (c ) indicates that 
( b ) requires the greater coolant velocity to achieve the greater 
coolant heat transfer to meet the design limit due to the weaker 
thermal barrier effect of the IN-600, while case (c ) mostly 
depends on the thermal barrier effect of the TBC. Although 
both thermal gradients of the coating of cases ( b ) and ( c ) are 
greater than current level, it should be noted that the allowable 
strength of the TBC is much less than that of the IN-600. With 
respect to toughness and durability of the coating, case (b ) is 
thought to be probable; however, the required coolant velocity 
is high. In this case water erosion problem is necessary to be 
examined, or use of another metal coating that has lower heat 
conductivity is conceivable to reduce the velocity. On the other 
hand, with respect to the thermal barrier effect, case (c ) is 
thought to be probable; however, the reliability and durability 
of the coating are currently low. The verification tests are 
needed under such thermal load conditions and they are under
way. 

The design conditions for the nozzle blade are shown in Table 
5. The peak temperature distribution factor at the inlet of the 
first-stage nozzle blade was assumed to be 10 percent. Since 
CZ-Cu has an allowable temperature of 400°C, the cooling ef
fectiveness of 83 percent was required. The cooling effective
ness is defined as 

Gas temperature 1,805 "C 

Coating thickness 

1.0 mm—It 

Coolant temperature 

loot; 4 2-Q, 
heat transfer rate 

Case (a), (b) 72 kW/m2K 

(c)48kW/m2K 

Boundary A 

0.4 0.8 1.2 

X (mm) 

Case (a) 
(tO 

1200(c)< 

0.8 1.2 

X (mm) 

Fig. 6 Temperature and thermal stress distributions 

Cooling effectiveness = 
gas temp. - blade metal temp, 

gas temp. - coolant supply temp. 

Figure 7 shows the calculated temperature distribution of the 
blade mean section. The water cooled nozzle blade designed 
here had a two layers TBC with a total thickness of 0.3 mm. It 
had a one circuit, 62-passage multihole cooling design. The 
diameter of the circular holes and the pitch were 2.0 and 4.0 
mm, respectively. 

Although the trailing edge section had to be cooled by only 
an array of cooling holes, the maximum temperature was 313°C, 
meeting the allowable limit. The surface average cooling effec
tiveness of 91 percent was obtained at the cooling flow ratio of 
16.3 percent. The heat flux passing through the TBC was about 
7.4 M W / m 2 . 

Table 5 Design conditions of nozzle blade 

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional heat conduction model 

Blade inlet average total temperature (°C) 1,700 

inlet peak total temperature (°C) 1,805 

inlet total pressure (MPa) 4.66 

exit static pressure (MPa) 3.65 

Cooling water inlet temperature (°C) 100 

inlet pressure (MPa) 9.81 

outlet pressure (MPa) 8.83 
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Fig. 7 Calculated temperature distribution 

Rotor Blade. As mentioned, water cooling was thought to 
be difficult to be applied to the rotor blades which were moving 
parts, because of difficulties in recovering water, preventing 
leakage, and configuring complicated cooling paths in the rotor 
shaft, despite its superior thermal properties as a coolant. Thus, 
to achieve closed-circuit cooling with steam for the rotor blades, 
intensified internal cooling techniques were required. 

The cooling design concepts for the first-stage rotor blade 
(Fig. 8) were (1) having a blunt leading edge to reduce thermal 
load at the leading edge region as well as the nozzle blade; (2) 
applying V-shaped staggered turbulence promoter ribs (Anzai 
et al„ 1991; Kawaike et al , 1993) in the serpentine cooling 
passage to enhance internal heat transfer, (3) minimally allocat
ing film cooling holes at only the leading edge region to achieve 
closed-circuit cooling as much as possible; and (4) having a 
TBC to reduce the thermal load and protect the metal surface. 

As to turbulence promoter ribs, Table 6 summarizes some of 
the relevant studies on heat transfer enhancement. Among these 
studies, V-shaped staggered ribs have been the most efficient, 
though the experimental methods and conditions were different. 

Figure 9 shows the comparison of heat transfer and pressure 
loss characteristics of typical turbulence promoter ribs con
ducted by the authors using the same experimental apparatus 

Main flow 
steam 

(2)V-shaped staggered ribs 

(3)Film cooling 

Pinfin 

DBIunt 
leading edge 

(4)TBC 

Serpentine cooling passage 

Table 6 Summary of relevant studies on heat transfer enhancement of 
turbulence promoter ribs 

f : Pressure loss coefficient, Nu : Nusselt number 
P/e : Pitch / Rib height, Re : Reynolds number 
a : rib angle, suffix s : smooth duct 

Rib 
configuration 

Author(s) 
Rib para meters 

f, P/e 
Nu/Nus f/fs Nu/Nus Rib 

configuration 
Author(s) 

Shape, c 

meters 

f, P/e 
Nu/Nus f/fs 

(f/fs)'" 

Transverse 

ribs 

Hanetal., 1985 

,90 ' , 10 

2.1 -2.5 5.8-6.8 1.2- 1.3 Transverse 

ribs Kukreja et al., 1991 ,90 ' , 10 2.4 - 2.6 4.8-6.5 1.4 

Transverse 

ribs 

Anzai etal. 1991 

,90 ' , 10 

2.4 - 2.7 4.9 - 6.0 1.4- 1.5 -^11 II 1 Anzai etal. 1991 

,90 ' , 10 

2.4 - 2.7 4.9 - 6.0 1.4- 1.5 -^11 II 1 Taslimetal., 1994 

,90 ' , 10 

2.2-2.4 10-13 1.0 

Angled rib Hanetal., 1985 ,75 ' , 10 3.3 5.3-9.5 1.6- 1.9 Angled rib Hanetal., 1985 

,60 ' , 10 2.5 - 3.2 7.2- 10 1.4- 1.5 

Angled rib Hanetal., 1985 

,45 ' , 10 2.9-3.0 4.3 - 6.4 1.6- 1.7 

- U V 

Hanetal., 1985 

,45 ' , 10 2.9-3.0 4.3 - 6.4 1.6- 1.7 

- U V Anzai etal., 1991 ,70' , 10 3.2-3.5 6.5-8.5 1.7 

Taslimetal., 1994 ,45 ' , 10 3.1 -3.8 11-14 1.4- 1.6 

V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Hanetal., 1985 V.60 ' , 10 2.8 - 3.6 8.0-11 1.4- 1.6 V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Hanetal., 1985 

V.45 ' , 10 2.5 - 3.3 8.0- 10 1.3- 1.5 

V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Hanetal., 1985 

A. 60' , 10 2.4 - 3.3 8.5- 13 1.2- 1.4 

V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Hanetal., 1985 

A, 45' , 10 2.3 - 3.0 8.0-11 1.2- 1.4 

V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Anzai etal., 1991 V.70 ' , 10 2.7 - 4.3 8.0-11 1.4- 1.9 

V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Anzai etal., 1991 

A, 70' , 10 2.7 - 3.9 8.0 - 9.3 1.4- 1.9 

V/Ashaped 

ribs 

V type A typo 

Taslimetal., 1994 V, 45' , 10 2.9-3.3 13- 17 1.7 

Transverse 

staggered ribs 

Kukreja et al.. 1991 (a) 90' ,10 3.4- 3.8 7.5 - 11 1.7 Transverse 

staggered ribs 

Kukreja et al.. 1991 (a) 

90' ,20 2.6 - 2.8 4.0-6.5 1.5 - 1.6 

Transverse 

staggered ribs 

Kukreja et al.. 1991 

tb) 90' .20 3.3 - 3.5 6.5 - 10 1.5- 1.8 'V.v 
Kukreja et al.. 1991 

tb) 90' .20 3.3 - 3.5 6.5 - 10 1.5- 1.8 'V.v 
Kukreja et al.. 1991 

tb) 

90' .20 1.3- 1.6 4.0-6.0 1.3- 1.5 

Kukreja et al.. 1991 

tb) 

90' .20 1.3- 1.6 4.0-6.0 1.3- 1.5 

V I ' I 1 

Kukreja et al.. 1991 

(c) 90" ,20 3.0-3.2 5.1 -6.5 1.4- 1.8 

Anzai et al., 

1991 

(a) 90' , 5 4.6-5.8 18- 19 1.8-2.2 
-*•"»'a' n...a„ji. 

Anzai et al., 

1991 

(a) 90' , 5 4.6-5.8 18- 19 1.8-2.2 
-*•"»'a' n...a„ji. 

Anzai et al., 

1991 

(a) 

90' .10 3.2- 3.9 6.5- 10 1.7- 1.8 

V/A 

staggered ribs 

V.lypc A type 

Anzai et al.. 1991 V.70" ,5 5.9 - 6.6 10-13 2.7-2.8 V/A 

staggered ribs 

V.lypc A type 

Anzai et al.. 1991 

V.70 ' .10 3.0 - 5.0 10-11 1.4-2.2 

V/A 

staggered ribs 

V.lypc A type 

Anzai et al.. 1991 

A. 70' .5 3.5-4.1 7.4-8.0 1.8-2.1 

V/A 

staggered ribs 

V.lypc A type 

Anzai et al.. 1991 

A.70" ,10 2.5 - 3.1 5.0-6.0 1.5- 1.7 

Taslimetal.. 1994 A, 45* ,10 2.7 - 3.0 8.3- 10 1.3- 1.4 

Steam 
out 

Fig. 8 The first-stage rotor blade design concepts 

and measuring method. The heat transfer rate of V-shaped stag
gered ribs (angle = 20 deg, pitch/rib height = 5) improved 
2.4 times greater than that of transverse ribs and 1.7 times 
greater than that of angled ribs without much increase of pres
sure loss. 

The design conditions for the rotor blade are shown in Table 
7. The radial temperature distribution factor at the inlet of the 
first-stage rotor blade was assumed to be 6 percent. Single crys
tal (SC) alloy with an allowable temperature of 950°C was 
selected for the material and two layers TBC of the total thick
ness with 0.3 mm was applied. The cooling configurations (i.e., 
cooling passages) film cooling holes and turbulence promoter 
ribs were determined by using the integrated CAE system for 
a cooled turbine blade (Kawaike et al., 1992). The steam cooled 
rotor blade had a one circuit, five-passage serpentine cooling 
design. 

The thermal conditions and calculated temperature distribu
tions of the blade mean section are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 
The main stream gas of steam increased the heat transfer rate 
up to 16.5 kW/m2K at the leading edge section (Fig. 10) and 
that required film cooling. The metal surface temperature was 
almost entirely kept within 950°C because of the intensified 
internal cooling at the total cooling flow ratio of 5.0 percent 
(Fig. 11). The open-circuit cooling flow ratio for the film cool
ing and closed-circuit cooling flow ratio were 2.3 percent and 
2.7 percent, respectively. The surface average cooling effective
ness of 58.5 percent was obtained. However, the maximum 
TBC surface temperature reached 1350°C and the TBC had a 
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Fig. 9 Heat transfer and pressure loss characteristics 

maximum thermal gradient of 400°C in 0.2 mm. The maximum 
heat flux passing through the TBC was 3.6 MW/m2, These are 
about three times as much as current usage. Although this design 
entirely depends on the TBC severely requiring its reliability 
and durability and exceeds current level, the development of 
such coatings are thought to be within the scope in the near 
future. 

Conclusion 
The performances of a thermal plant having three different 

types of cooling systems for a l,700°C-class, hydrogen-fueled 
combustion gas turbine were analyzed. The results indicated 
closed-circuit cooling systems were more effective for achiev
ing high efficiencies than conventional open-circuit cooling sys
tems. This was because the closed-circuit cooling systems can 
eliminate penalties of conventional open-circuit cooling systems 

Table 7 Design conditions ol rotor blade 

Blade inlet average relative total temperature (°C) 1,622 
inlet peak relative total temperature (°C) 1,699 
inlet relative total pressure (MPa) 3.69 
exit static pressure (MPa) 3.01 

Cooling steam inlet temperature (°C) 300 
inlet pressure (MPa) 5.88 
outlet pressure (MPa) 4.71 
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Fig. 10 Thermal conditions of rotor blade 

such as dilution of main stream gas with the coolant, mixing 
loss, and pumping loss. Furthermore, it was found that the 
closed-circuit water cooling system for nozzle blades and steam 
cooling system for rotor blades (CCWCN-SCR) exceeded the 
closed-circuit steam cooling system for nozzle and rotor blades 
(CCSCN-R) in efficiency by reducing the consumption of cool
ing steam and an efficiency of 60 HHV percent was achievable. 

The water cooled first-stage nozzle blade and the steam 
cooled first-stage rotor blade for the CCWCN-SCR were de
signed. The nozzle blade had a copper alloy for its core to 
reduce thermal stress and advanced coating technologies were 
used to protect its core material. The combination of CZ-Cu 
and a thermal barrier coating (TBC) was chosen with respect 
to its high thermal barrier effect. The multihole cooling design 
was found feasible for such high thermal-load conditions. How
ever, as regards toughness and durability for other applications, 
combination of the copper alloy and a metal coating is also 
conceivable. 

The rotor blade used a conventional nickel-base single crystal 
alloy with a TBC. The intensified internal serpentine cooling 
with V-shaped staggered turbulence promoter ribs also was 
found capable, only allowing film cooling at the leading edge 
part. 
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Fig. 11 Temperature distributions of rotor blade 
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Present blade cooling depends on coating technologies; there
fore, reliable and durable coatings that can be operated under 
higher thermal load conditions are required. 
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Zero-Emission MATIANT Cycle 
In this paper, a novel technology based on the zero C02 emission MATIANT (contrac
tion of the names of the two designers MAThieu and lANTovski) cycle is presented. 
This latter is basically a gas cycle and consists of a supercritical C02 Rankine-like 
cycle on top of regenerative C02 Brayton cycle. C02 is the working fluid and 02 is 
the fuel oxidizer in the combustion chambers. The cycle uses the highest temperatures 
and pressures compatible with the most advanced materials in the steam and gas 
turbines. In addition, a reheat and a staged compression with intercooling are used. 
Therefore, the optimized cycle efficiency rises up to around 45 percent when operating 
on natural gas. A big asset of the system is its ability to remove the C02 produced 
in the combustion process in liquid state and at high pressure, making it ready for 
transportation, for reuse or for final storage. The assets of the cycle are mentioned. 
The technical issues for the predesign of a prototype plant are reviewed. 

Introduction 

Among many approaches to the C0 2 emissions mitigation 
extensively investigated in the scientific literature (Blok et al., 
1992; Smith, 1993; Riemer et al., 1995) we propose here an 
original concept of zero-release of pollutants in the atmosphere 
as a competitor with systems using monoethanolamine scrub
bing or membrane techniques and cutting the C0 2 releases by 
80 to 90 percent. The removed C02 is then disposed of in proper 
sites, like in aquifers, in deep oceans or in depleted oil and gas 
fields. Of course, zero-emission is an ideal and desirable target 
and leakages are unavoidable. This is discussed here. 

In this paper, the following two concepts are introduced: 

1 The Stack Downwards. The common features to zero-
emission cycles are the use of C0 2 as the working fluid and 
0 2 as the fuel oxidizer. In order not to release C0 2 in the 
atmosphere, we make a knot in the stack or better, we turn 
the power plant upside down (see Fig. 1) so the emissions 
are avoided and the combustion products are dealt with as 
effluents, possibly contaminated with NOx, SOx, particles, 
and toxics. The objective is to keep the effluents under 
total control. Such zero-emission cycles all require an air 
separation unit (ASU). (Iantovski et al., 1997a-c). 

2 Grave-Into-The-Cradle. We take the fossil fuels from the 
bowels of the earth, we must send there back the products 
of their combustion. In the MATIANT concept, the removed 
C0 2 flow is liquid and at high pressure. We can conse
quently use it in separated from the extracted mixture C0 2 / 
oil mixture, can be reinjected in the depleted well. Hence 
the waste (C02) in its final storage is replacing the fuel 
which produced it in the fuel site. So a closed fuel/C02 

cycle is set up (see Fig. 1). This application is for where 
pressurized liquid C0 2 is required. It is, for example, the 
case in the oil extraction. C0 2 is used to increase the oil 
recovery efficiency. The higher the C0 2 injection pressure, 
the higher this efficiency. The oil well is then more depleted 
and the C0 2 , has to be considered as a concept, the technical 
feasibility and the associated technical issue are the subject 
of a separate study. 

Cycle Diagram and Layout of the Plant 
The MATIANT gas cycle is shown on the T-S diagram in 

Fig. 2 and the layout of the corresponding plant is in Fig. 3 
(Iantovski and Mathieu, 1996a, b; Iantovski et al., 1997a). It 
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comprises a supercritical C0 2 Rankine-like cycle (2-3-4-5-6) 
combined with a regenerative C0 2 Brayton cycle with reheat 
(6-7-8-9-10-11-12-1-2). 

The combustion takes place along the isobar 7-8. The fuel is 
injected at the proper pressure P2 in the burners as well the 
mixture of the working fluid C0 2 and the 0 2 at 7. At the exit, 
8, of the combustion chamber (1300°C), the mixture C0 2 /H0 2 

is expanded along 8-9, and then reheated up to the temperature 
10 in a second combustion chamber where other fractions of 
fuel and 0 2 are injected at P3 . At 10, in stochiometric propor
tions, the fluid contains the combustion products, namely 8 
percent C0 2 and 6 percent H20, in addition to the 100 percent 
C0 2 circulating along the total cycle. This fluid is expanded in 
10-11. These two expanders produce electricity. The fluid is 
then cooled from 11 to 12 in a recuperator where it gives up 
its heat to C0 2 gas flows (2): first at the higher cycle pressure 
Pi, and then after expansion in 5-6 at the pressure P2 of the 
combustion chamber. C0 2 is expanded along 5-6 in a steam-like 
turbine and generates electricity. As to 0 2 , its total throughput is 
10 percent of the C0 2 mass flow rate whose around 7 percent 
is injected at 7 and another 3 percent is injected at 9 for the 
reheat process. It can be reheated from its temperature at the 
ASU outlet up to the temperature at the inlet of the burners 7 
and 9 of the combustion chambers. 

The gas generator is split into its two components: an ex
pander with its associated turbogenerator, and the compressor 
driven by a motor. 

At the recuperator outlet, the water is condensed in a cooler 
and extracted in a C0 2 /H 20 separator. The remaining gas is 
then C0 2 ) and it is compressed in a three-stage compressor with 
intercooling along 1-2 up to the C0 2 saturation line in order to 
carry out a compression as close as possible to an isothermal 
process. Then C0 2 is condensed, and the liquid C0 2 at 3 (70.5 
bar, 29°C) is easily compressed to a high pressure through a 
pump with a low energy consumption. At 4, the excess C0 2 

(about 8 percent of the recirculated C0 2 mass flow rate) is 
removed in liquid state through a valve, without any energy 
consuming and costly system as it is the case in a C0 2 scrubber 
installed in the flue gas. 

Basically, the effluents, possibly contaminated, remain under 
control. At this stage of the modeling, the cooling of the hot 
parts of the cycle is not included yet, but in this analysis, a 
cycle efficiency penalty of 2.5 percentage points to take it into 
account is adopted by similarity to an air GT (Bolland et al., 
1992, 1993). 

Of course, the fluid in the recuperator 11-12 contains small 
quantities of Ar and N2 coming from the ASU and of 0 2 , not 
used in the combustion process because an excess of oxygen is 
necessary in practice to make the combustion complete. They 
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Fig. 1 Stack downwards and grave-into-the-cradle concepts 

are present in the cycle and have an impact on the efficiency. 
However, the used ASU delivers 0 2 at a purity of 99.5 percent 
with a specific electricity consumption of 0.28 kWh/Kg 0 2 at 
5 bar. Depending on the natural gas composition, the major part 
of the noncondensable gases are N2 and argon. As their adiabatic 
exponent y is much higher than that of C0 2 , so is it for the 
resulting mixture. The compression asks then for more electric
ity than for pure C0 2 , but more power is provided in the high 
temperature expanders 8-9 and 10-11. These gases are vented 
from the condenser at the lowest cycle pressure and temperature. 
Normally, they would take some C0 2 with them in the atmo
sphere. Also, with an oxygen purity of 99.5 percent, the amount 
of noncondensable gases should be very low (but of high com
mercial value, like argon). On the other hand, the pressure in the 
condenser could not be significantly affected by their presence. 
Figures about the effects of the inert gases will be given in a 
next step of this study. Another option to limit a possible C0 2 

leakage is to avoid a condenser in the cycle and extract the 
noncondensable gases when the C0 2 is supercritical (point 4 in 
Fig. 2) . Then, there is a small accumulation of noncondensable 
gases in the cycle, but, for instance, the accumulation of Ar in 
the cycle remains lower than about 1 percent of the total mass 
flow rate. 

Design Point Calculation 
Natural gas, not being pure methane, has its low heating 

value, in Europe anyway, around 42 MJ/kg. A mixture of about 
84 percent of CH4 and 16 percent of C0 2 (mass fractions) 
represents the LHV of this natural gas, and is used in the model
ling. 

In order to comply with the admissible mechanical stresses 
criteria for the advanced materials used here, the high pressure 
level is limited to 300 bar and the temperature of this high 
pressure gas flow at the recuperator outlet is limited to 600°C 
(point 5 in Fig. 2) . The higher the pressure the lower this 
temperature limit. 

Similarly, as the pressure P2 is varied between 40 and 100 
bar, the temperature Tmp at the recuperator outlet (point 7 in 
Fig. 2) has to be limited to 700°C, but should the materials 

Fig. 2 Cycle representation in (T-S) 

withstand it, this latter could be further increased. Taking into 
account the thermal resistance of the materials and the limitation 
of the cooling techniques, the temperature inlet of the MP and 
LP expanders is limited to 1300°C as well. 

Technical issues raised by the pressure and temperature levels 
are taken into account; the pressure P2 is limited to 40 bar. The 
cycle efficiency is optimized with respect to the pressure P3 

and P4 . The calculations are carried out using the commercial 
ASPEN PLUS code. 

Taking into account the previous constraints, the high pres
sure P, is equal to 300 bar, P2 to 40 bar, and P4 to 1 bar; the 
recuperator outlet and the LP and MP expanders inlet tempera
tures are 700 and 1300°C, respectively. The optimization pro
cess introduces a dependence of the maximization of the heat 
recovery in the system and of the temperature limitation at the 
recuperator outlet. The resulting P3 is 9.3 bar, taking an isen-
tropic effectiveness of 0.75 for the fuel compressors, the 0 2 

compressors and the C0 2 pump, 0.87 for the expanders, and 
0.85 for the isentropic effectiveness of the C0 2 compressor 
(centrifugal compressor). 

Typical values of the pressure losses in the heat exchangers 
are taken as 5 percent of the inlet pressure and 3 percent in the 
combustion chambers. Pressure losses in mixers, splitters, etc. 
are also taken into account. It is assumed that the cycle effi
ciency penalty due to the cooling of the hot parts of the system 
is equal to 2.5 percentage points in every case. 

From the calculations it appears that the cycle efficiency can 
be increased by increasing P2 , but at the same time by adapting 
P3 to comply with a limit of 700°C for Tmp. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 4. 

For example, for P2 = 70 bar, the efficiency is 43.3 percent; 
then, P3 = 13.5 bar, namely, the value calculated to maximize 
the efficiency complying with the Tmp limit of 700°C. The results 
show that the cycle efficiency has a flat maximum with respect 
to P3. Indeed, due to the fact that P3 is limited by the T„,p 

constraint, the optimal efficiency is not very sensitive to P3 . 
Here, we have to worry about the technical feasibility. When 

P2 moves upwards, this means that the combustion takes place 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

ASU = air separating unit 
CC = combined cycle 
GT = gas turbine 
HP = high pressure (bar) 

LHV = low heating value (MJ/kg) 
LP = low pressure (bar) 

MEA = monoethanol amine 
MP = medium pressure (bar) 

Pi = high pressure cycle 
P2 = upper intermediate pressure 

(bar) 
P3 = lower intermediate pressure 

(bar) 

P4 = low pressure cycle 
PC = pulverized coal 

PFBC = pressurized fluidized bed com-
bustor 

TIT = turbine inlet temperature (°C) 
Tmp = outlet recuperator temperature 

at upper intermediate pressure 
(°C) 
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Fig. 3 Layout of the plant 

at a high pressure and boilers operating at too high pressures 
could be unrealistic. On the other hand, due to the cooling 
requirements, P2 is limited at the compressor outlet pressure 
(70 bar) if the cooling is made through C0 2 bleedings from 
the compressor. 

In this modeling, the fuel is considered to feed the burners 
at ambient temperature (17°C) and at 3 bar. In reality, the 
delivery pressure of the natural gas depends on the network; in 
Europe in particular this pressure can be as high as 40 or 60 
bar. Consequently, depending on P2, the fuel compression can 
be low or even zero. If the combustion chamber is at a pressure 
lower than that of the network, a recovery in an expander can 
be considered. However, in this case a preheat of the fuel is 
required before its injection in the burners. 

On the cold side, our calculations are made with a C0 2 con
denser pressure of 70.5 bar—that is, a saturation temperature 
of 29°C. In very cold countries like Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
and Finland, the heat sink (the ocean) is still more favorable. 

For 1 kg/s of carbon dioxide recirculated, the fuel consump
tion is equal to 0.033 kg/s, the 0 2 consumption is equal to 
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Fig. 4 Cycle efficiency versus upper intermediate pressure P2 (P3 is 
optimized at each point) 

0.112 kg/s, and the mass flow rate of C0 2 removed from the 
cycle is 0.083 kg/s. 

The net cycle efficiency is obtained by 

W, production Wcc 

mfuei - LHVf„ 
44.3 percent, 

with Pi = 300 bar, P2 = 40 bar, P3 = 9.3 bar, and P4 = 1 
bar when the cooling demand (A77 cooling = —2.5 percentage 
points) and the ASU consumption are accounted for. This latter 
is taken from ASU manufacturers' data as 0.28 kWh/kg 0 2 at 
a purity of 99.5 percent at 5 bar. 

The compression of the gaseous 0 2 at 5 bar up to the pressure 
of the second combustion chamber (P3 = 9.5 bar) adds an 
electricity consumption of 0.03 kWh/kg 0 2 . So, taking into 
account the respective mass flows of oxygen at P2 and P3 , the 
total consumption due to the production and the compression 
of the 0 2 injected in the combustion chamber equals to 0.37 
kWh/kg 0 2 . 

The good value of the efficiency is not only due to high 
pressures and temperatures but also to the nonidealty of C0 2 . 
This latter in the low temperature range (0-300°C) and at 
pressures around 60 bar near the C0 2 saturation line reduces 
the compressor consumption with respect to that of an ideal gas 
and nearly offsets the ASU consumption at the design point. 

Technical Advantages 
We have modeled CC plants (reference case) using C0 2 

scrubbers for C02 removal from the flue gas without and with 
flue gas recirculation. C0 2 removal from the flue gas by an 
absorber/stripper system using MEA is considered currently as 
the state-of-the-art technology. 

In addition to be very costly, this chemical plant installed at 
the exhaust of the plant leads to an efficiency penalty typically 
of the order of 6 to 8 percent points for a natural gas fuelled 
plant. As far as zero emission is concerned, we have studied 
C0 2 semiclosed CC cycles (Mathieu and Deruyck, 1993). We 
have shown that a CC with recirculation has better performance 
and lower cost for C0 2 scrubbing than a comparable semiclosed 
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Fig. 5 Cycle efficiency according to three stages compressor effective
ness 

C0 2 cycle of that type (Bolland and Mathieu, 1997). Here, we 
go a step further. 

The assets of the MATIANT cycle: (1) good net cycle 
efficiency (between 40 and 45 percent when burning natural 
gas); (2) negligible release of pollutants in the atmosphere; 
(3) removal of a highly pressurized liquid C0 2 flow and possi
ble reuse or final storage without further compression (it is the 
biggest asset); (4) no use of an industrial gas turbine as 
such—the compressor and expanders are separated from each 
others so there is no danger of surge of the compressor, espe
cially when the LHV of the fuel is lower than that of natural 
gas, like that of a syngas; and (5) no need of expensive and 
energy consuming C0 2 scrubber. 

Technical Issues and Predesign of a Prototype Plant 

The ASU has to be integrated in the cycle and in particular 
the flow of N2 or maybe the rejected heat. 

A new design or a redesign of known industrial components 
is required when they operate on C0 2 instead of air or water. 

Components Already Available or Needing Adapta
tions. 

1 The compressor whose design is very important. Indeed, as 
shown on Fig. 4, the cycle efficiency is very sensitive to 
the compressor effectiveness. As an illustration, a decrease 
of this latter from 0.9 to 0.75 provokes an efficiency drop 
of around 5 percentage points. 

2 A C0 2 expander without cooling at 600°C, 300 bar, similar 
to the high pressure section of an UltraSuperCritical Ran-
kine cycle. 

3 The gas/gas recuperator at high temperatures and pressures. 
4 The supercritical pump. 
5 A C0 2 condenser and intercoolers with water cooling cir

cuits. 
6 The water/C02 cooler and separator. 
(Components requiring a new design.) 
7 The combustion chamber using 0 2 /C0 2 instead of air. 
8 The temperature expanders (1300°C) with internal cooling 

of the blades and vanes. The design of gas turbines has 
previously been investigated in Mathieu et al. (1994a and 
b) and Mathieu (1995). 

Corrosion of the materials in presence of C0 2 at high pres
sures and temperatures must be addressed, as well as possible 
parasitic chemical reactions of C0 2 with other substances. We 
are currently integrating the cooling of the hot parts of the cycle 
in the model. 

When natural gas will be replaced by a liquid or a solid fuel, 
an integration of a gasification unit and a clean-up system of the 

syngas in the MATIANT plant is required. This is the following 
development of the present study. 

The following are other applications of the MATIANT cycle: 

— electricity and heat cogeneration; for instance, district heat
ing (Rasmussen 1997) 

— use in a Pressurized Fluidized Bed Combustor (Jung, 1997) 
— use in combination with a solar pond (Iantovski et al., 

1997c) 
— introduction of a MHD unit in the cycle in replacement of 

the low pressure expander (Iantovski et al., 1997b) 
— use in a combination with a heat pump or with a refrigeration 

system 
— coproduction of dry C0 2 ice (1 bar, — 80°C; recommended 

for some storage options) 
— use of the high pressure liquid C0 2 extracted flow for oil 

recovery enhancement 
— use of chemical looping combustion using metal oxides cy

cles instead of the ASU 
—• use of chemical recuperation for efficiency increase 
— hydrogen production 

Conclusions 
The MATIANT concept leads to a power plant design with 

high performance and no releases of pollutants in the atmo
sphere. Several applications are obtained by combination with 
other systems like a gasification unit, a MHD unit, heat pumps, 
chemical recuperators, and oil recovery installations. The con
cept is also used with technologies like cogeneration, district 
heating, a PFBC, as well as with solar energy (solar pond). 
This wide field of applications will, however, only be feasible 
when conventional components like compressors, expanders, 
pumps, heat exchangers, recuperators, and condensers, will be 
adapted or redesigned for the operation on C0 2 as the working 
fluid and in more severe thermal conditions. 

As the power generation techniques using coal as the fuel 
are larger contributors to the greenhouse effect than those based 
on natural gas, the MATIANT cycle can be a possible alterna
tive option when the time of an economic change of technology 
has come. The questions are as follows: is it technically feasible, 
and what is its attractiveness in terms of performance (in various 
regimes), cost, and environmental impact? 

Therefore, it is time to design a pilot plant now, and this is 
an appeal towards the potential financial supporters. 
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A Numerical Investigation of the 
Cooling Effect of Compressed 
Natural Gas Throttling on Engine 
Delivery Ratio 
A theoretical study was conducted to investigate the cooling effect of throttling com
pressed natural gas during the pressure regulation process. The concept of using 
this effect in cooling down the induction air was investigated. A thermodynamic 
model was developed for a typical fuel delivery system used on a vehicle fueled with 
compressed natural gas. The model was based on a set of integral conservation 
laws applied to each component of the fueling system. Several heat exchanging 
arrangements between the throttled gas and the inlet air were examined. The effect 
of the added heat exchanger on engine delivery ratio was examined for different 
engine sizes as well as for different operating conditions. An increase of 1 to 2.5% 
in engine delivery ratio was predicted due to the added heat exchanger. 

Introduction 

Compressed natural gas (CNG) is an attractive alternate fuel. 
Natural gas is already in use in a vast number of vehicles 
worldwide. Natural gas fueled engines generally have very low 
emissions of reactive hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and par
ticulate matter. The principal constituent of natural gas is meth
ane with the remainder being heavier hydrocarbons, nitrogen, 
and water (Maxwell and Jones, 1994). 

Natural gas must be stored in high pressure tanks, up to 3600 
psi, in order to store a large enough quantity of natural gas to 
provide sufficient vehicle driving range. A pressure regulator 
is required to reduce the natural gas pressure to an appropriate 
level (typically 100 to 200 psi) before the gas is passed to the 
fuel metering system. As the natural gas is expanded through 
the regulator, the throttling process will result in cooling the 
gas. This cooling effect is dependent on the Joule-Thomson 
coefficient of the throttled gas. 

There are practical implications from cooling the fuel. One 
factor is that low fuel temperature may create water condensate 
inside the regulator or in the downstream tubing. Also, water 
vapor may condense externally on the highly cooled regulator 
and cause icing. These possible effects can be lessened using 
several approaches. One option is to use an initial step-down 
regulator near the storage tank and to use the fuel line from the 
tank to the engine compartment as a heat transfer surface. An
other possible approach is to heat the regulator using the engine 
coolant (Liss and Thrasher, 1991). 

The amount of natural gas cooling is a function of the CNG 
tank pressure and can cause fuel air ratio variations as the tank 
is being emptied. Meyer (Meyer et al., 1992) used an s-curved 
steel tube down stream of the high pressure regulator and tra
versed the intake manifold. Thus, at the metering point natural 
gas temperature was close to air temperature regardless of CNG 
tank pressure or ambient air temperature. 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the potential of 
making use of the cooling effect due to the throttling of natural 
gas to cool down the induction air as a measure of enhancing 
the engine scavenging capability. 

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division for publication in the 
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Theoretical Formulation 
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the modeled system. Com

pressed natural gas (CNG) expands isentropically from total 
initial state (0) to state (0s) in the first nozzle (tank exit). As 
the gas flows through the fuel line to a high pressure regulator 
(HPR) in the engine compartment, it exchanges heat with ambi
ent air surrounding the fuel line. At the HPR, the gas is throttled 
from state (1) to state ( I s ) . CNG exchanges heat with the 
inducted air as it flows through a heat exchanger (HE), and 
reaches state (2) at the exit of the exchanger. 

In the present study, two closed-loop fuel control systems 
are considered. For the first system, the LPR pressure setting 
is continuously adjusted, the second nozzle area ratio is set to 
unity and the gas is throttled from state (2) to state (2s). In 
the second system, the LPR is eliminated and the gas expands 
isentropically to state (3) through the second nozzle variable 
exit cross sectional area, where it is injected into the mixer. 

The basic model assumptions are (1) real gas behavior occurs 
in the pressure regulation processes, and ideal gas behavior 
occurs for the other processes; (2) the flow is quasi-steady 
through ducts and nozzles; (3) constant rate of heat transfer 
across the boundaries of ducts; (4) no correction factor is con
sidered for the HE configurations that are different from the 
ideal co-axial type; and (5) natural gas composition is 100 
percent methane. 

Conservation Equations 

The normalized governing equations for one-dimensional 
steady flow with friction and heat transfer in a variable-area 
duct can be expressed as follows: 

Mass. 

fa - 4>\$WA = 0 

Momentum. 

1 - <j)p(j)A 

Dh,„ } (t>p4>A Dh 

• / c o s 8 
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Table 1 Default values of simulation parameters 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of a mixture delivery system 

Energy. 

I (rh 1 "> -^-"H^U;*-1, (<Pr i-) 

y - i V -^-"H^U;*-1, 
i 5M„ 

Tm m y 

where 

f 
(hf = ^=r-

T 
1 m 

P M A 
<f>P = -~- <PM = — <PA = - r -

Pm Mm Am 

and the subscripts m and n denote upstream and downstream 
states, respectively. The application of the above equations to 
each subsystem is detailed in the appendix section. 

Numerical Solution 
Define the solution vector of mach numbers X as 

X T = [ M o J , c „ g M 1 , c n g M i s , c n E M 2 , c „ g M 2 s , c n g M 3 , c n g M 1 , a i r M 2 , a i r M 3 , a i r ] 

The energy equations are categorized as the main set of the 
governing equations, and the rest of the equations as the auxil
iary set. The main set is used to calculate X simultaneously, 
meanwhile, the auxiliary set is used to update the other vari
ables. The initial state of CNG in the tank is specified and the 
stagnation thermodynamic states of the air at exit of turbo-
charger (if any exist) and the air temperature under the hood 
are specified. If the gas chokes at the nozzle exit, the Mach 
number is set equal to unity, otherwise the exit pressure is set 
equal to the back pressure. The tank governing equations are 
integrated using the trapezoidal rule, and the state of the gas in 
the tank at the new time step is continuously updated using the 
most recent solution vector. Since the main set of governing 
equations are nonlinear, a numerical solution has to be sought. 

Parameter Set value Parameter Set value 
Dtnk (in) 3.937 Pls.cne(psi) 250 
Unk(ft) 3.281 P2s.cnf/Pback 1.0 
Deng (in) 0.125 Pbaek/Paair 0.95 
L0.en?(ft) 16.4 Tn.cn, (UF) 80 
Lair (ft) 3.281 T0.air(uF) 98 
A2.cng/A2s.oif 0.10 Tuh.air(uF» 125 
A2s.cnp/A3.cn(p 1.0 Tla.prfV) 206 
A2,air/A3,air 1.0 mpr(lbni'sec) 0.033 
htnk (au/hr/ft2/R) 8.8 Epr 0.35 

PO.cneG*') 3000 9 1.0 
P0.air(psi) 14.7 Tl 0.35 

Engine power (hp) 100 
Fuel metering 
system 

LPR 
setting 

Define the residual vector R as the left hand side of the main 
set of equations and employing Newton-Raphson iterative tech
nique, the solution vector X is updated each iteration r using 
Xr+i = Xr - [dR/dX]-1 Rr where [dR/dX] is the Jacobian 
matrix. 

Results and Discussion 
The simulation procedure is carried out in two steps. In the 

first step, the different parameters are adjusted for a given engine 
size with the HE removed. In the second step, the HE is added 
to the system and its effectiveness is maximized by increasing 
the number of CNG pipe windings around the air duct. The 
geometrical parameters are adjusted to prevent choking of the 
fuel flow, due to the increase in duct length. Table 1 shows the 
default values of the different simulation parameters. 

The comparison between a system with an HE and a system 
without one is made in terms of its engine delivery ratio which 
is defined as the mass ratio of inducted to ideal air. The ideal 
air mass is the product of engine displacement and air density 
at ambient condition. The fractional increase in delivery ratio 
in an HE equipped engine compared to one without an HE is 
used as a measure of the comparative advantage. For both sys
tems, engine displacement, speed, and air to fuel ratio are set 
equal. Using the above delivery ratio definition, it can be shown 
that the relative increase in delivery ratio is equal to the relative 
increase in the rate of air mass flow. Moreover, for equal values 
of engine speed and displacement, thermal efficiency, and fuel 
to air ratio, the relative increase in power is equal to the relative 
increase in delivery ratio. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

a = speed of sound 
A = cross-sectional area, surface area 

Av = heat transfer area upon which the 
definition of the overall conduc
tance coefficient is based 

c„ = constant volume specific heat 
cp = constant pressure specific heat 
D = duct diameter 

Dh = hydraulic diameter 
/ = coefficient of friction 

F+ = nondimensional friction factor 
FA = fuel to air ratio 

h = convection heat transfer coeffi
cient 

L = duct length 
m = mass 
m = mass flow rate 
M = mach number 

Mw = molecular weight 

NTU = heat exchanger maximum num
ber of transfer units 

P = pressure 
Q = rate of heat transfer 
r = iteration number 
R = residual vector 

Re = heat exchanger capacity ratio 
t = time 

T = temperature 
U = overall conductance coefficient 
V = CNG storage tank volume 
X = solution vector of mach numbers 

e = heat exchanger effectiveness 
4>P = pressure ratio 
(j)T = temperature ratio 
(p = equivalence ratio 
y = ratio of specific heats 
rj = engine thermal efficiency 

jij = Joule Thomson coefficient 

6 = angle between duct wall and axial 
direction 

X = ratio of gas temperatures at inlet 
to heat exchanger 

Subscripts: 
air = induction air 

b = back 
cng = compressed natural gas 

i = gas state at station i where i is 
either (0, 1, Is, 2, 3) 

pr = pressure regulator heat exchanger 
fluid 

ref = reference state 
tnk = gas storage tank 
uh = under the hood 

Superscripts 
z = nondimensional variable z 
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Fig. 2 Fractional increase in delivery ratio for different HPR heating 
arrangements 
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The fractional increase in engine delivery ratio compared 
with the case of no HE is shown versus tank pressure in Fig. 2 
for different cases of heating arrangements of the high pressure 
regulator (HPR). A maximum increase of ~2.5 percent is 
achieved for the case when the HPR is insulated and the temper
ature of the gas is allowed to drop below the water freezing 
point. The increase in delivery ratio reaches a slight peak, and 
then decreases to a value of ~0.5 percent at the end of the 
simulation. This is due to the fact that as the tank starts discharg
ing, the temperature of the gas in the tank decreases, and the 
cooling due to throttling of the gas in the HPR is maximum. 
This results in more cooling of the induction air, and, thus, a 
larger increase in delivery ratio. As the pressure of the gas in 
the tank decreases, the cooling effect in the HPR decreases; 
therefore, the final increase in engine delivery ratio is only ~0.5 
percent. 

The increase in delivery ratio is — 1 percent for the case when 
the HPR is heated with engine coolant, the coolant is metered 
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Fig. 3 Difference in temperature of CNG between the exit and inlet of 
the HPR 
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in order to maintain the gas temperature above 32°F at the exit 
of the HPR. The fractional increase in delivery ratio is constant 
over most of the discharge period which is a favorable behavior. 
Near the end of discharge, the cooling effect is minimal because 
the gas temperature is no longer below the water-freezing point. 
HPR heating is no longer needed and the coolant flow is 
stopped. 

The case where the HPR is heated with an unmetered engine 
coolant is also shown in Fig. 2. A maximum increase in delivery 
ratio is ~ 1.0 percent, which drops as the tank pressure decreases 
to 0.25 percent. At the end of the simulation, the gas heats 
up the induction air rather than cooling it, which results in a 
loss of delivery ratio compared to the no HE case. Figures 3 
through 7 show the relevant simulation results. The temperature 
drop of the gas, due to throttling in the HPR, is quite severe, 
reaching —130°F at the start of discharge, as shown in Fig. 
3. Also, the temperature increase of CNG in the HE is significant 
as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the CNG pressure drop 
across the HE. The decrease in the temperature of the induction 
air is shown in Fig. 6. The drop in temperature of the CNG 
across the LPR is almost constant (~H°F) over the simulated 
discharge period, as shown in Fig. 7. 

In the next sections the effects of engine size, load, and other 
operating parameters on the estimated increase in delivery ratio 
are examined. Comparison charts are presented for the simu
lated discharge period with the tank pressure as the jc-axis. Also, 
unless specified, the case of the HPR heated with metered engine 
coolant is considered. 

Engine Size. Figures 8 and 9 show the fractional increase 
in delivery ratio for different engine sizes for two different HPR 
heating arrangements. The fractional increase in delivery ratio 
is larger for larger engines. This is due to the fact that the larger 
the engine, the higher the CNG flow rate and the larger the 
drop in temperature due to throttling. 
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Fig. 10 Effect of engine load on the fractional increase in delivery ratio 

Engine Load. In the previous section, the HE was opti
mized for maximum effectiveness for a given engine size op
erating at full load. It is of interest to evaluate the HE perfor
mance at part load. In order to simulate part load condition, the 
back pressure value at the mixer is increased. Figure 10 shows 
the fractional increase in delivery ratio for the different values 
of pressure ratio, Pb!iAIPo,m, for the case of a heated HPR with 
metered engine coolant. The fractional increase in delivery ratio 
is slightly larger at part load, and its value drops at an earlier 
stage when compared to full load. 

Turbo-Charging. Case of turbocharging, the inlet air pres
sure is boosted to 1.25 and 1.5 atm in this simulation. The inlet 
air temperature is calculated assuming isentropic compression 
from the default value, and Pb^JPa,™ is set to its default value. 
The maximum fractional increase in delivery ratio is larger for 
a higher inlet air pressure, as shown in Fig. 11. In order to 
evaluate the effect of the HE on a turbocharged engine with an 
intercooler, the inlet pressure of air is set to 1.25 atm, and its 
inlet temperature is set to the default value. The fractional in-
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Fig. 8 Effect of engine size on the fractional increase in delivery ratio 
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Fig. 12 Effect of turbo-charging w/ intercooling on fractional increase 
in delivery ratio 

crease in delivery ratio is lower for the case where the turbochar-
ger is equipped with an inter cooler, as shown in Fig. 12. 

Initial Tank Pressure. Figure 13 shows the effect of initial 
tank pressure on fractional increase in delivery ratio. The frac
tional increase in delivery ratio is slightly higher for lower 
initial tank pressure, for the case of heated HPR. This is due to 
maintaining exit gas temperature to a value of ~32°F which 
limits the increase in delivery ratio. 

Ambient Temperature. The effect of ambient temperature 
on the fractional increase in delivery ratio is shown in Fig. 14. 
The fractional increase in delivery ratio is significantly larger 
for a higher ambient temperature, in the case of heated HPR. 

Equivalence Ratio. The richer the mixture, the higher the 
fractional increase in delivery ratio, as shown in Fig. 15. 

Heat Exchanger Flow Arrangement. Figure 16 shows the 
effect the HE flow arrangements on the fractional increase in 
delivery ratio. As expected, higher increase in delivery ratio is 
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achieved for a counter flow arrangement, compared to the paral
lel flow arrangement. 

CNG Duct Length. The effect of the length of the CNG 
duct from the tank to the HPR on the fractional increase in 
delivery ratio is shown in Fig. 17. The shorter the duct length, 
the later the drop in delivery ratio at low gas pressure in the 
tank. 

High Pressure Regulator Setting. Figure 18 shows that 
low pressure at the exit of the HPR results in a slightly higher 
increase in delivery ratio. 

Conclusions 
1 The cooling effect of throttling natural gas during the pres
sure regulation process can be used to enhance engine delivery 
ratio. The current model estimates an increase in delivery ratio 
of approximately 2.5 percent for the case of an insulated high 
pressure regulator. The estimated increase in delivery ratio is 
approximately 1 percent, if the natural gas temperature is re
stricted to be above 32°F to avoid moisture content freezing. 
2 Engines with large displacement which are also turbo-
charged, are estimated to acquire a higher increase in delivery 
ratio compared to engines which are smaller in size or non-
turbocharged. The estimated fractional increase in delivery ratio 
is lower for turbocharged engines that are equipped with an 
inter cooler compared to engines which have no intercooler. 
3 A heat exchanger which is designed to operate at full load 
would operate as effectively at part load condition. At part load, 
the fractional increase in delivery ratio is slightly higher for 
a heated high pressure regulator when compared to full load 
performance. 
4 The higher the initial tank pressure, the lower the fractional 
increase in delivery ratio for the case where the high pressure 
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regulator is heated to maintain the gas temperature above water 
freezing temperature. 
5 An increase in delivery ratio (~ 1.25 percent) is estimated 
for the case of high ambient temperature, when the high pressure 
regulator is heated. 
6 The richer the fuel to air mixture, the higher the fractional 
increase in delivery ratio. 
7 A shorter length of the gas duct from the tank to the high 
pressure regulator is recommended, to achieve a higher increase 
in delivery ratio. 
8 A lower pressure regulation setting of the high pressure 
regulator is favorable in order to achieve delivery ratio enhance
ment. On the other hand, for large engines, a high pressure 
setting is required since the pressure drop across the exchanger 
is higher when compared to smaller engines. 
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A P P E N D I X 

CNG and air undergo several processes. The governing equa
tions given in a nondimensional form, as follows. 
Discharge of CNG From Storage Tank. 

The state of the gas in the tank is governed by the following 
differential equations: 
Mass. 

Energy. 

dT, O.cng 

dt 

dt 

^CTcng — l ; —— Jo.c 

" t n k A r n 
ttei 

ftttef^v 
(1 ' O.cng) _ 

Define the following ratios: 

p 
fpO.cng 

Pos, 
, 4>TQ,ci 

_ 1 l.cng 

T 
1 O.v.cng 

^O.cng — 1 
A 

' JO.cng <PrO,ai 
AO.cng 

Mass. 

'PTO.cng <P ,cng *P PO.cng 
M, 

M, Oj.cng 

Momentum. 

(pi>< 0,cng 
1 ' Tcng-*^ 0 , c n g ^ " Os.cng 

-i i / c n g ^ O.cng-"" l.cng 

Energy. 

1 
(<rWng ~ 1 ) + r ^ i Os.cng 

T O.cng 

<l>P(i,a 

1 g 0 l - | M„,cne = 

^ c n g ^Os.cng T c n g 

Define the following temperature ratio: 

Xo 
Tp.ai 

' Os.cng 

The rate of heat transfer Q0s-i is calculated from 

To, 

(UAa\ 
* ref 

In (ao/0o) 

"O.air^O.cng 

firef W a i l ' + h O.cng 
( 7 T i - ' 0 , c n g ^ 0 , c n g ) 

The values of a0 and 0O are given below for parallel and counter 
flow heat exchanger arrangements. 
Case (1) Parallel Flow. 

« 0 = XoCf>TO,,m ~ 0 7 - O , c n g . 00 = Xo ~ 1 

Case (2) Counter Flow. 

("O = Xo4>TO,mr ~ 1 , 00 = Xo ~ <PTO.ong 

CNG High Pressure Regulation. 
Define: 

P T 
i l ls .cng , J Is ,cng 

(pPsl.cag — ~~p , <P7i l ,cne ~~ ~ 
' 1-cnp * l.cng 

l.cng 

Mass. 

State. 

dPp,a 

di 
~, atncng 

— J o ' O.cng 
dt 

^ dT0tCag 

dt 

Expansion Through Nozzle 1. 
Isentropic Gas Relations. 

TQ,C 

7o.t,ci 

1 + Tc, 1 

^ 0 , c 

Oj.cng 

2 

T 
1 Q,cng 

•* Oi ,cng 

M2 
iY1 0.v,cng -°'a i r - 1 + 7air M\ 

-* l,air ^ 

y iy~x 

' cng ' cng 

* l.air \ J- l.air / 

Heat Exchange 1. 

Energy. 

1 

T c n g — A 

<PTil,cng I <PPs\,t 
MIs,cng • 'Mi ,cng 

"* l.cng *M,cng 

= 0 

(<p7il,cng 1 ) A*/l.< 

(PTsi.ci 

l.cng 

l.cng 2 

* Ps\ ,cng \ ** Is,cng A, 

( < P P l s , c n g — 1) 

1 Q\-\s Mwxag _ 

-M.cng mcng T c n g 

If the pressure regulator is equipped with a heat exchanger, 
Qi-u is calculated from 
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6i-u — epr rnin \mprcppr, mcnscpcng) 
T r e f 

X max (T\tCngTiSiCnsT\prTiS:Pri) — min (TixnsTiSiCneT\,prT\s,Pr,)-

The maximum number of transfer units NTU, is given for paral
lel and counter flow arrangements in terms of capacity ratio Re, 
and effectiveness e, as follows (Mills, 1995): 

NTU, 
1 

pr\\,pr 
1 + Rcm 

In 

NTU, prll.pr 
1 - Rcm 

1 
J - (1 + Rcpr)epr 

inf '1 - eprRcpr\ 

Heat Exchange 2. 
Define: 

•* Lr.cng 

i — 2 - c " g J. 
</Vl , cng — - » < P n , c n g 

* 2,cng 

' U.cng 
Ff« = 1 ± 

il.c 

D, 
' / l , c i 

h l,cng 

j * 2,air i ^ 2,air p ± * 
<P/M,air — " ^ > < P n , a i r — ~= i V a i r — 1 

Mass. 

4>T l.cng <PPl,cng 

M-2,cng 

AfiSlC 

7Ya 

— 0 </>7M,air — < P ? l , a i r 

A, 

M2 

M, 
= 0 

Case (2) Counter Flow. 

Ot\ = X t < r V l , a i r - 1 A = X l _ ^ l . c n g 

CNG Low Pressure 
Define: 

! Regulation. 

(PPs2,cng ~ 
*2s ,cng 

*2,cng 
, <f>Ta ,cng 

TV 
,cng 

cng 

Mass. 

<p7i2,cng ~ 1 tPp^.cng 
-™ 2s,cng 

M2,c„g 

A2, 

A2 

,cng \ 

,cng / 
= 

Energy. 

i / p 
(<^7 i2 , cng — 1) — Mj2.cng ^ (<P/>j2,cng — 1) 

7cng - 1 £ 2,cng 

+^ML n g (^(^y- i )=o 
^ \ < P P A c n g \ - A 2 s , c n g / / 

* 2,cng W c n g T cng 
' 2 , , c „ g ^ ^ 2 

PZs.cng \ / * 2 J 

Expansion Through Nozzle 2. 
Define: 

Momentum. 

1 ' T c n y ^ 1,cng*** U.cng  

1 + 7cngJri,cngA«2,, 
= 0 

<t>p 

Energy Conservation. 

1 + y*F«MU 

1 + y*F&Ml* 
= 0 

1 

Tcng 
(<£ri,cng - 1) + - ^ I f l 

07-l.ci 
cnM J.2 

<PP\.CI 

, _ ^ 3 , c n g i _ 
<PPs3,cng — - . <?>7's3,cng — -

_ ? 3 , c n g 

* 2 , c n g 

^ . a i r 

' 2,cng 

I * j . a i r i * 3,air 
<P/>3,air — " J > <pT3,air — ^ 

' 2,air -»2,air 

hentropic Gas Relations. 

1 + 2ss _ M5 
„ i w 2s,cng 

1 + 

<PTs3,cng ~ 

1 • ^ c n g 1 
' 3,cng 1 + 

J Qu-2 Mwjcni _ 

,cng ITlcng T c n g 

( 4 > T l , a i r - 1 ) + T ^ l a i r l " T T ^ 1 . V T I 1,011 - / r \ " - »•<"' 1 I 2 

1 L \ < P / > l.air 

*? 

4>/>s3,cng = ( $ 7 S 3 , c n g ) ' y ' ! " B / ' , ' c n s 0 P 3 , a i r = {^TiMxY^7'" 

Mass. 

- 4 > l "2 i3 ,cng Ps3, cng 

M: 3,cng 

M; 2s,cng 

"*-3,cng 

*2.T,cng 

= 0 

+ J Qu-2 Mw,air _ Q 
* l.air *"a i r / a i r 

Define: 

Xi 
T i , 

Z"i, 

The rate of heat transfer £)i-2 is calculated from: 

^ = (UAu)^2,ar,i\(UAu)u-2 
Mat/Pi) 

h,,rh air '^l .cng 

2 r e f \ " l . a i r + " l . c n g 

( 7 r ^ ' l , c n g i ' l , c n g ) 

, , 2 1 M 3 , a i r \ / A 3 , a i r \ 

<PT3,air ~ <PP3,a i r ~ ~ = 0 

.Af2,air/ \A2,aj r/ 

The mass flow rates of CNG and air are given by 

" ' c n g ^Os.cng-* 0s , cng*"05 ,cng Ycnglvlw,cng ^ 

V _ A i . a i , - f-Mljuf ^ \ n \ } - f l 

' " a i r . ' l.air-4 l.air i w l , a i r / a i r lviw,&K '-'• 

The values of ax and Pi are given below for parallel and counter 
flow heat exchanger arrangements. 
Case (1) Parallel Flow. 

«1 = Xl0n,air - •r'n.cng P\ = Xl ~ 1 

^ l.cng 

The coefficient of friction ( / ) and the convection heat 
transfer coefficient (h) are computed for the case of a smooth 
duct, with constant heat transfer across its wall boundaries. 
Appropriate functional dependence on Reynolds and Prandtl 
numbers is considered for different flow regimes (Kays and 
Crawford, 1993). Thermal dependence for different gas 
transport and thermal properties is calculated by using poly
nomial fits provided by Zeleznik et al. (Zeleznik and Bonnie, 
1985), and data by Bird et al. (Bird et al., 1960) for the tank 
gas temperature. The Van der Waal's equation of state is 
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used to account for real gas behavior in calculating the Joule-
Thomson coefficient, fj,j. 

The reference variables are given by 
mref = initial mass of the gas in the tank 
lief = initial temperature of CNG in the tank 
fref = V 

•^*l,cng#ref 

"Yref Tcng evaluated at -* ref 

Gref = ( m r e f / f r e f ) f l r e f 

Afw,ref = M„,cng 

P re f = initial pressure of CNG in the tank 
aref = CNG speed of sound at Trc{ 

UretAret = Gref'Tref 
Cp.ref = CNG gas constant 
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Application of Stress Relaxation 
Testing in Metallurgical Life 
Assessment Evaluations of 
GTD111 Alloy Turbine Buckets 
Stress relaxation and constant displacement rate tensile tests were performed on 
polycrystalline GTD1U alloy material removed from General Electric MS6001B first 
stage combustion turbine buckets. Samples were examined in the standard heat treated 
condition, thermally exposed at 900° C for 5000 hours and from service run buckets. 
Creep rates of the material were measured and evaluated directly in terms of tempera
ture capability at 850°C and 900°C. Stress relaxation tests done at 0.8 percent total 
strain indicated that the creep rate properties in the service exposed airfoil were an 
order of magnitude higher than the material properties in the standard heat treated 
condition measured in the root form. In terms of temperature capability, the creep 
rate properties of the service run airfoil material had decreased by the equivalent of 
almost 40°C. The stress relaxation test method was demonstrated to be a very useful 
tool in quantifying the degradation of creep properties in service run components. 
Creep data that would require years to gather using conventional creep tests was 
generated in a few days. This now makes realistic life assessment and repair/replace 
decisions possible during turbine overhauls. The test method's unique ability to 
measure changes in creep rate over a large stress range, enabled the technique to 
distinguish between changes in creep strength due to (normal) microstructural evolu
tion from the combined effects of microstructural evolution and strain related creep 
damage. A method for estimating standard constant load creep rupture life from 
the stress relaxation creep rate data is also presented along with time-temperature 
parameter correlations. The data sets examined in this study indicate that creep 
rupture lives can be estimated within a factor of three from the stress relaxation 
data. The information and analysis techniques described in this paper are directly 
applicable to metallurgical life assessment evaluations and the requalification of 
repaired General Electric buckets in Frame 3, 5, 6, 7, and 9 engine models. 

Introduction 

The maintenance period of critical gas turbine components 
operating in advanced technology industrial turbines is often 
determined by the material's long term metallurgical stability 
at the actual operating conditions encountered in service. The 
progressively higher firing temperatures used in all of the ad
vanced engine designs results not only in very high metal sur
face temperatures but also in very high temperature gradients 
and concomitant thermal stresses, induced in part by the com
plex cooling systems. Unexpected changes in alloy properties 
due to higher than expected operating temperatures or stress 
can result in poor structural performance of the component 
design and reduced life. 

Operating conditions can dramatically affect the life of gas 
turbine hot section buckets. An understanding of the original 
design parameters and their affect on component life is essential 
to understanding degradation modes resulting from "off de
sign" operation. Today's advanced alloy/coating systems are 
expected to withstand very high temperatures and stresses for 
periods up to 48,000 h. Steady-state centrifugal stresses range 
from a few MPa to 250 Mpa, however, the thermal stress in 
the airfoil due to temperature gradients can range from -350 
MPa to 500 MPa. Typical steady-state metal temperatures range 
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from 760°C to 985°C. It is very clear from the temperature and 
stress estimates that the base alloy and coating systems degrade 
with time and as longer hours of service are accumulated, main
tenance considerations such as developing optimum component 
life strategies and repair processes become important. 

Metallurgical life assessment of service-exposed buckets has 
proven to be the most effective means of identifying the im
portant modes of material degradation affecting component life. 
Methods for performing comprehensive metallurgical life as
sessments and failure analysis of gas turbine components have 
been recently by described by Daleo and Boone (1996). 

As part of the metallurgical analysis, the degradation of mate
rial properties is estimated, by performing mechanical tests on 
material taken from critical areas of representative components. 
The remaining creep strength is usually evaluated by conducting 
short-term, accelerated creep rupture tests at temperatures, and/ 
or stresses that are higher than those actually encountered in 
service. These tests were originally developed as standard qual
ity control tests for new materials to quickly screen out chemis
try lots and heat treatment cycles that produced properties out
side of the normal scatter band. 

One objection to the use of short term creep tests to predict 
long term behavior arises from the fact that microstructural 
changes that occur during service reduce the creep rupture lives 
of test specimens tested at low to intermediate temperatures at 
high stress levels, but have a much smaller effect on long term 
rupture lives at stresses and temperatures which are more typical 
of those actually encountered in service (Koul and Castillo, 
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Table 1 

Serial Number Heat Code Sample Location Condition 

EIFM203939 VAF140 Root Form Standard Heat Treatment 

EIFM204757 VAF141 Root Form Standard Heat Treatment + 
5000 hours @ 900°C 

EIFM142492 VAF108 50% Airfoil Height, Suction 8ide 
Between HolM 3 & 4. 

23,000 Hours of Service 

EIFM203939 VAF140 10% Airfoil Height, Preeeure Sid* 
Between Hole* 3 & 4. 

18,180 Hours of Service 

1993). This can, and often does, lead to very conservative 
recommendations being made to replace or HIP reheat treat 
buckets prematurely. 

Experimental Program 
The experimental program was designed to determine if the 

stress relaxation test method would be able to distinguish be
tween the various material conditions that could be present in 
service exposed gas turbine components: 

1 Reduction in creep properties due primarily to environmen
tal and microstructural changes (e.g., vane segments, solid first, 
and second stage rotating blades or buckets operating at low 
stress and/or short times). 
2 Reductions in properties induced by creep damage com
pounded by microstructural changes (e.g., cooled and/or 
shrouded first and second stage buckets operating at higher 
stress, or for very long times at lower stress). 

The experimental program was conducted within the frame
work of a larger BWD Turbines project to develop improved 
analysis tools for gas turbine component failure analysis and 
life assessment. 

The stress relaxation and constant displacement rate tensile 
tests in this investigation were performed by Materials Perfor
mance Analysis, Inc. in Santa Barbara, California using test 
specifications and procedures developed by Dr. David Wood
ford. The details of the test procedure and the equipment re
quired to conduct accelerated stress relaxation tests are de
scribed in detail by Woodford et al. (1992). 

The nickel base superalloy, GTD111, developed by General 
Electric (GE) was selected for use in these experiments because 
of the general absence of published metallurgical and mechani
cal properties data pertinent to the alloy and its wide usage. 
The material is used extensively for high temperature rotating 
buckets in land-based gas turbines in both the polycrystalline 
and directionally solidified forms in GE Frame 3, 5, 6, 7, and 
9 engine models. 

The GTD111 material was characterized in four conditions 
(Table 1). The material representing the standard heat treated 
condition was removed from the root form of bucket serial 
number EIFM203939. The metal temperature experienced in 
the root form during operation is relatively low (<540°C), thus 
the microstructural features and starting mechanical properties 
do not significantly change during service. This makes the root 
form material representative of the original chemistry and man
ufacturing process used to make the buckets and suitable mate
rial to base line the starting creep properties of the alloy. 

Changes in creep strength due only to temperature based 
microstructural evolution (aging) were evaluated by testing 
sample material removed from the root form of bucket serial 
number EIFM204757 which was thermally exposed in a labora
tory furnace at 900°C for 5000 h. 

The samples tested from the airfoils of the two service run 
buckets were from two different base loaded turbines operated 

on natural gas. The samples were tested to characterize the 
effects of combined microstructural evolution and accumulated 
creep damage. The airfoil sample removed from bucket 
EIFM203939 was from a cooler region of the lower airfoil 
where minimum service damage was expected to occur while 
the airfoil sample removed from bucket EIFM142492 was from 
the hottest region of the component where severe coating degra
dation and microstructural aging had occurred. 

These particular service run buckets were selected as worst 
case examples to make sure that the test technique could dis
criminate between the various conditions and to set some lower 
bounds for future interpretation of the test data. The material 
tested was removed from old style, 11 hole bucket designs 
that were operated beyond predicted design temperatures. These 
buckets in no way represent the superior performance obtained 
in the latest GE MS6001 bucket designs that are in use today. 

The microstructure, tensile properties and constant load creep 
rupture properties of the material used in these experiments 
were examined and reported on in detail by Daleo and Wilson 
(1996) and the failure mechanisms of aluminized MCrAlY 
coating systems applied to this generation of buckets were re
cently reviewed by Daleo and Boone (1997). 

Stress Relaxation Testing 

The fundamental methodology and mathematics of stress re
laxation testing was originally described by Soderberg (1936). 
Early examples of converting raw stress relaxation test data, 
stress versus time, to stress versus strain rate, and using it to 
compare creep properties of austenitic stainless steels were pub
lished by Oding (1959). As better strain gaging and high speed 
digital data recording technology became available, methods of 
accelerating the test method using tensile testing machines were 
developed and used (Lee and Hart, 1971). 

Today, using the Woodford test method and state of the art 
equipment, very accurate and reproducible tests can be per
formed. Five decades of creep rate can be covered in a test that 
takes approximately 20 h to complete. 

The use of stress relaxation test methods to help characterize 
creep properties of service run gas turbine components is a 
relatively new concept, first proposed by Woodford et al. 
(1992). 

When Stress Relaxation Tests are performed under conditions 
of constant total strain, the total strain is defined by: 

e, = ee + ep, (1) 

where e, = total strain, ee = elastic strain, and ep = plastic 
(creep) strain. The elastic strain is further defined by 

ee = alE, 

where a = stress, and E = elastic modulus; therefore, 

(2) 

e, = alE + ep. (3) 

Under conditions where the total strain is held constant, plastic 
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(creep) strain (ep) can only occur if the elastic strain (ee) de
creases. Differentiating Eq. (3) with time, remembering that 
the change in the total strain is zero, dejdt = 0, results in the 
plastic (creep) strain rate (dep/dt), labeled ep, being defined as 

e„ = -l/E(da/dt.) (4) 

The stress relaxation test data generated by the Woodford tech
nique is in the form of stress to maintain the desired total strain 
versus time. A plot of stress versus the natural logarithm of 
time produces a straight line approximation of the relaxation 
decay curve. A least squares regression model 

a = p0 + Pi In t + e 

fitted to the curve describes the data in terms of stress versus 
in time. Differentiating the model with respect to In (time) and 
multiplying it by lit produces an expression for the stress rate, 
da/dt. 

The stress rate is then inserted into the creep rate formula 
ep = -HE(daldt) to calculate the creep rate. The data is best 
presented as a plot of stress versus the log of creep rate. 

An expression of the stress rate, da/dt can also be obtained 
using a power law fit of the raw data, a = p0 + t" + e. A plot 
of stress versus time" produces a straight line approximation 
of the relaxation decay curve. A least squares regression model 
(Y = p0 + PiX + e) fitted to the data results in a fit of the data 
in terms of stress versus time". Differentiating the model results 
in the stress rate being defined in terms of dald(tN) which can 
be converted back to stress rate (da/dt) by multiplying 

da/d(ln t) 

by N* time <"-'>. (Values of Arrange from .01 to .001.) 

Investigation 

1 Microstructural Analysis. Knowledge of the alloy mi-
crostructure is fundamental to understanding the mechanical 
property behavior of the material. Superalloy microstructures 
continually change with time at the operating temperatures ex
perienced in most gas turbine applications. 

The starting microstructure of the GTD111 buckets is a prod
uct of the chemistry, the casting parameters, coating and heat 
treatment steps used to manufacture the component. The buckets 
used in this study were vacuum investment cast, hot isostatically 
pressed, machined and processed through the GE GT 29 IN 
PLUS coating process and the GE GTD111 alloy standard heat 
treatment. 

The microstructural features generated by the processing 
were similar to other nickel based superalloy casting alloys 
previously described by Sims et al., 1987. In general, all of the 
bucket castings examined appeared to be of high quality. No 
excessively large grains, porosity, or areas of gross shrinkage 
were observed. 

The microstructures of the material used in this study were 
examined and reported on in detail by Daleo and Wilson 
(1996). A brief overview is presented here to help in the inter
pretation of the stress relaxation data. 

The GTD111 microstructure in the standard heat treated con
dition consisted of a duplex gamma prime (7 ' ) (Ni3(Al, Ti) 
precipitate evenly distributed in the face centered cubic (FCC) 
gamma (7) matrix (Fig. 1). The average size of the primary 
7 ' precipitates was 0.86 micron and the average size of the 
secondary 7 ' precipitates was 0.1 micron. The grain boundaries 
were decorated with a very thin, discontinuous 7'/M23C6/M6C 
carbide layer (Fig. 1). Scattered throughout the matrix and 
occasionally on the grain boundaries were eutectic 7 ' nodules 
and MC carbides (Ta, Ti, W). The grain boundaries were finely 
serrated and wavy on a macro scale. Eutectic 7 ' and MC car
bides were present both along the grain boundaries and evenly 
distributed throughout the matrix. 

Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrographs of the GTD111 microstructure in 
the standard heat treated condition illustrating the duplex gamma prime 
precipitate structure and the grain boundary carbide morphology 

The stability of the various microstructural phases at the op
erating temperatures experienced by gas turbine buckets is ex
tremely important. In service the 7 ' phase increases in size with 
time and temperature, and complex carbide reactions occur. The 
most important of the carbide reactions is the continued growth 
of the M23C6 carbide phase along the grain boundaries. The 
migration of chromium to the boundary leaves the matrix locally 
enriched in the 7 ' forming elements nickel, aluminum, titanium 
etc. allowing a film of 7 ' to form along the boundary. Degenera
tion of MC carbides into M23C6 + 7 ' in the matrix and along 
the grain boundaries accelerates the process. Examples of these 
phase changes were observed in the microstructure of the bucket 
thermally exposed at 900°C for 5000 hours as well as in service 
exposed material. 

The microstructure of bucket EIFM204757 after the 5000 
hour thermal exposure at 900°C is presented in Fig. 2. The 
primary 7 ' precipitates had transformed from cubic shaped par
ticles to a rounded morphology. The size of the primary 7 ' 
precipitates had grown from an average size of 0.86 micron to 
1.16 micron. The secondary 7 ' precipitates were consumed. The 
grain boundary carbides had coarsened and coalesced. Thick 
continuous 7'/M23C6 films had formed. 

The microstructure of a GTD111 turbine bucket removed 
from service after 23,000 hours is presented in Fig. 3. Note that 
the matrix 7' , the grain boundary carbides and the formation 
of 7 ' films along the boundaries have continued to coarsen. The 
formation of 7' along grain boundaries is normal and in most 
cases beneficial. However, when the films become too thick, 
the boundary is embrittled, becomes notch sensitive, and is 
prone to cracking. Continued growth of the 7 ' phase reduces 
the creep resistance of the material. 

2 Stress Relaxation Tests 
Stress relaxation tests were performed on each sample at four 

different combinations of temperature and total prestrain (850°C 
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Fig. 2 A scanning electron micrograph illustrating the GTD111 micro-
structure after a 5000 h thermal exposure at 900'C (1650'F) 
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Fig. 4 A plot illustrating the GTD111 alloy stress relaxation test data at 
850 C and 0.8 percent total strain 

Fig. 3 A scanning electron micrograph illustrating the GTD111 micro-
structure observed at the 50 percent airfoil height location of the leading 
edge after 23,000 hours of service 

and 900°C at 0.4 percent and 0.8 percent prestrain). A typical 
example of the test data, in the form stress versus log time, is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. Plots of the data expressed in terms of 
stress versus log creep rate are illustrated in Figs. 6-9. 

2.1 Root Form, Standard Heat Treated Condition. The 
stress relaxation tests performed on the material in the standard 
heat treated condition were repeated on a second test bar two 
months after the first tests were made to determine the repeat
ability of the strain rate measurements and to provide an esti
mate of the variance. The test results at all test conditions were 
duplicated with extremely good precision. An example of the 
reproducibility of the test results is presented in Fig. 5. 

2.2 Root Form, Furnace Exposed Condition. The stress 
relaxation tests done at 850°C at both 0.4 percent and 0.8 percent 
total strain conditions revealed that, compared to the material 
properties in the standard heat treated condition, the creep rate 
properties of GTD111 alloy were degraded by the 5000 hour 
thermal exposure at 900°C. In the test run done at 0.8 percent 
total strain, the strain rate curve at the lower stress levels fell 
back onto the new material curve (Fig. 7) . This type of behavior 
is also observed in standard constant load creep rupture tests. 

The stress relaxation tests done at 900°C at both 0.4 percent 
and 0.8 percent total strain did not detect the drop in properties 
in the thermally exposed material. 
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Fig. 5 A plot illustrating the repeatability of the strain rate measure
ments measured on a second test bar tested two months after the first 
test. Test parameters, 850C and 0.8 percent total strain. 
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Fig. 9 A plot illustrating the strain rate data measured from the samples 
at 900°C and 0.8 percent total strain 

2.3 Service Run Airfoils The stress relaxation tests com
pleted at 850°C, indicated at both the 0.4 percent and 0.8 percent 
total prestrain conditions, that the material properties, expressed 

in terms of creep rate for a given stress, had increased by up 
to two orders of magnitude. The stress relaxation tests done at 
900°C at both the 0.4 percent and 0.8 percent total strain also 
indicated an increase in creep rate, unlike the thermally aged 
material. However, the magnitude of the drop in properties 
measured at 900°C was not as large as in the tests performed 
at 850°C. 

3 Constant Displacement Rate Tensile Tests 
Constant Displacement Rate tensile tests were performed 

after the stress relaxation test runs to provide a quantitative 
measure of the materials strain tolerance in each condition. The 
tests were performed at 800°C at a constant strain rate of 1 
percent strain per hour. A plot of Stress versus Strain illustrating 
the test data is presented in Fig. 10. 

The yield points of the tensile curves were approximately 30 
percent lower than what would be typically measured in stan
dard tensile tests of GTD111 alloy. This is normal and is a 
result of the creep component associated with the test. 

The strain tolerance of the material thermally exposed for 
5000 hours at 900°C was dramatically reduced compared to the 
material in the standard heat treated condition; however, the 
ultimate strength of the material had not deteriorated. 

The service run buckets still possessed some creep ductility 
after operation. However, the ductility compared to the material 
in the standard heat treated condition was significantly reduced. 
The ultimate strength of the service run material removed from 
the hottest section of bucket EIFM142492 had deteriorated, 
while the ultimate strength of the material from the cooler sec
tion of bucket EIFM203939 had not deteriorated. 

Discussion 

1 Application of Stress Relaxation Testing in Metallur
gical Life Assessment. When the stress relaxation data is ex
pressed in terms of stress versus creep rate, the material creep 
properties in different conditions can be compared directly in 
terms of temperature capability of the new material in the fully 
heat treated condition (Fig. 11). In this plot, the stress relaxation 
tests performed at 850°C and 0.8 percent total prestrain condi
tions indicated that the material properties of the service run 
airfoil material had decreased by the equivalent of almost 40°C. 
Note that the GTD111 material properties in the standard heat 
treated condition are presented as the mean regression line of 
the two data sets together with the 95 percent confidence inter-
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Fig. 11 A plot illustrating the drop in creep rate properties measured in 
the bucket airfoil in terms of temperature capability of "new" material 
in the standard heat treated condition 

vals for individual readings and that the data sets were extrapo
lated to lower strain rates by two orders of magnitude. 

To use this approach in life assessment applications, an esti
mate of the starting material properties generated by the original 
processing would be obtained by measuring the material proper
ties in the root form at three temperatures that bracket the ser
vice temperature range of interest. The service run airfoil sam
ples would then be measured at the two most relevant tempera
tures of interest. Plotting the data all together on one plot 
provides a direct estimate of the drop in creep rate properties 
in terms of temperature. Once the drop in temperature capability 
is known, the extrapolation procedure of choice can be used to 
analyze the data. The creep rates of different materials tested 
in this manner can also be compared directly. This provides the 
materials engineer with a very powerful tool for new alloy 
development and for alloy selection in critical applications. 

The differences observed between the fully heat treated 
GTD111 alloy and the degraded materials were found to be 
sensitive to the testing parameters (stress, temperature, and 
prestrain). In the test run done at 850°C and 0.8 percent total 
prestrain, the stress versus strain rate curve for the microstruc-
turally aged condition fell below the new material curve by 
almost an order of magnitude at the highest stress levels 
(Fig. 7). However, the two curves ultimately converged at the 
lower stress levels, which are more typical of those actually 
encountered by rotating turbine buckets. As noted earlier, this 
type of behavior is also observed in standard constant load creep 
rupture tests. However, creep rupture tests conducted at the 
lower stress levels would require thousands of hours to reach 
completion, which is clearly impractical for the purposes of 
conducting a life analysis. 

If the same result had been obtained on airfoil material taken 
from a service-exposed component, it might be concluded that 
the higher creep rates (corresponding to reduced stress rupture 
lives) determined at higher stresses were simply indicative of 
the normal change in the microstructure of the material which 
is brought about by service exposure. However, the similarity 
in creep rates at the lower stress levels would be an indication 
that the material has not experienced a significant degree of 
(unexpected) creep damage which could otherwise make it in
capable of reaching its intended design life. 

In contrast, the sample removed from the hottest area of bucket 
serial number EIFM142492 showed even greater reductions in 
creep strength as compared to the "new" material. At 850°C and 
0.8 percent total prestrain, the creep rates of the service-degraded 
airfoil material remained almost an order of magnitude higher 

than those of the new and furnace exposed samples, even at the 
lowest stress levels. In addition, the curve for the airfoil material 
did not show any indication of convergence with the two other 
samples. Based on the history of creep failures in this bucket 
design, it seems reasonable to conclude that these differences in 
measured properties can be attributed to the combined effects of 
microstructural aging and creep damage. 

The differences in creep behavior at 900°C were not as pro
nounced as those observed at 850°C (Fig. 9). This is probably 
an indication of the influence of the test parameters on the alloy 
microstructure and the predominant creep mechanism that is 
controlling the creep rate of the material in the standard heat 
treated condition. The rate of dissolution of the secondary 
gamma prime particles are significantly higher at 900°C, and 
subtle changes occur in the grain boundary precipitate morphol
ogy. It has also been suggested that there may be a significant 
change in the activation energy for creep at temperatures close 
to those used in this investigation (Koul and Castillo, 1993). 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these effects 
in greater detail. We merely point out that, by specifying the 
appropriate test parameters, the stress relaxation test is a power
ful tool, capable of distinguishing between different forms of 
material degradation that could be encountered by highly 
stressed gas turbine components. 

Based on the observed differences in creep behavior, the 
stress relaxation test technique appears to be capable of distin
guishing between the two limiting forms of material damage 
selected for this investigation. This is a very important and 
useful result since it indicates that the test could help to sort 
out the changes in creep strength as a result of (normal) micro-
structural evolution from the combined effects of microstruc
tural evolution and strain related creep damage. This has histori
cally been one of the uncertainties arising from the use of con
ventional creep rupture tests which are routinely performed as 
part of an overall metallurgical life assessment. 

2 Estimates of Rupture Life Based on Stress Relaxation 
Data. The mechanism resulting in fracture in the shortest time 
or after the lowest strain determines the failure characteristics 
of the material. In terms of creep mechanisms, time to failure 
is a function or a measure of the material's creep strength (i.e., 
creep rate) while strain tolerance at failure is primarily a func
tion of the microstructure. 

Creep strength can be best thought of in terms of changes in 
the steady state or average creep rate (e) with respect to time, 
stress, and temperature. 

t=f{t,a,T) (5) 

The most widely accepted (used) expression for e is 

e = Bane'-QclRr\ (6) 

where B and n are constants, a = stress, Qc is the activation 
energy for creep (KJ/mole), R is the universal gas constant 
(8.314 KJ/mole), and T = temperature in °K. 

Recognizing that the time for rupture, tf, is also a function 
of the creep rate (Monkman Grant (tf <* 1/e) and many more 
sophisticated models to follow), the rupture life can then be 
expressed as 

1/jyoc e = Ba"ei~Qcim (7) 

The stress relaxation test can be thought of as taking a cross 
section through a series of constant load creep rupture curves 
at a set total strain and temperature. At 0.8 percent total strain, 
in most constant load creep rupture curves, the steady state 
creep rate has been reached. Thus in a single stress relaxation 
test an estimate of the steady-state creep rate is obtained over 
a large range of stress conditions. 

The time to failure at any given stress and temperature combi
nation can therefore be estimated directly from the creep rates 
measured in the stress relaxation test runs. 
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GTD-111 Alloy Stress Relaxation Data 
Estimated Creep Rupture Life  

1 10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000 
Predicted Hours to Failure Elongation 

— — 900'C5% — — 9OO'C10% — — M0'C15% — SWC5W — — 860'C 10% — — 850*0 15% 

Fig. 12 A plot of stress versus estimated creep rupture life of the root 
form material in the standard heat treated condition based on 5 percent, 
10 percent, and 15 percent failure elongations 

The Monkman-Grant method of relating rupture lives to 
minimum creep rates is not really applicable here, since it is 
based on a simple correlation between minimum creep rates 
and rupture lives, as measured in constant load creep rupture 
tests. However, at the optimum total strain parameter of each 
alloy, the stress relaxation test provides a measure of the average 
steady state creep rate. This allows a more precise estimate of 
creep rupture life to be extracted from the data by dividing the 
expected or the minimum acceptable fracture elongation directly 
by the measured creep rate. 

The polycrystalline GTD111 superalloy system examined in 
this study exhibit creep ductilities that range from a low of 
about 5 percent to approximately 15 percent when measured in 
standard constant load creep rupture tests. Thus a plot of stress 
versus calculated life based on 5 percent, 10 percent, and 15 
percent elongation at any particular temperature would provide 
not only a measure of the expected life but also an indication 
of the possible scatter to be expected (Fig. 12). In fact, a 
universal plot of life versus strain rate can be produced and 
used (Fig. 13). 

One could argue that the accuracy of the estimate of the time 
to rupture will be slightly nonconservative because no account 
has been made for the creep rates during primary and tertiary 
creep. However, because the creep rate measured by the stress 

Fig. 13 A master plot of stress versus estimated creep rupture life based 
on 3 percent, 5 percent, 10 percent, and 15 percent failure elongations 
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Fig. 14 A plot comparing a Larson-Miller curve created from estimated 
creep rupture life based on strain rate to failure elongation, to published 
GTD111 creep rupture data 

relaxation technique is an average instantaneous value, the er
rors are minimized. 

The data sets examined in this study indicate that rupture 
lives can be estimated to within a factor of three, which is quite 
remarkable since the data needed to estimate rupture properties 
can be generated and analyzed within a few weeks. 

3 Correlation of Stress Relaxation Test Data With Time-
Temperature Parameter Approaches. A Larson-Miller 
curve was produced by converting the rupture time estimates 
generated by this method into Larson-Miller format (Larson 
and Miller, 1952) and fitting the data into a best fit curve using 
a least squares regression model (Y = /?0 + P\X + e). Compar
ing the plot made using the estimated data with published Lar
son-Miller plots in the open literature (Schilke, 1992; Daleo, 
1996) indicates that this technique can rapidly produce these 
plots with reasonably good accuracy, Fig. 14. This technique 
was also used to produce Larson Miller plots for two other 
widely used gas turbine blading alloys, IN-738LC and IN-939, 
Figs. 15 and 16, for which stress relaxation data had been pre
viously obtained (Woodford et al., 1996). 

Note that the plotted points in Fig. 14 below about 175 MPa, 
or strain rates below about 1 X 10 ~5 h"1 are based on extrapola-
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Fig. 15 A plot comparing an IN-738LC Larson-Miller curve created from 
estimated creep rupture life based on strain rate to failure elongation, 
to published IN-738LC creep rupture data 
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IN-939 Alloy Stress Relaxation Data 
Estimated Rupture Life Based on Strain Rate to Failure Elongation 
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Fig. 16 A plot comparing an IN-939 Larson-Miller curve created from 
estimated creep rupture life based on strain rate to failure elongation, 
to published IN-939 creep rupture data 

tions of the linear fits to the experimental data shown in Figs. 
7 and 9. 

The creep rates measured at the various temperatures for any 
given total strain can be directly parameterized using common 
prediction algorithms such as the Larson Miller Parameter, 

P = T(C- log10O 

described by Conway (1965) and illustrated in Fig. 17. 
Alternatively, the creep rate plots can be parameterized using 

Eq. (6) (e = Ba"e(-~ac/RT)). By converting the equation into 
logarithmic form, an estimate of the activation energy for creep 
can be obtained by systematically varying the activation energy 
for creep until a plot of In e + QJRT versus In a aligns the 
creep rate curves at the various test temperatures into one line. 
The slope of this line provides an estimate of n directly while 
the intercept provides an estimate of B in the form of In B. 

In e = In B + n In a - QJRT (8) 

The data from the sample in the standard heat treated condi
tion tested at 850°C and 900°C at 0.08 percent total strain was 
parameterized in this form and is presented in Fig. 18. The 
activation energy for creep was estimated at 725 KJ/mole and 
from the plot, the constants B and N were estimated at 3.9512 
and 10.2, respectively. Inserting the estimation of the activation 
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rate data for the service run condition and the test sample exposed for 
5000 hours at 900°C 
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Fig. 18 A plot illustrating the GTD111 strain rate data at 850 C and 900 C 
for the standard heat treated condition with the temperature dependence 
of creep rate represented in terms of the activation energy for creep 

energy and the constants back into Eq. (6) , the creep rates were 
then calculated and compared to the measured creep rates from 
the stress relaxation tests Fig. 19. A reasonable approximation 
of the original test data was obtained indicating that with a little 
more effort a better creep model could be established to use the 
creep relaxation data. 

Summary and Conclusion 
When combined with our comprehensive metallurgical evalu

ation methods for gas turbine failure analysis and life assess
ment, the stress relaxation test methodology can be a very pow
erful tool in helping to quantify degradation of creep properties 
in service run components. The speed at which the testing and 
analysis can be performed now makes realistic life assessment 
and repair replace decisions possible during turbine overhauls. 

The unique ability to measure changes in creep rate over a 
large stress range, enabled the technique to distinguish changes 
in creep strength due to (normal) microstructural evolution from 
the combined effects of microstructural evolution and strain 
related creep damage. 

The creep rate data measured in the stress relaxation tests 
can be used in its direct form, where the creep rates of the 

Fig. 19 A plot illustrating the calculated strain rate (e = Ba"e{'aolRT)) 
versus the strain rate measured in the stress relaxation test for the stan
dard heat treated condition at 900'C/0.8 percent strain 
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material in different conditions are compared directly in terms 
of temperature capability or by estimating the time to failure at 
any given stress and temperature combination. The data sets 
examined in this study indicate that rupture lives can be esti
mated within a factor of 3. 

The stress relaxation tests performed on the GTD111 material 
removed from the old style 11 hole bucket designs revealed 
that, compared to the material properties in the standard heat 
treated condition, the creep rate properties in the bucket airfoil 
were deteriorating in service. The stress relaxation tests done 
at 850°C at 0.8 percent total strain indicated that the material 
properties had decreased by an order of magnitude or approxi
mately 40°C. 

The direct measurement of the creep strength using the stress 
relaxation test method described in this paper provides the com
ponent designer with a very efficient way of comparing creep 
strengths of different materials and also accurately predicting 
failure times. The analysis techniques can be used to examine 
a wide range of components (blades, vanes, discs, etc.) from 
all makes of turbines, as well as in numerous other areas of 
endeavor where creep problems exist. For example, the test 
methodology can be used to assess the quality and the amount 
of material rejuvenation that actually occurs during component 
repairs involving regenerative HIP and reheat treatment cycles 
or to examine the strength of welded or brazed, joints and 
thermal spray powder build ups. 
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Improved Performance Rhenium 
Containing Single Crystal Alloy 
Turbine Blades Utilizing PPM 
Levels of the Highly Reactive 
Elements Lanthanum and 
Yttrium 
Turbine inlet temperatures have now approached 165CPC (3000°F) at maximum power 
for the latest large commercial turbofan engines, resulting in high fuel efficiency and 
thrust levels approaching or exceeding 445 kN (100,000 lbs.). High reliability and 
durability must be intrinsically designed into these turbine engines to meet operating 
economic targets and ETOPS certification requirements. This level of performance has 
been brought about by a combination of advances in air cooling for turbine blades 
and vanes, computerized design technology for stresses and airflow, and the develop
ment and application of rhenium (Re) containing, high y' volume fraction nickel-base 
single crystal superalloys, with advanced coatings, including prime-reliant ceramic 
thermal barrier coatings (TBCs). Re additions to cast airfoil superalloys not only 
improve creep and thermomechanical fatigue strength but also environmental proper
ties, including coating performance. Re slows down diffusion in these alloys at high 
operating temperatures [1]. At high gas temperatures, several issues are critical to 
turbine engine performance retention, blade life, and integrity. These are tip oxidation 
in particular for shroudless blades, internal oxidation for lightly cooled turbine blades, 
and TBC adherence to both the airfoil and tip seal liner. It is now known that sulfur 
(S) at levels <10 ppm but >0.2 ppm in these alloys reduces the adherence of a 
alumina protective scales on these materials or their coatings by weakening the Van 
der Waal's bond between the scale and the alloy substrate. A team approach has been 
used to develop an improvement to CMSX-4' alloy which contains 3 percent Re, by 
reducing S and phosphorus (P) levels in the alloy to <2 ppm, combined with residual 
additions of lanthanum (La) + yttrium (Y) in the range 10-30 ppm. Results from 
cyclic, burner rig dynamic oxidation testing at 1093°C (2000°F) show thirteen times 
the number of cycles to initial alumina scale spallation for CMSX-4 [La + Y] compared 
to standard CMSX-4. A key factor for application acceptance is of course manufacturing 
cost. The development of improved low reactivity prime coats for the blade shell molds 
along with a viable, tight dimensional control yttrium oxide core body are discussed. 
The target is to attain grain yields of single crystal CMSX-4 (ULS) (La + Y) turbine 
blades and casting cleanliness approaching standard CMSX-4. The low residual levels 
of La + Y along with a sophisticated homogenisation/'solutioning heat treatment proce
dure result in full solutioning with essentially no residual y / y ' eutectic phase, Ni (La, 
Y) low melting point eutectics, and associated incipient melting pores. Thus, full CMSX-
4 mechanical properties are attained. The La assists with ppm chemistry control of 
the Y throughout the single crystal turbine blade castings through the formation of a 
continuous lanthanum oxide film between the molten and solidifying alloy and the 
ceramic core and prime coat of the shell mold. Y and La tie up the <2 ppm but >0.2 
ppm residual S in the alloy as very stable Y and La sulfides and oxysulfides, thus 
preventing diffusion of the S atoms to the alumina scale layer under high temperature, 
cyclic oxidising conditions. La also forms a stable phosphide. CMSX-4 (ULS) (La + 
Y) HP shroudless turbine blades will commence engine testing in May 1998. 

Introduction 
The assumption that S is the dominant element in degrading 

the protective aluminum oxide scale is supported by a number 
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Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-371. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

' CMSX-4® is a registered trademark of Cannon-Muskegon Corporation. 

of researchers [1 -3 ,5 -11] . The beneficial effect of Y additions 
has been identified by Aimone and McCormick [5] and is con
sidered to be due to the combination of this element with S, 
forming Y oxysulphide (Y202S2). The available data for the 
Gibbs standard free energy of formation at 1100°K gives the 
following values. (12) 

AG Y202S = -354 k cal/g mol (4) 

AG YS = -97.4 k cal/g mol (5) 
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The suppression of the detrimental effect of S will therefore 
require the addition of Y to a level at least 6 times the S content 
based stoichiometrically on the ratio of atomic weights viz. S 
32, Y 89. For superalloys containing a nominal 5 ppm of S, an 
addition of at least 30 ppm of Y is required. At this level, 
which exceeds the solubility limit in CMSX-4 alloy, there is a 
significant risk of internal incipient melting since Y forms a 
series of eutectics with nickel from 1285°C to 805°C (Fig. 1). 

Manufacturing Technology 
The manufacturing difficulties associated with Y additions 

are well known [4] and it is necessary to make significant Y 
additions to the alloy charge to give sufficient residual Y in the 
SX casting. Work reported by Aimone (5) suggest that only 10 
percent at best is retained in round test bars. Turbine blades 
with high surface area/volume ratios and containing cores will 
be expected to retain significantly less than round bars. 

The reason for this loss of Y includes evaporation from the 
melt, reaction with the mold, and reaction with the core material. 
Considering loss by evaporation, the equilibrium vapor pressure 
of Y at 1475°C is 7.4 X 10"4 m bar and 1.6 X 10"3 m bar at 
1525°C [15]. Since a typical casting vacuum is around 5 X 
10~4 m bar there is a possibility of evaporation, particularly if 
the vacuum pressure is dynamic. 

Turning to Y loss through shell and core reaction, both mate
rials contain silica and from thermodynamic considerations [11] 
it is clear that Y will reduce silica to yttria, which in turn will 
form Y203 2Si02 (Fig. 2) . 

AG Si02 = -538 kj/g mol (1727°C) 

AG Y203 = -1348 kj/g mol (1727°C) 

and 

3Si02 + 4Y - 2Y203 + 3Si 

A practical solution is to vacuum induction melt and refine the 
SX alloy using high quality, low S and P virgin raw materials, 
and ultra-low S and P containing refractories. The evaluation 
and development work at RR to establish a low cost manufactur
ing method for Y additions used CMSX-4 (nominal composi
tion shown in Table 1) melted by CM with a nominal S level 
of approximately 1.5 ppm. To achieve the required combination 
with Y, 7-10 ppm of this element is needed to be retained in 
the single crystal (SX) castings. 

Evaluation work has been carried out by the RR research 
foundry to investigate the extent of Y loss in the manufacture 
of SX turbine blades. The work involved the casting of turbine 

Table 1 Density 8.70 kg/dm3 

CMSX-4 Alloy 
Nominal Composition Wt % 

Ni Base 
Cr 6.5 
Co 9 
Mo .6 
Ta 6 
W 6 
Re 3 
Al 5.6 
Ti 1.0 
Hf .1 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

Ce = cerium 
ETOPS = extended over water, twin 

engine certification re
quirements 

k cal/g mol = kilo calories/per gram 
mol 

kj/g mol = kilo joules/per gram mol 
kN = kilo Newton 
La = lanthanum 

LCF = low cycle fatigue 
m bar = milli bars 

mg = milligram 
mm = millimeter 

Ni = nickel 
O = oxygen 
P = phosphorus 

ppm = part per million 
Re = rhenium 
RE = reactive elements 

S = sulfur 
SFC = specific fuel consumption 

SX = single crystal 
TBC = thermal barrier coating 
ULS = ultra low sulfur 

Y = yttrium 
Zr = Zirconium 
a = alpha 

yitm = micro meters 
y = gamma phase 

y' = gamma prime phase 
AG = free energy of formation 
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Fig. 6 Yttrium in shell molds cast a different temperatures 
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Fig. 5 Effect of surface area on level of retained yttrium 

blades with and without ceramic cores under different casting 
conditions and analyzing the residual Y in the casting and the 
ceramic mold. The following variables were investigated, using 
constant conventional molding materials based on silica, zircon, 
and alumina: (i) Y charge additions of 400 ppm and 500 ppm; 
and (ii) mold/cast temperatures of 1475°C and 1525°C. 

The results are shown in Figures 3,4,5 and 6 and the relation
ship between the amount of retained Y and the volume to sur
face area relationship shown in Fig. 5. These results clearly 
show that the loss of Y is due to reaction with ceramics used 
in the casting process. However, provided the casting tempera
ture can be kept to a minimum, it is possible to retain sufficient 
Y in low S alloys without resorting to special ceramics such as 
yttria molds. 

Additions of La were carried out to establish if this element 
could be retained in SX castings at a higher level than an equiva
lent amount of Y. The results of analysis from round test bars 

Fig. 8 Retained yttrium and lanthanum in turbine blades 

showed a retention level of approximately twice that of Y. Further 
trials with additions of both Y and La gave similar results. The 
amount of La added was the same atomic percentage of Y. The 
results from these trials are summarised in Fig. 7. 

To establish if the results from the test bars could be applied 
to actual turbine blades, a number of the same design as used 
for the Y trials were SX cast. The aim was to produce the same 
levels of Y and La in the blades. To achieve this, 200 ppm of 
Y and 160 ppm of La were added to the remelt bar charge. 
Typical results from the analysis of the castings are shown in 
Fig. 8. 

The results from both the CMSX-4 + Y and CMSX-4 + Y 
+ La trials show that it is possible to retain these elements at 
a level sufficient to reduce the detrimental effect of S using 
conventional foundry materials and practice. However, the ef
fect of cores is significant as this material appears to be responsi
ble for most of the dilution of Y and La (Figs. 3 and 4). This 
problem has been addressed through the development of core 
materials and cores have been manufactured in both alumina 
and yttria. Of these two materials, yttria offers the most advan-
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Fig. 9 1038°C (1900°F) dynamic oxidation test results for Bare CMSX-4 
with La addition and without 

tage due to its chemical inertness and ease of removal (15) by 
core leaching. Work to further investigate this material with 
respect to Y and La ppm chemistry control and minimisation 
of grain defects in the SX cored airfoil castings is continuing. 

Burner Rig Oxidation Testing 

Test Procedure. To initially evaluate the potential benefits 
for oxidation performance of CMSX-4 with highly reactive ele
ment (RE) additions, cyclic dynamic oxidation tests were con
ducted. Samples of 5.5 mm diameter by 115 mm long were 
machined from SX test bars. The CMSX-4 alloy used to produce 
the test bars with and without RE additions contained <2 ppm 
S. The samples were lightly grit blasted prior to testing. The 
samples were tested in a Becon burner rig which is comprised 
of a modular combustor in which the JP-5 fuel is injected into 
the primary region, mixed with air, and ignited. Secondary air 
is used to dilute the combustion products to control the burner 
outlet temperature. The total pressure of the air used in the 
primary was fixed, yielding approximately the same gas Mach 
number. During the test, the pins were removed from the flame 
and blasted with room temperature air for five minutes follow
ing every hour of flame testing. 

The oxidation progression was monitored visually and gravi-
metrically. The samples were photographed after intervals dur
ing which significant amounts of oxidation had occurred. The 
samples were also weighed to the nearest 0.01 mg. The mass 
change from the initial mass was determined and divided by 
the areas which were exposed to the hottest portion of the flame, 
a length of approximately 25 mm. The specific mass change 
was plotted with a microscopic examination of the test articles 
occurring after the final exposure. Tests with La doped CMSX-
4 were conducted at 1038°C, 1093°C, and 1149°C (1900°F, 
2000°F, and 2100°F), while the other reactive element additions 
were tested at 1093°C and 1149°C. 

• CMSX-4 

• CMSX-4 + La " s , 

ACMSX-4 + U + Y " B 

• CMSX-4 +Ce \ 

T CMSX-4 + Y H 

1 1 1 \ 

• CMSX-4 + La " s , 

ACMSX-4 + U + Y " B 

• CMSX-4 +Ce \ 

T CMSX-4 + Y H 

1 1 1 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 

Time (hr) 

Fig. 10 1093C (2000F) dynamic oxidation test results for Bare CMSX-
4 with RE additions and without 

Table 2 Life of oxidation tested CMSX-4 with and without reactive ele
ment additions. Life is based on the time to lose approximately 10 mg/ 
cm2, which corresponds to roughly 25 /im based on density considera
tions. 

CMSX-4 and reactive element addition I Time (hours) to reach 10 mg/cm2 (25(im) 
1038°C(1900,,F) 

None 1100 
La >3000 

10936C(20006F) 
None 100 
La 950 
Y + La 1100 
Ce >300 
Y 600 

1149°C(2100°F) 
None 30 
La -520 
La + Y 350 
Ce 410 

Oxidation Results. CMSX-4 + La tested at 1038°C 
(1900°F) exhibits approximately a 15 times increase in life to 
zero crossover of specific weight change compared to conven
tional CMSX-4; no comparison can be made regarding the life 
to a fixed mass loss since the RE doped sample was not tested 
for a sufficiently long enough time to reach sizable mass losses. 
These results are shown in Fig. 9. The doped sample did not 
exhibit significant amounts of surface roughening after 3000 
hours of exposure compared to the localized attack which oc
curred on the standard CMSX-4 alloy surface after only 1000 h. 

The trend of increased life of the RE doped alloys over the 
conventional chemistry alloy can further be seen in Fig. 10, 
which shows the plot of the gravimetric results for the 1093°C 
(2000°F) test. All of the reactive element doped samples are 
included on this plot. These samples include CMSX-4 + Y, La, 
(La + Y), and Ce in addition to the conventional CMSX-4 
alloy. The data clearly reveal increased oxidation resistance 
with the addition of the RE. The lives relative to a sample loss 
of approximately 25 /urn of metal, calculated based on the den
sity of the alloy, are presented in Table 2. The benefit of reactive 
elements also depends on the type of RE that is added. At 
1093°C the Y or La additions alone are not as potent as the Y 
+ La dopants combined. The effect of the Ce addition cannot 
be ascertained due to the short time the sample was exposed 
(<400h. ) . 

Oxidation of the samples at 1149°C (2100°F) reveals a 
slightly different result regarding the benefits of RE dopants, 
as shown in Figure 11. Conventional CMSX-4 clearly does not 
have adequate oxidation resistance at this temperature in this 
test as evidenced by its loss of approximately 25 /im in less 
than 30 hours. Samples with RE additions exhibit lives at least 
ten times greater than conventional CMSX-4. As indicated in 
the graphs and Table II. The ranking of the additions from worst 
to best is as follows: (La + Y), Ce and La at 1149°C. 

J> * . • CMSX-4 

0 % • CMSX-4 + La 

1 \ 1 CMSX-4 + La + Y 

[g- -40 - * • CMSX-4 + Ce 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 

Time (hr) 

Fig. 11 1149°C (2100°F) dynamic oxidation test results for Bare CMSX-
4 with RE additions and without 
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Fig. 12 Burner rig post-test microstructures 

Summary. The oxidation behavior of bare CMSX-4 can 
be dramatically improved by the addition of highly reactive 
elements (REs). The factor of improvement varies from in 
excess of 3 to approximately 13 depending on the elemental 
addition and exposure temperature. There is some variability of 
the effect of the RE. This could be due to minor variations in 
the actual RE content in the test pieces. Only one sample from 
each mold was analyzed for chemistry. 

Figure 12 shows the change in sample surface morphology 
of CMSX-4 and CMSX-4 + La following burner rig cyclic 
oxidation testing at 1038°C (1900°F) for 3000-3500 h. These 
micrographs clearly demonstrate that fewer voids and pores are 
present in the La doped sample. In addition, the amount of 
surface region alloy depletion is appreciably less. 

Turbine Engine Application and Testing 

The design of commercial turbofan engines continues to im
prove in response to the needs of the extremely competitive 
airline market. Designs that weigh less and have higher fuel 
efficiencies are required to keep a competitive advantage, and, 
thus, during recent years both the compressor delivery and tur
bine rotor inlet temperatures have continued to rise. While im-
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proved cooling schemes are employed, the demand for higher 
fuel efficiencies quickly dictates the minimum required cooling 
air for the turbine blades and as a result blade metal tempera
tures have been pushed to new levels. 

In addition to fuel efficient, light weight engines, the military 
and commercial aero turbine engine markets also need engines 
that will remain on wing for extended overhaul intervals and 
drive down operating cost. As a result the design must carefully 
consider durability and specific fuel consumption (SFC) (tem
perature margin) deterioration rates. One of the single most 
dominating factors in turbine performance is high pressure tur
bine blade tip clearance and this clearance can easily be im
pacted by the oxidation of the blade tip [16] in case of the 
shroudless blades and of tip seal liners for both shrouded and 
shroudless blades. Tip coatings are often used to provide envi
ronmental protection but they can present bonding and durabil
ity problems particularly if the blade and the tip seal liners 
touch. The optimum cost effective solution is to develop a 
method of improving the oxidation characteristics of the bare 
blade alloy itself, thus providing full oxidation protection for 
the entire tip configuration. The addition of La + Y to CMSX-
4 shows intriguing promise of accomplishing this goal by reduc
ing base metal oxidation rates by an order of magnitude com
bined with improved SX castability and product casting yield 
compared to the use of Y alone. Additionally, the application 
of CMSX-4 to the tip seal liners has enabled the plastic deforma
tion of the component to be minimized, resulting in small tip 
clearances and resultant improved engine efficiency. 

Internal oxidation of air-cooled turbine airfoils also represents 
a technical challenge in modern gas turbine engines. The cool
ing air temperatures have risen with increased pressure ratio 
engines and the second generation single crystal alloys are 
allowing higher metal temperatures before being limited by 
creep or stress rupture strength. This can lead to internal oxida
tion, since many turbine blades operate with protective coatings 
only on the external surfaces of the airfoil. Coating internal 
passages is possible; however, there are several unique chal
lenges: (1) blocking and plugging of small passageways, (2) 
embrittlement due to the coating leading to low cycle fatigue 
(LCF) failures, and (3) verification of coating coverage and 
consistency inside the component. A more robust, lower cost 
and consistent design can be accomplished if the base material 
has high inherent oxidation protection, as shown with CMSX-
4 with La + Y. 

Further advances are being made today in commercial turbo-
fan engines by the addition of thermal barrier coatings. A recent 
design modification to an existing Allison turbofan engine real
ized 125°C (225°F) temperature reduction to the airfoil metal 
temperature without any increase in the cooling air. In another 
Rolls-Royce application, the prime-reliant use of TBC has en
abled both a reduction in the cooling air flow and effective 
metal temperature. However, chipping and spallation of the 
ceramic coating can become critical failure modes if the airfoil 
cooling levels have been determined relying on the TBC. This 
concern has forced several engines to use TBCs as a non-prime-
reliant system. While this can offer significant durability en
hancements it does not allow the engine cycle temperature to 
be raised and thus the full benefits of the TBC are not realized. 
CMSX-4 with La + Y has demonstrated improved adherence 
with coatings, and, therefore, may be instrumental in allowing 
thermal barrier coatings to be used on CMSX-4 as prime reliant 
with greater confidence. 

Finally, in either prime or non-prime-reliant application, there 
is always the possibility of local loss of TBC due to foreign 
object damage. The local heat transfer to the damaged area is 
enhanced due to surface roughness and out-of-wind step. In this 
event it is essential that the substrate possesses excellent high 
temperature oxidation properties to enable the engine to stay 
on-wing for an interval to suit the airline or military operator 
and yet be repairable. 
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Single crystal HP turbine blades in CMSX-4 with La + Y 
will commence engine testing in May 1998. 

Conclusions 
The RE combination ppm addition of La + Y to CMSX-4 

alloy has shown the best combination of manufacturability, RE 
ppm chemistry control throughout the SX turbine blade and 
burner rig cyclic oxidation results where the life of bare CMSX-
4 can be improved by a factor as large as approximately 10. 

Turbine engine testing in several different applications sched
uled for 1998 and 1999 will determine the value of this technol
ogy to turbine engine performance and life cycle costs. 
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A Quasi-Two-Dimensional 
Method for the Rotordynamic 
Analysis of Centered Labyrinth 
Liquid Seals 
The work presents a method for analyzing the dynamic regime of labyrinth liquid 
seals. By using the traditional simplifying assumptions for the centered seal (sinusoidal, 
harmonically varying, first order dynamic perturbation), the approach can be addressed 
as "quasi" two-dimensional. A numerical coordinate transformation capable to treat 
displacement perturbations is introduced. The first order mathematical model is then 
deduced following the same steps as in a previously published work (Arghir and Frene, 
1997b). From this standpoint, the present method can be regarded as an extension of 
the above mentioned approach which was able to deal only with stator-grooved seals. 
The method is validated by comparisons with Nordmann and Dietzen's (1988) theoreti
cal results for a seal with grooves on both stator and rotor and with the experimental 
results ofStaubli's (1993) test case concerning a general seal. 

Introduction 

During the last decade, theoretical methods for annular seals 
analysis became quite mature and elaborate. According to the 
involved mathematical model, one can distinguish between bulk 
flow based approaches (the thin film model is the foundation 
of the lubrication theory when inertia forces are important) 
and methods based on the full, time averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations. Methods of the first category are accurate in pre
dicting the characteristics of a large category of bearings and 
straight annular seals, and they are more or less successfully 
applied to the analysis of stator grooved annular seals. Methods 
of the second category are used only when moving beyond the 
validity of the thin film hypothesis is imperiously necessary. 
Due to the inertia dominated turbulent flow with important recir
culation zones, the labyrinth seal analysis is such a problem. 

The analysis introduced in the present work belongs to the 
approaches based on the time averaged Navier-Stokes equations 
and only methods of this class will be briefly discussed. In all 
approaches, the vibration is modeled as a constant precession 
of the rotor on a circular or conical orbit. The alternate way 
would be a nonlinear time integration of the whole system 
(rotor, bearings, seals, etc.) but it seems that forces and mo
ments deduced by using this simplified model are accurate 
enough for rotordynamic simulation purposes (San Andres, 
1997). At this stage, the problem could be described as the 
solution of an unsteady (but harmonically varying), turbulent, 
three-dimensional flow field. Computational fluid dynamics 
codes are mature enough to enable such solutions and it is 
indeed the analysis adopted by some authors (Tarn et al., 1988; 
Nordmann and Dietzen, 1988; Rhode et al., 1992; Athavale 
et al., 1994). These approaches have no a priori limitations 
(moreover, moving grid algorithms could enable any rotor 
movement), but the computational effort is expected to be quite 
important. 

A way to reduce the CPU time is to assume that the vibration 
amplitude is small compared to the film thickness. Following 
this traditional hypothesis, the flow variables and the geometric 
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characteristics of the seal are expressed in terms of small pertur
bations around the operating position. The resulting first order 
equations are linear and still strongly coupled. Forces and mo
ments obtained for several precession frequencies serve to ob
tain the dynamic coefficients used in rotordynamic analysis. 
Such three-dimensional first order models were presented by 
Nordmann and Dietzen (1988), Baskharone and Hensel 
(1991), and Athavale and Hendricks (1994). The numerical 
solution requires less effort as for the unperturbed approach but 
the computational effort is still important due to the specific 
geometry of labyrinth seals. Generally, the axial flow in laby
rinth seals consists of zones characterized by a single length 
scale (chamber or groove) alternating with two lengths scales 
zones (film). The presence of two different length scales renders 
the governing equations parabolic, and enables the introduction 
of film thickness averaged variables used in simplified models. 
Single length scale zones are due to discontinuities in the film 
thickness that provoke more or less intense flow recirculations. 
The equations are then elliptic and it is difficult to define film 
thickness averaged quantities. While parabolic equations require 
fine grid spacing in the direction where diffusion effects are 
present and accept coarse grids in the marching direction (s), 
no favored direction can be distinguished in the case of elliptic 
equations. So, structured grids have difficulties in imposing the 
optimal grid size for each flow zone. The most favorable situa
tion is when a good resolution of a zone can lead only to an 
unnecessary refined solution in another zone. When taking into 
account that these problems are encountered in each circumfer
ential section, it results that the three-dimensional analysis of 
general labyrinth seals might be a CPU consuming task. Never
theless, it is the only one which can deal with eccentric operating 
positions of the seal. 

If the annular seal works in centered position, the computa
tional effort can be drastically reduced by considering that the 
perturbed flow variables have only a sinusoidal variation in the 
circumferential direction. The zeroth order problem becomes 
axisymmetric (two-dimensional) and by analytically expressing 
d/88, the first order equations have a similar form. Due to the 
presence of all three velocity components in the first order 
continuity equation, these models can be addressed as "quasi" 
two-dimensional and they obviously require less computational 
effort than the preceding ones. The main drawback is that all 
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of the proposed approaches (Dietzen and Nordmann, 1987; 
Feng and Nordmann 1992; Arghir and Frene, 1997a, b) are 
based on an analytic coordinate transformation that limit their 
application to grooved-stator/smooth-rotor seals. For an indus
trial practitioner, this inconvenience might be quite severe if 
one takes into account that he can dispose of three volume bulk 
flow methods (Florjancic, 1990; Marquette and Childs, 1996). 
These simplified approaches have other problems (a strong de
pendence on user-defined parameters) but the analysis of 
grooved-stator/smooth-rotor seals can be done with a negligible 
computational effort. 

The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a quasi-two-
dimensional method for the analysis of general labyrinth liquid 
seals, a niche that seems to be empty. The method can be 
regarded as an extension of a previously presented approach 
(Arghir and Frene, 1997b), which is included as a particular 
case. It was originally developed for taking into account either 
cylindrical or conical vibrations in a unified approach (Arghir, 
1997), but it seems that misalignement vibrations were never 
a problem for general labyrinth seals and the necessary valida
tion data are completely absent in the literature. So, in the 
following we will limit ourselves to the presentation of the first 
part of the method, dealing with displacement vibrations and 
to its validation. 

The Mathematical Model 
The mathematical foundation is given by the incompressible, 

isothermal, three-dimensional, time averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations expressed in cylindrical coordinates (Schlichting, 
1978), in conjunction with the &-epsilon turbulence model 
(Launder and Spalding, 1974). Apart from the no slip wall 
boundary conditions, a rough law at the wall (Koh, 1992) is 
used to compute the wall shear stress on coarse computational 

grids. The interaction of the seal with the main flow is described 
by imposing either the (leakage) flow rate or the pressure differ
ence between the upstream and the downstream chambers, the 
circumferential velocity and the turbulence level in the inlet 
section. In the exit section, one imposes zero axial diffusion, 
which means the flow is not completely developed but stream
lines are smooth without recirculation zones. The model is well 
known and was previously detailed (Arghir and Frene, 1997b). 

The Coordinate Transformation Expression. The laby
rinth seal is described as a succession of ' 'elementary'' rectan
gles. For example, the geometry of the seal presented in Fig. 
1 can be decomposed in three such rectangles, RlR2S2SiRi, 
R2R3R4R5S5S4S3S2R2, and R}R6S6S5RS. For nominal operating 
conditions (Fig. 1(a)) , the rotor is centered and the domain 
between the rotor and the stator is axisymmetric. A Cartesian, 
variable step grid is then generated in the £77 plane. Due to the 
dynamic regime, the whirling rotor is displaced (Fig. 2) and 
rectangles describing the geometry of the labyrinth seal become 
modified (Fig. 1(b)). The approach will be to transform the 
physical spacexrB (Fig. 1 (b)) into the computational space £r)£, 
(Fig. 1(a)) , both coordinate systems being cylindrical ones. 

The physical grid is defined as a transformation of the 
Cartesian computational grid. For each rectangle representing 
a single block, we need to define a 1:1 mapping from the compu
tational space to the physical one. In the following, an algebraic 
grid generation method known as the transport-projection ap
proach is used (George, 1991). The basic idea is to interpolate 
the grid the from the physical boundaries by using the topology 
of the computational mesh. 

First, the boundaries of the computational space must map 
into the boundaries of the physical space. The displacement (or 
eccentricity) perturbed position of a point P located on the 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

D, 

Fy 

,b, f,g = functions depending on the 
numerical coordinate trans
formation 

C = gap or film thickness (m) 
d = direct and cross-coupling 

damping coefficients (Ns/ 
m) 

e = excentricity (m) 
Fr - radial force (N) 
F, = tangential force (N) 

in, jn = number of control volumes 
in the axial and in the radial 
direction 

K, k = direct and cross-coupling 
stiffness coefficients (N/m) 

k = turbulent kinetic energy 
(m2/s2) 

L = seal length (m) 
/,„ = mixing length (m) 

M, m = direct and cross-coupling 
mass coefficients (kg) 

n = exponent of the ' y ' turbu
lent velocity profile in the in
let section 

OXYZ = fixed reference system 
p = pressure (Pa) 

Re = Reynolds number, pU2C0/fi 
r% = correction factor 

S^ = source term 
T = turbulence level 

t,r = time (s) 

u, v, w = velocity components in 
cylindrical coordinates 
(m/s) 

U, W, P = film thickness averaged 
variables 

x, r, 9 = cylindrical coordinates 
y = normal distance to the 

wall (m) 
Z = terms containing the per

turbed turbulent viscos
ity 

e = small perturbation pa
rameter 

y = angle on Fig. 2 
M/om) /•*<> M(cff) = laminar, turbulent and 

effective dynamic vis
cosity (Pa-s) 

p = density (kg/m3) 
a = prerotation coefficient, 

WlwrR 

T = shear stress (N/m2) 
Q = precession frequency 

(rad/sec) 
(jj = angular velocity (rad/ 

sec) 
\&\ = vorticity modulus (1/s) 

£, 77, £ = transformed coordinate 
system 

£in. £e* = inlet pressure drop and 
exit pressure recovery 
coefficients 

01 = real part 

Subscripts 
axle = axial/ 

circumferential 
direction 

in/ex = inlet/exit section 
P,E, W,N,S,NE, 
NW, SE, SW,e,w, 

n, s, FE, FW = grid points 
R/S, RotlStat = rotor/stator 

t = turbulent 
<J> = dependent 

variable, ( $ = u, 
v, w, p, JJ) 

0/1 = zeroth/first order 
variable 

ref = reference value 
w = wall 

Superscripts 

~ = complex value 
* = values on the 

boundary of the 
elementary 
rectangle 

0 = total values in 
upstream/ 
downstream 
chambers 
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(a) O) 

Fig. 1 Effect of the coordinate transformation: (a) axi symmetric do
main; and (b) displacement perturbation 

border of an "elementary" rectangle can be expressed as (Fig. 
1(b)) follows: 

x{£, r), £, T ) = £ 

'r) + eh(Z„ T ) , P G Rotor 

>"(£> V< ? . T ) = ' 77 + 
'"Slat 

»?> 

Co 

P G Stator 

J «A(C, r ) , Rotor < P < Stator 

0 « , 77, £, r ) = C. ?(£> »?, £, T ) = T, (1) 

where rstat and C0 are taken on upstream (left) and downstream 
(right) faces of each rectangle. In this way, the above defined 
transformation represents an exact maping relation which pre
serves the continuity on the interface between two successive 
rectangles in the physical space. 

Two of the traditional simplifying hypothesis employed in 
the analysis of the dynamic regime were directly introduced via 
the complex function A(£, r ) = exp(—/£) expO'flr). The first 
exponential expresses that the height of the elementary rectangle 
has only a sinusoidal variation in the circumferential direction, 
which means that only the first Fourier component was consid
ered. The second exponential is introduced to take into account 
the rotor whirl when the coordinate system is fixed on the stator. 
The circumferential angle is measured as on Fig. 2. This model 
is somewhat traditional and is largely described in the literature 
(e.g., Childs, 1993). 

The whirl amplitude is supposed to be small compared to the 
film thickness. The perturbation parameter is defined with re
spect to the maximum physically allowable perturbation that 
avoids the contact between rotor and stator. For displacement 
vibrations 

emaxaiiow = min [€0(x), 0 < x =s L) 

e = —— Cref 
Cref 

(2) 

(3) 

After the introduction of the perturbation parameter, the trans
formation maping the boundary of the "elementary" rectangle 
from the computational space into the physical one can be ex
pressed as 

*(£> V> C T ) = £> r(£> V> C T) = 77 + e/*(£, 77, £, T ) , 

9(t 77, £, r ) = C, tU, r,, C r) = r (4) 

f CKfh{£>, r), P G Rotor 

rstat - V 
/*(£ . 77, C. r ) = < 

C0 

10, P e Stator, 

C„rf/j(£, r ) , Rotor < P < Stator 

(5) 

where the superscript ~ denotes a variable containing a real 
part multiplied by h(C„ r ) . The function / * is defined on the 
border of the "elementary" rectangles. 

The second step for obtaining the coordinate transformation is 
the projection of the computational grid points into the physical 
domain. The mapping function for inside nodes is deduced by 
using a linear interpolation between points lying on the right 
border and the corresponding points on the left border of each 
rectangle. The correspondence is straightforward on a structured 
grid when one takes points situated at the same radial distance. 

/(£. V, C r) 

~ \J )upstr. "T" 
( /*)* (/*)», 

& 
(£-£upst ,) . (6) 

For example, in rectangle R2RjR4R5SsS4SiS2R2, one can 
identify (/*)upstr. = (/*)K3«2,S2S3 and (/*)downstr. = ( / * ) « 4 R 5 V 4 -
The linear interpolation is the most simple projector. If neces
sary, other functions could be used in order to match normal 
derivatives at interfaces between rectangles or in order to control 
the grid density. 

The Jacobian Matrix. The introduced coordinate transfor
mation enables to express the inverse of the Jacobian matrix 
needed for writing the transformed equations. 

81 d£ 
dldr] 
8181, 
dldr. 

t • a 
1 + e-b 
e-(-if) 
t • mf 

0 O l ~dldx~ 
0 0 dldr 
1 0 8/86 
0 l J L 81 dt J 

(7) 

&(£, 7J, £, T) 
8f_ £(£,»?, S , r ) = 

drj 

i(S, 77, £, T) = J~ (8) 

Taking into account the effect of the linearisations introduced 

Fig. 2 Forces on the whirling rotor 
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Fig. 3 The transformed control volume 

by the perturbation parameter, the Jacobian matrix can be ana
lytically derived. 

dldx 1 -e-a 0 0 dldt, 
dldr 0 1 - e • b 0 0 dldr] 
aide 0 e-if 1 0 dldt^ 
dldt J Lo e-(-iQf) 0 l J Id/dr 

where its determinant is 1 
written as 

(9) 

eb. The transformed radius is 

r = 77(1 + e- g), - = - ( 1 - £• 
r 77 ?)• (10) 

The functions a, b, and g were introduced in order to simplify 
notations. Derivatives dldt, and dldr can be analytically ex
pressed as 

9C 
-/*, 

dr 
in*, # e {f,a,b,£}, (li) 

but grid node values and derivatives 81 d^ and dldr) are numeri
cally estimated using centered finite differences. For example 
(Fig. 3), the functions / being defined in the vertexes of the 
control volumes, one can write 

«/>(£> % £, T) = f.-U 

(/««• - j L ) ( % - Vr) + if.se -fsW)(Vr - Vs) 

( 6 - ZWXVN - %) 

(12) 

The First Order Equations. To obtain the first order math
ematical model, the flow variables are expressed using the tradi
tional simplifying assumptions (sinusoidal, harmonical varia
tion, first order dynamic perturbations). 

#(£, 77, C, T ) = *„(•£, 77) + e$,(£, 77, C T ) 

+ £ 2 . . . , < J > e {u, v, w, p , /J,} 

$,(£, 77, z„T) = m&iti, n)kz,,T)], 

$1 = $lcos + J'̂ lsin (13) 

These relations and the coordinate transformation (9) are 
systematically introduced in the three-dimensional equations 
and in the corresponding boundary conditions. The steps in 
obtaining the first order mathematical model were pointed out in 
previous works (Arghir and Frene, 1997a, b) when an analytical 
coordinate transformation was used. The present approach fol
lows the same steps so the results will be directly introduced. 

The resulting zeroth order equations govern the axisymmetric 
flow in centered position. The first order ones are three-dimen
sional, but the sinusoidal circumferential variation with only 
the first Fourier component taken into account enables one to 
write them in the same form as the zeroth order equations. In 

order to facilitate the numerical integration they are expressed 
as general two-dimensional transport equations. 

9 , Ax 1 d , Ax 
— (put&i) + - — (77pu0$i) 
at, r\ drj 

d ( mA 1 8 / <9<SA . /1-lx 

=^id%^ro^)+ 5* (14) 

The source terms S$ are presented in Table 1. The first order 
continuity equation is written as 

9 , -x ! 9 , ~ x - P -
— (pui) + - — (77pv,) = 1 - w, 
dt, 77 dr] 77 

„d(pu0) t8(pv0) „pv0 .„0(pvfo) 
a —- Y b — Y g - is —-

dr] dr] 77 077 

(15) 

As found in the previous first order models (Arghir and Frene, 
1997a, b), the present one includes the perturbation of the 
turbulent viscosity field in terms Z, . The perturbed turbulent 
viscosity is obtained using an algebraic relation borrowed from 
the turbulence model of Baldwin and Lomax (1978) for the 
inner layer. 

M, = pll\Cj\ = (/J ,)0 + £(£,),, /„, = 0.4y (16) 

(A«). = (Mr)of 7 ^ + 2 ?±), (17) 

where (fi,)0 is calculated with the i-epsilon turbulence model. 
The above relation, which is certainly limited to cases when 
rotor and stator solid surfaces are close enough, was preferred 
in order to avoid the perturbation of the transport equations 
of the differential turbulence model. Details are given in the 
Appendix. 

Boundary Conditions. No-slip boundary conditions are 

Stator: «, = (0, 0) , C, = (0, 0) , w, = (0, 0) (18) 

Rotor: ut = (0, 0), 0, = [0, (fi - w)C re f], 

w, [ilC„t, 0] (19) 

For turbulent flow, first order gradient boundary conditions 
are formulated by perturbing the universal velocity profile. As 
for the zeroth order flow, these gradient boundary conditions 
enable the employment of a coarse grid close to walls. 

The rest of the boundary conditions write 

Inlet: (£/,„), = (£•„), 
p(£4,)o(l +U 

(v,„)i = (w,„)i = 0 

Exit: (P„) , = (£„ - l)p(f/„)0(f/M)1 

(20) 

(21) 

de 
0, #1 = (« , , 0], W] 

The gradient type boundary conditions, the special treatment 
of 0] imposed by the presence of the source terms in the first 
order continuity equation and the treatment of the pressure re
covery effect in the exit section are important parts of the mathe
matical model but they are similar to those presented for the 
analytic coordinate transformation (Arghir and Frene, 1997a, 
b), and can be easily deduced. 

Numerical Solution 

The same solver was used for both the zeroth and the first 
order problems. The equations are discretized using the finite 
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Table 1 Source terms of the first order transport equations 
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volume method on a structured grid. Staggered control volumes 
are used for the axial and radial velocity component and collo
cated ones for the rest of the transport equations. The SIMPLEC 
algorithm (Van Doormal and Raithby, 1984) was used to solve 
the coupling between the velocity and the pressure fields. The 
convective terms are discretized using the second order scheme 
of Zhu and Rodi (1991) and implemented using Khosla and 
Rubin's (1974) deferred correction algorithm. The rest of the 
derivatives are discretized using centered differences. The con
vergence of the iterative process is controlled by the 10~5 value 
of the nondimensional mass conservation error. When conver
gence is attained, the nondimensional residuals in the rest of 
the transport equations are well under that limit. 

Results and Discussions 

There are very few theoretical or experimental data enabling 
the validation of general form labyrinth liquid seals. 

For stator-grooved/smooth-rotor seals (and straight annular 
ones as a particular case) , the numerical coordinate transforma
tion is written as 

/ = rSta •n, a = 0, b= -1, 8 
7~Stat 

V 
1 (22) 

that is exactly the form of the analytic coordinate transformation 
used in previous works. By replacing these expressions in the 
transport and mass conservation equations one obtains the pre
viously introduced first order mathematical model (Arghir and 
Frene, 1997b). It follows that results obtained for this particular 
category of seals are not characteristic for the present method 
and serve merely to debug the computer programs. 

Two general labyrinth seals are presented in the following 
text. Results are presented either in terms of the first order 
pressure, or in terms of dynamic coefficients defined below. 

e cref Jo 
R o t ( £ ) P l c o s ( f . 7?Rot)<#; 

= K + dil - MU2 

F, ~ "L 

• — 7 / R o t ( £ ) P l S i n ( £ , 7 7 R o t ) ^ 
6 Wef Jo 

= -k + DO, + mfl2 

(23a) 

(23b) 
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Fig. 4 Geometry of Nordmann and Dietzen's (1988) labyrinth seal (all 
lengths are in mm) 

One of the first results was obtained by Nordmann and Diet-
zen (1988) for the seal in Fig. 4. They performed a full three-
dimensional calculation for an e = C0/40 rotor displacement 
and zero whirl. The following data were used in calculations: 
p = 996 kg/m3, \x = 0.7 • 10 3 Pa- s, AP° = 0.8 MPa (imposed 
pressure difference), £,„ = 0.5, £M = 1, w = 418.88 rad/s, a 
= 0.5, and hydraulically smooth walls. The present calculations 
were performed considering n = 3, T = 10 percent and a compu
tational grid containing 2656 control volumes (234 in the axial 
direction with a ratio of 1.1, and 22 equally spaced in the radial 
direction). The contribution of each land and groove zone to 
the direct and cross coupling stiffness is presented in Fig. 5. 
The total value of the direct stiffness is well predicted but the 
contribution of each zone is somewhat different. In Dietzen's 
results, the direct stiffness contribution of land zones is progres
sively decreasing and that of groove zones is increasing, 
whereas the present calculations show an almost constant contri
bution of land and groove zones. Differences in cross coupled 
stiffness are more important but the contribution of each zone 

1.5E+5 

Co=1.8 

r„,=180.2 

95 
-=»<& 

50.5 

20 

lateral wall of the chamber 

Co=l.f 

rm=140.2 

110 

Fig. 5 Stiffness and damping; total value and contribution of each land 
and groove zone 

Fig. 6 Geometry of Staubli's (1993) test case (all lengths are in mm) 

shows the same trends as Dietzen's results. The last bar chart 
presents the direct damping. Its values were estimated by drop
ping the effect of m in relation (23b) and by calculating the 
difference of the first order pressures (imaginary part) obtained 
for H = 0 and Q = UJ divided by w. The whirl-frequency ratio 
of the seal results kIDuj = 0.47. Finally, in the absence of any 
measurements or of a third theoretical result, it is difficult to 
appreciate the accuracy of one set of results versus the other. 
Not at least, it should be underlined that the computational 
effort of the two-dimensional approach for this test case lays 
within very reasonable limits (3474 CPU sec, for the zeroth 
order problem and 1383 CPU s for the first order one, on a 
DEC ALPHA 4000). 

A test case for labyrinth seals based on experimental data 
was proposed by Staubli (1993). Full details can be found in 
Amoser's work from 1995. The geometry of the test case is 
presented in Fig. 6 and it consists of two straight seals separated 
by a large chamber. Stator pressures were measured both for 
centered operating conditions and for zero whirl, 40 percent 
eccentricity. Data used in calculations were p = 998.5 kg/m3, 
p = 10~3 Pa-s, Re^ /2 = 14838 (imposed flow rate), £,„ = 
0.5, £„ = 1, w = 104.72 rad/s, a = 0.16 (3 m/s), n = 1 
(estimated), T = 1 percent, and hydraulically smooth walls. 
Calculations were performed using two unequally spaced grids. 
Both grids use the same number of control volumes in the 
straight seals (in = \6,jn = 8 in the first seal and in = 64, jn 
= 8 in the second one) but different number of control volumes 
in the chamber (in = 24, jn = 48 for the first grid and in = 
40, jn = 72 in the second one). 

Zeroth order stator pressures (centered operating conditions) 
in the axial direction are presented in Fig. 7. The nondimen-
sional distance y+ = py\rwl'pi' piam of cells next to the walls 
for the second grid is presented in Fig. 8. Pressures on the 
lateral wall of the chamber are superposed after being rotated 
(the origin and the direction of the plot are indicated by arrows 
in Fig. 6 and 7). 

It can be seen that the stator pressure is well predicted in the 
second seal. The slope is well predicted in the first seal too, but 
absolute pressures are shifted to greater values and the same 
difference is observed on the lateral wall of the chamber. One 
can conclude that the flow in the chamber acts as an "en
hanced" hydraulic resistance. This overestimation cannot be 
eliminated by reasonable grid refinements, so the responsibility 
is carried by the employed turbulence model. As underlined by 
Launder (1991), the standard A:-epsilon model uses an isotropic 
turbulent viscosity which prevents the correct prediction of the 
anisotropic normal stresses. The model overestimates the turbu
lent kinetic energy and also p, in zones with important normal 
stresses such as in the vicinity of the impact (stagnation) point 
on the stator lateral wall. The time averaged flow is not very 
affected in this region that is dominated by pressure gradient 
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Fig. 9 First order stator pressure (walls normal to the radial direction) 

effects, but due to transport phenomena in the recirculation 
zones, the overestimation of ji, will influence the upstream flow. 
It is expected that turbulence models enabling a more accurate 
prediction of normal stresses would give a better answer but 
were not employed for this test case. 

Experimental first order pressures were extracted from mea
sured ones. They are compared with calculated results in Figs. 
9 and 10, separately forplcos andpisin. For zero whirl the cosine 
and the sine components give the direct and the cross coupling 
stiffness, respectively. It was appreciated that this comparison 
characterizes better the first order pressure field than the com
parison with the eccentric pressure field which was actually 
measured. The results show a good agreement with experiments 
especially in the inlet zone of the second seal where all the 
details are well reproduced. It should be underlined that for the 
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Fig. 8 Nondimensional position of grid points next to the walls for the 
second grid 
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Fig. 10 First order stator pressure (lateral wall of the chamber) 

refined grid the convergence was extremely difficult with r± = 
1 so calculations on both grids were made using r% = 0.5. 
Values less than 1 of this coefficient correspond to an incom
plete inclusion of the perturbed turbulent viscosity effect. Per
turbed Navier-Stokes methods presented in the literature usually 
neglect this effect and its inclusion is a unique feature of the 
present approach. By testing the present mathematical model 
and its former variants (Arghir and Frene, 1997b) it was found 
that, neglecting the perturbed turbulent viscosity contained in 
Z, terms, entrained an overestimation of the direct stiffness. 
The relative errors are presented in Table 2. The trend is also 

Table 2 Influence of the perturbed viscosity terms 

*^l(*^-**J)-ioo K k D 

Complete geometry analysis -11.1 4.7 0.5 
Second straight seal (isolated) -8 1.1 1 
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Fig. 11 Influence of the perturbed viscosity terms on the first order 
pressure in the second (straight) seal calculated as an isolated one 

the first order turbulent viscosity has only a limited validity and 
caused some convergence problems when large recirculation 
zones dominate the flow. 

One must underline that the present methodology can treat 
general form labyrinth seals as long as the lateral walls are in 
planes perpendicular to the seal axis. The coordinate transforma
tion used for treating the first order problem can handle laby
rinths with tapered walls but the limitation comes from the 
zeroth order solver which employs a Cartesian grid. Inclined 
walls are then poorly approximated and flows with important 
wall shear stresses are inaccurately predicted. Boundary fitted 
coordinates would be more appropriate for labyrinths with ta
pered walls. The methodology can be extended by decomposing 
the labyrinths in blocks formed by generalized rectangles or 
polygons, but the coordinate transformation should include a 
modification of the axial coordinate. 

As it was explained in the Introduction paragraph, flow in 
general labyrinth seals can be very complex, so, in order to 
profit from CFD's latest achievements, future efforts should be 
concentrated toward the improvement of the numerical resolu
tion scheme. 
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clear for straight annular seals operating at high Re^. Figure 
11 presents the axial distribution of the first order pressures for 
the second straight seal calculated as an isolated one (Re^/2 
= 19071, £,„ = 0.6, a = 0.48, n = 7, T = 15 percent, equally 
spaced grid with in = \6,jn = 8). It can be seen that, at least 
for straight seals, the best agreement with either experimental 
or theoretical values is obtained when completely taking into 
account the perturbed turbulent viscosity (rz = 1). The good 
agreement obtained when analyzing the complete geometry of 
Staubli's test case with r± = 0.5 can be explained by the fact 
that inertia effects that occur in the inlet section and are swept 
in the second seal are more important than the viscous ones. 
The small value of L/C0 (usually greater than 100 but only 
61 for the second straight seal) sustains this explanation. The 
convergence problems encountered due to the large chamber 
show that the algebraic relation (17) used for estimating (/&,)i 
is not best suited when recirculation zones dominate the flow. 
Fortunately the chamber effect is not so important by itself but 
merely by modifying the inlet conditions in the straight seal 
which are correctly predicted. 

Conclusions 
The present paper introduces a numerical method for the 

dynamic analysis of general labyrinth liquid seals operating in 
centered position. The method is based on the time averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations and a numerical coordinate transforma
tion. Traditional simplifying assumptions (dynamic perturba
tions, sinusoidal, harmonical variation) render the analysis 
quasi-two-dimensional and less time consuming than three-di
mensional methods. From a literature survey, it seems that a 
two-dimensional analysis method for general form labyrinth 
seals was not available up to now. Former methods of this class 
enabled the analysis of stator grooved seals only and they are 
now included in the present approach. 

Results for two general seals are presented. Comparisons with 
Dietzen's (1988) full three-dimensional results show a good to 
moderate agreement but it is not possible to appreciate the 
accuracy of one set of results versus the other. A good agree
ment was obtained with the experimental results of Staubli's 
(1993) test case. It was shown that the inertia effects that occur 
at the passage from the chamber in the straight seal are particu
larly well predicted. The algebraic relation used for estimating 
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APPENDIX 
Relations used to calculate the first order turbulent viscosity 
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Derivatives in wall-neighboring cells were estimated from 
the simplified momentum equations. For walls aligned to the 
axial direction, $ G { u, w}, 
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and for walls aligned to the radial direction, $ G {v, w} 
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Experimental Rotordynamic 
Coefficient Results for (a) a 
Labyrinth Seal With and Without 
Shunt Injection and (b) a 
Honeycomb Seal 
Centrifugal compressors are increasingly required to operate at higher pressures, 
speeds, and fluid density. In these conditions, compressors are susceptible to rotordy
namic instabilities. To remedy this situation, labyrinth seals have sometimes been 
modified by using shunt injection. In shunt injection, the gas is taken from the diffuser 
or discharge volute and injected into an upstream chamber of the balance-piston 
labyrinth seal. The injection direction can be radial or against rotation. This study 
contains the first measured rotordynamic data for labyrinth seals with shunt injection. 
A comparison has been made between conventional labyrinth seals, labyrinth seals 
with shunt injection (radial and against rotation), and a honeycomb seal. Labyrinth 
seals with injection against rotation are better able to control rotordynamic instabilit
ies than labyrinth seals with radial injection; however, the leakage is slightly higher. 
The leakage comparison for all seals demonstrates that the honeycomb seal has the 
best flow control. Test data are presented for a top rotor surface velocity of110 m/ 
sec, a supply pressure of 13.7 bars, and IPr = 0.95 (injection pressure is 1.05 = 1/ 
0.95 times the seal inlet pressure). For these conditions, and considering effective 
damping, the labyrinth seal with injection against rotation is better than the honey
comb seal when the pressure ratio across the seal PR < 0.45. On the other hand, 
the honeycomb seal is better when PR > 0.45. The effectiveness of the shunt-injection 
against rotation in developing effective damping is reduced with increasing rotor 
surface velocity. 

Introduction 
Labyrinth seals have been used extensively in compressors 

and have a good capacity to control leakage. Field experience, 
experimental tests, and analysis of labyrinth seals have shown 
that they can generate rotordynamic instabilities. Honeycomb 
seals have shown better rotordynamic characteristics than laby
rinth seals (for length L > 50.8 mm). Childs et al. (1989) 
presented the first published data of stiffness and damping for 
smooth-rotor/honeycomb-stator (honeycomb) gas annular 
seals. They concluded the following: for prerotated flows enter
ing the seal in the direction of rotation, honeycomb seals pro
vided the best rotordynamic stability, followed in order by the 
labyrinth seal, and smooth-stator seals. Childs et al. (1990, 
1992) also measured rotordynamic coefficients for honeycomb 
seals, and showed (for a variety of geometries) that honeycomb 
seals have good rotordynamic stability characteristics and are 
insensitive to inlet preswirl. 

Shunt injection is one approach to improve the rotordynamic 
characteristics of labyrinth seals. High pressure gas, usually 
from compressor discharge, is injected into an intermediate lab
yrinth cavity at several circumferential locations. The injection 
can be radial or against rotation'. Shunt injection against rota
tion or negative swirl is shown in Fig. 1. In this approach, the 
flow injection is sufficient to reverse the flow direction in the 

IMPELLER 

GAS 
INJECTION 

LABYRINTH SEAL 
(BALANCE PISTON) 

Fig. 1 Labyrinth seal with shunt injection, adapted from Kanki et al. 
(1988) 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, 
Sweden, June 2 -5 , 1998. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters April 
1, 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-8. Associate Technical Editor: R. Kielb. 

1 Tondl (1967) initially proposed injection against rotation for gas bearings to 
improve stability. 

seal. The principal advantage of shunt injection is a reduction 
of the circumferential velocity, which leads to a reduction in 
the cross-coupled stiffness, k. One disadvantage of shunt injec
tion is the performance penalty involved in diverting flow from 
compressor discharge and recirculating it through the machine. 
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Fig. 2 Shunt injection application 

Labyrinth seals with shunt injection have been used in centrif
ugal compressors since the early 1970s, Memmott (1990, 
1992). Shunt injection was adopted to solve instability prob
lems and subsynchonous vibrations, especially in back-to-back 
centrifugal compressors in high-speed and high-pressure appli
cations (Memmott, 1990; Fozi, 1986). Back-to-back centrifugal 
compressors are susceptible to rotordynamic instabilities due to 
the destabilizing effects of long (mid-rotor) labyrinth seals 
(Kirk and Donald, 1983). 

There are case histories that support the application of shunt 
injection seals. Kirk (1986) discussed a subsynchronous vibra
tion problem with a centrifugal compressor that was solved 
using shunt injection against rotation on a labyrinth seal. Kanki 
et al. (1988) presented a rotordynamic analysis for a back-to-
back centrifugal compressor. They implemented shunt injection 
against rotation in the balance-piston labyrinth seal to achieve 
stable operation. The compressor's test results showed high 
rotordynamic stability and low vibration levels. 

Test Apparatus and Experimental Set-Up 
Shunt-injection Geometries. Two different shunt injection 

seals were tested, radial and against rotation injection. The prin
cipal dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. To avoid choking in the 
shunt injection feed holes, the diameter of the injection holes 
was calculated, requiring that the exit Mach number be smaller 
than 0.33. This condition was checked with test data, and the 
Mach number ranged between 0.22 and 0.32. The standard laby

rinth seal without injection has 20 teeth with a pitch of 3.18 
mm and tooth height of 3.17 mm. The fourth tooth is removed 
for shunt injection. 

Test Apparatus. All tests and experimentation were done 
in the air rig facility developed as part of a joint NASA-USAF 
funded program. The rig was designed in 1982 by J. B. Dress-
man of the University of Louisville. A full description is pro
vided by Childs et al. (1986). The rig can measure axial pres
sure distribution, air flow rate, temperature, vibration ampli
tudes, and seal reaction forces. The rotordynamic coefficients 
are calculated from transient measured reaction force and mo
tion data. 

The working fluid of the rig is air. The basic configuration 
of the test apparatus includes a rotor coupled to an electric 
motor. The test apparatus can control the static eccentricity 
position of the seal. The rotor is suspended in a pendulum 
fashion from an upper, rigidly mounted, pivot shaft. This ar
rangement allows horizontal motion control of the rotor. A cam 
within the pivot shaft is used to control the vertical position. 

The test rig was originally designed to test annular seals with 
axial flow; i.e., the flow goes from high pressure to low pressure 
side. In shunt injection application, gas is supplied to an inter
mediate cavity of the labyrinth seal, and the flow goes to both 
sides of the seal. Consequently, modifications were introduced 
to adapt the test apparatus for intermediate injection. 

Test Parameters. The test rig can be used to study the 
effects of the following independent test parameters on the ro
tordynamic and leakage characteristics of annular gas seals: 
rotor speed, pressure ratio across the seal, injection pressure 
ratio, inlet fluid prerotation2, seal clearance, seal supply pres
sure, and seal geometry. Test points are measured by varying 
the first three parameter over the values specified in Table 1. 

Seal pressure ratio across the seal (PR), is the ratio between 
the low pressure side and the high pressure side of the seal, PR 
= PJPs for the normal labyrinth and honeycomb seals, and 
PR = PHIPL for the shunt injection seals; see Fig. 2. In real 
applications, this fraction represents the pressure ratio across 
the balance piston of the compressor. 

In compressors, the injection pressure of shunt injection seals 
depends on where the gas is taken from the stage's volute, as 
well as pressure losses in the channel. The injection pressure 
ratio (IPr), is the ratio of the high pressure side of seal to the 
shunt-injection pressure, IPr = PHIPi. Three injection pressure 
ratios IPr were tested for each pressure ratio across the seal; 
specifically, 95 percent, 90 percent, and 85 percent ratio were 
used. This parameter only applies to the shunt injection seals. 

2 Inlet prerotation is provided by guide vanes. Inlet swirl parameters are pro
vided in Appendix A. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

C, c — direct and cross-coupled damp
ing coefficients (N-s/m) 

Cff = C( l - k/Cuj), effective 
damping (N-s/m) 

Cr = seal clearance (mm) 
D = shaft diameter (mm) 
fw = klCw, whirl frequency ratio 

fsx,fsr = seal reaction forces on the sta-
tor housing (N) 

IPr = PHIPI injection pressure ratio 
for shunt injection seals 

K, k = direct and cross-coupled stiff
ness (N/m) 

L = seal length (mm) 

Ms = stator housing mass (Kg) 
PH = supply high pressure for seals with 

shunt injection (bar) 
Pi = injection pressure (bars), for shunt 

injection seals 
PL = exit low pressure for seals with 

shunt injection (bar) 
Ps = supply pressure (bars), for laby

rinth without injection and honey
comb seals 

PR = PJPH pressure ratio across the 
seal 

R = shaft radius (mm) 

X, Y 

X,Y 

X, 

r = whirl amplitude (mm) 
Wo = UJRUJ, inlet circumferential ve

locity ratio 
U0 = inlet circumferential velocity 

component (m/s) 
= displacement of the rotor relative 

to the stator 
= velocity of the rotor relative to 

the stator (m/s) 

Y = acceleration of the stator relative 
to ground (m/s2) 

u> = rotor angular velocity (rpm) 
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7.95 16 Holes 
3.18 Dia 

-63.50 

16 Holes 
3.18 Dia 

RADIAL INJECTION TANGENTIAL INJECTION 

Fig. 3 Labyrinth seal with shunt injection, dimensions in mm 

Table 1 Test points at an injection pressure of 13.77 bars Table 2 Seal geometries 

Rotor Speed Pressure Ratio 
co (cpm) PR 

4680 0.65 
0.45 
0.30 

8640 0.65 
0.45 
0.30 

16500 0.65 
0.45 
0.30 

Seal 
Number 

Seal 
Type 

Labyrinth* 
Labyrinth 

(Shunt Injection) 
Labyrinth 

(Shunt Injection) 
Honeycomb** 

Full Pre-Swirl 
Radial Injection 

Injection 
Against Rotation 
Full Pre-Swirl 

Internal Dia. (mm) = 129.79, L/D = 0.5, Cr (mm) =0.22 
* Tooth height = 3.17 mm; Tooth pitch = 3.18 mm; Tooth taper 
angle = 12 degrees. 
** Cell width = 1.58 mm, Cell depth =2.29 mm 

The seal injection pressure of 13.77 bars is the same as the 
pressure supply for the labyrinth seal and honeycomb seal. 

Rotordynamic Coefficient Identification. The equation of 
motion for the seal stator housing is: 

Table 3 Shunt injection seals representation in graphs 

\fSY-MsYs] 
' K k~ H + 

" C c 

\_-k K\ UJ —c t-'J 
(1) 

where Ms is the stator housing mass,/?* and/ST are the measured 
forces on the stator housing, K and k are the direct and cross-
coupled stiffness, and C and c are the direct and cross-coupled 
damping. The acceleration components of the housing, mea
sured by the accelerometers, are denoted by Xs and Ys. The 
rotordynamic coefficients are identified in the frequency domain 
by a method that was previously defined by Childs et al. (1986). 
A swept sine-wave excitation is used over the 40 ~ 70 Hz 
frequency range. 

Seal Geometries. This study was carried out to make com
parisons of rotordynamic performance and leakage flow control 
between labyrinth seals (with preswirl), labyrinth seals with 
shunt injection (radial and against rotation), and a honeycomb 
seal. Table 2 summarizes the test configurations. Preswirl flow 
in the direction of rotation is the normal inlet seal flow condition 
in centrifugal compressors. Consequently, the labyrinth seal 
with full preswirl simulates a normal situation in compressors. 
The honeycomb seal is tested in only one swirl condition be-

Symbol Seal 

Shunt Radial Injection, IPr=.85 

Shunt Against Rotation, IPr=.85 

Shunt Radial Injection, IPr=.90 

Shunt Against Rotation, IPr=.90 

Shunt Radial Injection, IPr=.95 

Shunt Against Rotation, IPr=.95 

cause preswirl has a minimal influence with honeycomb seals 
that are longer than 50.8 mm, Childs et al. (1989, 1990, 1992). 

Test Results and Comparison (Shunt Injection Seals) 
Table 3 shows the different symbols used to identify the 

labyrinth seals with shunt-injection test results. The dark 
squares, diamonds, and circles represent the radial shunt injec
tion with injection pressure ratio of 0.85, 0.90 and 0.95, respec
tively. The light squares, diamonds, and circles represent injec-
tion-against-rotation data points for the same injection pressure 
ratios. 
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Fig. 4 Effective damping versus pressure ratio (Shunt injection) 

In all figures, the independent parameter is the pressure ratio 
across the seal (PR). Inlet circumferential velocity of the fluid 
entering the seal is not used for comparison because it is not 
an appropriate parameter for the shunt-injection seals. 

The rotor surface speeds for the three cases tested are 31.1, 
57.5, and 110 m/sec, respectively, versus a normal operating 
range for compressors of 100 to 170 m/sec. Hence, the highest 
speed tested is close to the bottom ' 'real'' speed in compressors, 
and this velocity condition (110 m/sec) is an adequate point 
for comparison with compressors. In compressor applications, 
the pressure ratio across the balance piston varies between 0.5 
to 0.6 for back-to-back and 0.4 to 0.5 for straight-through ma
chines. 

An uncertainty analysis was carried out for the rotordynamic 
coefficients using the approach of Holman (1989). The maxi
mum calculated uncertainty values for K, k, and C were 100. 
N/m, 56. N/m, and .13 N-s/m, respectively. Over the frequency 
range of excitation (30-70 Hz.), the rotordynamic coefficients 
are frequency independent. The results were entirely repeatable. 

Effective Damping. Effective damping, Ceff = C( 1 - kl 
CUJ), is used here to evaluate the overall seal stability perfor
mance. This is an important parameter in comparing annular 
seals for rotordynamic stability. It combines the effect of direct 
damping and cross-coupled stiffness, which are both associated 
with rotor stability. 

The effective damping for injection against rotation is three 
or four times larger than for radial injection, Fig. 4. The effective 
damping for radial injection is largely independent of speed, 
pressure ratio across the seal, and seal inlet pressure ratio. For 
injection against rotation, the higher the injection pressure, the 
larger the effective damping. Furthermore, Ceff is reduced with 
increasing running speed and is not very sensitive to changes 
in Pr. 

Cross-Coupled Stiffness. Cross-coupled stiffness k can 
cause rotordynamic instability in turbomachinery. Conse
quently, k should have a low or negative value. Measured values 
for cross-coupled stiffness are illustrated in Fig. 5 for shunt 
injection at the highest running speed. The injection against 
rotation gives the greatest negative values. The higher the injec
tion pressure in the seal, the larger the (negative) cross-coupled 
stiffness. The cross-coupled stiffness for the radial shunt injec
tion seal is constant in all cases; hence, the data points fall on 
top of each other. 

Direct Damping. A positive and large magnitude of direct 
damping in the annular seal improves rotordynamic response. 
Direct damping counteracts the destabilizing effects of cross 
coupled stiffness in the rotors. Figure 6 shows the direct damp

en 
co 

£ 
a 

o 
CO 
CO 

o 
O 

-500. 

-1000 

-1500 J 

-2000. B 

-2500 J 
0.25 

16500 rpm 

0.45 0.65 
PR 

Fig. 5 Cross-coupled stiffness versus pressure ratio (shunt injection 
seals) 

o 
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CO 
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Z 

< 

16500 rpm 
0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

1 „ 
a 
o 

0.25 0.45 0.65 PR 

Fig. 6 Direct damping versus pressure ratio (shunt injection seals) 

ing for the shunt injection seals. The higher the injection pres
sure in the seal, the greater the damping. For both shunt injection 
seals at the same injection pressure ratio IPr, the direct damping 
values are just about the same. When the pressure ratio across 
the seal (PR) increases, the direct damping decreases slightly. 
This effect could be related to the higher density of the fluid. 

Whirl Frequency Ratio. In an annular seal, the tangential 
force on a synchronous precessing seal (forward whirl) is/« = 
(k - CUJ)A, where A is the radius of precession. Hence, the 
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Fig. 7 Whirl frequency ratio versus pressure ratio (shunt injection seals) 

Table 4 Seals representation in graphs 

Symbol Seal 

- B - Labyrinth - Full Pre-Swirl 

-+- Shunt Radial Injection, IPr=.95 

- • - Shunt Against Rotation, IPr=.95 

- * - Honeycomb 

whirl frequency ratio,/„ = k/(u>C), is the ratio of the destabiliz
ing force contribution due to k, and the stabilizing force contri
bution due to C. 

The whirl frequency ratio of the shunt injection seals are 
compared in Fig. 7. The whirl frequency for radial injection is 
constant (negative and close to zero). A negative value of the 
whirl frequency ratio means that the seal could destabilize the 
rotor for backward whirl. Unstable backward whirl is a rarely 
reported condition in turbomachinery (normally associated with 
rubbing) versus the prevalent forward-whirl instability condi
tions. Hence, negative values for/w are considered as beneficial 
in their potential to resist forward whirl. 

Test Results and Comparison (all seals) 
Table 4 shows the symbols used to identify the seals test 

results. The square, triangle, circle, and asterisk represent the 
labyrinth seal, the labyrinth seal with radial injection, the laby

rinth seal with injection against rotation, and the honeycomb 
seal, respectively. 

Effective Damping. Figure 8 shows the magnitude of ef
fective damping for the labyrinth and honeycomb seals. For 
low and medium running speed, the effective damping of the 
labyrinth seal with injection against rotation is usually larger; 
however, in one case it was lower than the honeycomb seal 
(PR = 0.65 and rpm = 8640). For the highest speed and PR 
> 0.45, the honeycomb seal has better effective damping than 
the labyrinth seal with injection against rotation. In all cases, 
the effective damping of the shunt injection configuration is at 
least twice the magnitude of the labyrinth seal without injection. 
For honeycomb seals, Ccff is insensitive to running speed and 
increases with increasing PR. 

Cross-Coupled Stiffness. Figure 9 shows the measured 
values of cross coupled stiffness for both the labyrinth and 
honeycomb seals. The lower magnitudes are for the labyrinth 
seal with shunt injection, radial, and against rotation (largest 
negative values), while the highest positive (destabilizing) val
ues are for the honeycomb seal. 

Direct Damping. Figure 10 compares direct damping for 
both the labyrinth and honeycomb seals. Direct damping is 
generally larger for the honeycomb seal than the labyrinth seals 
and increases with increasing pressure ratio (increasing density 
of the flow). In all cases, the direct damping of the shunt 
injection configurations is at least twice the magnitude of the 
labyrinth seal without shunt injection. 

Whirl Frequency Ratio. Figure 11 shows the whirl fre
quency for the labyrinth and honeycomb seals. In all cases, the 
whirl frequency ratio of the labyrinth seals with shunt injection 
is less than zero (i.e., negative magnitude). This result is caused 
by the negative cross-coupled stiffness./„, of the labyrinth seals 
without injection is insensitive to change in PR. 

Mass Flow Rate. Figure 12 shows the mass flow rate for 
the labyrinth and honeycomb seals. The mass flow rates of the 
labyrinth seals with shunt injection are the largest; while the 
honeycomb seal has the lowest flow rate. 

Summary, Conclusion, and Discussion 

Labyrinth seals with shunt-injection against rotation are better 
able to control rotordynamic instabilities than seals with radial 
injection. 

Leakage comparison for all seals demonstrates the superiority 
of honeycomb seals, followed by labyrinth without injection, 
radial shunt injection, and finally, against-rotation shunt-injec
tion. 
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Fig. 8 Effective damping versus pressure ratio (ail seals) 
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Fig. 9 Cross-coupled stiffness versus pressure ratio (all seals) 
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Fig. 11 Whirl frequency ratio versus pressure ratio (all seals) 

For a surface velocity of 110 m/sec, intermediate pressure 
of 13.77 bars, and IPr = 0.95, the against-rotation shunt-injec
tion seal had the highest effective damping for PR < 0.45; for 
PR > 0.45, the honeycomb seal was better. Note that these 
results apply only for the relatively low supply pressure condi
tions achievable in the present test apparatus. Calculations at 
pressure conditions that are more representative of compressor 
conditions predict that honeycomb seals will have significantly 
higher values for effective damping. 

The relative advantages of honeycomb and against-rotation 
shunt-injection seals in an actual compressor application depend 
on many factors including surface velocity, gas density, injec

tion velocity, and on factors other than rotordynamics. Hence, 
the decision on which approach to use should be based on a 
full rotordynamic calculation of the seal coefficients and the 
rotor response and stability characteristics. 

Zeidan et al. (1993) described a rotordynamically unstable 
centrifugal compressor. The instability continued after the cen
tral labyrinth seal was replaced with a labyrinth seal with shunt 
injection against rotation. Finally, a honeycomb seal was in
stalled to solve the problem. This is the only case (known to the 
authors) when against-rotation injection failed, and honeycomb 
worked. Unfortunately, the material presented by Zeidan et al. 
are not adequate to evaluate the shunt-injection design in term 
of a comparison to the results presented here. 
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A P P E N D I X 

Preswirl Conditions for Labyrinth and Honeycomb 
Seals 

Table 2.1 provides data for u0(0) = U0(0)/Ru, the circum
ferential-velocity preswirl ratio for the labyrinth and honeycomb 
seals with full preswirl inlet conditions. The prerotation values 
achieved in the test rig are small compared to values existing 
in real compressors. 

Table 2.1 u0(0) for labyrinth and honeycomb seals 

RPM Pr Labyrinth Honeycomb 
4680 0.65 0.6081 0.4686 

0.45 0.7099 0.5473 
0.30 0.7312 0.5723 

8640 0.65 0.3522 0.2530 
0.45 0.3750 0.2891 
0.30 0.3848 0.3058 

16500 0.65 0.1526 0.1168 
0.45 0.1760 0.1372 
0.30 0.1813 0.1448 
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A Test Facility for the 
Measurement of Torques at 
the Shaft to Seal Interface 
in Brush Seals 
An important factor in the performance of brush seals for a wide range of gas turbine 
applications is the rate of wear at the seal to shaft interface, which is dependant on 
the contact pressure that exists between the bristles and rubbing surface. This is 
dependent on a variety of effects. Principally, these are the aerodynamic forces 
bending the bristles onto the rubbing surface, frictional effects within the bristle pack 
and at the backing ring that arise with the application of pressure differential, 
geometrical changes due to centrifugal and thermal growths, and transient differential 
movements of the rotor that develop inflight manoeuvres. In order to investigate the 
effect of these phenomena on contact pressure, a test facility has been devised in 
which the torque exerted by a brush seal on a rotating shaft is used as an indirect 
measurement of contact pressure. This has necessitated the design of a test facility 
in which all system torques can be fully calibrated. Consequently, a pressure balanced 
design has been adopted in which applied seal differential and pressure levels have 
a minimal effect on axial loads at the rotor bearing assembly. The primary method 
of torque measurement is the instantaneous deceleration of the rotor. Thus, measure
ments over a wide speed range are acquired with high frequency instrumentation. 
The means whereby small parasitic torques are evaluated and corrected is given. 
Results demonstrating the dependence of contact pressure on seal differential and 
pressure levels are presented. 

Introduction 
The life of brush seals (Fig. 1.) for gas turbine sealing appli

cations is limited by the rate of wear at the bristle to shaft 
interface. The wear is dependant on the contact pressure that 
exists between bristle tips and the rubbing surface. This contact 
pressure is in itself dependent on a number of operational fac
tors. 

The force field that is generated with the application of differ
ential pressure across a brush seal is responsible for two phe
nomena that influence the bristle tip contact load. A tendency 
for the bristles to move radially inward under applied pressure 
is first mentioned by Ferguson (1988), and has subsequently 
been termed "blow down". Bayley and Long (1992) made 
pressure measurements at the backing ring of a brush seal. They 
observed a radial pressure gradient with decreasing magnitude 
toward the bristle tip. This gradient develops as a consequence 
of the flow within the seal converging, in order to pass between 
the backing ring and shaft surface. Since the bristles are inclined 
to the shaft surface, a radial pressure differential within the 
bristle matrix will produce a gross radial resultant force on the 
bristles that may be responsible for the "blow down" phenom
ena. 

The axial pressure drop across a brush seal intensifies both 
frictional and interfacial contact forces between neighboring 
bristles and at the backing ring. Several effects have, in some 
part, been attributed to the consequent "stiffening" of the bris
tle matrix. Measurements of bristle tip contact pressure (Long 
and Marras, 1995; Basu et al., 1993) obtained by measuring 
load and displacement when a static rotor is deflected into a 
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pressurised seal have shown that bristle stiffness increases al
most linearly with pressure differential. "Hysteresis" has been 
observed in pressure drop versus mass flow characteristics (e.g., 
Chupp and Dowler, 1991) and in flow versus speed characteris
tics (Basu et al , 1993). 

Brush seals offer a significant advantage over labyrinth seals 
in their ability to recover from excursions of the rubbing surface 
that occur in the flight cycle (Ferguson, 1988). "Blow down" 
is, therefore, to some extent, desirable as a recovery mechanism. 
It is particularly significant when clearance exists between the 
steady-state unpressurised bristle position and the rubbing sur
face (i.e., one which can not be closed by mechanical bending 
of the bristle alone). However, the magnitude of blow down 
should be limited so that wearing of the bristle tip does not 
result. 

Bristle "stiffening" considerably increases the contact pres
sure at the bristle tips in the presence of excursions. Addition
ally, subsequent to transient differential movements (i.e., hys
teresis) prevents full recovery of the bristles, and a degradation 
in sealing performance may result (Basu et al., 1993). A possi
ble desirable effect is that an increase in the effective stiffness of 
the bristle mechanism may increase its resilience to excitations 
induced by unsteady upstream flow conditions. 

The purpose of the current paper is to describe an apparatus 
and experimental technique that allows an indirect measurement 
of bristle tip contact pressure to be obtained under dynamic 
rptor conditions. This is achieved via the torque inferred from 
observation of rotor deceleration when drive power is removed. 
In order to isolate the torques produced by the brush seal, a 
semianalytical technique, based on published theory and obser
vation, has been developed to calibrate the parasitic aerody
namic torques acting on the rotor—this is described. Results 
demonstrating the interaction of "blow down" and "stiffen
ing" effects are presented for seals of both an initial build 
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Table 1 Approximate geometries for apparatus and seals 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of conventional brush seal 
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Fig. 2 General arrangement of working section 

clearance and interference, over a range of engine representative 
conditions. Thus, the effect of operational parameters (pressure, 
speed, rotor displacements, and geometries) on seal perfor
mance characteristics (mass flow and contact loads) were inves
tigated. The paper also includes results of a static flow test, 
demonstrating hysteresis in seal behavior, and an unpressurized 
dynamic test that is indicative of a hydrodynamic lift effect at 
the bristle tips. 

Apparatus 
A general arrangement of the working section of the brush 

seal test facility is shown in Fig. 2. Approximate geometries 
for the apparatus and seals are given in Table 1. In order to 
provide good experimental conditioning, all parasitic torques 
are minimized and, where possible, eliminated. 

Two test seals of equivalent geometry but opposite lay angle 
were employed in a back-to-back configuration. Consequently, 
when pressurized via the interseal cavity, both faces of the rotor 
experienced the same downstream pressure, and axial loading 

Rotor Diameter / Seal Bore 300 mm 
Bristle length 15 mm 
Bristle Diameter 0.1 mm 
Lay angle 30 degrees 

of the rotor bearing was minimized. Additionally, the require
ment for auxiliary seals, with their associated and undesirable 
torque, was removed. Aerodynamic torques were minimized 
with a small and geometrically simple rotor. 

The rotor shaft was supported by two self-lubricating and 
mechanically preloaded angular contact ball races. Bearing tem
peratures were measured and used as to assess changes in op
erating conditions that may lead to variation in bearing torques. 
Precise location of the rotor was achieved by means of an 
eccentric arrangement. The position of the seals in the radial 
plane can also be adjusted. The shaft is driven by a 100 kW air 
turbine. 

Air enters an annular plenum through four equally spaced 
holes that are circumferentially positioned in the face of the 
upper housing. Flow was then evenly distributed to the upstream 
face of each seal by being ducted through a narrow slot and 
then through an annular passage between the rotor and seal 
carriers. The outlets from both seals were connected to a single 
collector that was vented to the atmosphere via an orifice plate 
measuring section (British Standard institution, 1981). 

Pressures were measured by a ZOC 14 Scanivalve. An accu
rate measurement of shaft speed was confirmed by comparison 
of data from three digital encoders operating at different fre
quencies. Deceleration was obtained from the discrete differen
tial of the speed measurements. Centrifugal changes in rotor 
diameter and eccentricities were measured using two capaci
tance probes. Data acquisition to a PC was via a CIL interface. 

Calibration 
For a test facility configuration without brush seals, the total 

torque is comprised of the torques at the rotor and air motor 
bearings and aerodynamic drag on the rotor and at the air motor 
turbine. The bearing torques are considered to be constant with 
speed, being a function of the bearing load and the coefficient of 
sliding friction at the bearing interface. The differential pressure 
across the drive shaft seal gives rise to a small bearing load, 
and, consequently, a torque that will have linear dependence on 
the differential pressure between the downstream rotor cavities 
and atmosphere. The total bearing torque can therefore be de
scribed as 

tB = t„ + CbAP. (1) 

To estimate the aerodynamic torques, the torques generated 
by a disk and cylinder rotating in fluid are first considered 
independently. The integral momentum equations for a thin disk 

Nomenclature 

cf = resistance coeffi
cient for cylinder 

C = linear coefficient 
pertaining to torque 

D = diameter 
F = rhiKTID),Pu = dimensionless flow 

rate term 
/ = moment of inertia 
/ = axial length of rotor 

m = mass flow rate 
P = absolute pressure 

r = radius 
R = gas constant 

Re9 = puirl/fj, = rotational Reynolds 
number 

t = torque 
T = absolute temperature 

(static) 
\x — dynamic viscosity 
p = density 

re = shear stress 

w = angular velocity 
u> = angular acceleration 

Subscripts 

A = aerodynamic 
b = bearing component 
B = total bearing 
S = system 

ilo = inner /outer 
uld = upstream/downstream 
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Fig. 3 Results for the torque calibration tests 

rotating in an infinite quiescent environment were first derived 
and solved by von Karman (1921), in which the tangential 
shear stress on the disc (assuming constant fluid properties) is 
given by 

2 2 p u I T 
0.0267 ( Re6 (2) 

Torque is obtained by integrating the shear stress over the 
area and radius of the disc as follows: 

t= J ° rT02ixrdr = f ° 0 . 1 6 8 / 9 w V [ ^ - j dr. (3) 

Hence, 

t = 0.0 W ' W 2 3 ' 5 . (4) 

The experimental correlation of Theodorson and Regier 
(1944) for a cylinder rotating in fluid is 

cf = 0.0437 Re J0-2, (5) 

where the shear stress coefficient is of the form 

2re 
cf 7 •? 

pu r0 

(6) 

Torque at the cylinder surface is expressed as the product of 
shear stress (from Eq. 6), surface area, and radius: 

/ = 0.137 / / > / 5 p 4 / W 8 / 5 / (7) 

The functional form of Eqs. (4) and (7) is similar. Therefore, 
for a fixed geometry in a fluid of constant viscosity, the total 
aerodynamic torque acting on a body of circular cross section 
can be described by a function, such that, 

tA = C A ( p 4 ' V s ) . (8) 
Also from Eqs. (4) and (7), it can be seen that the aerody

namic torque is a strong function of radius. Consequently, The 
torque generated by the air motor turbine, which is of small 
radius and only operates in a low-density environment, is ne
glected in the presence of the dominant rotor torque. Combining 
Eqs. (1) and (8), the total system torque can be expressed by 
the following linear equation: 

ts = t„ + CbAP + CA(p4,5oj9'5). (9) 
Thus, the calibration constants for Eq. (9) can be derived 

from the results of rig tests without brush seals. The total system 
torque is determined from deceleration data using Eq. (10). 

ts = ICo (10) 

Experimental results for torque are plotted against the aerody
namic parameter of Eq. (9) , results for six tests at different 
chamber pressures are presented in Fig. 3. The linearity of the 

data for different pressures gives confidence in the calibration. 
The low speed deviation from linearity can be attributed to the 
transition from turbulent to laminar flow, where the dependence 
no longer fits the form derived in Eqs. (4) and (7) . For each 
run, these lower Reynolds numbers points are ignored; a line 
of best fit is extrapolated through the torque axis intercept. 
Hence, the coefficients of Eq. (9) are determined: the aerody
namic torque calibration constant from the gradient and the 
differential pressure effect on bearing torques from the variation 
in torque axis intercept with pressure and the unpressurized 
bearing torque term from the torque axis intercept for the zero 
differential pressure line. 

For a test facility configuration incorporating brush seals, the 
outer cylindrical face of the rotor is subjected to the upstream 
seal pressure, and the remainder of the rotor is subjected to the 
downstream pressure. Hence, Eq. (9) is used to calculate torque 
for the total system at downstream pressure, and Eq. (7) is used 
to correct this value to account for the higher pressure at the 
outer cylindrical face. 

Accuracy Considerations. Measured and derived quanti
ties, along with their fractional uncertainties, are given in Table 
2. Uncertainties for derived quantities p, p., CA, Cb, ts, tb, and 
tA are established from typical arguments for independent and 
random errors (e.g., Taylor, 1982, p. 53). The error in speed 
measurement is due to digitization. Since deceleration is ob
tained from the discrete differential of successive speed mea
surements, its fractional uncertainty is inversely proportional to 
the deceleration and a typical uncertainty is quoted. 

The errors incurred in the derivation of the seal torque from 
the sum of the system and parasitic torques are judged to be 
cumulative. Consequently, the degree of error in the derived 
seal torque, is dependant upon its magnitude in relation to the 
total system torque. In the present study, the seal torque typi
cally accounts for between 30 percent and 50 percent of the 
total system torque. In the worst case, for a seal torque which 
is 30 percent of the total system torque, the maximum error in 
seal torque is ±7.5 percent. 

Results 

Prior to testing, the rotor was dynamically balanced to a 
quality consistent with that of the engine shaft. Capacitance 
probes were used to measure the centrifugal increase in rotor 
diameter. The radial growth of the outer cylindrical face was 
40 microns at 10,000 rpm. 

Clearance Seal Run Down Tests. Regulators were used 
to adjust the upstream pressure, and the pressure ratio across 
the seal was set with the manual outlet valve. The pressure 
supply was then isolated so that the pressure throughout the 
system was atmospheric. The rotor was accelerated to approxi
mately 9500 rpm, at which point the seals were pressurized, 

Table 2 Uncertainties in measured and derived quantities 

Quantity Instrumentation Uncertainty 
p ZOC14 +/- 0.08% 
CO Encoder +/-0.1% 
(0 N.A. +/- 1% 
T K- thermocouple +/- 0.04% 
P N.A. +/- 0.09% 
u N.A. +/- 0.04% 
c„ N.A. +/- 1.01% 

QAP N.A. +/- 1.01% 
h N.A. +/- 1.02% 
',, N.A. +/- 1.02% 
h N.A. +/- 1.02% 
m N.A. +/-1.5% 
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Fig. 4 Clearance seal run down tests 

and the drive power was removed. Rotor speed, leakage flow, 
and seal cavity pressures were monitored as the rotor deceler
ated. Results are discussed for a series of tests conducted at 
different pressure ratios, all at a nominal upstream chamber 
pressure of 6 bar absolute. 

Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) present test results for the seal 
pair conducted at pressure ratios of 5, 2, and 1.3, respectively. 
At high pressure ratio (Fig. 4 (a ) ) , seal torque is observed to 
decrease with decreasing rotor speed; mass flow and down
stream pressure are observed to increase. There is a slight de
crease in upstream pressure as the rotor decelerates; this can 

2 3 4 5 6 

Differential Pressure (bar abs.) 

Fig. 5 Effect of differential pressure on maximum seal torques for a 
series of tests conducted at an upstream pressure of 6 bar abs 

probably be attributed to the increasing mass flow. These phe
nomena are also apparent in the test with a pressure ratio of 2 
(Fig. 4(b)). However, the magnitude of the torque generated 
when pressure is initially applied has decreased. The change in 
both seal torque and mass flow in the course of the test is less 
pronounced at the lower pressure ratio. 

The phenomena of decreasing seal torque with decreasing 
rotor speed is characteristic of all tests conducted at a pressure 
ratio in excess of 1.3. For the test conducted at a pressure ratio 
of 1.3 (Fig. 4(c) ) , the seal torque remains nominally constant 
as the rotor decelerates. Mass flow and downstream pressure 
are both observed to increase. These phenomena are characteris
tic of all tests that were conducted at pressure ratios of 1.3 and 
below. 

Given that the seals are of an initial build clearance, the 
measured seal torque is attributed to bristle "blow down". For 
the complete series of the present tests, the peak torque devel
oped when pressure is initially applied to the seal is plotted 
against the differential pressure that existed between the seal 
cavities when the torque measurement was made (Fig. 5) . 
These results demonstrate an apparently linear dependence in 
"blow down" generated bristle tip contact loads with differen
tial pressure. These "blow down" related loads are developed 
when pressure is initially applied to the seal. It is reasonable to 
assume that bristle deflections propagate when frictional effects 
are reduced—due to transient and excited nature of the bristle 
matrix that results from a step change in pressure. The pressure 
axis intercept of Fig. 5 is indicative of a minimum differential 
pressure requirement to close the clearance between bristle tips 
and shaft surface. 

For the present tests conducted at pressure ratios in excess 
of 1.2, the observed reduction in seal torque as the rotor deceler
ates is indicative of a frictional effect. It is reasoned that as 
the rotor centrifugally contracts; "blow down", responsible for 
radial deflection of the bristle tip, is restricted by the presence 
of frictional forces within the bristle matrix that arise as a result 
of the differential pressure across the seal. Consequently, as the 
bristle tip to shaft contact forces reduce, seal torque is reduced. 
Mass flow increases as a radial clearance develops between the 
shaft surface and some of the bristle tips and as a consequence 
of an overall increase in flow area. The fact that a measurable 
torque is always evident indicates that radial displacement of 
some of the bristle tips is always able to occur. The fact that 
changes in torque and mass flow become less pronounced as 
pressure ratio is reduced suggests that the magnitude of the 
frictional effect is dependant on the differential pressure across 
the seal. 
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Fig. 6 Clearance seal static flow test at a nominal upstream pressure 
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Fig. 7 Interference seal run down test 

Clearance Seal Static Flow Test. The downstream outlet 
valve was closed, and the entire working section pressurised to 
6 bar absolute. The outlet valve was then manually cycled from 
closed to open to closed. Cavity pressures and mass flow are 
monitored. Results are presented in the form of a dimensionless 
flow term " F " , which is defined as 

F = 
rhiRT 

D2P 
(11) 

In Fig. 6, as downstream pressure is decreased, the reduction 
in the magnitude of the flow term at pressure ratios in excess 
of 2 is indicative of physical change in the seals geometry that 
is responsible for an improvement in sealing performance. Two 
mechanisms that could implement this change are bristle ' 'blow 
down" and improved packing of the bristle matrix with an 
increase in differential pressure. 

Frictional effects are evident from the hysteresis that is pro
duced as pressure ratio is decreased from the maximum. It 
would appear that the changes in seal geometry that result from 
"blow down" and compacting of the bristle matrix are main
tained by frictional forces as the pressure ratio is reduced, and 
improved sealing results. Below a pressure ratio of 1.2, hystere
sis, and, consequently, frictional effects are no longer evident. 
This is entirely consistent with the dynamic tests conducted at 
the same nominal upstream pressure, where, at pressure ratios 
of 1.2 and below, constant seal torque throughout the speed 
range implies that frictional effects are no longer a factor inhib
iting blowdown. 

Interference Seal Dynamic Tests. The seal pair were of 
an initial build interference with greater lay angle (bristles more 
tangential to the shaft surface) than the previously discussed 
clearance seals. Figure 7 presents the result of a run down test 
that was conducted at a nominal upstream pressure of 6 bar 
absolute. The experimental procedure was identical to the pre
viously discussed clearance seal tests. 

Below 7000 rpm, the interference seals exhibit similar opera
tional characteristics to the clearance seals. Decreasing torque 
and increasing mass flow, as the rotor decelerates, are both 
indicative of frictional effects. The local minimum in torque at 
8000 rpm is accompanied by a sharp increase in mass flow 
and downstream pressure. An increase in seal torque implies a 
geometrical change that increases the magnitude of contact 
loads between bristle tips and shaft surface. A possible explana
tion for the observed inflection in the torque line is that vibration 
of the bristles temporarily allows them to overcome frictional 
restraint and blow down freely onto the shaft. Since upstream 
pressure is nominally constant in the course of the test, it seems 

likely that vibration is not flow induced. Additionally, during 
commissioning of the test facility, a small rotor resonance was 
measured at 6000 rpm, and stable behavior was noted in the 
rest of the speed range. Consequently, vibration of the bristles 
probably occurs as a result of resonance to excitation at their 
own natural frequency or an appropriate harmonic. A small 
eccentricity in the rotor could impose a suitable forcing func
tion. 

Figure 8 demonstrates the results of a test conducted with 
the same experimental procedure of the test of Fig. 7, with the 
exception that the upstream pressure was manually pulsed as 
the rotor decelerated. At speeds in excess of 3000 rpm, the 
initial application of pressure yields a torque and mass flow 
that is consistent with that obtained with initial application of 
pressure in the conventional rundown test. The present test also 
indicates frictional restraint of the bristles from the decrease in 
torque and increase in mass flow, once a steady upstream supply 
has been established. At 3500 rpm, shortly after the application 
of pressure at 4000 rpm, the seal torque is observed to decay 
rapidly despite the presence of full upstream pressure, such 
behaviour could be indicative of a vibratory effect. The applica
tion of pressure at approximately 3000 rpm yields a seal torque 
that is almost twice the magnitude of those produced at higher 
rotor speeds. Mass flow is also significantly reduced from that 
of the higher-speed applications of pressure. 

Results of an acceleration/deceleration test are presented in 
Fig. 9. Seal pressure was applied whilst the rotor was stationary. 
The rotor was then accelerated to approximately 10000 rpm, at 

! 
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I 
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I P up (bur abs.) 

4 5 6 7 8 

Thousands 

Speed (r.p.m. /1000) 
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Fig. 8 Interference seal pulsed run down test 
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Fig. 9 Interference seal acceleration/deceleration test 

which point drive power was removed. On the rotor coming to 
rest, the upstream pressure was cut, permitted to vent to up
stream conditions, and then reapplied. 

In the acceleration phase of the test (Fig. 9), at just before 
4000 rpm, large increases in both mass flow and downstream 
pressure are observed. This is consistent with the pulsed run 
down test (Fig. 8), where improved seal performance is ob
served when pressure is applied at below 3500 rpm. As rotor 
speed is further increased, the downstream pressure and mass 
flow remain nominally constant. In the deceleration phase, an 
increase in downstream pressure and mass flow are observed, 
and this is consistent with the rundown tests. 

The dynamic response of a viscously damped system is such 
that a system is typically capable of tracking an excitation that 
occurs at below its natural frequency. However, as the excitation 
frequency approaches and exceeds the systems natural fre
quency, the amplitude ratio and phase of the response become 
such that the system can no longer track the input (Rao, 1986). 
In the context of the current test (Fig. 9), if the bristles can no 
longer track the inherent orbiting eccentricity of the rotor, it is 
conceivable that the bristle tips are radially displaced and held 
in position by the differential pressure and frictional effects. 
The sudden decrease in seal performance could therefore be 
explained. The increase in torque and decrease in mass flow 
measured at low speeds in the pulsed rundown test (Fig. 8), 
could be attributed to a similar effect, where at low speed the 
bristles can track eccentricity in the orbiting rotor. 

In Fig. 10, the results of an unpressurized, interference seal 
rundown test are presented. In order to obtain a figure for the 
coefficient of dynamic friction at the bristle to rotor interface 
(for the known bristle to rotor interference), an equation for 
bristle bending is applied to the low speed data, where centrifu
gal and hydrodynamic effects are not considered to be influen
tial. The curve marked Model A, is obtained by applying the 
known centrifugal increase in rotor diameter to the bending 
equation. Model A is corrected with an estimate for the mean 
hydrodynamic pressure generated under the bristle tips; thus, 
the curve marked Model B is obtained. The estimate of hydrody
namic pressure is derived from the Reynolds equation; the bris
tles are assumed to be in contact with the high points of the rotor 
surface profile, and it is assumed that hydrodynamic pressure is 
generated in the clearance between bristle tips and the remainder 
of the rotor surface. 

Model B does not exactly replicate the experimental data; it 
does, however, predict the same general trend, and, therefore, 
supports the theory of a hydrodynamic phenomena at the bristle 
tip. 
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Conclusions 

Accurate calibration of the aerodynamic torques acting on 
the rotating system allows the effect of small changes in seal 
operating conditions on bristle-tip-to-shaft contact pressure to 
be measured. The centrifugal growth of the rotor provides a 
useful means of assessing the degree to which frictional effects 
prevail. 

Frictional effects have been observed in the form of bristle 
locking in the rundown tests and hysteresis in static flow tests. 
Friction, therefore, prevents the seal being truly compliant and 
excursion of the rotor surface away from the bristle tips pro
duces an undesirable reduction in sealing performance. A fur
ther implication is that friction considerably increases the stiff
ness of the seal-to-radial excursions of the rotor, and, therefore, 
it increases the potential for the bristle tips to wear. 

The magnitude of contact forces generated by bristle blow 
down has been observed to have a linear relation with the differ
ential pressure across the seal. Blow down is observed to de
velop in the presence of pressure transients, and thereafter be
comes arrested by frictional effects. Consequently, seal designs 
that attempt to alleviate friction may permit blow down to be 
prevalent. Seal compliance would therefore be improved, how
ever, it is conceivable that wear could result in the presence of 
sustained blow down loads. 

Rotation of the rubbing surfaces induces hydrodynamic lift 
at the bristle tip. The associated reduction in contact pressure 
is small in comparison to the overall contact loads. However, 
if frictional and blow down forces can be reduced, this hydrody
namic effect could possibly be utilized as a wear-reducing 
mechanism. 

Mass flow is observed to increases with decreasing rotor 
speed. At least some of the increase in leakage can be attributed 
to the centrifugal decrease in rotor diameter, and, consequently, 
increase in the flow area. A more compliant seal, in which 
frictional effects are reduced, is likely to have leakage character
istics that are less sensitive to displacements of the rubbing 
surface. It is conceivable that rotation might induce phenomena 
in the incoming flow (e.g., swirl) that may also have effect on 
leakage. No attempt to isolate these from centrifugal effects has 
been made in the present study. 

In the interference seal tests, the observed changes in seal 
performance at approximately 4000 rpm and 8000 rpm provide 
strong evidence that changes in seal performance can result 
from vibrations of the bristle matrix that are induced at rotor 
frequencies that are close to the bristles natural frequency or at 
appropriate harmonics. 
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Fig. 10 Interference seal unpressurised run down test 
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High Temperature Proximity 
Measurement in Aero and 
Industrial Turbomachinery 
The measurement of disc and shaft displacement has been performed for many years 
as part of the development, commissioning and monitoring of all classes of turboma
chinery. This measurement has traditionally been performed using sensors that cannot 
operate above the curie point of rare earth magnets. In this paper a programme of 
work is described that was undertaken to develop a measurement system that could 
make a measurement of target proximity in a high temperature environment. The 
specific objectives were to make possible the measurement of turbine disc axial 
movement and shaft motion in the engine core, close to the combustion chamber or 
turbine; and secondly to make possible the measurement of tip clearance over 
shrouded turbine rotors. 

1.0 Introduction 
The measurement of proximity from a sensor to target is a 

routine measurement within all classes of turbomachinery. The 
most common measurement principle is the eddy current sensor, 
described by Sutcliffe (1977). These sensors classically operate 
only to the curie point of rare earth magnets, typically 200°C, 
and calibrations are effected by target material property varia
tions. 

Improvements to the basic concept have been reported by 
Hastings and Jensen (1996), which largely eliminate the sus
ceptibility to target material property variations but do not ad
dress the issue of limited temperature capability. 

There are many possible operating principles for a high tem
perature blade tip clearance measurement or proximity measure
ment system, Table 1. The use of lasers was studied by Bar-
ranger and Ford (1981), but found to be bulky and expensive 
in practice. Microwave sensors have been studied, Grzybowski 
et al. (1996), and show potential; however, practical implemen
tations of the sensors are as yet unavailable. Electromechanical 
techniques have been successfully employed by Sheard and 
Turner (1992), but again are bulky and expensive so are not 
favored. 

The use of capacitive-type sensors is common within the gas 
turbine industry (Muller et al., 1997), where they are classically 
used to measure the gap between an engine casing and rotor 
blades. Capacitive-type sensors are routinely used in the auto
motive industry (Hughes, 1995; Grice et al., 1990) to measure 
proximity to solid surfaces. The small size and low cost made 
the capacitance measurement sensor a logical operating princi
ple to apply to high temperature proximity measurement. This 
technique is not fundamentally susceptible to errors induced by 
change in temperature (Chivers, 1989). The technique is also 
insensitive to target material properties. 

This paper reports a program of work undertaken to develop 
a high temperature proximity measurement system that is based 
on the principle of measuring the capacitance between sensor 
and target. The design and performance of proximity measure
ment signal conditioning is described. The design and laboratory 
testing of a sensor suitable for use with the proximity measure
ment signal conditioning and blade tip clearance signal condi
tioning is also presented. 

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Orlando, FL, 
June 2 - 5 , 1997. Manuscript received by the ASME Headquarters September 16, 
1998. Paper No. 97-GT-198. Associate Technical Editor: H. A. Kidd. 

2.0 Principle of Operation 
The proximity measurement system comprises three compo

nents. The first is a sensor, Fig. 1, described in detail by Sheard 
and Lawrence (1996). The second is an engine mounted oscilla
tor, amplifier, and filter, refered to as the capacitive displace
ment transducer (CDT) amplifier. The third is a rack mounted 
receiver that is linked to the CDT amplifier via standard test 
bed 50 Ohm coaxial cables, Fig. 2. The CDT Amplifier and 
receiver constitute the proximity measurement system electron
ics, described in detail by Stringfellow (1996). 

The sensor is a triaxial device, with the center wire being 
connected to the sensor tip. A guard surrounds the center wire 
and sensor tip, and an outer screen surrounds the guard. The 
three system components are described in sections 2.1 to 2.3. 

2.1 Sensor. The sensor differed from the typical capaci
tance proximity sensor, described by Grice et al. (1990), in 
that it is a triaxial, not a coaxial, device. 

Classical coaxial proximity sensors measuring sensor tip to 
target capacitance are isolated from their surroundings using 
high temperature plastic. This plastic is limited to approximately 
the same working temperature as the rare earth magnets within 
an eddy current sensor. The coaxial capacitance sensor, there
fore, offers no better high temperature capability than an eddy 
current sensor. 

In order to produce a higher temperature proximity sensor, 
it was necessary to eliminate all plastic components, replacing 
them with materials resistant to higher temperatures. The ap
proach adopted was to isolate the coaxial sensor of Grice et al. 
from its environment by encapsulating it in a third layer. The 
sensor, therefore, becomes a triaxial device. The same approach 
is taken with the cable. 

The triaxial sensor construction is employed only to provide 
a high temperature electrical isolation of the center wire and 
guard from the environment. Once the environmental tempera
ture falls below 200°C the cable between sensor and oscillator 
can change to a low noise PTFE coated coaxial cable (Fig. 2) 
as described in section 4.4. 

2.2 Engine Mounted CDT Amplifier. The engine 
mounted CDT amplifier drives the guard at 16 kHz at constant 
amplitude, Fig. 3. It is insensitive to low speed thermal changes 
in cable capacitance, keeping amplitude constant irrespective 
of cable capacitance. This induces an identical sinusoidal oscil
lation in the center wire that is immune from changes in cable 
capacitance. As soon as a target comes into range of the sensor 
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Table 1 Clearance sensor comparison of capability in gas turbine applications 

Sensor Resolution Temperature Limit 
(Current State of the Art) 

Target Geometry 
Dependent 

Size 
Comparison 

Cost Per Sensor 

Electro-Mechanical 0.05mm 1.200C* No Large High 

Optical 0.05mm 1,550C* No Large Very High 

Capacitive 5% of Range 1.100C Yes Very Small Low 

Eddy Current 5% of Range 650C Yes Small Low 

Microwave 0.10mm 1.200C No Medium Medium 

Fluidic 0.25mm 1.400C Yes Small Low 

•Purged. 
Additional Factors. Optical & Capacitive most mature. Capacitive least complex. Capacitive and microwave most durable. 
Compiled from data contained in Burr (1994). 

tip, the additional capacitive couple between sensor tip and 
target results in a change in the induced voltage on the center 
wire. This manifests itself as a reduced center wire voltage 
relative to that on the guard. 

The CDT Amplifier contains a very high gain/bandwidth 
product differential amplifier, with both the reference guard 
voltage and the induced center wire voltage being fed into it. 
The differential amplifier output is a 16 kHz sine wave, the 
amplitude of which is proportional to the difference between 
reference and induced inputs. 

2.3 Signal Conditioning. The engine mounted CDT Am
plifier output is fed through a 50 Ohm drive stage to enable it 
to be linked to a distant receiver module using standard test 

bed 50 Ohm coaxial cable, Fig. 4. Cable lengths of 150 meters 
have been used in practical engine installations. 

Within the receiver module the 16 kHz sine wave is synchro
nously rectified to eliminate quadrature errors. The signal is 
then passed through a 3 pole low pass filter with a 3 db point 
at 5 kHz. The DC voltage output is then scaled to give 0-10 
Volts output proportional to sensor tip to target capacitance 
over the sensor working range. Drive electronic specification is 
summarized in Table 2. 

3.0 Sensor Development 
Sensor design objectives are summarized in Table 3. These 

targets were set as representative of turbine environments found 

Fig. 1 Traditional (top) and prototype NT (bottom) triaxial capacitive 
sensors 

Tri-Axial Plug/Socket 

Flexible Low Noise Co-Axial Cable 

Sensor 

Mineral Insulated Tri-Axial Cable 

0/P 1 

D.A.S. Inputs 
0/P 2 

0/P 3 

19' RECIVER 

All Cables In & Out ol Reciver 
50 Ohm Co-Ax 

Fig. 2 Proximity measurement system component parts and cable con
figuration 

^ 3 -
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b 
3 -
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Tr^ £ u Rec Filter i 
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Charge Amp. Differential 
Amplifier 

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the engine mounted capacitive displace
ment transducer (CDT) amplifier 
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Table 3 Sensor specification 

Input 

buffer 

- . 'Capacitance' 
output 

1/X 'Distance' 
output 

buffer 
Differential 
Filter / Receiving 
Amplifier 

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the rack mount receiver 

in current generation gas turbines. The next generation of gas 
turbines was considered by Atkinson (1994) with predicted 
combustor flame temperatures of 1,773°C, and a requirement 
for instrumentation capable of operating at 1,500°C. This design 
objective was considered, and rejected. A future program of 
work will address next generation requirements. In the follow
ing sections, the program of work undertaken to achieve the 
specification in Table 3 is described. 

3.1 Traditional Triaxial Sensor Configuration. Triaxial 
capacitance sensors are classically complex assemblies of metal 
and ceramic components, Fig. 5. These sensors have been uti
lized by Chivers (1989), Killeen et al. (1991), Muller et al. 
(1997) and Gill et al. (1997) in turbine applications for tip 
clearance measurement. This sensor will not operate with the 
proximity electronics of Stringfellow (1996), as the guard ring 
does not extend to the sensor tip. This introduces typically a 
4.5 pF "stray" linkage between electrode and outer screen, 
which is indistinguishable from the signal to the proximity elec
tronics, and takes the system out of its operating range, Ta
ble 2. 

A fully guarded sensor would typically have less than 0.1 pF 
stray capacitance, attributable to air linkage from electrode 
across the guard ring to earth. A fully guarded sensor could be 
utilized with the electronics of Stringfellow (1996) to a solid 
target, or over unshrouded blades with the electronics of Muller 
etal. (1997). 

3.2 New Technology Sensor. A New Technology (NT) 
sensor design, Fig. 6, was developed by Sheard and Lawrence 
(1996). The concept eliminates all ceramic components, main
taining electrical isolation by alumina coating the electrode and 
guard. The elimination of machined ceramic components en
ables extension of the guard to sensor tip, which makes the 
design suitable for use with proximity and tip clearance elec
tronics. 

The electrode, guard, and body comprise a set of inverted 
cones, which are preloaded into one another. The use of inverted 
cones produces an intrinsically safe, fully captive design. By 
preloading the cones into one another during sensor assembly, 

Table 2 Drive electronic specification 

Oscillator 
Frequency 16 kHz 
Level Preset lOVpk-pk 
Distortion <0.5% harmonic Distortion 
Amplitude Stability <100ppm/C 
Amplifier 
Target Capacitance (l)1.500pfto0.1S0pf 

(2)0.750pfto0.075pf 
(3)0.375pfto0.0375pf 

Rectifier Synchronous 
Filter Type 3 Pole Butterworth 
Cut off Frequency 1 kHz Typ., 5kHz Max. 
Output +/-10 Volts® 2mA 
Stability <0.1%/C 

Front face peak operating temperature 1.100C 
Sensor body temperature 800 C 
Mineral Insulated (MI) cable temperature 600 C 
MI cable length 6 Meters 
MI to Flexible joint temperature 200C 
Flexible cable length 5 Meters 
Flexible cable temperature 200C 
Drift with temperature over operating range >+/-2% FS 

all components remain positively located at all times. This re
duces susceptibility to high cycle fatigue—the design criterion 
used being the ability to withstand 500G acceleration loads at 
peak operating temperature. 

It is unlikely that any triaxial sensor will compete on cost 
with coaxial, or multicore sensors, described by Monich and 
Bailleul (1993) and Bailleul and Albijat (1996) for use with 
the electronics of Dooley (1989) or Foster (1989). The primary 
consideration, however, must be a sensor design that is fully 
captured that will not fail mechanically. 

3.3 Sensor Geometry. The objective of good sensor de
sign is to give the maximum operating range for a given sensor 
diameter. A large guard ring improves linearity by reducing 
stray capacitive linkage to the sensor body. The total range 
however is reduced, as for a fixed overall sensor diameter, a 
large guard results in a smaller electrode. 

A small guard ring results in increased capacitive linkage 
through the air from electrode to sensor body. This stray capaci
tance reduces sensor linearity, and ultimately dominates, lim
iting sensor range. The use of a small guard, however, for a 
fixed overall sensor diameter results in a larger electrode, which 
increases sensor range. 

The trade-off between guard and active sensor diameter was 
assessed empirically. A ratio between electrode and guard diam
eter of 1.4 was found to give greatest sensor range. 

A finite element analysis of the electrical field between sensor 
face and target was performed for the optimized tip geometry. 
The predicted lines of constant voltage, Fig. 7, across the sensor 
face indicate slight distortion of the field across the electrode 
guard interface. Clearly, the guard is not perfect; however, it is 
working well enough to prevent the field in front of the electrode 
being badly distorted, therefore enabling maximum linkage be
tween electrode and target. 

3.4 Sensor Range. The NT sensor range was evaluated 
when attached to Stringfellow's proximity electronics, Fig. 8. 
A range of approximately 75 percent overall sensor diameter 
was achieved. The sensors of Grice et al. (1990) typically have 
a guard to electrode diameter ratio of 2, which gives good 
linearity over a short range of approximately 50 percent overall 
sensor diameter. The NT sensor increases overall sensor range 
by about 50 percent from 50 percent to 75 percent of overall 
sensor diameter. 

Performance of the electronics of Muller et al. when fitted 
with NT sensors, was being studied at the time of writing, 
and will be reported in a future publication. For the sake of 
completeness, though not the subject of this publication, NT 
sensor range, when attached to an enhanced version of the tip 
clearance electronics of Muller et al. is included, Fig. 8. As 
with the electronics of Stringfellow, range was demonstrated to 
be 75 percent of overall sensor diameter. 

The same enhanced version of the electronics of Muller et 
al. was utilized by Gill et al. (1997) when attached to a tradi
tional triaxial sensor. The range was found to be 45 percent of 
overall sensor diameter, Fig. 8. The range reported by Muller 
et al. was 35 percent of overall sensor diameter. 

Tip clearance systems with similar principles of operation by 
Chivers (1989) and Killeen et al. (1991) were found to have 
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Fig. 5 Traditional tri-axial capacitive sensor Fig. 6 New technology (NT) capacitive sensor 

ranges of 25 percent and 35 percent of overall sensor diameter, 
respectively. 

4.0 Cable Development 
The sensor and CDT Amplifier must be linked using a cabling 

system, Fig. 2. For high temperature installations the only viable 
cable type is mineral insulated (MI). 

4.1 Mineral Insulated Cable. MI cables are signal trans
mission cables consisting of an impervious sheath, an oxide 
insulator, and a conductor. In the case of triaxial sensors, the 
conductor is separated from the sheath by a guard sheath and 
second oxide layer. The sheath material must suffer low oxida
tion at elevated temperature, with stainless steel or inconel fa
vored. 

The insulator is a compressed metal oxide powder. The CDT 
amplifier is insensitive to cable capacitance, therefore, Magne
sium Oxide (MgO or Magnesia) is favored as the insulator. 

4.2 MgO Filled Cable. At the target cable operating tem
perature, 600°C, Table 3, the relative permittivity of Magnesia 
changes by 7 percent from 6.3 to 6.7, Table 4, which will result 

in a corresponding change in cable capacitance of 7 percent. 
For a typical cable configuration with approximately 2,000 pF 
capacitance between conductor and guard and guard and sheath, 
a 100 percent change in cable capacitance affects system output 
by less than 2 percent; therefore, the performance of Magnesia 
is considered adequate for the NT sensor application. 

4.3 Si02 Filled Cable. The principal advantage of Silica 
over Magnesia is its low relative permittivity, Table 4. Below 
approximately 500°C, the relative permittivity of Silica is half 
that of Magnesia, giving a cable of half the capacitance per 
meter. This enables cables to be twice the length for the same 
overall capacitance as a Magnesia-filled cable. Above 500°C, 
the relative permittivity of Silica increases rapidly, Table 4, 
therefore making Silica-filled cable unsuitable for use. Silica is 
not the only low dielectric insulating material; however, it is 
the only readily available low cost material. 

The cable configuration is given in Table 5, and is described 
in detail by Stringfellow (1996). The choice of stainless steel 
for the center wire and outer screen was made for mechanical 
strength at high temperature. A low electrical resistance metal 
was chosen for the guard, as low electrical resistance of the 
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LIKES OF CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 7 Finite element analysis of optimized sensor tip. Predicted lines 
of constant voltage to target at one sensor diameter from the sensor tip. 

guard improves CDT amplifier performance, as described in 
section 5.5. 

4.4 Flexible Cable. The CDT amplifier does not require 
the NT sensor earth returning. For this reason, a coaxial PTFE 
cable can be used to connect the guard and conductor to the 
NT sensor, Fig. 2. The outer screen of the triaxial cable performs 
the same function as the PTFE wrap around a coaxial cable, 
simply insulating the guard from earth. 

5.0 System Performance 
Laboratory testing of the NT sensor is summarized in the 

following section, and the most significant data presented. 

5.1 High Temperature Sensor Performance. As the ca
ble and sensor are intimately connected, it is impossible to study 
sensor performance independently of the cable to which it is 
connected. To overcome this, probe components were mounted 
in a jig with no MI attached to allow them to be studied indepen
dently. 

The critical parameter at elevated temperature is isolation 
resistance between components. To ascertain change in isolation 
resistance with temperature of the jig-mounted components, 
they were oven tested. 

Results from the oven testing, Fig. 9, were encouraging, with 
measured isolation matching theoretical resistivity for pure Alu
mina well. With an isolation of 10 kOhms within the sensor, 
CDT amplifier performance is unaffected; however, by 1 kOhm 
the system had collapsed, as described in section 5.5. Oven tests 
indicate that at 1,100°C parts maintain over 10 kOhms isolation, 
making them fit for purpose. 

5.2 High Temperature Cable Performance. Cable sam
ples were studied to verify performance at high temperature. 
The cable samples started to exhibit a thermoelectric effect 
above 700°C. The dissimilar metals used in the construction of 
the cable began to generate a voltage between screen and guard 
and guard and conductor, which was up to 50 mV at 1,100°C. 
This effect was decoupled in the CDT amplifier, and, therefore, 
did not affect system performance; however, it proved impossi
ble to make an accurate measurement of isolation resistance 
above 700°C. 

Below 700°C, change in isolation with temperature was con
sistent with the theoretical resistivity for pure Magnesia and 
Silica. An isolation resistance of 10 kOhms was predicted at 

800°C within Silica filled cable and 1,200°C within Magnesia-
filled cable. This was considered consistent with the NT sensor 
specification, Table 3. 

5.3 Sensor and Cable Coupled Performance. The as
sumption that sensor and cable could be decoupled and studied 
separately was evaluated. An NT sensor was attached to a Sil-

-NT -Theory -Griceetal 

100 25 50 75 

% Probe Diameter 

•NT Theory -A -G i l l et al 

25 50 75 

% Probe Diameter 

100 

Fig. 8 NT sensor range (top) when coupled with proximity electronics 
of Stringfellow (1996) and (bottom) tip clearance electronics of Muller 
etal. (1997) 
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Table 4 Relative permitivity of silica and magnesia 

Temperature (C) Silica Magnesia 
20 3.0 6.3 
100 3.0 6.3 
200 3.0 6.4 
250 3.1 6.4 
300 3.1 6.4 
350 3.1 6.5 
400 3.2 6.5 
450 3.5 6.5 
500 3.9 6.5 
550 4.7 6.6 
600 6.2 6.7 
650 11.9 6.9 
700 21.0 7.3 
750 26.7 7.8 
800 29.2 8.6 

ica-filled cable and oven tested. The isolation resistance with 
temperature was within the measurement uncertainty of a re
peat-cable-only trial. From this it was concluded that there were 
no close coupled interactions between sensor and cable, and 
that their study in isolation was valid. 

5.4 Electronic System Performance. The engine mounted 
CDT amplifier operates by oscillating a voltage at 16 kHz on 
the guard, which induces an in phase voltage on the center wire. 
It was noted that with Silica-filled cable above 800°C, phase of 
the induced voltage on the center wire shifted. By 950°C the 
return signal was flooded with quadrature and the system col
lapsed, Fig. 10. 

At a temperature of 800°C, the relative permittivity of Silica 
has increased by an order of magnitude, Table 4. This will 
increase cable capacitance by an order of magnitude. The CDT 
amplifier may be set up to function with almost any cable capac
itance required in practical applications. Very large changes in 
cable capacitance, however, do result in system collapse, as 
discussed in section 5.5. The dramatic increase in the relative 
permittivity of Silica is, therefore, believed to be the primary 
cause of system collapse at 950°C. 

To confirm that the sensor itself was not responsible for 
system collapse, a sensor tip (attached to Silica-filled cable) 
was heated with a blow torch to approximately 1,100°C. System 
sensitivity was checked, and found to remain stable to within 
1 percent. 

Measured system sensitivity with Magnesia-filled cable re
mained virtually unchanged from ambient to 1,100°C, Fig. 10. 
System output was observed during the oven test. Phase of the 
induced voltage on the centre wire remained virtually un
changed, with no evidence of quadrature. 

5.5 Accuracy Considerations. The effect of guard resis
tance and its relationship to the measurement must be consid
ered. Conventional stainless steel cable with its inherent low 
conductivity can lead to measurement errors in the capacitance 
measurement system of Stringfellow (1996). The guard resis
tance when combined with guard to outer cable capacitance 

Table 5 Cable specification 

Conductor material Stainless Steel 
Guard material CI 
Outer screen material Stainless Steel 
Insulating material MgO or Si02, plus additives 
Conductor/Guard capacitance 130pF/M(SiO2) 
Guard/Outer capacitance 130pF/M(SiO2) 
Guard resistance 0.2 Ohms per meter 
Overall cable diameter 3.00 mm 

•Alumina (Ideal) 
•Alumina (Measured) 
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Fig. 9 Measured and theoretical isolation resistance for alumina coated 
sensor components 

develops a quadrature interference signal which can become 
significant. 

The specific conditions needed for the quadrature to become 
significant occur at high cable temperature, when the cable 
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Fig. 10 Measured system sensitivity 
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guard to inner resistance is reduced, and leakage between the 
two becomes significant. The combined effects of guard resis
tance, guard to outer capacitance, and guard to inner leakage 
are responsible for the error in system output. 

A second effect is associated with low isolation between 
cable guard and screen at high cable temperatures. As guard to 
screen leakage becomes significant, resistive leakage produces 
an interference signal that is "in phase". This error signal is 
indistinguishable from sensor tip to target signal capacitance. 

The two effects described above have been found to become 
dominant with cable guard resistances above 10 Ohms and iso
lation resistances below 10 kOhms. With cable guard resistances 
below 1 Ohm and isolation resistances above 10 kOhms, they 
have been found to induce errors in system output of less than 
1 percent, and, therefore, may be regarded as negligible. 

The approach to minimizing the two effects was considered 
by Stringfellow (1996) who used a triaxial cable with low guard 
resistance, Table 5. In practical applications of the measurement 
system it is envisaged that the provision of engine mounted 
electronics should facilitate the use of sensors with MI cable 
lengths short enough to keep guard resistance close to 1 Ohm. 
Flexible cables use a low resistance copper guard, with a resis
tance per meter that is negligible. 

6.0 Conclusions 
1 A new proximity measurement system has been developed, 

with an extended operating temperature range making its 
installation in back end compressor and turbine applications 
possible. 

2 A novel electronic concept has been developed which en
ables triaxial sensors to be driven in a manner that is not 
susceptible to low frequency changes in cable and sensor 
properties induced by changes in their operating tempera
ture. 

3 A novel sensor had been developed that eliminates ceramic 
components, thus avoiding thermal cycle fatigue due to mis
matched component coefficients of expansion. 

4 The sensor has a fully captive design, and is, therefore, 
intrinsically safer than conventional sensors. 

5 The sensor range was found in practice to be at least 50 
percent greater than previous designs in both proximity and 
tip clearance applications. 

6 Triaxial cables have been produced that successfully incor
porate the requirement for low capacitance, low guard resis
tance, and high working temperature. 

7 The NT sensor can operate with either the proximity elec
tronics of Stringfellow (1996) or the blade tip clearance 
electronics of Muller et al. (1996). 

8 The NT sensor is considered to be the first sensor concept 
that is suitable for routine uncooled turbine application at 
1,100°C. 
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